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NEVER HAD
IT SO GOOD.
We should know. It has taken us more than
ten years of, shall we say, repeated and focused
inquiry, to arrive at aspeaker that satisfies our
every exacting and unreasonable requirement.
Machined magnesium-alloy cones. Baffles
one-third foot thick. Drivers matched
to 3/
1l
odB. You know, stuff like that.

The Transcendence Eight is our
finest effort. A speaker so coherent
that you won't be—after listening.
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twas apowder blue Pinto. Brand new,
it drove like abowl ofJello with wheels.
No matter how firmly Igripped the
steering wheel, Ihad no confidence that it
had any kind of relationship with the
wheels on the road. And pickup? There
was none. But because its designers had
sacrificed all quality to build it cheaply, the
Ford Pinto was equally cheap to rent
when Idid so back in 1980.
les ironic that as editor of amagazine
that addresses one of my main leisure
activities — listening to music — I only
occasionally read magazines connected
with another of my passions: driving.
(Faced with ajourney of less than 1000
miles, I'll fly only if there is no way to justify the extra time it takes to drive.) Other
than fantasy coupes and roadsters, Ifind
out about cars in the basic way — by driving them. Whenever Irent acar, Itry to
get a model I haven't driven before.
Sometimes Iend up with adog, like that
blue Pinto. Sometimes Iam pleasantly
surprised. But in the mid-'90s it struck me
that the cars that barked were getting
scarce on the ground and that the pleasant
surprises were becoming the norm.
For reasons Ican only guess at, there seems
to have been aleveling-up of quality in the car
industry. Whether it's aFord Taurus, aChrysler Cirrus, aToyota Carnry, or aHonda
Accord, you get alow-maintenance, fuelthrifty, adequate-performance family car that
handles in asatisfactory manner. (Only the
American General Motors cars Ihave tried
still appear to be underachievers, though GM
in Europe seems to be adifferent company
altogether —a high-revving 1995 British
Vauxhall was one of the most fim cars Ihave
driven!) Yes, the high-performance autos still
offer more, but the price differential rapidly
becomes enormous.1
Iwas reminded of my experience with
rental cars when Iread aposting by Bob
O'Neill on the rec.audioligh-end internet
newsgroup in Octobet2 Commenting on
"Recommended Components" in the
October Stereophde, he wrote "What are we
to make of an 'N list of CD players and
combinations which tuns all the way from
$3500 to $25,000? And please don't tell me
1This increase in quality has not been without aprice
penalty. In 1969, the average base price for acar from
the "Big Three" was around $3500: in 1994, it was
$13,000; now it's around $19,000.
2 Set your browser to www.dtimewscom and enter
"Seen:4)1)1k AND commune." in the search field (with
the misspelling, but without Me quotes).
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See

It

Atkinson

Wes [Phillips] or John [Atkinson] can't
good measurements are indicative of good
hear the difference between the Meridian
engineering, and the cheap Entechs offer
50824 and the [Mark Levinson]
measured performance that you would
No30.5/31.5.... We'd all like to believe
have had to pay several thousand dollars
our Camrys and Accords are BMWs and
for just five years ago. And the Arcam
Mercedes, but saying so won't get them
amplifier, spiritual successor to the classic
there." Reader Doug Axelrod makes a NAD 3020 from two decades ago, is capasimilar point in this issue's "Letters" colble of delivering scads of power into lowumn
.11): "[There seems] to be an
impedance loudspeakers, apparently withupward shift into the Class A realm ..." he
out breaking asweat.
notes, asking "Have components become
Many industry commentators feel that
really that good?"
high-end audio is going to reach the millennium in the depths of a recession.
Certainly the early 1998 collapse of the
The closing years of
Asian markets upon which so many highend companies depend was adisaster, and
the 20th century are
the currently uncertain US stockmarket
makes for consumer caution. But when
agolden age when
those saine commentators look back at
the closing years of the 20th century, Iam
it comes to audio bang
sure they'll regard it as agolden age when
it comes to audio bang for the buck!
for the buck!
It's in that light that I view TAG
McLaren Audio's entry into the High
No, Idon't feel Wes and Iare deaf to
End with raised eyebrows. As Wes Philthe improvements you can buy if you
lips, Paul Messenger, and Larry Archibald
have the disposable income. As high-end
report in this issue, the exotic-car manudigital companies prepare their product
facturer's goal is to reach $56 million in
lines for the 96kHz/24-bit revolution,
annual gross revenue from audio products
their top-of-the-line components become
within seven years. To put that goal in
capable of extracting every last iota of context, British loudspeaker manufacturmusic from the current 44.1kHz/16-bit
er B&W, which is probably the major
CD standard. Istill feel aWadia 270/27i
high-end player in the US speaker maror aMark Levinson No31.5/30.5 comket, has reached approximately one and a
bination sounds better than aMeridian
half times that figure in 30 years, while
50824, a Levinson No.39, an Audio
Arcam, which dominates the UK market
Research CD2, or aWadia 850, to name
for reasonably priced separates, has taken
four players with which Iam familiar.
21 years to reach around $16 million an(Each was a contender for this issue's
nual revenue. (Note that almost all
"Digital Product of the Year" award, with
American high-end audio companies are
the ultimate accolade going to the
smaller than Arcam, with only the
Meridian.) However, as with the car marMadrigals and Krells financially comparaket, the improvements in quality that difble, and the JBLs, Boston Acoustics, and
ferentiate the cost-no-object choices from
Polks reaching toward B&W's figures.)
the sensible-purchase options are getting
Everyone Ihave talked to about TMA's
smaller in absolute terms. Icould happily
ambitious goals draws the analogy belive with the sound any of these four playtween its high-end audio products and parers extracts from CD.
ent company's cost-no-object Formula 1
At the time Iwas responding along
program. Isuspect, however, that once
these lines to Mr. O'Neill, Ialso was meathey have established its top-of-the-line F1
suring the inexpensive Entech digital
range in the year 2000, the company will
processors and the Arcam Alpha 10 intefollow the lead set by Entech, Arrant,
grated amplifier that are reviewed in this
Musical Fidelity, and certain other farissue. When Iauditioned these budgetsighted electronics companies and make
priced components for myself, Iwas
high-quality sound available at aprice that
impressed by what good sound they
will set new records for affordability. If
offered. But Iwas even more impressed by
they can do that without conunoditizing
their measured performance.
the whole field of audio or producing the
Iknow, it's how acomponent sounds
equivalent of the Ford Pinto, Iwill take
that matters, not how it measures. But
my hat off to them!
3

SONY ES AND THE DELICATE BALANCE OF POWER.

There is a new type of power which fully realizes all of the subtlety and force that audio reproduction inspires. It's
called The Power of ES -the "Elevated Standard" in high fidelity performance. And it's available only from Sony.
The TA-E9000ES is the world's first preamplifier to utilize the same 32-bit floating decimal point DSP
technology found in our finest professional products. Its three separate 32-bit engines can decode Dolby
dts or MPEG 5.1 channel audio, as well as 96kHz /24-bit PCM stereo.
The Sony TA-E9000...it's the power you want, it's the delicate balance of power you need,
IT'S THE POWER OF ES.
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Products of the Year 1998
John Atkinson and Wes Phillips present the
the best products in eight categories.
Measuring Loudspeakers
In the second of three articles, editor

John Atkinson examines a
loudspeaker's time-domain
performance and its linear distortion.
Poet in Progress
Having mastered the art of mastering
the guitarjohn Williams talks with
Chip Stern about ja, Django, and
being astudent of Segovia.
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Cary CAD-5725E power amplifier (Robert Daitsch)
Audio Research VT100 Mk.II power amplifier (Rohn:J. Reina)
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CARY STYLE

If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.

•

nose
111-A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT

• CARY, NC 27511

• 919.481.4494

• FAX 919.460.3828
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WORLD
If you're not inclined to spend several
thousand dollars on a set of high-end
speakers, don't worry. You don't have to.
Paradigle Reference speakers... eminently
satisbing state-of-the-art sound that
heightens the sheer enjoyment of music
and home theater.
Visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm'
Reference Dealer today and experience
these spectacular speakers for yourself:
Compare them to the most expensive
speakers you can find. You'll be amazed.
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THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH-END SOUND FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEATER'.
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Letters
A View from the Academy

jobs. Despite our lack of time and budget, we have managed to successfully
In the November issue's "As We See It,"
implement the aforementioned Music
Art Dudley of Listener bemoaned the
and Film Seminar Series. We also have a
fact that the industry does little to pro- website, www.avacademy.com, where
mote itself to the public. He suggested
consumers can be directed to people
that the Academy Advancing High
qualified to answer their questions, or to
Performance Audio & Video should
Ambassadors in their trading area who
shoulder most of the blame for that failcan give them the kind of knowledgeing. There are anumber of issues. First,
able service expected with high-perforwhy does our industry do so little to
mance audio, plus agreat demonstration
promote itself? Second, how should our of audio and home-theater equipment!
industry go about promoting itself?
We are active participants in the CEMA
Third, who should spearhead the proefforts to promote our industry. And we
motional effort? And fourth, what is the
put on an annual awards banquet honorAcademy's role?
ing significant achievements in products
One must remember that, relative to
or technologies. Not bad for people who
the American Dairy Association or the
have day jobs!
Raisin Growers Association, we are
In the future, we will expand our partsmall, and as aconsequence do not have
nership with CEMA and create new
the budgets necessary to launch a partnerships with other trade organizanational multimedia campaign like
tions, all in an effort to promote interest
"Drink Milk."
in high-performance audio and video
Over the years, the Academy has
equipment. The role of high-perforbeen working with the Consumer
mance audio and video manufacturers is
Electronics Manufacturers Association,
becoming more and more important to
CEMA, on many issues regarding our
the health of our industry, and we at the
industry, including the fight against the
Academy will continue our efforts to
luxury tax and numerous involvements
improve our members' abilities to mainat CES. The Academy is represented on
tain and expand their businesses.
the Audio Sub-Committee of CEMA,
Joe Piccirilli
which has been working hard on the
Academy President
promotional issue. This fall, atargeted
direct-mail campaign that promotes the
Values
benefits of owning high-performance
Editor:
audio equipment will begin.
John Atkinson's "As We See It" in SepBoth the Academy and CEMA
tember (p.3) was quite important. He
believe that upgrading the skills of our
shares with Stereophile readers the views
salespeople can go along way toward
he embraced from Nicholas Negrocreating aspirations to own high-perfor- ponte's writings. The idea that the social
mance products, by making the cusaspects are the real value of human
tomer/salesperson interface more protransactions is revolutionary.
fessional and pleasant. The Academy creBusiness people are so focused on
ated the Music and Film Seminar Series,
which educates and certifies audio/video
salespeople. It has been the centerpiece
Letters to the Editor should be sent
of Ell-FI Shows for the last three years,
to The Editor; Stereophile, P.O. Box
and will be offered at the 1999 WCES as
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
well as at HI-FI '99 in Chicago.
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail:
What is the Academy's role?
Letters@stereophile.com .Unless
One must remember that the Acamarked otherwise, all letters are asdemy is a not-for-profit, all-volunteer
sumed to be for possible publiorganization. All of the efforts we make
cation. If you have problems with
arc made by our members because of
your subscription, call (800) 666their passion for the industry. We give of
3746 or visit www.stereophile.com
our time, even though we all have day
Stereophile, December 1998

higher return on assets, market share,
power, efficiency, growth, etc. that they
confuse these with value. Yet these considerations are merely vehicles. People
are designed for relating in good faith.
Dare Isay relating in love? After all, the
essence of living is choosing to add
value or taking from someone.
Somebody revealed this awhile ago.
His name is Jesus.
Carlos E. Bauza
San Juan, PR
Inflation?
Editor:
Ijust got the October "Recommended
Components" issue of Stereophile. While
all the entries made sense, there did
seem to be an upward shift into the
Class A realm, as compared to the past
five years or so. Have components
become really that good? Doug Axelrod
DWAxelrod@aoLcom
Explanation

I
ditot

Iknow this is arecurring problem for
most magazines — but it really ticks me
off to see the latest Stereophile sitting on
the shelves of the local bookstores four
and five days before it arrives at my home.
On amore positive note, I've been a
subscriber since Vol.7 and have never
been disappointed by the quality or
content of the articles. Keep up the
great work.
Do wish that we could hear more
from J. Gordon Holt, though — any
chance?
Lee Swanson
12d1@emaitnestr.wm
lime ,treatj Gordon is still on our stag though
these days most of his writing is in the pages of
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. He
is working on some reviews for Stereophile,
however. Regarding the newsstand/subsaiber
time discrepancy, this is aperennial problem for
magazines, as distribution to newsstands via
trucking companies or UPS is more efficient than
the US Postal Service even with the extra stage
of sending magazines from the printer to the
wholesalers.
Consolation
Editor:
Yesterday Icalled the number listed in
your website support directory to report
11

THE DAW N OF A NEW AGE
Introducing the new TRANSPORT 3
CO TURNTARI v and PROCESSOR 3
DIGITAL

PROCESSOR

from

Sonic

Frontiers.
Setting a new standard in CD Transport &
D/A Converter design in sound, engineering
and visual presentation, the TRANSPORT
3 & PROCESSOR 3 bring the world of
hardware and software together into one
cohesive union. The IRIS"' is the perfect
complement to our reference quality
PROCESSOR 3 Digital Processor which
together benefit from the jitter-leading
1
2 S•errhunced digital interface, assuring
you the clearest sound, and most life like
presentation of your music.

TRANSPORT 3
• IRIS' access hatch. Allows you the flexibility to
place your TRANSPORT 3 on either ashelf or on
top of your component stand.
• Philips' cast aluminum CDM-12 Industrial top
loading mechanism.
• UltraAnalog's 1
2 S•enhaticed digital interface
reduces jitter to levels below the measurable
threshold of today's most advanced commercial
test equipment.
• Enhanced power supply ensures complete
electrical isolation between motors, optics,
digital clock and AC line voltage.

"...I readily endorse SF's Transport 3/Processor 3
combo as the highest example of the CD art I've heard
so far. Has Sonic Frontiers really outdone themselves
again? Yes Indeed!"

• Includes SFI's famous, ergonomic, machined
aluminum remote control.

-Shannon Dickson, Stereophile
October 1998 Vol. 21 No. 10

PROCESSOR 3
• Modular design to all but guarantee compatibility
with future digital formats
• Improved digital transmission via the
1
2 S•enhuriced digital interface for a major
reduction in jitter
• Improved output stage featuring 4 paralleled
6922's and the elimination of output coupling
caps (direct coupled servo circuit) for reduced
output impedance across the entire audio
bandwidth
• Discrete l-V stage, formerly an integrated function
within the UltraAnalog D20400A DAC, now
housed in it's own module offering improved
performance over traditional op amps

/'

• Outboard power supply

to.

For those who simply require the best in
digital playback, look no further than the
TRANSPORT 3 & PROCESSOR 3 -two
incredible pieces of digital audio equipment which serve the music through
advanced and innovative engineering.
C"--ff> SONIC FRONTIERS

Contact Sonic
the

dealer

2790

Ontario,

Frontiers for

nearest

you

• n
Canada,

Tel: (905)829-3838

Lbri

o i4

Fax: (905)829-3033

E-Mail: SF1@sonicfrontiers.com
Web Site: http://www.sonicfrontiers.com

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

VVCES '99
Sonic Frontiers & Anthem
will be exhibiting & demonstrating
at the Holiday Inn -Emerald Springs
In the Opal Suites
325 East Flamingo Road
Las Vegas, NV
Thursday January 7. 1998
Friday January 8. 1998
Saturday January 9. 1998
unday January 10. 1998

-

9am
9am
9am
9am

-8pm
-8pm
-8pm
-4pm

o

oem

e see and hear, our new Multi Channel
ta. and more from Sonic Frontiers 8.
CES Shuttles will be running from 10 am
7pm with continuous service to the Alexis
Park Resort & Las Vegas Convention Center.
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Letters
that Ihad not yet received my October
issue of Stereophile. Ken, arepresentative
of Petersen Publishing, answered and
told me that he could not help me. In
consolation, he added two extra months
to my subscription.
Ken was very polite and sympathetic,
and his gesture was more than generous
and really unnecessary. Ihad been apprehensive about the acquisition of
Stereophile by Petersen, but if Ken is an
indication of how Petersen does business, then Ithink we readers/subscribers
need not worry about the quality of
Stereophile deteriorating.
Bob Groves
robtg@sirius.com
It appears that, due to circumstances beyond
our control, the October issue of Stereophile
went in the mail later than scheduled, meaning that many subsaibers did not receive their
issues on time. Our apologies.
—JA

currents" column that "... gender is
social, not biological" skates past an absurdity into atar pit. Gender is biological:
females are females and males are males,
and no application of political correctness,
however zealous, can tweak that division.
If Reisch means that those attitudes we
attribute to gender are socially rather
than biologically fueled, Iwonder. Social
roles — male aggression, for example —
may have at least as much to do with
genetic programming as the mores of the
hour, which may be, in their turn, an
expression of those primal characteristics
that contributed to our species' ascendancy.
Meanwhile, audio is aguy thing, and
I've the wife to prove it. The female
audiophile remains adelightful rarity.
Mike Silverton
tvtvw.lafolia.com

Pornography?
Editor:
Praise
Ifind Stereophile's "Letters" column one
Editor:
of the most entertaining aspects of the
Ihave never written aletter to praise magazine. Ipropose that, like Penthouse,
any store, dealer, or company, but you publish aseparate magazine just of
[Overture in Wilmington] deserves that letters.
Gordon Chow
and more. From the first moment I
Duncan, BC, Canada
walked in their showroom — shabbily
dressed, Imight add — Iwas treated vvww.stereophile.com
with the utmost respect and courtesy. Editor:
Their staff is the only one in Delaware
...keeps getting better! Thank you.
that actually knows more about audio
AI B.
than Ido. They helped me with my
TubeGarden@aolcom
questions and problems in the most efficient way, always with asmile.
To die for!
Jeff, especially, is agreat guy. Bending Editor:
over backward to fit my needs, kudos! Irecommend that you add asection listHe helped and is still helping me ing your past "Records To Die For"
choose some superb components. Ican entries to the Stereophile website.
walk into his store and not expect snobBrad Bradley
bery or pre-judgment, and Iget to play
bbradley@arimil
around with the best equipment God
has to offer without someone breathing As of December 1, the first anniversary of
down my neck.
wwwstereophile.com going online, all our
The Aerial 10Ts are absolutely the
"Records To Die For" features, as well as a
best speakers I've heard. It still knocks
number of classic articles from the magazine,
my socks off, and those of my friends,
will be available online The site's content will
every time Ifire them up. Next up is grow throughout 1999.
— JA
that Conrad-Johnson amp and preamp,
and my system will be complete.
To die from?
Again, thank you, Terry and Jeff, for Editor:
your superb service and superb dealer Of all the meaningless, subjective words
and products, and for lifting the mid-fi that Stereophile has used over the past 20
curse from Delaware. Keep up the good years, the term "affordable" wins the
work.
Jose L Rodriguez prize for most useless. Please stop using
Wilmington, DE this in reference to equipment that /
might buy.
Lany D.
Programming?
larryd@redbird.net
Editor:
Female indifference to audio is an inter- Sonic nirvana
esting topic, and George Reisch does Editor:
well to address it. However, Reisch's
My wife and Ihave been involved with
contention in his September "Under- audio collectively for atotal of 39 years
Stereophile, December 1998

(mind you, that involves the years of
musical training on instruments that we
both share). When Ifirst started dating
my wife, she was appalled at the average
price of high-end audio, but Ijust told
her that the price justified the cost of
entry. Boy, was /brainwashed. Poring
over the bills that we have now — we've
been married just shy of two years —it's
awonder that we spent any money on
an audio system at all.
Repeat after me: Cost does not mean
good sound! Once again: Cost does not
mean good sound!!!
We've spent just shy of $3000 on our
system, and, in all honesty, it is just as
musically satisfying as our buddy's Linn
system (all $50,000 worth). And ours is a
real audio system —Rega Brio amplifier,
PSB 600 speakers modified with new
crossover, Linn Basik turntable with
Akito and K9, and aSony CD and tape
deck — not rack schlock from Circuit
City. The CD and deck could be improved, but Irarely use them.
Public, be aware: You don't need to
spend tens of thousands of dollars to
achieve sonic nirvana. Just open your
mind and your ears.
Listen with your ears, not your wallet.
Cathy &DaveJohnstone
adaptech@niagara.com
Grand work
Editor:
As an infrequent reader of your rather
awesome magazine —1 do not get out
much, and the corner newsagent gets
copies of Stereophile only once in awhile —
Ican hardly believe that you have many
subscribers ... they seem to always write
to say "Cancel it!" And I thought
Americans were so laid-back. Well, what
do Iknow?
Well, Ihave just got back from the
1998 Hi-Fi News &Record Review show
at Heathrow, where Iwas able to pick
up the October issue of your mag. I
must say, this high-end stuff is abit of a
lark! Who ever thought of showing off
£50k of audio gear in ahotel bedroom?
Some of it still sounded nice, though, and
Ilike going to these things a) to keep a
bit of fantasy in my life, and b) to see if
Iam keeping up with what the highend chaps are doing.
The way Iget over the expense is to
have ago myself. It all started when I
found an old radiogram chassis in a
dumpster. In the chassis Ifound aRogers
Cadet III stereo amplifier, aGarrard 401
turntable, and an SME arm with an old
Shure cartridge in it —yes, Idid feel
januny at the time!
Itweaked and cleaned it all up and —
13
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Funny, with all the synthetic effects and gimmicks
available on today's A/V receivers -no one is talking
about what really counts -delivering the best sound
for the dollar. The NAD T770 surround sound receiver's
unique design provides everything you need to enjoy
agreat movie or music. And, as with all NAD products,
it maintains areputation for true value, performance
and simplicity.
NAD -to the rescue.

NAD

NAD T770 Surround Sound Receiver
70 watts into 8 ohms (all 5channels), Motorola DSP processors,
Dolby Digital and Pro Logic decoding, pre outs (all 5channels),

pure. and simple.

5.1 input for external decoder, 5video inputs, 2video outputs, 3digital inputs,
4audio inputs, 2tape outputs, EARS. (Enhanced Ambience Recovery System),
Impedance Sensing Circuit (ISC) topology, remote control with NAD Link.

NAD Electronics of America
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Sharon, MA 02067
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Letters
together with the top ends of apair of
B&W 802 speakers (cost, £5) stuck on
top of some homemade bass units (another £50; hold on, this is getting expensive!!) — Igot asound with which I
was easily satisfied. That is, until Igot
bitten by the bug to make up an even
better valve amp, to get better cables,
and add snake oil. If you happen to
know aperson who collects old valves
and radio parts... well, Ithink Iwill
have to elaborate on this subject abit
later on, when Iget some results. Like I
said, Ido not get out much!
Keep up the grand work! RA. Elmore
London, England
106606.2444@compuserve.com

and company C cables and company D
accessories, often played too loudly in a
terrible acoustic setting with too many
people," gets really old.
Please tell us what is exciting and new
or particularly noteworthy. Tell us about
the good music that was played, live or
recorded. Tell us about the people behind
the products, not just simply what products were there. If you must, then just
print a column list of which manufacturers participated. Use the extra
print for more music or equipment
reviews. Am Ithe only reader who gets
annoyed with all that gibberish?
Fourth, regarding the prices of the
components you review, Iwould express
my appreciation for the vast price range
of equipment you select. Not all of us
have the same budgets, certainly, but we
can all enjoy learning about the components in all price ranges. Some wellheeled audiophiles may very well be
interested in the four- to five-digit gear
for their reference systems, and the
three-digit components for asecond system in abedroom, family room, or office.
Also, budget gear is aperfect place to
start initiating others into our hobby, be
they friends or family. The ultra-high-end
reviews keep us informed of the capabilities of current state-of-the-art gear. Price
should never be an issue for your review
selection, but afair mix of prices is best.
You do very well in this regard.
Last, Iwould like to express my appreciation to Bryan Nelson and Jim Maddox
for their letters to the editor in October
1998 (Vo121 No.10, p.14). I couldn't
agree with them more!
GaryJ. Hunter
Oxford, MS
......asleep@hotmewm

not be to my liking. He prepared us both
for the possibility that Imight turn it off
early. He took aseat and Iplayed the
song. It was unusual, but Idid like it. I
offered to play more. He gingerly fingered the selections hung just below his
eyes, and released each CD only after
retrieving the previous one. Each time,
he made excuses for his esoteric choices
and agonized over which to play next.
With each excuse he revealed alittle of
himself, while his selection torment
increased. Why, Ithought?
His cherished music was esoteric; to say
the least. The CDs were made from 1920s
and 1930s 78rpm records. This was before
tape recording, so the original source
recordings were live-to-disc and live-toDoing just fine?
cylinder. We are talking about the days
Editor:
before tape hisssssss was invented. The
Ithink Stereophile is doing just fine. Ifirst
discs were from operas, burlesque, and
subscribed when J. Gordon Holt was still
theater. Some were acoustic recordings,
in Pennsylvania, and have watched the
made without amplifiers or even electric
magazine's evolution over the years.
motors. Power-line filters? What's apower
There's no reason you can't increase cirline? AC hum? Who's he, can't he sing?
culation and profits while maintaining
Few of the lyrics were in English.
your standards, and you've done afine job
Several of the CDs had been made by
so fat Your critics be damned. Ride Lyons
playing the original disc or cylinder on
Tucson, AZ
antique wind-up Edison machines with
76231.2024@compuserve.wm
amodern microphone placed in front of
the antique horn. As an antique radio
Comments & criticism
collector who is familiar with these early
Editor:
music machines, it was fascinating to
Ihave subscribed to Stereophile for over
me to effectively hear 80-year-old Edifive years and have never felt compelled
son cylinders played through amodern
to write aletter before now. Ihave sev$30,000 system. The "sound" of these
eral comments that Iwish to make.
machines is recognizable, and clearly
First, let me congratulate you on ajob
came through on the CDs.
well done. Ibelieve Stereophile has done
While listening to his unique music, I
more for the advancement of high-end
pieced together his story from his puzaudio than any other audio publication.
zling behavior and brief revelations. He
From the quality of reviews to the outhad apassionate love for the human
standing finish of the magazine, your
voice, and a hearing impairment that
dedication to the field is exemplary.
A Show story
blocked out most other sounds. Where
Second, thank you for providing readEliot:
he lived, he was unable to play his moders with helpful tips on how to improve
On the last day of HI-FI '98, held at the
est stereo loud enough to hear the beauthe performance of our systems with
Westin LAX last June, Ihad my most tiful vocals. His music was so esoteric
features such as Jonathan Scull's "Fine
memorable and moving Show experithat he'd worn out his welcome at all
Tunes." Information like this is the most ence with avisitor who came to our
the LA stereo stores. His only chance to
valuable aspect of the magazine because
Granite Audio exhibit. We were all
enjoy his music was to find new beneit gives us information that we can't get quite tired, mentally fried, and ready for factors. Most of the HI-FI '98 exhibitors
easily from any other source. These
the Show to end early. At this point a would tolerate but one cut of his room"self-help" articles are extremely useful.
man about 70 years old came in. He
clearing selections.
And Ihave read "Astor Place" to my wife
politely sat on the table in the back and
He was tormented in his playlist beon many occasions and we always get a patiently waited to take aseat without cause, as the choices got more esoteric,
good laugh, while allowing her to share
disturbing others. He had acurious box
he was more likely to get kicked out, but
alittle of my obsession. Keep up the
hung around his neck just below his
also enjoyed them more because he got
quality writing!
chin. It caught my attention because it to hear them less. He was torn between
Third, allow me to make asmall bit of was hung so high up, and by the way he
what he really wanted to hear most and
criticism. Every time Ireceive the issues
clutched it as if it were filled to the brim
what he thought Iwould tolerate. Iwas
with the CES and HI-FI Show coverage,
with apriceless liquid.
moved by his love of the music and
'just cringe. Why do you waste so much
Between songs he asked, in adifficult
found myself thoroughly enjoying it.
valuable print with all that rambling?
German accent, if Iwould play arequest.
After an hour and ahalf he was satisThe monotony of "company A demoed
He was very polite, and suggested that fied, and took his enjoyable music on
their products with company Bspeakers
the song was quite esoteric and might
down the hall to places unknown. But
Stereophile, December 1998
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something had happened to us back in
the Granite Audio room. We felt relaxed and refreshed. Ifelt as if I'd had a
hot shower, massage, and agood meal.
Two hours earlier we had been hot,
hungry, miserable, and exhausted. This
rejuvenation carried us through the rest
of the Show, and the exhausting chore
of breaking down the display and recrating aton of granite.
What had happened? Well, his music
had changed us. We were different for
having listened to it. That little box
around his neck needed to be clutched, as
it was indeed full of apriceless thing. And
our lives were enriched by his generosity.
Don Hoglund
Granite Audio, Temp AZ

Mr. Anis gton makes an excellent casçand one
Ihave considered myself Yes, the larger the room
the exhibitor takes, the greater the number of
people who can pass through that room, and the
more opportunities the exhibitor has to be voted
Best Sound, even lfmost people in the room are
not impressed by the sound. But Ican think of
nofair way to weight the results. The suggestion
to use the room capacity as aweightingfactor has
merit, but Idon't think it is the answer Looking
at the September listing, it appears that the
Joseph Audio room, which was very small,
gong highly; on avotes/room-size ratio, it
might have come out on top. But the actual
winner, the large Christopher Hansen roomfeaturing aVTL/Martin-Logan/Wadia/Cardas
spurn, did sound awesome
— JA

Killer tweaks
Editor:
Itried the $120 tweak, to no avail. [See
"Sam's Space," March 1998, p.53. —Ed.] I
Iwas fortunate to attend HI-FI '98 in
Los Angeles. As aresult, Iwas eager to thought Iheard asilky, taut smoothness
read the 'Best Sound at HI-FI '98" arti- in the lower bass, but only in one speaker. After Iremoved the change, Istill
cle in the September Stereophik (Vol21
No.9, p.109) and compare the results to noticed a substantial difference, so I
my own opinions. While the scores inspected the bass port on the betterwere interesting, Iwonder if they truly sounding speaker — abrown wood spider had built afunnel-shaped web in
reflect the Best Sound. Let me explain.
If Iremember correctly, the large the pot. Iremoved the spider using a
demo rooms on the mezzanine seated an toothbrush and jar and put him in the
audience of perhaps 100 people per other port. Within two days that speakdemo. Most of the small converted bed- er's bass response was also greatly
rooms seated six persons at most, and improved, courtesy of the spider.
Iremoved the web from the first
maybe four persons standing, for atotal
of ten persons per demo. III am correct, speaker's port and the reduction in bass
the large rooms' capacity was 90% performance was instantly noticeable. I
have since experimented with other spigreater than that of the small rooms.
Let's say that both the small room ders and have found the best to be a
and the large room present ten demos black widow's web. Ifound the spider
per day to acapacity crowd. We'll also outside, captured her, and released her
say the sound in aparticular small room into one port. When she was finished,
is so good that every visitor thinks it is the effect was stunning! The widow's
the best sound at the Show and votes dense funnel web imparts an incredible
accordingly. Further, we'll say that only sensation of greater sustain and three10% of the visitors to the large room dimensional palpability to bass and
believe the sound is the best at the Show lower midrange.
Unfortunately, the spider made her
and vote accordingly (ie, 90% didn't like
it well enough to vote for it). At the end way out of the port and found my wife
of the day you tally the scores. Small while she was napping on the couch.
The good news is, my speakers sound
room = 10 demos x10 votes per demo
= 100 votes. Large room = 10 demos x better than ever, and Inow have alot
more time to listen to them.
10 votes per demo = 100 votes.
These tweaks are killer!
So aroom that impressed 100% of its
An Rachnid
visitors receives the same score as a
Raleikh, NC
room that did not impress 90% of its visitors? It would seem, therefore, that
seating capacity plays an important role The $1.20 tweak lives on
Editor:
in the rankings.
Iwonder what would happen to the Please convey my deepest gratitude to
rankings if the votes received were Sam Tellig for writing about the $120
tweak. Icame across it while reading my
divided by aroom's seating capacity.
John Arrington Dad's Stereophik (I am an 18-year-old
Eureka, CA lad). While Dad was trying that trick on
jrington@northcoast.com his Cary 845SET/Dunlavy system, I

A Show puzzle
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ran upstairs and put the three coins on
top of my Spendors.
The result was so awesome that, from
that time on, Icould enjoy operas and
symphonies with a huge and open
soundstage. Please also tell Mr. Tellig
that Istill have three tennis balls beneath
my Rotel RB-980 amplifier.
Ariel Tigor Binafsihi
Jakarta Selatan, Indonesia
More on the $1.20 tweak
Editor:
Comments on my $120 tweak have not
as yet brought out the real issue. In the
September '92 "As We See It" column,
"Where Did We Go Wrong?," J.
Gordon Holt lamented that, notwithstanding decades of technical progress,
what we're accustomed to hearing
reproduced does not sound like the real
thing. His answer was that the loudspeaker designers were failing to
"shape" the performance of a loudspeaker to make it sound more like the
signal going into it. Shaping the frequency response is what he had in mind.
Iagree with Gordon that we went
wrong, but to me the error lies in adifferent area of speaker performance. As I
see it, we've been blind to the importance of the speaker radiation pattern. The
traditional pattern, in which the highs
are radiated mostly horizontally, does
not cut the cake.
The $120 tweak demonstrates this
point. The coins pick up vibrations from
the speaker cabinet and radiate sound
upward. The increased naturalness shows
that the conventional radiation pattern
to which we're so habituated will never
get us to the audiophile Holy Grail.
Real does not sound vertically confined,
so why should reproduced?
The effect of the tweak is not afigment of imagination, but its strength
varies according to the liveness or deadness of the cabinet. Areader with acompletely dead cabinet shouldn't hear any
change at all. Others, unfortunately, may
find it necessary to turn the volume
above their usual listening level in order
to get the coins vibrating sufficiently.
Also, to get the full effect, the system
should be demagnetized to remove the
obscuring, residual magnetic haze. Sam
Tellig is a bear on demagnetization,
which probably contributed to his hearing the improvement immediately.
The benefit is not limited to audiophile speakers. With my wife's small
portable stereo, Idispense with the
quarters and use four dimes, one on
each front corner of the speaker areas.
One of my TVs has rounded speaker
Stereophile, December 1998
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"ears" on each side of the cabinet. Here
Iuse asingle dime for each ear — but
not directly on the ears, since the toostrong vibrations cause the dimes to fall
off. The dimes are located instead on
top of the right and left edges of the cabinet above the ears.
So the real issue is not whether the
effect of the tweak is real or imaginary,
but whether vertical radiation is necessary. From what Ihear, it is.
Richard Kamette
Long Beach, CA
lime lags
Editor:
What is the relationship between time lag
and physical offset in distance for tweeters, inids, and woofers in your speaker
tests? For example, if the midrange unit's
output lagged that of the tweeter by
0.6ms (as measured on the tweeter axis),
what distance would this be equivalent
to? Iunderstand that this also relates to
the frequency of the crossover point and
order of the crossover design.
My interest has been piqued because
Ihave built aquality three-way system
with each driver in aseparate enclosure.
My crossovers are fourth-order (electronic), using good parts and alarge battery power supply. Iam time-aligning
the drivers by ear. Ihave found it quite
easy to hear changes in the individual
driver offsets of I/32" and less. It changes
the soundstage mostly and the balance
slightly. It's easier to hear the effect in
the upper frequencies (as it should be).
When it's right, stereo images are more
realistic in that they sound whole, with
air around them.
I've been hooked on audio for about
15 years and am still having fun. Iam
sure that your findings in your speaker
tests do correlate with good sound. It's
just impossible for most people to know
when they've heard abetter product until
they hear them side by side.
Chris Hoff
audioch@aolcom
We are talking about the difference in distances
between the acoustic centers of each drive-unit
and the listener or measuring microphone. At
room temperature, the speed ofsound is around
1100'/s, meaning that adistance of 12" is
equivalent to a time dfference of around
0.9nu. A tweeter with its acoustic center 4"
ahead of that of the woofer will therefore lead
the woofer in time by about 03ms, or 3001.u.
But yes, ahigh-order crossover will also add
dfferent amounts of delay to the drive-units'
outputs, and time-aligning aspeaker system
without measuring equipment is not ataskfor
the fainthearted. Part Two of my "Measuring
Stereophile, December 1998

Loudspeakers" article (elsewhere in this issue)
examines the time-domain behavior. Next
month, Part Three will look at frequency
response and the important matter of dispersion, though Imust admit that I'm skeptical
that the $1.20 tweak works in the manner
described by Mr Karnette.

the multichannel demo room kicking and
screaming. Then they love it.' He finished by pointing out that 'the music
business will come down to how convenient the [DVD-Audio] format is. We
all know that CDs weren't about sound
quality, but offered convenience — they
didn't require flipping like arecord.' "
Insight
What Iam reacting to is the senEditor:
tence that "we all know that CDs
Ienjoyed Jonathan Scull's interview weren't about sound quality..." I
with Akira Taguchi ofJVC (August '98, think most of us remember slogans
p.73). Iwould be quite interested, how- like "Perfect Sound Forever." If that's
ever, if Mr. Taguchi could explain what not about sound quality, what is? Is the
he meant by the remark that "it doesn't industry trying to sell us something
matter what [Ella Fitzgerald] looks better than "perfect," and what will the
like!" Perhaps Mr. Scull might provide future bring? If one is able to sell
some insight?
Dave Cok something better than perfect, one
dave swift),cole@yahoo.com may try to sell something even better
in some years' time.
Hello, Dave. I'm glad you enjoyed the interHowever, if one agrees that you need
view; it was fun and interesting to do. more than two channels of perfect qualHowever, Isee where alittle humor might ity to obtain the goal of perfect sound in
have gotten Taguchi — and me — into some the domestic environment, one can
hot water. Taguchi loves Ella, as do I, but dur- understand the need for anew carrier.
ing the intervieiv he mentioned that, especially But if you go the "there is no substitute
in her later years, Ella's appearance didn't for cubic inches" approach, the industry
exactly match her voice She sounded beautyill, will sell us six (5.1) channels today, but
her soul was beauquI, her music sublime but, then they will probably try to sell us ten
especially on some of those unflattering black- or even more channels in the future. It
and-white late Pablo covers, she didn't look has been shown that you need only
very beaugful. So Taguchi was quite blunt three channels for planar surround, and
about that in atotally humorous way— ;cy, four are sufficient for with-height surhe's not beauriftd, and neither am I!
round (the so-called periphony). This is
Because all interviews must be edited — the Ambisonics system developed by,
space is the place, as Sun Ra says—most of among others, the now-deceased
'Taguchi's anecdote about how Ella initially Michael Gerzon, and it is solidly based
turned him on to jazz vocals wound up on the on amathematical foundation.
cutting-room floor. However, the final edited
Rolv-Karsten Ronningstad
version retained some part of the reference to
rolv-kanten.ronningstad@thonuon-csflo
her because Ithought it important to show the
influences that got Taguchi started. But let me Hype
hasten to add that Taguchi wasn't disparaging Editor:
or racist in any way whatsoever. And lahvays Icouldn't help hearing all the hype about
go for the humor — it somehow makes things the DVD-Audio format. But if you want
more... human. Ihope sincerely that you did- the same clarity in amultichannel system
n't take it that Iwas helping to perpetuate any as you get with your two-channel syssort ofstereotype other than that Taguchi isjust tem, that means you will need three
another one ofus — perhaps like you, and cer- more (center and rear) high-quality
tainly like nie: an impressible audiophile speakers as well as your megabuck fronts.
whose Ife is ruled by music and who can think That means you need three more chanof little else.
—Jonathan Scull, aka J-10
nels of amplification. Now, instead of
two Mark Levinson monoblocks, you
Perfect sound?
need five. And Idon't want to even think
Editor:
about all the cable needed to go from the
Iquote from the news item on the amps to the rear speakers.
Stereophile website: "Paul West from
And remember, all this extra money
Universal Music Group took adifferent is needed just to keep the same qualitack. DVD-Audio will be able to deliv- ty of sound that you already have.
er to audiophiles the two-channel forScott
mat that has eluded that market for
apolackwich@compuservecom
years,' he stated. 'But alot of capitalization in studios has to take place to enable See Bany Willis' andJon Iverson's moonsfivm
24/96 and multichannel audio... you
the DVD-Audio Conference in this issue's
have to get the artist and producer into
"Industry Update."
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Industry
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
The History Channel is running an
hour-long special on the history of
audio on December 16th at lOpm EST
and 7pm PST Interviewees include
Michael Fremer of Stereophile, industry
veteran Henry Kloss (AR, Advent,
Cambridge Soundworks), Julian Hirsch,
ex-Stereo Review, and Ivan Berger and
Michael Riggs of Audio.

"official" event. In addition to companies at the sanctioned Alexis Park Hotel
location, manufacturers at the show last
January were dug in at the Golden
Nugget, the Debbie Reynolds, Howard
Johnson, Caesars Palace, the Mirage,
and on and on. It got so bad that acommon complaint heard from attendees
was that the show was too spread out to
cover in the allotted four or five days.
Companies were scattered so widely
that several writers resisted venturing
UNITED STATES
from the rooms at the Alexis Park, main
Jon Iverson
halls, and one or two hotels in an effort
Outboarders —it has acertain dark ring to weed out the list.
to it, conjuring the image of futuristic
But times are tough for the tweak
outlaws from aWilliam Gibson sri-fi
crowd, and pinching pennies is on alot
novel or perhaps arenegade hacker cult of people's minds, so the temptation to
forgo the front rows for the cheap seats
living off-planet somewhere.
is great. In the past, the upsides for outOkay, so
being a tad dramatic:
what it really sounds like is slang for boarders included cheaper rooms, more
motorboats with engines hanging off focused visitors (they had to really want
their rears. But high-end audio folk know
to find you), flexible hours, and cheaper
it as aterm ever more frequendy applied
rooms. The downsides: no listing in the
to trade-show renegades who bolt from
official show directories, fewer visitors,
less press coverage. In short, you usually
the official halls and hotels for cheaper
venues during aconvention.
got what you paid for.
The annual Consumer Electronics
For the 1999 CES, coming to Las
Vegas January 7-10, outboarding has
Show (CES) in Las Vegas, long considered the key event for audio companies
gone into overdrive, with several manumarketing their wares to the press, dealfacturers signing up for a new show
ers, and distributors in the industry, has
within a show: The Home Enterbeen under attack for years. Bands of tainment Show (or 'ME. Show). Audio
high-end audio manufacturers (out- designer Mike Maloney, from Scientific
Fidelity, along with his partner Todd
boarders) set up their displays in various
hotels around Las Vegas in sync with the Brown, has headed up aroster of corn-

Update
panics willing to display next to the
Alexis Park at two hotels—the St.
Tropez and the AmeriSuites. Maloney
says that "this will not be your typical
outboard show. I'd be disappointed if
we didn't get 95% of the attendance of
the Alexis Park."
Marketing costs are far less for the
outboarders; after all, the Consumer
Electronics Manufacturers Association
(CEMA), which runs CES, spends the
dough that brings the customers to Las
Vegas in the first place. As aresult, room
prices for T.H.E. Show can be several
thousand dollars cheaper than the official ones next door. But one has to wonder if it's fair for outboarders to piggyback (some would say leech) on the
companies that bother to pay for those
CEMA marketing costs in the form of
higher room rates at the official sites.
"I really don't think that all of the
money spent at the Alexis Park each
year goes into promoting the High
End," says Maloney. "I understand that
we are riding on their coattails, but don't
apologize for helping our part of the
industry. We are bringing in several
manufacturers who could no longer
afford to do CES." Maloney also pointed out that they will be spending "plenty" of money on promoting T.H.E.
Show with ads, fax blitzes, on-site signage, and alarge party Thursday night.
When asked if he's been contacted by
CEMA about T.H.E. Show, Maloney

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars, shows,
and meetings should fax (do not call) Steven
Stoner the when, where; and who at (505) 9836327 at least eight weeks before the month ofthe
event —ie, the deadlinefor the February 1999
issue is December 1, 1998. Mark the fax cover
sheet "For the attention of Steven Stoner —
Dealer Bulletin Board." We willfax back aconfirmation ofyour event. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
ARIZONA

• Wednesday, January 13, 6-9pm:
Arizona Tube Audio (688 West 1st
Stereophile, December 1998

Street, #4, Tempe) will host an evening
with representatives from Sonic
Frontiers International, manufacturers of the Sonic Frontiers and Anthem
product lines. For more information,
call (602) 921-9961 or visit www.tube
audio.com.
CALIFORNIA
• Saturday, December 19, I2-5pm:
Legend Audio Design (2430 Fifth
Street, between Channing and Dwight,
Berkeley) will host an evening featuring
an audition of the world's first single-

ended, 200W triode tube amplifier. For
more information and reservations, call
(800) 783-7360 or visit www.legend
audio.com
FLORIDA

•Saturday, November 21, 7-10pm: The
South Florida Audio Society will host
an evening with Sedrick Harris of
Melos Audio Technologies for an
audition of the new Melos monoblocks and Porzilli Sound Science
loudspeaker system. For more information on this event and the Society's
21

Reaching beyond benchmarks.

Again and again reviewers rate the performance
of the PSB Stratus Series equal to that of loudspeakers many
times their price -an out of this world value.
How has PSB attained these standards? Through astrict design process headed by Paul Barton,
PSB's founder and chief designer.The "exceptional value and rare musicality" that critics have cited
in all PSB speakers is the result of careful engineering, years of research and abackground in music.
The Stratus Series represents PSB's finest offering for both music and movie lovers alike.

The midrange was clean and uncolored, the stereo imaging well defined
and stable, and the bass generous without being boomy....This is one fine
design.... The Gold' is going to put aserious crimp in the sales of its
more expensive competitors. Enthusiastically recommended"
John Atkinson. Stereophile, Vol.20 No.10

SPEAKERS
888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.com
PSB Speakers of America
6 Merchant Street
Sharon, MA 02067

Industry
responded, "haven't heard from them
yet, but I'm sure Iwill." He explained
that even though T.H.E. Show will likely not make aprofit the first year, they
do plan to continue with more shows in
the future—hopefully being able to
make aliving at it.
Will they get away with it? Should
they get away with it? Time will tell.
Several manufacturers have already started grumbling about this latest assault by
the outboarders, while dozens of others,
including Classé, Hales, and Spectral,
have embraced the approach without
looking back. "At the very least,"
Maloney says, "we might force CEMA
to get more competitive and lower their
rates." And that has to be agood thing
for the High End in anyone's book.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
James Bongiorno needs your help. The
legendary electronics designer, whose
pioneering work with fully complementary solid-state amplifiers has
become part of engineering's standard
lexicon, is battling liver cancer.
Among the many products attributed to him are the Dynaco Dyna 400;
the SAE Mk.III CM; the Great
American Sound Ampzilla and
Ampzilla II; the GAS Thaedra preamp;
and various Sumo products, including
the Power, the Gold (the first highpower class-A amplifier), and the
Andromeda. Bongiorno holds several
patents, including one for class-A
amplification and another for FM tuner
circuitry. He sold Sumo in 1984, after
his illness was diagnosed. Treatment
was successful, and the deadly ailment
was in remission until recently.
In the intervening years, Bongiorno
has supported himself as adesigner on

contract to several high-end companies,
and by performing repairs and upgrades
on the many products he designed and
manufactured. He has just finished a
design for a new monoblock power
amplifier, the "Rex," which incorporates
the very latest components and semiconductors into his signature circuitry.
The Rex, Bongiorno states, will be a
fully complementary, fully balanced
200W amplifier capable of handling
loads of extremely low impedance, and
will be available at areasonable price.
He hopes to have the first prototypes on
the market within six months.
Due to his medical history, Bongiorno has been unable to obtain health
insurance, and lacks the resources for
needed treatment. For that reason, a
medical expense fund has been established for him at the Montecito Bank
and Trust in Santa Barbara, CA. Initial
treatments will run approximately
$25,000. The costs could exceed 10
times that amount if aliver transplant
becomes necessary.
Donations in any amount will be
gratefully appreciated. Checks should
be made payable to "The Fund for
James Bongiorno" and sent to the
Montedto Bank and Trust, 1000 State
Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101. The
fund is being administered by the bank's
customer service manager, ICrissi Wray,
who will be happy to answer questions
from potential donors. Wray can be
reached at (805) 564-0220.

Update

UNITED STATES
ion Iverson
HDCD and Pacific Microsonics appear
to be on aroll these days. The HDCD
process, developed to coerce 20-bit performance out of the 16-bit CD format,
is gaining several new licensees and is

also appearing in more devices, as evidenced by recent announcements. The
company is also looking ahead to future
DVD formats, with an agreement
intended to couple HDCD benefits
with higher sampling rates.
At the Audio Engineering Society
Convention in San Francisco at the end
of September, Pacific Microsonics announced that it is adding 192kHz AID
conversion and 96/48kHz output capability to its Model One HDCD mastering processor. Currently the Model One
performs A/D conversion at 176.4kHz
with the ability to output an 882/
44.1kHz signal. According to the company, the addition of these new sampling rates allows mastering engineers
to use the Model One to create ahighresolution master tape without concern
for the limitations of commercial release
formats. Then, using HDCD technology embedded in the Model One, the
mastering engineer can "fit" this highfidelity signal into any release format —
CD, DVD, or Surround —while maintaining many of the sonic benefits of the
original high-resolution master.
Also at the AES convention, BurrBrown Corporation announced an
agreement with Pacific Microsonics to
incorporate HDCD technology into
the first single-chip HDCD audio D/A
converter. The new chip, the PCM
1732, combines the HDCD decoding
and HDCD filtering contained in
Pacific Microsonics' PMD-100 chip
along with Burr-Brown's 24-bit,
96/88.2kHz DAC technology. The
PCM 1732 will be targeted for consumer audio applications such as A/V
receivers, CD players, and DVD players.
Samples will be available in the first
quarter of 1999.
Burr-Brown is the fourth HDCD

will be served. For more information,
call (908) 277-0333.
• Thursday, November 19: Scott
Davenport of Kimber Kable will talk
about high-end cables, particularly the
Select Series. He also will be giving
away two KS-1010 interconnects
worth $660.
•Thursday, December 3: Sedrick Harris
of Melos Audio Technologies will
unveil several new tube products,
including the MAT-100 100W triode
amplifier, which can be run in either
push-pull or single-ended mode.

• Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of The Musicalaudiophile Society, The Audiophile Society,
and The Gotham Audio Society, call
David Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
November 18, 19, and 20: Innovative
Audio Video Showrooms (77 Clinton
Street, Brooklyn Heights) is hosting representatives from Sony Video, Fujitsu
Video, Pioneer Video, Faroudja,
Stewart Filrnscreen, Proceed by
Madrigal, Litetouch, Crestron, and

Calendar
monthly meetings or quarterly
newsletter, call Manny Acosta at (954)
436-3679.
NEW JERSEY

• Thursday, November 19, 5-9pm:
Audio Connection (615 Bloomfield
Avenue, Verona) will host a seminar
featuring arepresentative from Wadia
Digital. For more information, and to
RSVP, call (201) 239-1799.
Audio Nexus (33 Union Place, second
floor, Summit) is hosting the following
seminars from 6to 9pm. Refreshments
Stereophile, December 1998
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Industry
licensee to announce an audio chip with
HDCD technology. Earlier in 1998,
Analog Devices and Motorola announced DSP chips with HDCD for
the A/V receiver market, and Sanyo
announced a"CD player on achip" with
HDCD for high-volume CD players,
mini-component systems, and portables.
Pacific Microsonics plans to announce
several more agreements with chip manufacturers before the end of 1998.
On the consumer electronics front,
both Denon and Harman/Kardon
recently introduced their first HDCDequipped products. Bennet Goldberg of
Pacific Microsonics stated, "the addition
of Harman/Kardon and Denon to the
family of leading manufacturers that
have recently announced HDCD playback products is great news to consumers everywhere. Over the coming
months we expect to announce the
names of several other leading-brand
HDCD products. The increased momentum of the HDCD brand with
consumers, consumer-electronics manufacturers, record companies, and the
global chip manufacturers has been
phenomenal."
The company says that, in addition to
Denon and Harman/Kardon, there are
now over 100 models of HDCD players
available from manufacturers including
Adcom, Arcam, California Audio Labs,
Linn, Lwcman, Madrigal (Mark Levinson), and Rotel. Pacific Microsonics also
reported that over 1500 CDs have now
been mastered with the HDCD process,
while unit sales of HDCD CDs have
topped the 75 million mark worldwide.
(Check out Joni Mitchell's Shadows and
Light and the Beach Boys' Pet Sounds
Sessions, says Stereophile editor John
Atkinson, for state-of-the-art HDCD
transfers of classic albums.)

Update

TAG McLaren's first offerings, the F3 series, should reach the US in 1999.

UNITED STATES
Michael Fremer
Toffco has been appointed as the sole
United States distributor of Dynavector
products, including the Dynavector line
of phono cartridges: the 10X4 Mk2
($325), 17D2 Mk2 ($750), XXI ($1150),
XX1L ($1150) and Te Kaitora ($2750).
Current Dynavector owners can trade
up to anew model and receive a20%
discount. Toffco, P.O. Box 4618, St.
Louis, MO. Tel: (314) 454-9966. Fax:
(314) 361-8414.
UNITED KINGDOM
Wes Phillips
The HI-FI Show '98, the sixteenth put
on by UK audio magazine Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, sedately opened in midSeptember in the Renaissance and
Excelsior hotels near London's Heath-

row International Airport. No, that's not
achange in venue, the Renaissance is yet
another name change for the hotel that
first hosted the "Penta Show" and, more
recently, the "Ramada Show," with the
across-the-road Excelsior added for
overflow exhibits. However, this year's
show will be the last at the site, as the
new owners do not seem interested in
hosting large-scale events at all. Next
year the show will be moving to the
Hammersmith Novotel, closer to central London.
The big buzz of the first day was
TAG McLaren Audio's ambitious
assault on the High End. How ambitious? The debut of 12 audio components was just the opening salvo in
their seven-year plan to make "the
best audio and audio-visual reproduction systems in the world" — to quote

Calendar
others will discuss the future of digital
broadcasting, digital software, and digital
TV. For more information and reservations, call (212) 6344444 or check their
website: www.innovaudio.com .Detailed schedules will be faxed to you.
•Sunday, November 22, 2-6pm: The
Gotham City Audio Society's
Annual Audio Flea Market will be
held at Brandeis High School on
West 84th Street, NYC (between
Columbus and Amsterdam Avenues). Buy, sell, or trade components
and accessories, or just schmooze.
Stereophile, December 1998

For further information, call (212)
629-1933.

Door prizes will be awarded. For more
information and reservations, call
(800) 838-1812.

PEN NYSYLVA NIA

• Wednesday, January 27, 6-9pm:
Overture Ultimate Audio/Video
(2423 Concord Pike, Route 202, Wilmington, DE) will host aseminar featuring Neil Sinclair and Ed Dietemier
from Theta Digital and Mike Hobson
from Classic Records. The latest
developments in 24/96 DAD technology will be demonstrated along with
the premier of several new recordings.

CANADA

• Thursday, November 19, 6-10pm:
Fairview Hi Fi (892 Bryant Street,
Burlington, Ontario) is featuring an
evening focusing on surround-sound
and custom installation. For more information, call (905) 681-1872.
• Thursday, November 19, 7pm: The
Sound Room (2205 West 4th Avenue,
Vancouver) will host Geoffrey Poor of
25
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At the heart of our Utopia series lies some
original new technology, the W sandwich. This
fantastic cone material, made of layers of glass
in asandwich with aclosed cell foam core, took
three years to develop. Light, but very rigid this
revolutionary material has contributed to the
success of the Grande Utopia - universally
hailed as one of the world's best speakers.

Grande Utog
$70,000.

Through manufacturing efficiency, the W sandwich technology
is now also available in the very affordable Electra series.

The unmatched transient response of these speakers will let
you "see" into your music, bringing you closer to the live event.

Electra 915
$3800
Electra 920
$5000

Electra 905
$2300

W

USA

SANDWICH

-

FOOD

FOR

YOUR

EARS

Audio Plus Services P.O. BOX 3047 PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901 Tel.: 1-800-254-2510 / 1-800 -663-9352 Fax: 14501 585-5862 www.audioplusservices.cor
Canada: Plurison C.P.537 Station Youville Montreal Oc H2P 2W1 Tel.: 14501 585-0 098 Fax: 14501 585-5862 www.plurison.com

Industry
their press release.
The new range's distinctive look
was designed by Peter Stevens, the
industrial designer who styled the
Lotus Esprit and Elan, the Jaguar
XRJ15, and the McLaren F1road car.
The components were the subject of
an intense design process (representing "almost 50 man-years of design,"
according to TMA) that included
some 2000 hours of listening tests.
Igot achance to sit down and talk
with Dr. Udo Zucker, TAG McLaren's
CEO, about the new audio project, and
was surprised to find him, at heart, very
much an audiophile. Iinitially wondered if he had found the world of highend audio astrange place to be, but, as it
turns out, he fits right in. He informed
me that it was at his suggestion that listening tests were added to the development process of the components. "The
human ear is sensitive to things that we
still cannot measure," he said. "Since we
arc designing these products to be listened to, it would be foolish not to listen to them as we design them."
Following the F3 series will be the
even more highly stylized F3 AvantGarde integrated music systems, which
will be based on the circuit designs of
the F3 components. Still later will come
the F2 and the very distinctive F1lines,
which, at present, exist only as design
prototypes — but awfully impressive
ones. From all appearances, TMA is
very serious about high-end audio. I
asked Dr. Zucker what the firm's plans
were for the States. "We will launch our
products in the United States when we
have avideo solution in place," he said.
"We cannot go there and tell people
that they cannot have good-sounding
music as long as they put atelevision
between their loudspeakers unless we

can offer them something else. You cannot, you know — that's just physics."
Wilson Audio Specialties' UK
importer, Absolute Sounds, was demoing Wilson's MAXX loudspeaker in a
system that included Krell's KPS-25
integrated CD/preamplifier and IC/v1A650 amplifiers, as well as Transparent
cable. Although the speakers made their
US debut at HI-FI '98, this was the first
chance Ihad had to sit down for an
extended audition, and they sounded far
more relaxed and natural than Ihad
found them in LA, where they had a
brutally large room to contend with.
Wilson's Troy Kosovitch demmed Paul
McCartney's cover of "Ain't No Sunshine" from Unplueed!, and it was arevelation. The cute Beatle sounded powerful and exceedingly life-sized through
MAXX. His version of the song is
dynamic as all get-out —and, no, Idon't
mean loud, Imean he goes from awhisper to ascream — and that seems to be
an arca where MAXX —or, rather, the
whole system — shines.
Wandering around the halls of the
Heathrow Renaissance Hotel, Isaw and
heard alot more affordable audio on display than I've seen at most American
shows. This makes sense. After all, this is
primarily aconsumer show, and, while
consumers want to fantasize about the
state of the art, they also like to see kit
they can actually own. Mc too.
Acoustic Energy knocked me out
with their £149.95/pair Aegis One loudspeaker, which employs a25nun silkdome tweeter and a130mm aluminumalloy cone woofer (No US price has been
set). These speakers sounded brawnily
superb hooked up to an Arcam Alpha
One integrated amplifier ($399) and an
Arcam Alpha 8SE CD player ($1249).
The entire system cost under two grand,

Update

Musical Fidelity's X-24K DAC offers 24/96
decoding for just 8450.

but it stopped me in my tracks, unlike
many costlier systems, forcing me to listen to song after song from Tracy
Chapman's debut disc.
The Musical Fidelity room was also
making beautiful music, with an entire
system composed of its X-series components: the super-cool X-Ray CD player
($1200), the X-P100 remote-control preamp ($1200), and a pair of X-A200
($1200) 200Wpc monoblock tube amps
driving apair of Kelly loudspeakers.
On closer examination, however, it wasn't the X-Ray making the music after
all, but a Pioneer DV5 DVD player
feeding 24/96 to the $450 X-24K D/A
converter. Nope, that's not amisprint —
it's a24-bit/96kHz processor that costs
only $450. And it doesn't skimp on features either: the X-24K takes both optical and electrical digital inputs, it has a
digital recording loop, low-jitter clockrecovery circuitry, and it can process 96,
882, 48, 44.1, and 32kHz digital inputs.

Calendar
Balanced Audio Technology. For
reservations, call (604) 736-7771.
• Sunday, November 22; Tuesday,
December 8: Robert Silverman continues his performance of Beethoven's
piano sonatas in Vancouver's Chan
Center for the Performing Arts. For
more information, visit www.sloth.
com/silverman .To obtain Silverman's Stereophile recordings of piano
works by Liszt, Brahms, Schumann,
Schubert, Chopin, and Bach, call
(800) 766-0020 or visit WWW.
stereophile.com
Stereophile, December 1998

IRELAND

•Saturday and Sunday, November 21 and
22: Cloney Audio will be sponsoring the
Dublin Hi-Fi Show '98 at the Doyle
Burlington. Exhibitors include Arcam,
Audio Analogue, AE, B&W, Castle,
IXOS, Jadis, Krell, Marantz, Martin
Logan, Musical Fidelity, NXT, Sennheiser, Stewart, and TAG MacLaren.
New product launches from Arcam,
B&W Nautilus, Mission, NXT,
Philips, Pioneer, and TAG MacLaren
will be featured. For more information,
contact Joe Lanigan: Tel.: 00 353 1

2888477; Fax: 00 353 1 2834887; email: joe@cloneyaudio.com ; Web:
www.cloneyaudio.com
THAILAND

•Friday through Monday, November 27
through 30: What Hi-Fi?, The Sound,
and What Audio-Video? magazine will
host the fourth Hi-End Audio Show
1998 at the Ambassador Hotel Bangkok. For more information, please fax
Mr. Sathit Pavasutthiphand at (662)
256-9597.
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Update

Sonus Faber's $118,000/pair Amati homage speaker impressed the heck out of normally taciturn
Wes Phillips.

Musical Fidelity components are available in the US from Audio Advisor and
shipments of the X-24K were scheduled to begin in October.
Of course, there were systems to fantasize about as well. Iparticularly enjoyed hearing Sonus Faber's newest
speaker, the $18,000/pair Amati homage,
in asystem that included Audio Research's new LS25 line stage, the
VT200 power amp, ARC's DAC5,
Theta's DaViD transport, and Transparent cable. These full-range, floorstanding, Italian three-way speakers
looked scrumptious, of course, with the
curved, lacquered wooden casings we've
come to expect from Sonus Faber. They
sounded even better than they looked.
At the press conference launching them,
tenor John Oakman sang "Vesta la giubba," accompanied by an orchestral disc,
and the integration between his live
voice and the orchestral accompaniment was uncanny — the recording was
as vibrant and immediate as his voice.
US importer Sumiko was scheduled to
have samples of these amazing speakers
in late October.
28

Franco Serblin, the Amati homage's
designer, charmed the assembled press
with his sincerity as he spoke of his love
for the three great luthiers of Italian history — Guarneri, Amati, and, of course,
Stradivari — and of how they inspired
him to create his homages. "I traveled to
Cremona," he confided, "and asked the
craftsmen still practicing there, `What
was the secret of these brilliant instrument makers?' One wise man told me,
'There is no secret: greatness lies in the
man and the work.' "The same could
be said of certain speaker builders.
Just down the hall, Iheard another
spectacular-sounding demo featuring an
exquisitely crafted loudspeaker: the
Avalon Eidolon ($19,500/pair), which
was accompanied by Conrad-Johnson's
$7995 Premier 16LS (the single-chassis
version of their ART preamp), C-J
Premier 8 amps, and Resolution
Audio's VT-900 CD/DVD transport
($3500) and D-92 D/A processor ($1500).
Iwas thinking it sounded fairly magnificent when Classic Records' Mike
Hobson whipped out his latest batch of
24-bit/96kHz DADs, which included

Sam Phillips' Cruel Inventions (DAD 1013)
and Terry Evans' Blues for Thought (DAD
1014). H000-weee! Those discs really got
the room roddn' and rollin'. The Eidolons
are not reticent loudspeakers; they
showed presence and control. I, on the
other hand, did not—I boogied to 'em.
But for all-out slam, Iheard nothing
today that rivaled Linn's flagship system: a$60,000, totally Linn-built setup
that included their Sondek CD-12 CD
player, a pair of ICeltik loudspeakers
quad-amped via their Aktiv crossover
with four 'Clout amplifiers, and augmented by not one, but two Bass
Extensions (that's what Linn calls subwoofers). Marketing guru Brian Morris
asked if I'd heard Spyboy (Eminent EM25001-2), Emrnylou Harris' new live
album featuring Buddy Miller, and this
issue's "Recording of the Month."
Goodness gracious, yes indeedy, it's got
the Wes Phillips stamp of approval, so
we promptly cued up "Deeper Well"
and really cranked it.
Now, you've got to understand that
the Renaissance is at Heathrow, home
base for the Concorde, and that overgrown fighter plane is loud —so noisy,
in fact that when it takes off, every car
alarm within two miles is tripped. We
had the Linn system playing so loud that
aircraft queued for take-off were phoning the hotel asking us to turn it down,
but the sound was coherent, crystalclear, and absolutely distortion-free.
And the bass was tight enough to
bounce aquarter off of. Iloved every
minute of it!
Are there differences between an
American hi-fi show and the British variety? A few — the biggest is the extent to
which all the real business takes place at
the bar. This is true for the audio press
(okay, not all that different from an
American show), but it's true for manufacturers as well. After show hours, the
boozer is jammed with everybody in the
business sharing afew pints, smoking,
and talking shop. It's not unusual to see
business rivals chatting amiably about the
state of the industry — and even discussing distribution in some detail.
On the evening of the final trade day
of the show, Iwas doing some serious
marketing research at the bar (and, Mr.
Tax Auditor, Ihave the receipts to prove
it) when Inoticed an excited crowd of
reviewers and manufacturers gathered
in the WBT booth. I
joined them to see
what all the hubbub was about.
It was about a $300 screwdriver!
WBT of Germany has produced a
torque screwdriver with 18 replaceable
bits that has to be just about the sexiest
Stereophile, December 1998
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lease Sir,
Iwant some more"
Oliver Twist wanted more. And Rotel's remarkable RSP985 preamplifier/surround sound processor delivers more
of everything— crystal-clear movie dialog, visceral bass
and satin-smooth high frequency response.
More value. The RSP-985 has Dolby Digital, TFIX, and
DIS built in so you'll never find aprogram it can't
handle. Six digital inputs and S-Video capability make
this processor ready for all the source components
you're ever likely to want. And it's future-proof too,
thanks to aDB25 direct-in jack to handle those "just
over the horizon" technologies.
More performance. RSP-985 is engineered to deliver
Oscar and Grammy quality sound and features selectgrade parts including 24-bit

DIA

converters and three

Motorola DSP 56009 microprocessors.
More flexibility. The RSP-985 has sophisticated Remote
Zone capability so you can ponder Bach in the bedroom
while someone else gets down with ZZ Top in the den.
Flow is that for more?

54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
www.rotel.com

AUDIO ADVENTURE'S MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

CES Show January 7-10
Alexis Park, Room 2406

IIMII

InnerSound Eros is abi-amplified Hybrid Electrostatic loudspeaker system including 400 watt base amplification and active crossovers.

The first reflected highs you hear arrive about aweek later than the direct sound. The result is that the Eros sounds so clear you almost can't believe it."
—Dr Robert Greene. Fi Magazine Iuly 98

this is awarm, most romantic sounding speaker ... warmer and more romantic than you'd expect an electrostatic design to be. and with considerable
dynamic snap' and gradation. All of which would be as nothing if things didn't sound so alive." —Harry Pearson. The Absolute Sound. May/lune 98, Issue 112
'This is the first speaker system to succeed at sonically marrying adynamic woofer with an electrostatic for mid and upper frequencies, and
it is the first electrostatic system of any kind (either full-range or hybrid) to furnish truly excellent quality bass." —Peter Moncrieff. International Audio Review
'Truly stunning."

—Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly
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ture of aspecific concert hall, as well as
the extraordinary tonal color of asymphony orchestra; Madonna's "Frozen"
flashily highlighted their deep-bass
solidity; and atrack off of Marc Cohen's
eponymous debut album demonstrated
that they excel at getting out of the way
of emotional nuance.
Perhaps the Nautilus sounded alittle
too emphatic at the bottom, but that
could be the room —always apotential
culprit at shows. It could also be acase
of B&W designing aspeaker for the
American market. Nor am Iconvinced
that the tweeter was fully integrated
with the remarkable midrange driver,
but we'll see about all that when we get
apair in Santa Fe. But Iliked what I
heard enough that Idid something I'm
a little ashamed of. Iasked if they'd
mind playing "The Mooche" for me.
Playing an unedited, un-EQ'd raw
take in public is rather like showing off
amedical specimen or asking someone
to read your unedited copy —in polite
society, it just isn't done. But the staff
indulged me, and I'm glad they did.
Now Iunderstood the 801 Nautilus.
As the track unfolded, Iheard every
nuance, every change in Jerome's fingering, every change in Art Baron's
embouchure, every stick change on the
cymbals, every stop and start in the
rhythm... every detail that could be
coaxed off the CD-R, in other words.
There's areason you'll see the older 801
in recording studios all over the world —
the monitor heritage of the Nautilus
series probably means that they, too,
will soon be cropping up wherever
recordings are mastered.
Does this also make the 801 Nautilus
agreat speaker for home use? Not necessarily —and certainly not for every listener — but accuracy isn't abad place to
start from in designing speakers. All I
can say for now is that anyone looking
for aspeaker in the $10k+ price range
ought to add the 801 to their must-audition list.
Having had such great experiences
with the Chord amplification in the
B&W demo, Ithought I'd hear what
Chord was doing in its own room.
Getting great sound out of the Wilson
Benesch Bishops (no US price set yet,
but somewhere between $35k and
$401c/pair) was what. These floorstanding three-ways have eight bass drivers
per side in an Isobarik configuration.
They're quite striking —you see the
backsides of four woofers, which are
mounted facing in toward the aluminum front baffle.
Iexpected aspeaker with so much
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obvious woof to sound overly authoritative, but the sound was robust yet delicate. The Chord electronics in evidence
in the room included the SPM 5000
amp (£14,570) driving the woofers, the
SPM 1200C (£3790) on the mids and
highs, the CPA 3200 preamplifier
(£3785), and the 24-bit DSC 1500 DAC
(£4135), fed by aWadia 6transport.

the excitement of music.
Excitement was certainly what
Nairn was serving in their room.
They've been busy in Salisbury — new
at the show were the £5000 NBL
(Nested Box Loudspeaker), as well as
the CDS II CD Player ($11,550 with
XPS power supply). The NBL is a
refinement of Naim's philosophy of
using separate enclosures for the different drivers, but this time out they've
The monitor heritage of
enclosed the separate enclosures in a
B&W's Nautilus series
skin, which makes the speakers stronger,
and easier to ship and move about.
probably means that they
They're also beautifully designed and
finished in aPo-Mo Deco kind of way.
will soon be cropping up
The CDS II uses aPhilips CD7 transport with atuned leaf-spring suspension.
wherever recordings
Naim has also suspended the main circuit boards, which feature totally discrete
are mastered.
circuitry. Digital data are routed to a
The Chord electronics are beautiPMD-100 HDCD decoder/digital filter
fully designed and finished, and both
and then to apair of Burr-Brown PCM
the B&W and Chord rooms were
1702-K 20-bit D/A converter chips,
characterized by first-rate sound.
which, Naim says, sound superior to the
Their stuff isn't currently distributed
24-bit ones available. The unit has 25
in the US, but they seem be in the
low-noise, regulated power supplies on
final stages of arranging for adistributhe main circuit board, four on each of
tion deal. Expect to see it Stateside by
the two analog output boards, and anothChristmas — and check it out.
er three on the servo board. Additionally,
Tube lovers with long memories will
the XPS power supply, which powers
remember that Stereophile spilled some
the whole thing, has six separately regupositive ink on Beard amplifiers in
lated, very-low-noise outputs.
1987. Well, Bill Beard is back with agorNaim has also added anew de-jitter
geous-looking 30Wpc integrated, the
circuit to the CDS, which, they claim, will
BB 30-60 (£1495-1595, depending on
put the CDS Irs jitter below the noise
finish), that features zero loop feedback.
level of Paul Miller's test equipment.
It sounded warm and punchy driving a
Iwas struck by how undigital familiar
pair of Veritas Model 7s, and attracted
discs sounded. The sound was focused
admiring crowds on both public days.
and coherent. There was detail, but no
There's no US distribution at this time.
sense of it overwhelming the overall
Another amplifier that hasn't made
picture, which remained musical and
its way across the pond yet is the
very, very relaxed — but we're talking
40Wpc Lavardin Model IT integrated
Naim here, so it was also lively and
(£3200). M. Lavardin has spent 12 years
totally engaging.
researching what he calls "memory disShow sound doesn't get much better
tortion" in audio circuits, asubject you
than the Naim room was getting, so I
can read about in some detail on his
decided to end my visit to the Hi-Fi
website. Ican't speak for his theories,
Show '98 on ahigh note and called it a
but his system, which included apair of show.
ARS La Diva stand-mounted two-ways
and aHelios 1CD player, was certainUNITED KINGDOM
ly doing something right. It wasn't the
Paul Messenger
last word in tonal refinement, sounding September turned out to be one of the
alittle rough and edgy, but it swung like
better months of alargely hypothetical
the devil on Stereophile's Encore CD of British Summer, making the trips to and
the Mendelssohn Sextet. Chris O'Riley's
from Heathrow Airport for the 1998
athletic pianism fairly crackled with
Hi-Fi Show less painful than usual. The
electricity, and several passersby from
show proved asurprisingly invigorating
the hall outside were pulled into the
experience. Sure, the number of Far
room and silenced by the brisk Eastern visitors was noticeably down
inevitability of the final movement's
this year, but there seemed more people
progression toward the conclusion. The
than usual from Eastern Europe, as well
Lavardin IT serves as apotent reminder as aplethora of exhibitors from most
that the High End, at its best, is about Western European countries. Repre33

senting the Rest of the World was
Indian electrostatic hybrid-speakermaker Cadence, with the wonderful
slogan: "The Indians are back, and this
time they've brought the whole family."
Global economic gloom notwithstanding, the generally positive vibe
seemed well able to overcome the airconditioned aviation fuel that lingers
around Heathrow's hotels, making a
welcome contrast to the altogether
glummer atmosphere around Live 98,
London's mainstream consumer electronics event, the following week.
Hi-Fi Show '98 was again split
between two hotels, the Excelsior and
the (renamed yet again) Renaissance,
but this time much more evenly.
Attendance figures for exhibitors, trade,
and public visitors were all within apercentage point or two of last year's event.
However, the twin-site arrangement
remains unpopular, so, after 16 years at
Heathrow, the Hi-Fi Show will move a
few miles west, toward London proper,
and, between September 23 and 26,
1999, will snuggle under one roof—
that of the more capacious Hammersmith Novotel. (Ironically, the Hammersmith is the rebuilt Cunard hotel,
which hosted several successful hi-fi
shows 20-odd years ago.)
Well aware that no one was going to
manage to struggle all the way around
this year's event, most hacks kicked off
at the TAG McLaren Audio press
breakfast on Day 1. The sheer size of
TMA's purpose-built stand —it filled
most of alarge banqueting suite —set
aside any doubts about their serious
intent. The exhibit reminded me of the
structures Japanese multinationals used
to erect in McCormick Place at CES
Chicago a decade ago — an order of
magnitude more ambitious than those
found in today's specialist hi-fi scene.
&sides the formal public launch of
TAG McLaren's F3 series (heavily modified variations on the Audiolab 8000series theme), we were expecting to see
some design studies for the forthcoming
F2 and F1ranges. Howevet Dr Udo
Zucker's big surprise was an F3-based
"music center" code-named AvantGattle,
repackaging acomplete F3 system into a
single "lifestyle" unit that combined considerable elegance and style with serious
pretensions to hi-fi performance.
The motor-sport heritage will clearly be an integral part of the marketing
mix — areal Grand Prix driver, David
C,oultharcl, opened the stand on the first
public day. The link might seem tenuous
to many hi-fi and music fans, but the
worlds are not so far apart. I've long been
34

Thomas Transducers' less spectacular-looking but much more affordable
Virtuoso was also making very sweet
sounds from a DX3 driver. Lowther
seems to have been out of fashion in
Britain for most of the 30-odd years I've
been into hi-fi, so maybe it's time the
pendulum swung back toward this venerable brand's unique drivers — or
maybe it's part of arediscovery that, for
some listeners, the virtues of full-range
drivers can outweigh their limitations.
Putting off visiting the first-floor
battleground for as long as possible, I
TAG McLaren Audio
headed downstairs to one of the biggest
was just one of the
rooms in the place, where B&W was
showing off its new Nautilus 800 series.
highlights that helped
A static display at the entrance showed a
Nautilus 801 in between its Matrix 801
drag the crowds over to
predecessor and the full-blown Nautilus;
Iwas really surprised how small and
the Excelsior Hotel.
puny the old 801 looked compared to its
TAG McLaren Audio was just one of new replacement. Equally impressive
the highlights that helped drag the was the way the new speakers, here powcrowds over to the Excelsior Hotel. ered by Chord, could fill this enormous
Another large suite gave Britain its first room with no signs of strain.
chance to hear the Wilson Audio
Chord Electronics amplifiers
Maxx — as in Headroom, presumably, cropped up in asurprising number of
given the prodigious dynamic range of "neutral" rooms at the show, evidence
the Krell-driven dem put on by im- of the growing respect accorded these
porter Absolute Sounds. Marantz gave unusually compact yet exceedingly
me my first taste of SACD, though the powerful designs, in the hi-fi as well as
program material wasn't interesting the recording-studio worlds. When I
enough to keep my attention and the
reached Chord's own room I was
planned Euro launch is still ayear away. intrigued to spot the new 10-driver
SACD and CD were being demon- Wilson Benesch Bishop speaker,
strated on anew "baby" Prestige-series though unfortunately it wasn't connectTannoy called the Turnberry. An ed at the time.
appropriately "heritage style" reflexThe Nairn room is never for the
ported enclosure loads a10" dual-con- fainthearted, but was worth the effort to
centric driver unusual for the stiffness of check out the exceptional dynamic
its surround and its chassis-earthing range of the new "flagship" CDS II
arrangements.
two-box CD player, working via astack
Ray Kimber had come over to help of active electronics into the most eleRuss Andrews demonstrate his new gant speaker Naim has yet produced.
cables, but Russ has learned plenty Christened NBL for "nested box loudabout setting up good show dems over speaker," it's a four-driver three-way,
the years. He'd brought down his own sort of halfway between SBL and DBL,
home hi-fi — asubstantially home-built with all the usual Naim features:
and tweaked ensemble with "passive/ acoustic-resistance sealed-box bass loadactive" drive, PA drivers, and Torlyte ing, driver/box decoupling, and mass
enclosures — hid everything behind damping. The clever trick is the way the
curtains, and then wowed ajaded press mid/treble enclosure nestles within the
corps with one of the best sounds I attractively styled enclosure proper,
heard all weekend.
with no unsightly metalwork on view,
Returning to the main hotel, Ispot- though Naim loses a few marketing
ted aCarfrae horn in the foyer, and points for fitting apressed-steel-frame
turned back to check out this enormous midrange driver in aspeaker expected
(22m tall) but exceptionally elegant (if to cost around £4000/pair.
pricey) device. A swooping swan's
Casde, too, had the first two of an
neck/saxophone shape forms atractrix intended five-strong Designer speaker
rear horn-loading for asingle Lowther range, very elegantly designed by Alan
"full-range" DX3 drive-unit, though Boodiroyd to give aslightly Art Deco
additional corner placement is also flavor, and paralleling the ongoing
desirable. Over in the Renaissance, Classics at amodest premium. When I

interested in motor sport, but was nonplused when famous race-car designer
Gordon Murray came up and said he
recognized my face —I knew his from
reading motor-sport magazines. We
worked out that he'd probably docked
mine from reading the hi-fi mags!
There's acertain kudos in being able to
put agleaming silver Formula One race
car at the entrance to your stand to state
"We built this," rather than merely "See
our high-profile sponsorship."
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mentioned that the Designers' edges
seemed unfashionably sharp, Fred
Clayton archly pointed out that Castle
had started the trend toward "softened"
edges, and was now starting anew trend
aimed at younger customers. Cheeky
so-and-so.
Monitor Audio has been very busy
since its change of ownership earlier this
year, showing anumber of new speakers and significantly reducing the prices
of some existing models. The big news,
however, announced on the second day
of the show, was that it had also
acquired that successful and longstanding purveyor of amplifiers (and, more
recently, CD players) Exposure Electronics, thus graduating from aspeaker
to a full-range system manufacturer.
Exposure principal and designer John
Farlowe is being retained on afive-year
contract, and was showing anew "budget audiophile" 50W amplifier featuring "lateral FETs" and costing £500.
Another company cutting the price
of its (even more famous electrostatic)
loudspeakers is Quad: the ESL-988
replacement for the ESL-63 now costs
£3000/pair, while the larger ESL-989 is
£4000/pair. The 99-series electronics
were also making their Heathrow
debut, one sign of the times being that
the CD player and preamp are available
only as acomplete system alongside one
of three power-amp options — not
illogical, given Quad's traditionally
quirky styling.
Price cuts were a reminder that
Britain now finds itself in the unaccustomed position of having one of the
stronger currencies in the world. It's
such an unfamiliar situation that few
were willing to predict the future, many
were worrying about export sales, and
those importing foreign exotica had a
jaunty spring in their step.
Two of these, Absolute Sounds and
Absolute Analogue, had a whole
series of rooms crammed with acornucopia of delights. At AS, Sonus Faber's
first floorstander, the Amati homage,
sounded particularly musical driven by
Audio Research electronics, and
looked absolutely gorgeous.
Over at AA Imet the boffins behind
the Lavardin amplifiers from France,
which have become apersonal obsession since Ifirst heard them last summer (and got to try one at home).
Mindful that Imight be getting carried
away, Isent several friends along for second opinions, and all agreed they had
heard something special. (One, who
managed to get hold of the prototype
phono stage and take it to aroom with
Stereophile, December 1998
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fate in the next two to five years.
Robert A. Finger of Matsushita started off the DVD-Audio part of the event
by saying that, "to me, DVD-Audio is
very exciting. With its multichannel
capability, it gives us what we've always
wanted —a truly different experience
than two-channel audio. You don't want
to go back." You may want to read that
opening statement again, because in it is a
theme that was hit by every speaker who
followed: To succeed, DVD-Audio must
be equivalent to multichannel audio.
As apanel discussion about the new
format began, Jordan Rost from Warner
Music Group stated that, "Clearly,
sound-quality improvements are not
enough" to drive the new format. He
suggested that use in portables, along
with surround-sound in cars, homes,
and computers, would be required for
success. Bill Allen from BMG added
that "We're alittle scared, as amass marketer of CDs, of hurting CD sales with
DVD-Audio. How do we charge for
it?" He went on to state that "the jury is
out about higher quality —but [multichannel] demos change people's perceptions. Multichannel is a daunting
task, but agreat opportunity."
Paul West from Universal Music
Group took a different tack. "DVDAudio will be able to deliver to audiophiles the two-channel format that has
eluded that market for years," he stated.
"But alot of capitalization in studios has
to take place to enable 24/96 and multichannel audio... you have to get the
artist and producer into the [multichannel demo] room kicking and screaming.
Then they love it." He finished by
pointing out that "the music business
will come down to how convenient the
[DVD-Audio] format is. We all know
that CDs weren't about sound quality,
UNITED STATES
but offered convenience — they didn't
Jon Iverson
require flipping like arecord."
Running close on the heels of the 105th
Convenience — this may be the
AES Convention in San Francisco at the
sticking point for the DVD-Audio forend of September (full report to appear
mat. How do you set up your system for
in the January Stereophih), the DVD
it? What kind of player will you buy? A
Forum held its conference in the posh
presentation from Nick Kuroda ofJVC
Hyatt Regency near the SF Airport.
presented achart with 21 different ways
Attended by avariety of computer and
to encode aDVD-Audio disc. Everyconsumer-electronics industry folk who
thing from high-quality two-channel to
manufacture and sell DVD discs and
over adozen different resolutions and
hardware, more than half of day one
configurations of multichannel are in
was devoted to the emerging DVDthe spec. Various text and graphics
Audio format. Although the presentaoptions are available. Mr. Rost later
tions became highly technical at times, pointed out that "there are six channels
the sheer variety of possible formats and
at full bandwidth, but no restrictions on
applications for DVD-Audio became
what you do with them. This will open
apparent. 'Whether this is ablessing or a up awhole lot of creative opportunifatal flaw, all agreed that the consumer
ties." (It should be pointed out that six
will ultimately determine DVD-Audio's
channels of full-bandwidth audio are

serious vinyl replay, was still gibbering
about it days later.)
A still more radical approach to
amplification is the TacT Millennium,
which NAD proprietor Peter Lyngdorf
explained with great clarity and persuasion. Not an amplifier as we know it,
Scotty, it nevertheless amplifies digital
signals directly by converting them to a
high-speed PWM code (running at
356kbits/s), using that code to switch
the ±variable-hold power supplies, and
feeding the output via asimple bitstream
converter. Hampered by a difficult
room, the dem sounded promisingly
clean, reflecting the very simple signal
path. Just as Peter was saying that production was only "two weeks away," the
digits glitched and locked up. That's
another "must try" product though, no
question.
Taking the long view,
not sure I'd
call The Hi-Fi Show an enjoyable experience, but it is an unmissable one. It's
still one of the most important events
on the hi-fi calendar, the more so as the
business goes increasingly global. Sheer
diversity is amajor strength, which gives
areal overview of the fluctuating scene.
Iwas surprised how much vinyl was
around, playing in the dems as well as
selling in the foyer, and how low aprofile DVD kept, comparatively speaking.
Valve amplification seemed as strong as
ever, and Italian manufacturers are
becoming areal force on the European
scene. New technologies seem the
cheap option when a company like
Musical Fidelity can introduce a24bit/96kHz outboard DAC for £300,
while craftsmanship now commands
the premium — witness the sheer
strokeability of the milled casework on
Linn's CD-12.
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only made possible with the Meridian
Lossless Packing algorithm, which has
recently been incorporated in the
DVD-Audio spec.) "There are no
rules," added Paul West.
And there will be three types of
DVD players: DVD-Video only, DVDAudio only, and "Universal" machines
that play everything. All of these
machines will play CDs, but will the
DVD-Audio machine play the current
crop of 24/96 audio releases that work
on DVD-Video players? What will the
back panel of a DVD-Audio or
Universal player look like? Apparently
the back-panel question has not been
resolved for the DVD-Audio and
Universal players — Paul West added
that the specifics are "under construction," but should be settled "very quickly." Rost added that "our hope is that we
can come up with something that will
satisfy business [read: copyright/piracy]
and consumer needs."
A significant issue facing the DVDAudio format involves protecting the
copyrights of the software companies.
Bill Allen pointed out that "the Internet
has made it seem that information is
cheap and should be free. We must
work to increase music's value." Jim
Fleming of the RIAA stated that "technology can solve these problems —
specifically to create barriers to pirates
and hackers. If we don't do it right now,
we'll be suffering for a long time."
Fleming explained the three things that
the RIAA requires before being satisfied
that DVD-Audio content will be protected: 1) watermarking the data, providing an audit trail; 2) encryption to
control access to the data; 3) relying on
other protection schemes, such as those
used over the Internet.
Intel made a short presentation
demonstrating how the PC, connected
to high-quality amplifiers and speakers,
could soon become the center of the
DVD-Audio universe. According to
Intel's Rajesh Shakkarwar, the next-generation Intel CPU will include "hostbased" DSPs capable of all DVD-Audio
decoding and processing, as well as digital virtual channels and tone controls.
Shaklcarwar pointed out that they
expect 40 million DVD players to ship
with PCs next year; with software
upgrades, these will be able to play
DVD-Audio discs, making them Universal players. A slide shown during his
presentation illustrated his point with a
PC connected to amultichannel amplifier via IEEE 1394 (FireWire). Intel sees
the PC evolving into the family "media
player" within afew years.
36

Assuming all goes well, the DVDAudio 1.0 spec was to be finalized by the
end of October '98, with a tentative

well, based on demonstrations heard at
this conference.
Ed Outwater, vice president of technical and engineering services for the
One intriguing aspect of
Warner Music Group, told the assembled digital faithful at the DVD Forum
the DVD-Audio
Conference in October about experiments he and Al MacPherson conducted
specification is that
converting some 24-track Capitol analog
masters to multichannel digital at various
it makes available six
sampling frequencies and bit rates. The
channels of full-bandwidth, 2", 30ips Dolby SR masters were converted to six-channel digital masters
high-bit-rate audio,
using a studio-grade analog console,
dCS A/D converters, and aSonic Solwhich musicians,
utions workstation. Much of the material they experimented with has been
producers, and recording
previously released on Capitol's Jazz at
the Movies CD series.
engineers are free to use
The master tapes were dubbed at
16/44.1, 20/48, 24/882, and 24/96. The
however they wish.
engineers conducted extensive comparlaunch date of sometime in late 1999.
isons between the various versions, and
But anumber of manufacturers in the
offered conference attendees the opporhalls seemed to feel that ayear or two
tunity to hear some of the results, as well
later is more likely. There are still big
as recordings from other companies.
issues ahead, such as what to do about
"We had alot of trouble with this
Sony's avowed commitment to SACD, a room," Outwater explained, echoing
competing format to DVD-Audio. One
the sentiments of exhibitors at high-end
manufacturer su li:ested that Sony, which
hi-fi shows, "but we did the best we
has worked closely with the DVD-Audio
could on short notice. It's good enough
group all along, was angling for licensing to hear the differences between the
rights and would wait it out until just the
recordings." Hotel rooms and conferright deal was offered —possibly at the
ence centers are notorious for their poor
last minute. JVCs Bike Suzuki, chairman
acoustics, but Outwater and crew had
of the Working Group defining the
done acreditable job. The room wasn't
DVD-Audio spec, stated, "After version
laboratory-perfect, but we could hear
LO is established, optional audio formats
everything the demonstration was
will be discussed."
designed to let us hear.
The DVD-Audio spec allows for
Outwater played an assortment of
the addition of other formats in the
recordings at various sampling frequenfuture: "flexible and extensible" was
cies, bit rates, and channel allocations
repeated many times. But can they
that proved just how versatile DVDalso say "confusing"?
Audio can be. There were two-channel
recordings at Red Book CD standard,
UNITED STATES
and four-channel recordings at 24/882.
Barry Willis
The inherent grain and listening perOne intriguing aspect of the DVDspective were preserved from the origiAudio specification is that it makes availnals, and therefore we could not make
able six channels of full-bandwidth,
any judgment regarding the absolute
high-bit-rate audio, which musicians, potential of the lower sampling and bit
producers, and recording engineers are
rates — although it was obvious that
free to use however they wish. No one is
audio delivered through fewer than six
obligated to adhere to DVD-Video's 5.1
channels and at less than ultimate levels
system (three front channels, two surof resolution can still offer a "comrounds, plus subwoofer), although that pelling experience," as today's most
will likely become the default standard.
overused buzzphrase has it.
DVD-Audio recordings can be in ultraThere were some "interactive" demos
high-resolution two-, four-, or six-chanto show what "added-value" video will
nel formats. The system is scalable —the
mean to DVD-Audio discs once they
front channels, for example, can run
become commercially viable. Country/
full-out at 24 bits/96kHz, and the
pop star Chely Wright's "Shut Up and
ambient channels can operate at the less
Drive" was accompanied by some still
processor-intensive rate of 16/44.1 — an
video pictures of her driving aconvertarrangement that seems to work very
ible, and there was abonus recording of
Stereophile, December 1998

her gushing disingenuously about how
great it is to be an MCA recording artist
Additional material like this —pictures,
text, and performer bio —will be accessible with higher-end players, while cheaper ones (such as portables) will play only
the music. It's easy to see how the graphics might assist in-store playing of an
artist's performances, but it's difficult to
see what value they might have for music
lovers at home.
Goosebump Territory: The ultimate
potential of six-channel DVD-Audio was
made abundantly clear when Outwater
played his own recording of Strauss
waltzes and polkas by the Berlin
Philharmonic. Mixed down to six fulh
bandwidth, high-resolution channels
from a24-microphone array and played
back directly from hard disk, Outwater's
Strauss was as close to real as Ihave heard
outside Davies Symphony Hall in San
Francisco —detail, dynamics, and spatial
location were exceptional. Even the
applause sounded believable — something that usually shatters the illusion of
realism. Teldec made a two-channel
recording of the same performance, and
when DVD-Audio gets rolling, listeners
may be able to compare the two.
Six-channel DVD-Audio offers the

option of "folding down" the six channels into two high-rez channels for traditional stereo. Not all listeners will be
inclined to expand their two-channel
systems, and DVD-Audio will accommodate them, as well as those who wish
to go all the way into full multichannel.
Converting diehard two-channel fans
with propaganda alone will be no easy
task. (Ask Stereophiles founder J. Gordon
Holt — he keeps trying.) The proof is in
the listening, even for the most reluctant. As Outwater said of the many
artists, engineers, and producers he
works with: "It's hard to convince them
of the new format's value. But once
you've dragged them into the studio and
shown them what's possible, they never
want to go back." The more traditional
among them tend to favor a stagefront/ambient-rear approach, he noted,
while the more adventurous see the
potential of multichannel sound in less
constrained ways.
"Multichannel is atool to be used any
way you want to use it," Outwater
noted. "What's 'right' is simply what
works for the people who are using it."
DVD-Audio, it appears, will bring sonic
diversity into studios and listening
rooms everywhere.
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usic lover .... or audiophile?
If you're first and foremost
an audiophile, you probably
go in for resolution. Detail. Soundstage.
And plenty of power.
If you're amusic lover —classical, jazz,
anything acoustical — you may look
more for harmonic accuracy: truth of
timbre. Sweetness and richness of tone.
Most of us are audiophiles and music
lovers.
Of late, I've noticed that some gear —
even moderately priced stuff—has been
getting better not only in resolution but
in the long-neglected area of harmonic
presentation. I'm thinking mainly solidstate gear now. Tube gear has long been
known for its timbral qualities.
Take the Creek 4330R, for instance.
It resolves more detail than a$599 integrated amp has any right to. It kicks
butt, like previous Creek amps. It does
the spatial resolution thing as well as any
40Wpc stereo integrated could.
But it also does nice things harmonically. It's not only engaging to listen
to, it's seductive. Not just for tapping
your feet — an area that seems to be of
paramount importance to certain
British critics.
Ditto the Bryston B-60. While its harmonic presentation is not so lush or liquid as the tubed Conrad-Johnson MV55, it sounds quite stunning. And the
resolution is killer. A classic.
Nonetheless, those who want areally rich sound still tend to gravitate to
tubes —audiophiles, that is. The general public, by and large, isn't aware that
tubed gear is still being made. And if
they are aware, they think it's too
tweaky to touch.
They're partly right.
By now, you know about the disadvantages of tubed gear: The cost of tube
replacement. The fact that power-amp
output tubes run hot, that tubes wear
out and sound deteriorates with time,
blah blah blah... (I think too much is
made of this, though Isuppose if you
change tubes only once every 10 years,
it could be aproblem.)
One big reason there's not more
tubed gear is that many manufacturers
(who secretly love it) don't want to
make it. Don't want to deal with the
Stereophile, December 1998
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problems of sourcing tubes from such
trouble spots as Yugoslavia and Russia.
Don't want to provide replacements,
service the gear. Solid-state gear is great
for them — very little support needed
"in the field."
From aconsumer's point of view —
yours, perhaps — the most serious
objection to tubed gear is the expense.
Not so much the expense of retubing —
you can probably handle that —but the
higher cost of the equipment itself,
necessitated by things like output transformers and, in some tube products,
hard-wiring, which is labor-intensive.
It's hard to do tubes cheap.
Wouldn't it be nice if you could find
areasonably priced solid-state integrated amplifier that sounds alot like a
tubed amp?
Some integrateds do just that. Musical
Fidelity, in England, has been making
tubelike amps for years. The sound of
the LFD Mistral is also quite tubelike,
even reminding me of a$13,000 pair of
single-ended Jadis SE300Bs. These amps
sound almost tubed.
Audio Analogue Puccini SE
The Audio Analogue Puccini SE integrated sounds not tubefike, but tubed. If
you blindfolded me and asked me to
guess, I'd say Iwas listening to agood
50Wpc push-pull tube amp. But it's
entirely solid-state.
Audio Analogue is not yet awell-

known brand. But producing gear like
this, that situation should change pretty
fast. The brand has already gained quite
afollowing in the UK, where there's
hardly a shortage of good integrated
amplifiers on dealers' shelves. For an
Italian integrated amp to break into the
British market is quite afeat.
Yes, the Audio Analogue Puccini
Special Edition ($1195) is produced in
Italy —not far from the city of Lucca,
home of the world's best olive oil and
the birthplace of Puccini —Giacomo,
that is. (Boccherini's birthplace, too. If
you luck out in Lucca, as Ionce did, you
can hear Boccherini's music performed
in Boccherini's house.)
Santo and Fred: Audio Analogue was
established in 1995 by its two designers,
Santo Prattico and Federico Paoletti.
Their "research lab" is located in Pisa,
almost within the shadow of the famed
leaning tower, and about 20 minutes by
car from Lucca. Manufacturing is located in Monsummano Terme, in nearby
Tuscany.
And maybe —just maybe — the
sheer musicality of the Puccini SE
comes not just from the talents of Santo
and Fred, but from where it's made. In
this part of Italy you hear music everywhere. No —not boomboxes. You hear
opera, chamber music —it pours out
the windows as you walk down the
street. Yes, I've been there. In fact, I
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recuperated in this very part of Italy
eight years ago, between wives.
Music... and food. This is my
favorite spot in the entire world. Now I
must make another trip — to check in
personally on Santo and Fred.
First things first: So what do you get
in the Audio Analogue Puccini SE?
You get an impressive piece of hardware, for starters. It not only sounds like
it should retail for around $2000, it's built
more like $2k than $1k. It weighs over
20 lbs — heavy for asmall integrated.
The aluminum-alloy faceplate — in
silver or black, but you want silver — is
thick, beautifully machined, with
smooth, rounded corners. The two control knobs — selector and volume, that's
all — are magnificently machined in aluminum, and rounded to be as pleasing to
the touch as to the eye. The controls
have asmooth, silky feel. The selector
switch doesn't clunk into position, the
way it does with most budget amps — it
glides into place, better than it does on
most expensive amps! Ijust don't see
how Audio Analogue does it for $1195.
You also get amoving-magnet/moving-coil phono section as standard. Yes,
Italians still listen to records. (You
change between MM and MC by moving a pair of jumpers — ponticelli —
inside the chassis.) There are five linelevel inputs, one for tape. (There's no
tape loop as such, but there is aset of
tape-out RCAs on the back.) And you
get two sets of speaker binding posts —
probably put there to please the
biwiring Brits.
Clutter buster: To reduce front-panel
clutter, the "real" On/Off switch is on
the back. You may opt to leave the amp
on most of the time. When you turn the
volume control nearly all the way
down, alittle flag attached to the shaft of
the volume control inside the chassis
blocks the light from an LED. This signals aphotoelectric cell to set off arelay,
which mutes the amp with a barely
audible click. Elegant... and the need for
amute switch is eliminated.
There's no balance control (as with
me). No remote. No headphone output. If you hate all those buttons on
your CD player, VCR, DVD player, etc.,
you'll find the Audio Analogue Puccini
SE ablessed relief.
Inside the box, all circuits are kept as
simple and as short as possible — all the
better to concentrate on component
and sound quality. Unusually for an
integrated amp at this price, there are
separate power supplies for each chanStereophile, December 1998
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nel, and each channel has its own
toroidal power transformer. (You don't
get dual power supplies with the standard-edition Puccini.)

Not resolution. Not soundstaging and
all the other stuff that so consumes the
lives of audiophiles, but the sheer miracle of the human voice.
The Puccini gets it right.
Two editions: The Puccini comes in
Some other amps get it right, too, but
two editions. There's the standard edithey're not solid-state integrated amps
tion, which Ihad achance to audition
you can buy for — ah, um, asong. (Had
briefly in an early production model, and
to say that. Sorry.) They're the Jadis SE
the special edition, which Iultimately
845, for $20,000/pair. Or the new Cary
opted to review. The standard Puccini is
SE300B Signatures. Or the Conradrated at 40Wpc into 8ohms and retails Johnson MV55 integrated tube amp or
for $795. That's agood deal, especially Jadis Orchestra, each selling for $2495.
considering that amoving-magnet/movNo other solid-state ¡migrated amp that Ihave
heard to date sounds as convincing on the
ing-coil phono section is standard.
human voice as the Audio Analogue Puccini
SE. None
When you turn on the
It's notjust opera fans who have reason
Puccini SE integrated amp, to rejoice. The Puccini SE works its magic
on all vocals. Pop and jazz, too. Billie
Holiday. Louis Armstrong. Whatever the
it's like having Italy
kind of music, whoever the vocalist, the
in your listening room.
voices sound right. And if the voices
sound right — you guessed it — then
It sings.
musical instruments do, too.
Woodwinds, for instance.
The Special Edition looks the same,
One of the great joys of listening to
chassis-wise, but it's something else.
great single-ended triode amps is the
More powerful, for one thing — 50Wpc way they do woodwinds — the clarinet,
instead of 40Wpc. That may not seem
the oboe. The liquidity! Sometimes the
like much, but you're likely to notice a sound is so beautiful you could almost
difference with a4ohm speaker because
cry. The Puccini SE does that too. There
the SE has four output transistors per
isn't the slightest hint of hardness — of
side; the standard edition has only two
illiquidity (I think I
just made up anew
per side. The output transistors are bipoaudio term). The sound of woodwinds,
lars, by the way, not MOSFETs, so
as of voice, is seductive and ravishing.
there's no trace of that infamous MOSStrings? You know once again that if
FET mist. And no grain. None.
an amp gets voices right, it's going to get
Hi-Fi Forum's Richard Kohlruss says
strings right, too. With the Puccini SE,
the standard edition has been upgraded
the string tone is sweet and pure. Pure,
since the unit Iheard. But still, the
as in free of the hashy, odd-order harSpecial Edition is so great, why cheap
monic distortion I typically associate
out? Cough up the extra 400 bucks.
with solid-state, although the days of
More power, more punch. More resolutruly crummy solid-state sound are
tion, too.
becoming athing of the past.
Beyond purity of tone, strings have a
Italy in abox: Some people find the fact warmth and arichness — asense of body.
that Audio Analogue names its products
The Puccini gives proper weight to
after famous Italian composers — the
massed strings and to cello. Piano, too —
Bellini preamp, Donizetti power amp,
apiano never sounds tinkly or clangy
and soon the Paganini CD player — alitwith the Puccini, but full-bodied, rich.
tle hokey. Idon't. (I bet they're saving
This from an $1195 solid-state integrated?
Boccherini for something really special —
Brass?
maybe their flagship power amp!)
Iknew you'd ask. Brass with the
It would be hokey if the gear sounded
Puccini has alovely, burnished sound —
like ordinary, run-of-the-mill solid-state.
it reminds me of the brass section of the
But it doesn't. Puccini, Bellini, DoniVienna Philharmonic playing in the
zetti, etc. have inspired the Puccini SE
Musikverein. (I put on some Karl
integrated amp. When you turn it on, Biihm/VP0 recordings and was back in
it's like having Italy in your listening Vienna.) But, like the Vienna brass live,
room — it sings. Iswear!
brass sound through the Puccini has
When Ithink of Italian music, Ithink
immediacy and bite.
first of opera. And when Ithink of
Neat trick! Often, when solid-state
opera, Ithink purity of tone, the sheer
amps aim for afull, rich, rounded, tubebeauty of the human voice. Not detail.
like sound, they lose some immediacy,
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top-end extension, and bite. You hear it
in the way the brass don't shine, cymbals don't shimmer, triangles don't
sparkle:111e sound is rolled-off and dull.
Not so the Puccini.
So is the Puccini neutral or what?
Damned if Iknow. Ido know that its
lush, liquid, lovely quality of tone is not
achieved at the expense of top-end
extension. As you can tell, I'm big on this
amp. Sono matto! I'll have to calm myself
down. A little grappa might help...

richness, stunning purity of tone, sheer
musicality. Like Isaid, the amp sings.
Besides, if the Puccini SE were engineered for maximum speed and clarity—
if it were aimed to please the hard-core
audiophile detail freaks or the foot-tappers — then it probably wouldn't be the
Puccini. And music-lovers would once
again suffer, as they so often do, at the
hands of audiophiles. Suffice it to say
that music lovers will not suffer at the
hands of Audio Analogue.
The Audio Analogue Puccini SE is an
Back to the sound.
amp for those with real-world budgets
You do need to burn this in, as Santo
who are in it more for the music than
and Fred advise, for at least 100 hours.
the sound... or the blood sport of
The amp doesn't sound bad when new,
audiophile competition. As for resolubut it does sound closed-in and rolledtion, Ican hardly wait to hear the Audio
off, lacking in life and sparkle. Not very
Analogue separates —Bellini and Donidynamic. Have patience!
zetti. At the moment, Idon't have a
Oh, yes — the phono stage.
solid-state reference: these may be it!
Itried it with one of Roy Hall's
If you listen mostly to classical music
Goldring 1042 moving-magnet carand/or jazz, and particularly to vocals of
tridges in an RB300 arm on aRega 3 any kind, then the Audio Analogue
'table. Not quite as killer aphono stage
Puccini SE is amust-hear. Strong Class
as the stand-alone EAR 834P by Tim de
B... at aprice more in keeping with
Paravadni. A tad less resolution, I'd say.
Class C. If there's anything else like the
This was difficult to judge because I Puccini SE on the market, Ihaven't
compared the Puccini's own phono
heard it.
stage to the EAR 834P through the
Bravo, Puccini! Bravissimo, Santo eFred!
Puccini's line stage.
But who's to complain? Most integratB&W CDM1 Special Edition
ed amps these days —including some
Even Lars was impressed with the
that sell for alot more than $1195 —omit
Puccini when he stopped by. (You
the phono stage altogether, or make it an
remember my Swedish friend. He's
extra-cost option.
back. Long story.)
Besides, the Puccini SE itself— as a
"I was in this neck of the wood and I
whole — doesn't appear to offer the last thought I'd stop by," said Lars.
word in high-rez. Its resolution, in my
"Woods."
opinion, falls slightly short of that offered
"Woods?"
by the Bryston B60 and the Conrad"The expression is 'neck of the
Johnson MV55. But the Bryston lacks
woods,' Lars."
the same rich liquidity of tone. And the
Lars said he would "poculate" — his
C-J is more than double the price.
word — on why the Puccini sounds so
Compared to the Bryston and the C-J,
lusciously tubey. Ithink "poculate" is a
the Puccini seems to suck some of the
Swedish word. I'll have to ask him next
air out of the room or hall — on the
time.
recording, that is. (You'll breathe fine.)
Lars was impoculated, too, by the
The amp also lacks the vivid quality I B&W CDM1 Special Edition speakers I
hear in spades with agreat single-ended
used during most of my auditioning of
triode amp.
the Puccini.
The bass is more typically tube than
"Those B&Ws are really yamming,"
solid-state — rich and rounded rather
he said.
than tight. It doesn't have the kick-butt
"Yamming? Is something wrong?"
quality that solid-state amps usually do.
"No. They're yamming."
Obviously, the Puccini SE is not for the
"Ah! Iget it. That's what sometimes
foot-tapping crowd, who have plenty to
happens when Swedes play yazz." As I
choose from, including Creeks, Limn,
said, Lars is back. We'll hear alot more
and Nairns. With the Puccini SE, you
from him in afuture column, where he
get aslower, more rounded bass — full
figures more prominently.
but not overripe, and (this is the good
The original B&W CDM1, no
part) rich with harmonic character.
longer available, has long been aJohn
But any shortcomings are slight, con- Atkinson fave. So when Igot wind of
sidering the amp's price, build quality,
the CDM1 Special Edition, Idecided to
and overall quality of sound — harmonic
scoop JA.
Stereophile, December 1998
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I've been a B&W buff myself.
Twenty years ago, Itraded up from a
pair of Large Advents to B&W DM7
floorstanders — a big improvement in
transparency and musicality.
B&W is an example of acompany
that got very big by doing things right,
and still does. (Audio Analogue is an
example of asmall company that has
managed to pull off something the big
boys haven't.) B&W has perhaps the
best research and development facility
of any speaker manufacturer. They
manufacture their own drivers. Quality
control is tops.
And — this is important — they enjoy
economies of scale that smaller manufacturers can only dream of. According
to Chris Browder, of B&W in the US,

B&W CDM1 Special Edition
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To achieve the lowest possible moving mass, all advanced Dynaudio
Magnum voice coils are made from pure aluminum wire wound in our
patented Hexacoil technique that uses many windings on along coil
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efficiency, optimum drive of the diaphragm and plenty of headroom
with regard to power rating to ensure total control of even the most
minute membrane displacement. That's why only a Dynaudio can
touch you up to fifty-thousand times per second. We know. Do you
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B&W moved about 25,000 of the original CDM is worldwide each year.
B&W can spend lavishly for R&D, tooling, and amortize the cost over tens of
thousands of units.
Apair of CDM1 Special Editions will
set you back amere $1100/pair. Add
$300-$400 for agood pair of stands and
you're still looking at only $1500/pair. A
steal, considering that JA found the
original CDM1 offers agood deal of the
performance of his beloved $8000/pair
B&W Silver Signatures.
The CDM1 SE exudes quality.
Cabinetry is first-rate. The natural cherry finish looks stunning in my living
room. (The speaker is also available in
red ash or black ash.) The fit and finish
are more what Iwould expect in apair
of $2000 speakers. B&W recommends
stands 20-24" high. Iused the excellent
Osiris stands. One complaint: the B&W
stands, as shown in their catalog, look
like adog's dinner.
Woofer dick?: The CDM1 SE is atwoway design rated at 88dB/2.83V/m sensitivity. Nominal impedance is rated at 8
ohms, going down to aminimum of 4.5
ohms. The 6'h" ICevlar (woven fabric)
woofer/midrange driver was redesigned
for the CDM1 SE using some of the
same technology B&W developed for its
upmarket Matrix models.
Notice the bullet-shaped nose cone
smack in the middle of the woofer's
voice-coil, in lieu of adustcap. B&W
calls it a"dispersion modifier." Another
speaker manufacturer (who prefers to
remain anonymous) calls it a"woofer
Contacts
Audio Analogue, Via C. Bottai 8,
51015 Monsununano Terme, Tuscany, Italy. Fax: (39) 572 950969.
US distributor: Hi-Fi Forum, P.O.
Box 570, Chazy, NY 12921; or
P.O. Box 8, 1217 Greene Avenue,
Montreal, Quebec H3Z 2T1,
Canada. Tel: (800) 771-8729 (from
US) or (514) 932-7786. Fax: (514)
931-8891. www.hi-fi-forum.com
B&W Loudspeakers, Ltd.,
Meadow Road, Worthing BN
2RX, England, UK. Tel: (44)
(0)1903-524801. Fax: (44) (0)190352475. www.bwspeakers.com .US
distributor: B&W Loudspeakers of
America, 54 Concord Street,
North Reading, MA 01864-2699.
Tel: (978) 664-2870. Fax: (978)
664-4109.
-Sam Tellig
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dick" — referring to his own speakers,
of course. The tweeter is a 1" metaldome unit.

The Bryston B-60 was
aterrific combination with
the B&W—tight, taut bass
and plenty of detail.
B&W recommends 30-150Wpc of
amplifier power, but I drove these
speakers quite well with Gordon
Rankin's $4750 "entry-level" 300B single-ended amp, the Duetta. Bass was
surprisingly tight —so long as Ididn't
push the volume levels.
Using the more powerful solid-state
Plinius SA-1 (Pliny the Elder), Iwas able
to play louder, and got more bass extension and punch. With the Puccini, the
sound was lush and lovely, but the bass
became rather more untidy, as the Brits
like to say. The Bryston B-60 was aterrific combination with the B&W —
tight, taut bass and plenty of detail
throughout the frequency spectrum.
You could start agreat system with the
Bryston and the B&W for around
$4000 or so! I'd say more —but Marina
caught me borrowing "her" Bryston and
demanded it back.

Space

Once they are, I think you'll be
delighted by the sound. The CDM1
Special Edition not only looks, but
sounds, much more expensive than it is.
What it has is refinement (unlike
me). That's arather difficult quality to
describe, so I'll start by saying what you
don't get. You don't get that raw,
rough'n'ready quality you might expect
from moderately priced speakers.
Instead, you get a more delicate,
smooth, more sweetly extended sound.
Civilized. The B&W CDM1 SEs love
classical music.
And yazz and pop too, for that matter.
They're neutral, in the tradition of
British loudspeaker designers like
Spencer Hughes (Spendor), Dudley
Harwood (Harbeth), and Jim Rogers.
Which is not the tradition of certain
other British speaker manufacturers.
There's only so much bass you can
get from a small speaker, but the
CDM1 Special Edition does very well,
except for the lowest octave. Better banish that lowest octave than have the
deep bass shake the cabinet and muddy
the sound! You could always mate the
CDM1 with agood subwoofer.
As Isaid earlier, the bass performance
was very much dependent on the
amplifier.

The most resolving: Listening to the
CDM 1SE with the Puccini, Iwondered
whether or not the speakers are the most
resolving. Resolution was somewhat betDon't mess with that mesh! The
ter with the Bryston —but Imissed the
tweeter reminds me of the top-mountPuccini's fullness and sweetness of tone.
ed tweeter on JA's Silver Siggies and my
The sound of the Puccini and the B&W
original DM7s. It's not top-mounted,
CDM 1SE is absolutely ravishing, howactually. The cabinet slopes back starting ever. And very good news to melomanes
about 31
e from the top, and the tweeton atight budget.
er (protected under aclear wire mesh)
It was when Itried the Pathos Twin
juts out. The effect is unusual, striking, Tower amplifier ($4950), also from Italy
elegant, and allows the tweeter to sound
and also distributed by Richard Kolhopen and airy.
russ's Hi-Fi Forum, that Igot afull picOne thing you shouldn't do is pull off ture ofjust how great the B&W CDM1
the wire-mesh cone that covers the
SE really is. Give the B&W CDM1 SE
tweeter. Once you do, you may find it all
an amp with killer resolution and that's
but impossible to put on again (it's easily
what you'll get ... killer resolution.
bent out of shape). I know. Harvey
"Killer" in the good sense — ie, resoluRosenberg —Dr. Gizmo —came to visit
tion and neutrality and musicality. Not
and promptly took over the listening
sizzle —this B&W never sizzles, despite
room, moving the speakers, pulling off having ametal-dome tweeter on top. It
the tweeter's protective mesh cones.
never gives you detail while leaving the
Now Ican't get them on again.
music behind.
Gad — sometimes I
just hate it when
With the Pathos —"only" 35Wpc
audiophiles visit. The speakers require
into 8 ohms — the soundstage opened
considerable break-in. How long? 1 up. The room filled with air. Icould
don't know. The usual answer is 100
hear the most subtle details on each
hours. Iwasn't counting, but that seems
CD. (this was with the no-longer-availabout right. The important thing is not
able Micromega Stage 6player.) Great
to yump to conclusions before the
recordings sounded simply stunning.
speakers are run in.
Not-so-great recordings were treated
47

The Vision Thing
TACT Millennium

TACT RCS 2.2

The first true digital audio amplifier.
The TACT Millennium is conceptually different from
any other amplification in almost every area of
design. Once you understand the fundamental differences you will realize that the Millennium offers
the potential of much higher fidelity than any
other digital or analog design.
The Millennium is not an amplifier at all. It is aD/A
converter that just happens to output enough

Far Beyond Analog Equalization
The TACT RCS 2.2 Room Correction System can
legitimately claim to compensate fully for virtually
all room anomalies, with adegree of effectiveness
and accuracy that is entirely unprecedented by any
previous technology. This leap forward is explained
by the system's unparalleled resolution:
Powered by 4separate 66 MHz Motorola DSP
engines, it applies aproprietary correction
algorithm with afrequency resolution variable from 0.6 Hz at low frequencies
to 300 Hz at the very highest
frequencies.

What can the TACT RCS 2.2.
do for your system?
1. Preamplification with 252 step
level control, 1analog input, and 3
digital inputs.

current and voltage to drive speakers directly,
without the need of any amplification.
This way it will perform the functions of: D/A converter, Preamplifier and Power Amplifier, without haying any analog circuitry after D/A conversion other than one coil and one capacitor performing a60 kHz, 2nd order low-pass filter.
Essentially, the hundreds of active and passive
components usually required for amplification
are gone!
How does it work?
The digital input is taken to the central processor
where it is re-formatted into apulse width modulated signal of extreme precision. The pulse rate is
352,800 per second. Each pulse can have 256 different widths, with the narrowest pulse amere 11
nanoseconds wide. The clock frequency therefore
is 90.3 MHz. The central processor uses proprietary
patented algorithms (Equibit) to arrive at exactly
the right combination of pulse widths to give the
desired waveform. This is the most fundamental
departure from conventional thinking. We define
the waveform mathematically -we are not trying
to follow or emulate awaveform by using feedback or feed-forward. Once the decision of the
duration of the pulse is made the central processor
controls the FET-switches at the output with
extreme precision. Voltage and current are taken
from the power supply directly and led to the
speakers, with only the 2nd order filter in the signal path.
The level of playback is controlled by adjusting the
voltage of the power supply. As this voltage is
switched directly onto the speakers, it is of paramount importance that the power supply is totally
free of ripple and noise. For the Millennium, a
switch mode power supply of extreme precision
with ripple rejection of more than 135 dB has been
developed. At full volume (voltage) the power supply is at 58 volts, equivalent to 150 Watts into 8
ohms. To reduce the volume the voltage of the
power supply is reduced. This means that the volume control is no longer part of an active circuit.

2. Room and speaker correction for main speaker
and subwoofer or for bi-amplification.
3. Extremely versatile electronic crossover with up
to 60 dB/octave filters and automatic alignment of
low and high pass filters.
4. Time alignment for all 4output channels to
within 6mm.
5. Full function FFT room response measurement
system with better accuracy and signal to noise
ratio than any dedicated measurement device
known today.
6. Extremely high quality ND and D/A conversion.

Introducing TACT Audio
TACT Audio Inc. is acompany formed as ajoint
venture between Dr Radomir Bozovic, scientist in
wave propagation and DSP and one of Europe's
largest Audio specialists, AudioNord International,
based in Denmark. A. N. is the majority shareholder
of such renowned audio specialist brands as NAD
Electronics, London, and DALI speakers, Denmark.
We are currently setting up distribution all over the
world. If you have any questions regarding
TACT Audio or the products, please visit our web
site or just give us acall!

TACT Millennium Press Comments
"I doubt there'll be another audio revolution
so great, until we are born with phono sockets growing out of our foreheads..."
"With the arrival of the TACT Millennium, the
world's first digital amplifier, hi-fi has taken a
massive leap forward."
"Early adopters will not be disappointecll•
(HIFI CHOICE, UK May 1998)
"If you have already used all superlatives,
what do you when you come across something that is not just alittle bit better? In my
case, I
just sat there looking stupid while I
enjoyed music so fluid, so light, and so immediate that it somehow defied the idea of
being reproduced. Here comes the old war
horse It sounded much more like live music
than anything else Ihad heard at the Show,
or anywhere else for that matter"
"Iexpect not waves, but aregular Tsunami to
hit not just the high end, but the whole audio
industry"
(www.soundstage.com. July 1998)
"The sound of the TACT Millennium seems
slightly brighter than our Mark Levinson reference amps, but not overly bright or thin. It is
more as if several filtering layers of distortion
and artificial, electronic reverberation
(especially in the midrange), presumably
generated by conventional analogue circuits,
have been removed."
'The sheer fidelity of the Millennium is immediately superior to any analog gear we have
ever heard, including the best LP's!
This was probably the biggest surprise during
our first listening session."
(HI FI & Elektronik, Denmark May, 1998)

TACT RCS 2.2 Press Comments
'The RCS rendered adramatic, wholesale
improvement in the musical presentation.
Taking it out of the system instantly unmasked
the colorations introduced by the room,
making them stick out like asore thumb."
"With the RCS, abass drum can cut through
the sound of abass guitar with depth and
impact. Inow hear the dynamic envelope of
each drum rather than having the attacks blur
into acontinuum.
"I also used the RCS subwoofer crossover
with the Revel Gem and Sub-15. The improvement in bass clarity dynamic agility and pitch
definition was staggering.'
(Fi Magazine, July 1998)

www.tactaudio.com

TACT Audio, Inc.

Phone

201 Gates Road, Unit G

Fax

201 440 5580

e-mail

info@tactaudio.com

Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA

Iswcalici

201 440 9300

kindly — including those "golden
oldies" from the 1920s and '30s (many
of them 78s, direct-to-the-airwaves)
that Rich Conaty plays on "The Big
Broadcast" every Sunday night from 8
to 11pm over WFUV 90.7 FM in the
Bronx. (People in the New York City
listening area, pounce!)

Top Five
Best Sound
At Hifi '97, our RM22si

The B&M CDM 1SE

became the only $2299

speakers are not just

speakers to ever crack the

warmly recommended —

"Top Ten" Best Sound List.

they're wildly
recommended.
There are livelier, more energetic
speakers than the CDM 1 SE. For
crisply articulated sound that almost
jumps out of the box, you might try
Epos or Mordaunt-Short. The B&W
CDM1 SE is more laid-back... yet, for
my tastes, not too laid-back. Just right, I
would say!
What you do get for $1100/pair
(minus stands) is pretty amazing: the
kind of musicality, neutrality, refinement, and build quality you might
expect in apair of speakers retailing for
$2000/pair, $3000/pair or more. You also
get apair of speakers that will do justice
to the very finest electronics. There's no
question in my mind: B&W is practically giving away the store here. Iwonder
what some of their more expensive
models sound like with the Pathos!
The only problem is what Iused to
call the "Shure Phenomenon." It's no
secret Istill use the long-discontinued
Shure Ultra 500 moving-magnet cartridge — Ithink it ranks with the very
best. But people who have — or had —
Shure cartridges seldom heard them at
their best. The performance was usually
compromised by inexpensive tonearms,
turntables, and the like. Ditto with the
B&W CDM 1SE. Most people will put
these speakers in moderately priced systems and thus not hear the absolutely
stunning resolution and immediacy
These speakers are not just warmly
recommended — they're wildly recommended. Bass-extension aside, along
with the ability, perhaps, to fill avery
large room with loud music, the B&M
CDM 1 SE comes damned close to
Class A at aprice more in keeping with
Class C. If you're in the market for
speakers you must audition these. You'll
then be able then to upgrade your electronics way beyond the price of the
speakers!
Stereophile, December 1998

Affordable
Award-Winning
Interconnects

Now the Hifi '98 votes are in,
and we've broken yet another
price/performance barrier.
Our RM25si is the first $3299
speaker to crack the Top Five!
(That's less than the sales tax on the
average cost of the other top five!)

CHORUS ($40/mtr. pr.)

At last, aTop Five Best Sound

"Best Interconnect"

winner you can actually

•
ENCORE 11, (Si 00/mtr. pr.)
AV International GRAND PRIX '97
,

afford to call your own!

The new RM25si -Thefirst $3299 speak"
to ever crack the Top Five!

JosephAudio
Effortless Musicality •Exclusive Technology

(800) 474-HIFI (4434)
uuw.iosephaudio.c
FAX (212) 724 2509
Associate Member -PARA
Produced unde,r license from Modaffen Acoustical Labs

WHAT HIFI 97

GREAT SPEAKER
CABLE VALUES
RHYTHM -$2/FT.
ttUARTET -$3/FT.
STAGE -$4/FT.

smAIGH!WIRE
1909 Harrison Street, #208.
Hollywood. FL 33020. USA ,‘
Phone. (954) 925-2470
Fax: (954) 925-7253
www.straightwire.com

A

Class ¡k
by Linn
A supremely elegant,

neat and complete, CD
music system combining power,
performance and style.

Linn is only available from the very best hi-fi retailers and custom installers. For further details on
Linn Products and your nearest dealer visit our Web Site on www.linninc.com or call 888-671-LINN

LINN the only sound

because the Min Sondek name means
the bestwpauible sound
Linn is only available from the very best hi-fi retailers and custom installers. For further details on
Linn Products and your nearest dealer visit our Web Site on www.linninc.com or call 888-671-LINN

LINN the only sound
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Michael

I

twas 9am as the plane touched
down at Heathrow, but my
brain screamed "4ain! Go hack
to sleep!" —as if the eight hours of
slouched-over dozing interrupted
by cattle-prodding flight attendants could be called "sleep." Yes,
the red-eye is considered by many
travelers to be the most efficient
way to jet to London, and Virgin
tries hard to please, even in the
cramped steerage section — but
wedged into a middle seat and
being a naturally fidgety sort, I
found the transoceanic flight a
form of water torture Ican live
without.
As the taxi navigated Heathrow's
crowded, narrow roadways on its
way to the Excelsior Hotel just outside the airport grounds, one of two
venues for The HI-FI Show '98, the
former Ramada HiFi Show sponsored by Hi-Fi News &Record Review,
Itried making believe it really was
9am and Ireally had had agood
night's sleep. It almost worked.
Ichecked in, dropped my bags,
and wobbled my way to the TAG
McLaren breakfast, to which I'd been
invited. The well-funded, highly diversified Formula 1racing-car company had
recently bought British hi-fi manufacturer Cambridge Systems Technology (Audiolab).
As Ientered the splashy exhibit —
which featured aracing car, gleaming
manifolds, and other automotive works
of art along with the audio gear — I
pondered what an American equivalent might be: say, stock-car racer
Norman Petty buying Audio Research
("I heard Garth Brooks on some tube
gear, and ... ").
The audio part of TAG McLaren's
display consisted of some modest-looking Audiolab-like gear, and anew, sexy,
highly stylized line some journalists later
surmised was aimed at "the B&O market." All behind Plexiglas.
Behind the exhibit walls, in the press
reception arca, Ispotted some familiar
faces: Wes Phillips, Stereophile UK correspondent Paul Messenger, and HFN/
RR's reliably loquacious Ken Kessler,
who, on his own turf, was even more so,
Stereophiie, December 1998

Mikey and the Bishop, Wilson

Fremer

the show was smaller than
Stereophile-sponsored shows. At
least, with most everything
packed together on two floors
of two hotels, it seemed smaller.
Despite the density of the
exhibition and the smaller
rooms, sonic spaces never
seemed to be invaded. The Brits
don't listen as loud, the equipment isn't as large and overbearing, and, refreshingly, there was
very little home theater at this
show —it was, for the most
part, ahi-fi show. While from
what Isaw the British don't take
their listening quite as seriously
as do the Germans, they're
scholars compared to how we
easily distracted Americans conduct ourselves at these exhibitions. All in all, the packed quarters gave the show a greater
sense of visceral excitement
compared to the spread-out
Stateside exhibitions, which,
Benesch's new speaker.
especially on the upper floors,
often feel like Desolation Row
despite the good attendance.

The packed quarters

Today's Exchange Rate:
$1.7 US = El Sterling
Iran into the Nottingham Analogue
Studio room in short order. Though
agreater sense of
not imported to the States, the company
visceral excitement than
has been at it for some 30 years, manufacturing afull line of impressive-lookStateside exhibitions.
ing and -sounding turntables, including
the budget Interspace (£500) and the
top-of-the-line Anna Log (£5500). In
if that's possible. Breakfast was served
between are the company's most popustand-up style and the banter was pleaslar 'table, the Spacedeck (£750), and the
ant, but Ifelt as if Iwas sending and
Hyper Spacedeck (£1500) and Mentor
receiving from under alayer of not so
(£2600).
sterile gauze.
Because NAS's core philosophy is that
Then it was time to begin covering
no motor is better than any motor, but,
analog at the show. But first, ashower. I since one is necessary, it should be as
returned to my room, took one look at small and vibration-free as possible, getthe bed, and it was all over. Five hours
ting aNottingham Analogue turntable
and some hot water later, Iwas ready to
started requires ahelping hand. The idea
go. Love those heated towel racks!
is to use as low-torque amotor as possiSince Ihad another commitment (a
ble. You also use your hand to stop the
visit to the Rega manufacturing facilities,
platter to change records, though no
which will be the subject of January's
damage is done to the motor while it
"Analog Corner"), Ihad but two days to
"fibrillates" in neutral. It takes abit of getsee everything, and that proved plenty —
ting used to. Suspensionless and simple

gave the show
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Analog
to set up, the line is also attractive-looking and impressively well finished. Too
bad we can't taste 'em here.
Nottingham also manufactures two
unipivot arms, the Space (£450) and the
Mentor (£800), as well as three versions
of alinear-tracking arm (£550-1600),
and The Foot (£1100) —a 12" arm that
the company acknowledges in its literature has both the potential advantage of
lower tracking error and two disadvantages: higher effective mass and lower
rigidity. Both of which it claims it overcomes by reducing the heacishell mass
and adding stiffness via carbon-fiber rods
that run the length of the armtube.
There are also four moving-magnet cartridges priced from £98 to £660. An
amazingly diverse array, especially when
you consider that most Americans have
never even heard of the company.
Down the hall Iencountered the
Avid turntable, another unfamiliar but
impressive-looking machine. Priced at
£8000, it ought to be! Avid takes the
opposite tack from Nottingham, using a
powerful, handmade motor ("10 times
more powerful than normally used") to
belt-drive amassive 10kg platter. An
ingenious spring suspension isolates the
system from outside vibrational contamination, but, more significantly, the
design uses apatented system of rods —
part of the subchassis casting — to dissipate, not damp, vibrational energy created at the stylus/groove interface. The
Avid includes a sinewave-generator
power supply adjusted to be in-phase
with the motor. Unfortunately, the armmounting platform is integral with the
subchassis, which is clearly expensive to
manufacture. This does not appear to be
the 'table for compulsive arm swappers,
but it sure looks and feels swell.
Far more affordable (£950 without
arm) was the attractive Oasis-A turntable from Origin Live. It features a
solid wood base, apolycarbonate platter
decoupled from the subplatter via felt
washers, a3nun ball bearing bathed in
military-spec "Arctic oil" (whatever that
is), and alow-cogging AC synchronous
motor. An electronic power supply for
two-speed operation is optional. The
optional arm (£184) is amodified Rega
RB250 (or OEM variation thereof) fitted with a mounting base collar for
adjusting VTA. Also available is the
Oasis-S (£2250), which features alarger, more attractive wooden plinth,
sprung subchassis, DC motor, and rechargeable battery power supply.
Origin Live also offers two DIY
turntable kits and additional customized
parts derived from the Oasis-A and S
Stereophile, December 1998

turntables, orderable direct from the
company. For £145 you get an Airpax
AC synchronous motor (same one Linn
uses, and yes, the Linn power supplies
will work with it), pulley, belt, bearing
housing and hardware, hardened spindle and subplatter, PVC platter, oil,
cable clamps and screws, motor powersupply components, and associated
hardware (it's simple — a few caps,
varistor, switch, resistor, terminal block,
etc.). Plus, of course, complete instructions and drawings. You have to supply
the plinth and tonearm. The Ultra kit
(£279) gives you alonger bearing housing and spindle (the bearing is, of
course, the heart of any turntable), and a
polycarbonate platter (alone worth
about £200, according to Origin), along
with all of the other parts, of course.
Options include a dustcover and
hinges (£19), MDF plinth pre-cut for
Rega arms (£29), anicely finished solid
wood plinth and top board pre-drilled
for aspring-suspended subchassis (£84),
the steel subchassis with armboard
(£65), and the springs, seats, and support
rods for the subchassis (£27). Also —this
may interest current Rega arm owners —
aVTA adjuster for Rega tonearms (£48)
claimed to improve the sound (which, I
promise you, has mild-mannered Rega
proprietor Roy Gandy seeing red and/
or lime green). There's also arechargeable, battery-operated DC motor/pulley/two-speed power-supply option
that will run for 60 hours between
chargings (£150).
Clearly, if you buy all of these parts,
you're spending serious shekels. But if
you're handy, you can build and finish
your own customized plinth and play
with shapes, sizes, suspensions, and
modifications until you get it the way
you like it. Of course, Origin will supply products for 60Hz/120V operation.
Origin Live also offers awide array of
Rega arm modifications that it claims
vastly improve the already fine performance of the stock arms. The glowing
reviews seem to corroborate the company's claims. For acomplete description of
what's available, visit Origin Live's website: www.originlive.comlindex.htm
Speaking of DIY, here's atip from an
anonymous source. Take four pieces of
perfectly flat ih" plywood big enough to
accommodate your turntable or other
gear, and make two double-thickness
pieces by gluing them together. Sandwich apiece of "military grade" bubble
wrap — the big-bubble size — between
them, and you have an outstanding isolation platform. So he says.
Iwas surprised to find an old friend
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From the plethora of players waiting to be discovered at
Britain's HI-Fl Show '98, top to bottom: Nottingham
Analogue's Anna Log turntable with the Foot arm,
Nottingham's Anna Log with the Mentor arm, the Avid
turntable, Origin Live's Oasis-A turntable, and SOTA's
Millennium. Photographs by Michael Fremer.
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in another room: the finally finished
SOTA Millennium (£4995, but don't
use the dollar conversion to calculate
domestic pricing). I'd had an early production unit for review afew years ago,
but SOTA was then on shaky financial
grounds and the review was never completed. The company is now owned by
the folks who formerly serviced SOTA
products. If things seem stable at SOTA,
we'll request another review sample.
(Analog joke: Q: What's a turntable
manufacturer's preferred bank loan? A:
A revolving line of credit. Iknow —I
should keep my day job.)
The Millennium on display demonstrated alevel of fit and finish superior
to what I'd had at home, though otherwise it appeared to be identical. The
new 'table is, essentially, asuspensionless (there are elastomer inserts), plinthless, externally motored Cosmos. The
formerly hidden subchassis, now exposed, rests on four corner towers. The
motor and speed-control board, once
mounted directly to the subchassis, is
now isolated in its own oblong black
box. Otherwise, it's basically aCosmos
equipped with avacuum platter. Also
on display was SOTA's record-cleaning
machine, which bears a very strong
resemblance to aVPI 16.5, but with a
few differences — including a fitting
that supposedly equalizes the vacuum
suction along the entire length of the
pickup tube.
Another vacuum record-cleaning
machine at the show, the Loricraft
Audio PRC II (£1350), resembles yet
another industry standard, the old Keith
Monks cleaner. Like the VPI and SOTA
units, the Loricraft uses aspinning platter and avacuum pump. In place of a
cushioned acrylic anntube running the
width of the record, the Loricraft (and
the Monks before it) uses atonearmlike
device fitted with both avacuum hose
and a grooved contact area through
which passes thread from aspool. The
moving thread protects the record surface as the arm traverses it. The advantage of this system is that you can clean
records continuously and not end up
with saturated anntube "lips."
Loricraft is better known as arestorer
of highly prized vintage Garrard 301
and 401 transcription turntables. The
company has acquired the sole rights to
the Garrard name and trademark from
Gradiente of Brazil, which owns
Garrard. The quality of workmanship
was absolutely dazzling on the restoration examples on display at the show.
The company sources original parts and
remanufactures exact replacements.
Stereophsle, December 1998

According to Loricraft's ebullient
(supercharged, actually) Terry O'Sullivan, half of the Garrard transcription
turntables manufactured ended up in
the US. Just thinking of the hundreds or
more currently residing in attics coast to
coast had the man positively misty-eyed.
Is there areader over 40 reading this
who doesn't have a Garrard Type A
changer in his/her past? ("her" included
for PC purposes only.)
O'Sullivan also proudly ran me
through the company's new 501, the
first new Garrard in 25 years. Like vintage Garrards, the 501 uses idler-wheel
drive. While many of us might wonder
why anyone would be attracted to that
antiquated format in the era of the belt,
Igot the answer instantly from none
other than Cary Audio's Dennis Had,
who, coincidentally, happened on the
Garrard room when Idid. Dennis took
one look at the 501 and lit up like avintage 300B. "Idler drive delivers incredible dynamics," he opined enthusiastically. Iwouldn't be surprised if there's a
new 501 in his near future. While the
501 looks attractively "retro," it's athoroughly modern design, and, from a
quick visual inspection, its machining
quality appears to be superb. Loricraft
also designs and builds its own motor
for the 'table because no off-the-shelf
motor could provide the proper performance for the idler wheel. An importer
has yet to be named; if and when there
is one, I'm hoping for areview sample.
O'Sullivan also showed me new
Garrard accessories, including a goathair record brush developed for use
with the cleaning machine, ahand-held
electronic strobe light (works at 50Hz,
in conjunction with the 50Hz strobe
disc that Garrard supplies with its platter
damping pad), and the Soundstage multilayer glass isolation platform, which,
O'Sullivan says, provides 35dB of isolation at 1
kHz.
Two new Kuzma products caught
my eye: the unique Stabi S, which looks
like across between apipe bomb and a
turntable, will sell for about $1500 in the
US, can be fitted with most any arm, and
is shown here with the new Kuzma
unipivot arm, which will sell for "around
$1000," according to Mr. Kuzma himself. Looks agreat deal like the Immedia
RPM-2 arm, don't you think?
Looking more like part of acutting
lathe than aturntable is Kuzma's new
limited-edition Super Stabi Reference, a
$9000, dual-synchronous-motor 'table
that features a 60-lb aluminum-andacrylic sandwich platter sitting on a
bearing shaft 3" in diameter and topped
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More analog attractions, from top to bottom: the restored,
highly prized, vintage Garrard 301 Classic, Garrard's new
501 Phoenix, Kuzma's Super Stabi Reference, the unique
Stabi Swith Kuzma unipivot arm, and the slick Girate
Grande. Girote is Italian for ''turn yourself!'
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The Shot Heard
'round the World

This year the buzz for product with most impressive
value centered around Anthony Gallo Acoustics and their
Bose-Killer Nucleus Micro system.
The value becomes overwhelming when you hear these
softball sized speakers (and their bowling ball size
subwoofer) put out sound that equals some of the best
$1000+ conventional box systems."
Comments by Stereophile writers on their
reaction to the Micro system @ HI -FI '98

ANTHONY GALLO
ACOUSTICS
Barely There
Audiophile Loudspeakers"'
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by a ruby ball bearing bathed in an
oil/silicone mix. The 'table sits on an
extremely heavy maple base fitted with
four springs damped with silicone fluid
and tuned very low for maximum isolation. The entire assembly weighs over
220 lbs. The two isolated arm-mounting platforms are extremely high-mass
brass cylinders that feature adjustable
VTA via fine-pitch threaded inserts.
The towers are moveable, but once in
place and with overhang set, it's unlikely they'll move unless they're in an
earthquake. There's no dustcover.
Another truly intriguing design was
the German-made Girati Grande
(£9000), an ultracompact dual-motor
design wherein both motors are located
out of sight under a tall, two-piece
acrylic platter with a rubber-damped
heavy outer ring of cast "homogenized"
brass. A sinewave-generating power
supply synchronizes the motors. Lead
base plates fixed via rubber under the
acrylic plinth and rubber feet help isolate the 'table from external vibrations.
It's claimed that the bearing has
absolutely no play, as it uses aball turning inside a"tundish." Ihave no idea
what a"tundish" is, or if it's atranslation
typo —which is possible, since the
power supply is said to produce a
"sinus"-shaped wave. In any case, the
'table looks gorgeous, seems well crafted, and has provisions for two tonearms.
Chances of seeing it in the US? Same as
Julian Hirsch mounting aback-to-analog campaign.
Familiar turntables on display:
Michell's gorgeous Gyrodec and Orbe,
the Roksan Xerxes X, the Voyd, the
Linn Sondek, and the Nouvelle
Platine. Sadly missing in action on home
turf: the Simon Yorke, and the Rega
Planar 2,3, and 9. Rega doesn't "do" hifi shows. (The new Rega PT 25, to be
priced around $1300, which Isaw and
heard during my visit to Rega, will be
reviewed as soon as one's available.)
In Absolute Analogue's large
ground-floor suite at the Renaissance, I
found lined up against one wall two
mouthwatering Rockport turntables
(the Sirius III and the Capella II) and
the new Clearaudio Reference Master
turntable — a flashy-looking dualmotor design fitted with the Clearaudio/Souther arm. The tall acrylic
platter is grooveless, which is certain to
improve wow and flutter performance.
Contrary to popular belief, Robert
Suchy did not chase me out of the room,
call me names, or stick cantilevers into
my likeness.
The familiar VPI line of turntables
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and cleaning machines lined the other
side of the room. Speaking of which,
VPI's Harry Weisfeld told me that he
has anew edition of his tonearm that
sells for about $1350. It uses some different parts, but offers all of the features
of the more expensive model. Check
with your dealer.
Obviously, Absolute Analogue is serious about analog. And yes, it's the same
company that has been reissuing 180gm
vinyl in the UK (available here too)
over the past few years. Some of the
titles have sounded superb, like Dylan's
Highway 61 Revisited and Carole King's
Tapestry, even though these were clearly
not mastered from the original tapes,
which don't leave the US. Absolute
Analogue works with the best tapes
they can get, which are usually firstgeneration copies that were sent to the
UK when the masters were fresh. Since
far fewer lacquers were cut from these
copies, in some cases they might actually sound as good as, if not better than,
the oft-used masters.
Ispent a great deal of time with
Absolute Analogue's Simon Bennett,
who played (and gave me) test pressings
of two great Mott the Hoople albums
that were mastered from the original
tapes: Mott and All the Young Dudes.
While these are not "audiophile"-quality recordings, the sound is superior to
my original British and American pressings of both. Mott will come with the
original die-cut gatefold sleeve, which
I'd never seen before. My time with
Bennett convinced me that he is
extremely meticulous and fanatical
about sound and pressing quality.
Also on the vinyl front, Iran into
Classic Records' Mike Hobson, who'd
heard Ido a"killer" impression of him
and dared me to do it in front of him. I
obliged. He died. But not before telling
me about some of the Columbia 50thanniversary LPs he'll be releasing, one of
which is atwo-LP set of Bob Dylan's
Freewheelin; containing both the "official" edition and the ultra-rare and ultravaluable ($8-10k) original version,
which includes "Talkin' John Birch
Paranoid Blues" and three other tracks
that were later deleted. Though that version was never shipped, afew pressings,
both mono and stereo, got out because
the wrong stamper was accidentally
used. That's just one of the great titles
Classic will be issuing. More next time.
All in all, an impressive showing for
analog — especially compared to the
dismal turnout at our own HI-FI '98.
Let's hope there's more analog in
Chicago next year!

Corner

Top to bottom: Michell's gorgeous Orbe turntable,
followed by their handsome Gyrodec, the familiar
Nouvelle Platine, Rockport's mouthwatering Capella Il, and
Clearaudio's dual-motor Reference Master.
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ne audio maintenance chore I
dislike is getting down on all
fours and cleaning the system's
connectors — interconnects, speaker
cables, and power cords. It's tedious, but
the results can be spectacular. If you live
in arelatively clean, dry environment,
you might consider doing it every six
months or so.
Here in New York, despite Kathleen's
best efforts, there's acertain amount of
effluvia in the air, some of it quite toxic.
(Take our next-door neighbor....) So in
major urban areas,
every three months
might be better,
especially if you
live with asmoker.
I always practice
good cable hygiene
and clean all component connectors
as they go into the
system, especially if
they've sat unused
for awhile.
Just what is that
gunk building up on
your precious goldplated connectors?
Some of it is environmental schmutz,
as my Aunt Sophie
would say. And
while it's true that
gold doesn't oxidize, the brass and
especially the copper found underneath the gold plating will, if given the
chance. A byproduct of the plating
process are mic-robubbles trapped in the
plating material as it solidifies. These,
explains XL0's Roger Skoff, can act like
air channels down to the base material,
causing oxidation where it's least expected. In fact, he says, that's why atreatment with his much-under-appreciated,
99-cents-a-packet TPC (The Perfect
Connection) might provoke a black
slime outbreak. Roger suggests that
TPC displaces the junk built up in the
mic-robubble channels and eliminates
their deleterious effects on the connection. It's something like the Bioré mask
Kathleen's been using lately: Wet the
Stereophile, December 1998

nose and apply the strip to it. Wait 15
minutes, rip it off, and Oudil—aren't
the pores on your nice, clean schnozzola looking fine? Whatever, connectors
get dim,. Clean 'em!
What are the signs that your system
can benefit from having the wax
cleaned out of its ears? Listen for dullness in the upper frequencies, aloss in
overall transparency and dynamics, a
murky and congested midrange, or bass
that's become a touch lugubrious. If
your system normally exhibits a fast

"rise time," you might notice aloss of
leading-edge transient information that
can also diminish transparency. It's
something like aset of power tubes
looking to retire after long and faithful
service. (If they're GE 6550s, offer them
an attractive early retirement package —
like "Get out! NOW.r)
Dropping to one's knees and applying
oneself to the task requires intestinal fortitude and not alittle planning. Set aside
sufficient time to clean all connections in
your system. The amount of time needed will, naturally, depend on your system's complexity. Around here it seems
to take forever. I'd just love abutler.
"Jeeves, there's agood chap, adjust the

Scull

bias on the Wotans, and then be so kind
as to clean all the connectors in the hi-fi.
And please, old stick, this time take abit
more care with the cantilever. Cartridges
don't grow on trees, you know."
On some pretext or other, get the
family or your significant other out of
the house. That's much easier than
explaining that you're cleaning your
sticky wickets! Wear old, soft, comfortable clothes, nothing too tight. A
Stereophile T-shirt and old corduroys will
do nicely. Shut the system down and
pull all plugs and
connectors. Keep a
portable
phone
handy so you don't
hurt yourself when
it rings suddenly.
(Probably just as
you've got your
nose to the ground
searching for that
pestilential cone
that keeps rolling
just out of reach.
"Did Icatch you at
abad time?" "Oh,
no, Iwas just...
Your knees will
bless you for cushioning them on the
kneepads you were
clever enough to
purchase at the
lawn and garden
supply. I'm not that
clever; Kathleen's
bought me two
sets. One's asingle piece about 1' long
and 4or 5" wide; the other pair snap
over the knees with elastic bands.
Binford makes anice set.
You'll want aclutch of Q-Tips and a
brace of pipe cleaners, afew paper towels, and Essential Fluids —a cold six-pack
of Dos Equis Special Lager. (The lager is
in the dark green bottle, not the brown
one. I'll come back to its use abit later.)
As this column concerns what to do
without spending money, I'll briefly
mention that there are anumber of
audiophile-approved cleaners on the
market. You can always try avariety of
them and see which ones you like. I'm
still working through a supply of
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You recognise performance. We create it.
Every effort towards supreme success
comes from concentration on the goal.
Endless scrutiny of components, methods,
processes, achievement, a way of life at
Naim. Where we cannot buy performance
components we have them made for us.
When we cannot have them made for us we
manufacture them ourselves, building our
own facilities to do so. We think hard and
long about what you need. Hand and mind
for performance. When you audition you
will hear the results.

FOR THE VERY BEST IN HI-FI THERE'S ONLY ONE NAIM

WEB SITE: naimusa.com
supercap@naimusa.com
TEL: (773) 338-6262 F
AX: (773) 338-6202

SuperContact that I've had for several
years, the application of which Ialways
follow with adab of TPC.
But because I'm that kind of guy, I'm
going to give you two formulations that
will cost you next to nothing. The first
and least expensive is 99% anhydrous
isopropyl alcohol, most likely found in
pharmacies. So-called rubbing alcohol is
typically 30% water, and that simply
will not do. Another product Roger
Skoff raves about is Energine ($4/pint in
grocery stores). k's 1:1:1 trichloroethane
packaged as acleaner and spot remover.
Sounds perfect.

Dropping to

WOW! ICan't Believe
You Have That CD!
EveryCD is a wholesale music club offering members an
850-page catalog containing virtually every CD in print.
We have the CD's you've been looking for but could never

one's knees and

find. We also have the last CD you bought -for a lot less!

applying oneself

All CD's are available at wholesale prices. We never send

to the task requires
intestinal fortitude
and not alittle

unsolicited CD's and there is never any minimum to ordér.,
Please call 1-800-Every-CD or visit our web site

membership.

planning.
The doing of it is fairly straightforward. Make aloop in the center of apipe
cleaner and dip it in your fluid of choice.
Wrap it around the outer barrel of a
female RCA connector and twirl it
around afew times. You can use the
straight end of the pipe cleaner to probe
the female's innards. A male RCA will
get the same treatment, but make a
tighter loop around its protuberant connector and whirl the pipe cleaner around
as you move it down the pin as deeply
into the barrel as possible. Male XLRs
are asnap with pipe cleaners or Q-Tips.
To clean the female receptacles of
XLR or AES/EBU connectors, leave a
little extra fluid on the male side and
plug and unplug them afew times. Even
the mechanical wiping effect of making
and breaking the connection afew tinies
without any fluid effects acleaning action.
To clean the male ends of power cords,
just stroke adipped pipe cleaner along
the pins, then daub alittle more fluid on
them, and plug and unplug them afew
times into the wall socket.
You'll be amazed at the quantity of
gunk you remove, especially the first
time you try it. And you may be nicely
surprised at the clarity and precision
your system is capable of delivering
when it's not all silted up. As alast step,
just as you're about to sit down to listen
to the result of your labors, pop the top
on that Dos Equis and give yourself a
pat on the back. Just another six
months to go...
Stereophile, December 1998
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at www.everycd.com to begin your free trial
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Almost See
Designed For Your Choices
In Home Entertainment
Make your home theater system rock

See the Model PC-500s at your

to the sounds of music, movies, sports

Phase Technology dealer to audition

and more with Phase Technology, your

sound so real, you almost see it.

speaker solution.
Introducing the Premier Collection
Model PC-500s. They offer dramatic
new styling, high performance and
built-in powered subwoofers.
With bold color choices and a
space-saving footprint, these
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mplete Speaker Sala:all.,

speakers eliminate the need for
a separate sub.
1990 Fl.kteTera,o,o, Ca,

I-888-PHASE TK
www.phasetech.com
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"The imaging was amazingIt Sounds great, it looks great,
it's easy to set up... these are
coming home with me!"
Brent Butterworth
Home Theater

BRITISH CLARITY
ERICAN BASS
e

"A startlingly convincing
degree of reality that I've only
encountered with some multikilobuck speakers such as the
Soundlab A-1
& the big Genesis.
Gerald Burt
The $ensible Sound
"For listeners who like to bath
in arich, full-blooded
presentation with an
incredibly large sound stage
that never squeezes music of
its elemental vitality, these
speakers will sate
Andrew Keen FI

Monitor Audio
The British designed
Monitor Audio Full Mae..1
Teee.le, delivers speed and
accuracy comparable to
the finest electrostatic
speaker but without the
size. Faint sounds are
reproduced effortlessly,
even when surrounded by
loud explosions. Normal
paper or polypropylene drivers can't react as fast,
thus, subtle nuances that
the director intended to be
heard are often lost. The

Fat

Hei$1 Tee/tul

F(.11 HeUI Teee4e, features our
world renowned Aluminum
Magnesium alloy drivers. This
material yields a light and rigid
cone so our system can react to
sudden changes without the

common distortions found
in ordinary speaker systems. When you're ready
for resolution.., when
beauty matters... when
your system must
reproduce music as well
as home theater... you're
ready for Monitor Audio.

dt

Aue r.

P.O. Box 1355 Buffalo NY 14205
905-428-2800 Fax 905-428-0004 www.monitoraudio.com
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¿re
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at the dinner
my day
tablewhen
and I'm
the

phone rings. It's taken me 20
years, but I'vefinally convinced my audiophile
that you don't really have to answer the phone
each time it rings. After all, that's why God
gave us answering machines. Of course, Istill
haven't convinced him that you can turn the
volume down and listen to the messages later.
So we stop our conversation and listen.
"... I
just can't get the bass to sound right.
I've tried... "
llook over at my audiophile, who's beginning
to wiggle around in his seat. The caller continues.
"Do you have any idea... ?"
My hubby might as well be aphysician
forced to drive by an accident victim. Waiting is
just too much for him. Waiting is simply
beyond all that's decent in the world. He consumes the rest ofhis dinner in one big gulp and
bolts to the phone.
Isit and listen to the quick rhythm of his
voice as he helps diagnose the problem. His
voice slows and softens as he assures hisfriend
that all will once again be well...
Each time we return home, my audiophile fills with delight at the wildly blinking light of the answering machine. It's
the unbridled joy of achild opening his
heart-decorated valentine box at school.
Who sent avalentine? How many? He
listens to each message, rapt.
Of course, there are those times
when we return home and the light isn't
blinking, or the only messages are those
that don't count: relatives, telemarketers, my friends.
Messages from my friends, however,
are rare. They've learned that they have a
better chance of winning the lottery than
talking to me at home. When they do try,
they're met with, "I'm on the other line.
Can she get back to you?"
Inever understood why we had Call
Waiting until the day Ioverheard my
audiophile clicking back and forth, carrying on simultaneous conversations with
two audiophile friends.
My audiophile's friends range from
Stereophile writer Bob Reina, who leaves
only his first name, to Frank Doris of The
Absokite Sound and Fi, who's given to long
stream-of-consciousness messages. Usually, by the end of his message, Frank
admits that he no longer knows why he
allied, but he's sure that... well, maybe
Stereophile, December 1998

there was areason; if he thinks of it, he'll
call back. Of course, this only results in a
late4 hour-long conversation with my
audiophile in which they both try to determine why Frank called the first time.
(For those who care: Unlike The
Tweak Shop, we do not have atube
answering machine. Its speaker is not
electrostatic. And we have no intention

We do not have atube
answering machine. Its
speaker is not electrostatic.
We have no intention of
replacing our messagetape format with CD-R.
of replacing our message-tape format
with CD-R.)
It takes hours for my audiophile to
return all his messages, but finally he
joins me on the couch and we listen to
the system.
The phone rings. We race wildly
through the apartment, trying to find
the phone before the machine picks up
and all is lost. Too late — we wait for the
message to be completed, then hit the
phone's locator-ring button. (I'm not
sure which gets lost more in our home,
the remote or the phone.)
Isit and listen as my audiophile and
his friend exchange the troubles of their
day: The amp just isn't sounding right.
The new cables haven't arrived. The
humidity is interfering with the sound.
Hey, wait! Why is he telling them his
problems? Ithought /got first (fibs on
all problems.
He hangs up. Ilook over.
"So your new speakers don't sound
right?"
"Honey, Itold you about it last night.
Don't you remember?"
"I vaguely remember you waking me
up and saying something about the
Rangers being terrible."
"It's not even hockey season. Isaid
the midrange was terrible. Itried to
match it with adifferent amp, but it's
just not there yet."
"Did you change the cables?" (I have

Astor

no idea why this should make any difference, but it always seems to be the
first solution audiophiles offer — the
audio equivalent of "Take two aspirin
and call me in the morning.")
"Of course. It was the first thing Idid."
Ihadn't realized this was going to take
so long. Imean, Fashion File is going to be
on television in afew minutes. Oh, well,
who says Ican't make sacrifices for my
hubby? Igive it another shot.
"Do you think they're toed-in
enough?"
You kinds can't go wrong with this
suggestion — positioning always seems
to have some impact. My audiophile
pulls out his tape measure and moves
the speakers alittle.
"Well, it's better. But the midrange is
still bad news."
Having exhausted all my suggestions,
Iretreat into the bedroom — at least I
can catch the last 15 minutes of Fashion
File and potentially save my friends from
any trend errors this winter. Imean, it
would be terrible if they invested in wool
when everybody is wearing cashmere.
After ashort time Ihear my audiophile on the phone, telling his friend that
the speaker is sounding much better
now that he's removed the grillecloth.
I'm devastated — once again, I'm out
of the audio loop. But why does it matter to me? Why do Icare that Iam not
the one who found the solution?
This is just too much for me to take.
Determined to learn more than any of
those audiobuddies, Ipull abook about
electronics off the bookshelf. But after a
page or two my physics classes start
coming back to me in way too vivid
memories. Iglance over at my new
issue of Town and Country...
No. I must persist. I get through
another two pages, but there's my copy
of Vogue... the really BIG fall issue, the
one that gives the mail-delivery person
ahernia.
Then Ihear my audiophile calling:
"Honey, would you please come here
and listen to this? You have such great
hearing. You can always figure out
exactly what's wrong!"
Iput down the book about electronics,
pick up my Vogue, and head for the couch.
He really does need me!
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Meridian 508.24 CD player

1250 Wotan mgcblock power amplifier

Mark Levinson No.33H monoblock power amplifier

John Atkinson & Wes Phillips

IF

or the seventh consecutive year, Stereophile has named a
select few audio components the "Products of the Year." In
doing so, we recognize those components that have proved
capable of giving musical pleasure beyond the formal review
period.
There are five individual categories: Loudspeakers (including subwoofers), Amplification Components (preamplifiers, power amplifiers,
etc), Digital Sources (CD players, transports, processors, Analog Sources
(phono cartridges, turntables, tonearms, FM tuners, etc., and Accessories
(
everything else).
The two most important categories, however, are the "Product of the
Year" itself—the Best of the Best—and the "Budget Component of the
Year" — the best sound for the buck. There's also an "Editor's Choice"
award, which John Atkinson reserves to himself to single out the superbsounding product that impressed him the most. In the early years of this feature, to be eligible for "Editor's Choice" acomponent had to have been continuously available for at least adecade. Howeve4 we broke with that tradition in 1995 and '96, when the Wilson X-1/Grand SLAMM and the NagraD qualified with the sheer elegance of their cost-no-object engineering.
Then, in 1997, Wes Phillips nominated B&W's DM302 loudspeaker for
offering astonishing sound quality for just $250/pair.
The formal voting procedure consists of two steps: First, Stereophilès
hardware reviewers were asked to nominate up to six components in each
of the eight categories. To be acontender, aproduct had to have been

Simon Yorke Designs Series 7 Analogue Disc Transcription System

Revel Ultima Gem

reported on in Stereophile
between the November
11
1997 and October 1998
issues, either in a full
n
.
•
Equipment Report, in a
„,
Follow-Up review, or
in Sam Tellig's or
Z-Systems RDP-1 digital preamplifier/equalizer
Michael Freme?s regular columns. Most
important, only those components could be nominated for which awriter
had put his opinion in print for public scrutiny. We then put together a
ballot form that included all components that had been nominated by
three or more writers and/or editors. This process ensured that most of
the nominees in most of the categories would have been auditioned by
most of the reviewers. The prices listed are those that were current at the
end of August 1998.
Eighteen of the magazine's editors and reviewers gave three votes for
their first choice in each category, two votes for their second choice, and one
vote for their third choice (if they had athird choice). JA tallied the votes:
address your compliments and complaints to him.
And the winners are...

n fl
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THE HOME THEATER &SPECIALTY AUDIO SHOW
THE PALMER HOUSE HILTON HOTEL

CHICAGO !

MAY 11-16, 1999
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WHAT DOES HI-FI '99 DO FOR THE SPECIALTY
AUDIO/HOME THEATER INDUSTRY?
▪ PROVIDES A CENTRALIZED LOCATION

• INCREASES INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE

to see the latest and best in the

as awhole through sales-training

specialty audio/home theater

and technical seminars

industry, all under one roof
• PROVIDES NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRESS COVERAGE,

increasing

awareness of the high-end industry
in consumers and the general public

▪ OFFERS A CHANCE

for industry mem-

bers to meet and network in a
relaxed business environment
• INTRODUCES THE INDUSTRY

to new

products and new technologies

WHAT DOES HI-FI '99 DO FOR YOU?

HI-FI '99 Schedule
TRADE SEMINAR

As an Exhibitor you get all this and more:
Product exposure to national and inter-

High press exposure for your new-product

national press

premieres

—A quality, qualified Trade audience

Aluxurious demonstration environment

• Top-notch pre-Show and post-Show publicity

Alisting and afree link to your website

—Achance to demonstrate your product

from the HI-Fl '99 website

to an interested consumer audience,

Alisting of your company in the HI-Fl '99

and to educate them about why your

Show Guide, complete with contact and

product is the best

address information

As amember of the specialty audio/home
theater Trad

MAY 11

ER!

-9 AM-4 PM
9 AM-12 PM

MAY 1 •

12 PM-6 PM
10 AM-6 PM

MAY 12
MAY 13

MER & TRADE D

•

PM

MAY f

MAY 15

.'

MAY 16

10 AM— 7 PM
10 AM — 6 PM

CONSUMER TICKETS FOR HI-FI '99
WILL GO ON SALE IN JANUARY 1999
To register for your free Trade badge,

▪ The chance to preview new products first

Quality time with manufacturers

The opportunity to network with your

An opportunity to get certified by com-

peers in the industry

pleting aseries of seminars

Educational seminars that provide you

Discounted sleeping rooms at the Palmer

with invaluable sales training

House Hilton

simply mail awritten request on your
company letterhead with abusiness card
to: HI-FI '99, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe,
NM 87502-5529.
You can also fax your request on your
company letterhead to (505) 992-6682,
or register online at www.hifishow.com.

* Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano ($3500/pair;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo121 No.5, May 1998)
* Thiel CS6 ($7900/pair, reviewed by John Atkinson,
Vo121 No.3, March 1998)
* Wilson Audio Specialties WITT Series II ($11,890/
pair; reviewed by Martin Colloms, Vo121 No.1, January 1998)

Revel Ultima Gem

*Audio Artistry Beethoven

($28,000/system; reviewed by Shannon Dickson, Vo120 No.11,
November 1997) 1

*Revel Ultima Gem

($7500-$9500/pair with stands but without subwoofei; depending on finish; reviewed by John Atkinson, Vo121 No.10, October
1998)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
* Aerial Acoustics 8 ($5000-$6000/pai4 depending on finish; reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo121 Nol, January 1998;
Thomas J. Norton, Vo121 NosA & 11, April & November 1998)
* Avantgarde Acoustic Duo ($13,900/pair; reviewed by
Martin Collonis, Vol.21 No.6. June 1998)
* Hales Design Group Revelation 3 ($2195/pair;
reviewed by Robert Deutsch, Vo121 No2, February 1998)
* JMlab Utopia ($30,000/pair reviewed by Jonathan Scull,
Vo121 No.4, April 1998)
* Paradigm Reference Active/20 ($1600/pair; reviewed
by John Atkinson, Vol.20 No.I1, November 1997)

1998 offered abroad field of superb loudspeakers with an
equally wide range of prices, but the Audio Artistry
Beethoven and Revel Ultima Gem dominated the voting.
Designed by Siegfried Linkwitz, the Beethoven is afour-way
biamplified dipole system that consists of two dynamic main
panels, two subwoofers, apair of passive crossovers, and aunitygain, noninverting, balanced, active (line-level) crossover. This
means that its potential user must have, at least, abalanced-output preamplifier, as well as apair of balanced-capable stereo
amplifiers, in order to drive the speaker system. In return, the
Beethoven owner gets aspeaker capable of effortless portrayal
of the subtlest nuances, no matter how dynamic or complex the
musical signal. Several voters echoed Shannon Dickson's assertion that the Audio Artistry Beethoven is "the single most
impressive audio component I've yet encountered."
Newcomer Revel's Ultima Gem, designed by Kevin
Voecks, impressed our voters just as highly, however. This hitech system, while not as complex as the Beethoven, is astandmounted two-way loudspeaker that can also be mated to apassive subwoofer and dedicated monophonic subwoofer amplifier. Transparency and dynamic ease characterize the sound of
the Ultima Gem — when integrated in afirst-class system, the
speaker produces a sound that John Atkinson described as
"nothing short of magic."
1All back issues mentioned in this article are available for $5 each (prior to 1994) or
$7 each (1994 onward), plus $2 S8:11 (1 issue), $4 S&H (2-5 issues), $5 S&H (6-10
issues), or $6 S&H (II issues or mor,). Call (800) 766-0020 for credit-card orders, or
visit the Stereephile webute: www.suRophlk.com
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Conrad-Johnson ART

Mark Levinson No.33H

*Conrad-Johnson ART preamplifier

($14,995; reviewed by Wes Phillips, VoI21 No.5, May 1998)

*Mark Levinson No.33H monoblock
power amplifier

($19,950/pair, reviewed

Wes Phillips, Vo121 Noljanuary 1998)

*VTL MB- I250 Wotan monoblock
power amplifier
($27,500/pair, reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vol.19 No.10, October
1996, and Vo121 No.6, June 1998)
Stereophile,

December 1998
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Mb-I 250

Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
* Ayre K-3 preamplifier ($3250; reviewed by Michael
Freiner, Vol.21 No.7, July 1998)
* Boulder 2050 monoblock power amplifier ($59,000/
pair; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vol.21 No.9, September 1998)
* Bryston B-60R integrated amplifier ($1495; reviewed
by Lonnie Brownell, Vo121 Nol, July 1998; Sam Tellig,
Vo120 No.5, May 1997, and Vol.21 No.10, October 1998)
* Cary Audio Design CAD-805C monoblock power
amplifier ($8995/pair; reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vo121 No3,
March 1998)
continued on page 69
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"Musically Superior"

When one reviewer proclaims ARCAM
musically superior components at down to earth prices,
it's just one opinion.
When asecond reviewer says
smart, fine-sounding, and future-proof
ARCAM is where the sensible money should go this year;
it could just be acoincidence.
But, when athird says,
ARCAM 's vibrant and tonally refined midrange
approached the finesse offine tube electronics,
and rivaled vastly more expensive solid-state gear;
maybe... just maybe...
it's the beginning of aground swell.
And, when all the reviewers seem to agree and start using words like
fantastic, amazing, and my new reference,
you could begin to think
it's amovement...

And that's what it is,
the ARCAM Modular, Upgradeable,
More-Performance-For- Your-Money Movement.
And all you gotta do to join, is to sing it
the next time it comes around on the guitar, with feelin'. ..

ARCAM
For more information on the complete range of ARCAM amplifiers and CD players
call 1-8138-ARCAM.I.TD or visit www.asIgroup.com
Shown above: The ARCAM Alpha 10 integrated amplifier with optional Dolby-Digital•/ DTS• home theater module. The matching Alpha
10P power amp accepts a "third-channel" module, making the Alpha 10 Integrated & 10P Power Amp ideal for both high performance
audio and advanced home theater applications. Arcam is distributed in North America by: Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park
Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256, (317)849-7103 and Emerald Audio Resources, RR1, Palgrave, Ontario LON1P0, (905)880-7170

* Conrad-Johnson CAV50 integrated amplifier ($2495;
reviewed by Martin Colloms, Vo121 No.8, August 1998; Sam
Tellig, Vo121 No.10, October 1998)
* Krell FPB 250M monoblock power amplifier
($10,000/pair, reviewed by Larry Greenhill, Vo121 No.6, June
1998)
* Linn Linto phono preamplifier ($1500; reviewed by
Wes Phillips, Vo121 No.6, June 1998)
* Nagra PL-P preamplifier ($9500; reviewed by Jonathan
Scull, Vo121 No.1, January 1998)
* Pass Labs Aleph 1.2 monoblock power amplifier
($14,000/pair; reviewed by Steven Stone, Vo120 No.11,
November 1997)
* Sutherland PH2000 phono preamplifier ($6800; reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo120 No.I2, December 1997)
No category was more packed with great candidates than
Amplification Component of 1998; this three-way tie honors
three superlative — and very different —products.
Conrad-Johnson's ART preamplifier is alimited-edition,
two-chassis, remote-controlled zero-feedback design that
links the outputs of five small triode tubes to construct asingle high-transconductance triode, thus neatly eliminating the

need for abuffer stage. The result is apreamplifier that sounds
supremely involving, remarkably transparent, and staggeringly immediate. The downside? Only 250 very well-heeled
audiophiles will get achance to own one.
VTL's MB-1250 Wotan monoblock is enormous, boasting
24 output tubes per side, and is specified as delivering up to
1200W in pentode mode and 600W in triode (though Tom
Norton's measurements of the earlier samples revealed that this
was at ahigher-than-usual distortion limit). But the Wotan is
capable of reproducing the most delicate music with convincing nuance when called on to do so, as well as responding to the
call for sheer power and utmost control. Tight deep bass and an
astounding lack of apparent effort in the most challenging passages convinced our crew that this was one of 1998's best.
The solid-state Mark Levinson No33H monoblock is also
physically massive, even though it's rated at amodest 150Wpc—
however, that output is absolutely unshakable. Deep, holographic soundstaging, phenomenal low-level detail, and pure,
natural tonal balance are the hallmarks of this amplifier, but
they tell only part of the story. This amp's most striking characteristic is its very lack of distinguishing characteristics. WP
declared "it was practically nonexistent — except that it did
what it did better than anything I've ever heard."
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Meridian 508.24

*Meridian 508.24 CD player

($2995, reviewed by Wes Phillips, Vol.21 No.5, Mas' 1998)

*Z -Systems RDP-I digital preamplifier/
equalizer

($5000, reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vo121 No.7, July 1998)

Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
* Audio Research CD2 CD player ($3495; reviewed by
Wes Phillips, Vo121 No.4, April 1998)
* Balanced Audio Tedmology VK-D5 CD player ($4500-, reviewed byJonathan Scull &John Atkinson, Vo121 No5, May 1998)
* Bow Technology ZZ-Eight CD player ($7500;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo121 No.8, August 1998)
* Krell KAV-300cd CD player ($3500; reviewed by Wes
Phillips, Vo121 No.4, April 1998)
* Mark Levinson No.39 CD player ($5995; reviewed by
Wes Phillips, Vo121 No.4, April 1998; John Atkinson, Vo121
No.5, May 1998)
* Nairn CD 3.5 CD player ($2150; reviewed by Wes
Phillips, Vo121 No.7, July 1998)
* Rega Planet CD player ($795; reviewed by John
Atkinson, Vo121 No2, February 1998)
* Sonic Frontiers Transport 3& Processor 3($6999 each;
reviewed by Shannon Dickson, VoI21 No.10, October 1998)
* Wadia Digital 850 CD player ($4950; reviewed by John
Atkinson, Vo121 No.5, May 1998)
Stereophile, December 1998
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Z-Systems RDP-1

The voting for Digital Source mirrored the biggest industry
trend in the digital arena. 1998 was not agood year for separate CD transports and digital/analog processors, but proved
abanner year for single-box CD players (nine of our 11 candidates for Digital Source of 1998 were all-in-one players and
the sole separate contender, the Sonic Frontiers pair, was
nominated on the basis that it be used via its exclusive I
2S
datalink). This trend only partially reflects the public's unease
over the future of the 16-bit/44.11cHz CD standard as it awaited aDVD-Audio standard; far more significant was the widespread availability of standalone players capable of performance rivaling that of the finest separates offered just afew
years before — players like the Meridian 508.24. The
Meridian extracts slam, presence, and aremarkable amount of
detail from CD, and our correspondents were justifiably
enthusiastic about it.
They were also excited by the Z-Systems RDP-1 digital
preamplifier/equalizer — aproduct category that didn't even
exist afew years ago, but that will prove most significant in the
future. The RDP-1 is flexible and functional; not only does it
serve as adigital preamplifier (it accepts only S/PDIF or
AES/EBU digital data sources), it is also atransparent and
powerful parametric equalizer capable of unobtrusively compensating for shortcomings in loudspeakers and source material alike. "The tone control for the digital age," Kal Rubinson
called it, and our correspondents agreed.
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Start with Rectangular Solid Core® conductors, the most revealing and
Less cable; more air.

musically accurate design in the world. Suspend them inside TARA Labs'
exclusive Isolation Air-Tubem, with only pure air between. The large span
More air; less distortion.

of air eliminates the dielectric distortion and coloration you hear in cables
filled with plastic or fiber. The result is dramatic. Sound that's open and
music.

Less distortion; more

spacious, revealing subtle detail and ambient information like never before.
RSC Air interconnects from $295/m pair. Speaker cable from $1,200/8 ft pair.

RSC

Less is more.

TARA LABS
1/4 88 -64 65
www.taralabs.com
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°Rectangular Solid Core and RSC are registered trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc."' RSC Air and Isolation Air-Tube are trademarks of TARA Labs, In
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Simon Yorke Designs Series 7

* Simon Yorke Designs Series 7
Analogue Disc Transcription System
($10,000; reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo121 No.6, June 1998)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
* Graham 2.0 tonearm ($2250-$3000, depending on options;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo121 No2, February 1998)
* Grado The Reference phono cartridge ($1200;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo121 No3, March 1998)
* Koetsu Urushi phono cartridge ($4000; reviewed by
Michael Fremer, Vo121 No.10, October 1998)

SOURCE
* Lyra Parnassus D.C.t phono cartridge ($3495; reviewed by Michael Freiner, VoI21 No.10, October 1998)
* Music Hall MMF turntable ($299 with cartridge and arm;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, VoI21 No.10, October 1998)
* Spotheim SpJ tonearm (Available with Spotheim La
Luce turntable, $18,500; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, VoI21
No.10, October 1998)
• Triplaner V Ultimate tonearm ($2550-$2710, depending on options; reviewed by Michael Fremer, VoI21 No2,
February 1998)
* van den Hul MC-10 Special phono cartridge ($1200;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo121 No.3, March 1998)
It takes guts to unleash an all-out assault on the state of the art
of aformat that most would dismiss as, at best, moribund, but
intestinal fortitude seems to be what the Simon Yorke
Designs Series 7 Analogue Disc Transcription System —a
custom-built, suspensionless turntable —is all about. Despite
the audacity of such amove —or precisely because of it? —
the payoff is aturntable that impressed our correspondents
with its deep bass, frequency extension, and lack of "hi-fi"
coloration. Because each turntable is built only to fill aspecific order, it may be difficult to get achance to audition one, but
our crew deems it well worth the effort.

Previous Winners
1997
Product of the Year:
dCS Elgar D/A processor
Budget Component:
Epos ES12 loudspeaker
Loudspeaker: Eggleston Works Andra
Joint Amplification Components:
Krell Full Power Balanced 600 power amplifier
Pass Labs Aleph 3power amplifier
Digital Source: dCS Elgar D/A processor
Joint Analog Sources:
VP! TNT Mk.3 turntable
Magnum Dynalab MD 108 FM tuner
Accessory: HeadRoom Max headphone
amplifier
Editor's Choice: B&W DM302
loudspeaker
1996
Product of the Year: Nagra-D 4-channel
open-reel digital recorder
Home-Theater Product: Lexicon DC-1
surround-sound processor
Joint Budget Components:
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
Special Edition amplifier
PSB New Stratus Mini loudspeaker
Joint Loudspeakers:
Aerial Acoustics 10T
Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI
Amplification Component: Krell Audio
Standard monoblock power amplifier
Digital Source: Nagra-D 4-channel
open-reel digital recorder
Analog Source: Naim ARO tonearm
Joint Accessories:
Acoustic Sciences Corporation Tube Traps
Townshend Audio Seismic Sink
VPI HW-165 & HW-17 record-cleaning
machines

Stereophile, December 1998

Editor's Choice: Nagra-D 4-channel
open-reel digital recorder

Amplification Component: Audio
Research VT150 monoblock power amplifier
Digital Source: Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 D/A
1995
processor
Product of the Year: Wilson Audio
Analog Source: Linn Sondek LP12/Lingo
Specialties X-1/Grand SLAMM loudspeaker
turntable
Joint Home-Theater Components:
Accessory: Grado SR60 headphones
Audio Research SDPI Multichannel
Editor's Choice: BBC LS3/5A loudspeaker
Music Processor
Meridian Digital Home Theatre
1993
surround system
Product of the Year: Convergent Audio
Joint Budget Components:
Technology SL-I Signature preamplifier
Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box phono
Budget Product: Sumiko Blue Point
preamplifier
Special phono cartridge
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-I loudspeaker
Loudspeaker: Thiel CS3.6
The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-1
Amplification Component: Convergent
D/A processor
AudioTecluiology SL-1 Signature
Loudspeaker: Wilson Audio Specialties
preamplifier
X-1/Grand SLAMM
Joint Digital Sources:
Amplification Component: Pass Labs
C.E.C.11 1CD transport
Aleph Omonoblock power amplifier
Mark Levinson No31 CD transport
Digital Source: Spectral SDR-2000
Analog Source: Basis Ovation turntable
Professional HDCD D/A processor
Accessory: Lexicon CP-3 THX surroundAnalog Source: Graham 1.5-T/C tonearm
sound processor
Joint Accessories:
Editor's Choice: Linn Sondek LP12 turntable
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112 &
116 AC-line conditioners
1992
Stax SR-Omega headphones
Product of the Year: Mark Levinson No30
Editor's Choice: Wilson Audio Specialties
D/A processor
X-1/Grand SLAMM loudspeaker
Budget Product: Spica SC-30 loudspeaker
Loudspeaker: Sonus Faber Extrema
1994
Amplification Component: Melos SHA-1
Product of the Year: Dunlavy Audio Labs
headphone amplifier
SC-IV loudspeaker
Digital Source: Mark Levinson No30
Home-Theater Product: Proceed PAV
D/A processor
audio/video preamplifier
Analog Source: VP! HW19 Mk.IV turntable
Budget Product: Grado SR60 headphones
Accessory: Audio Power Industries Power
Joint Loudspeakers:
Wedge 1AC-line conditioner
B&W John Bowers Silver Signature
Editor's Choice: Quad ESL-63 USA
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IV
Monitor loudspeaker
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Now, with the new Recordable/Rewritable DR-700 CD
system from Marantz, you can record take after take of
flawless digital audio until you get exactly what you want.
Still not satisfied?
Just press erase
and start over. Make
no mistake. With the DR-700 you can say good-bye to all
those inferior and unpredictable formats — even your old

Who San,You Have To

Live With Your Mistakes?

CD-R deck. (The DR-700 records CD-R's, too!) And with the
superior sound quality audiophiles around the world have
come to expect from Marantz — plus analog, digital coax
and fiber optic I/O — the DR-700 will undoubtedly become
the centerpiece of your home system.
CD-R media lets you make a
permanent recording. CD-RW
media, lets you record over and
over, to your heart's content.
See your Marantz audio/video
specialist and find out why the best
mistakes are those you can erase.

Marantz America, Inc.
440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL 60172
Phone: 630.307.3100
Fax: 630.307.2687
www.marantzamerica.com
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* Grado Reference Series RS-1 headphones ($695;
reviewed by Sam Tellig, VoI21 No2, February 1998)
* Nordost Blue Heaven loudspeaker cables ($399/2m
pair; reviewed by Brian Damkroger, VoI21 No.6, June 1998)
* Philips CDR880 CD-R/CD-RW recorder ($649;
reviewed by Wes Phillips, Vo121 No.9, September 1998)
* Synergistic Research Designer's Reference interconnect ($2000/1m pair; reviewed by Jonathan Scull & Brian
Damkroger, VoI21 No.1, January 1998)
* TARA Labs The One interconnect ($1895/1m pair;
reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo121 No.8, August 1998)
* Wallytractor cartridge-alignment gauge ($85; reviewed
by Michael Fremer, Vo120 No.11, November 1997)

*Sennheiser HD600 headphones

($449.95; reviewed by Sam Tellig & Wes Phillips, VoI21
No2, February 1998)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
* Black Diamond Racing Cones & Shelves (Cones, $20
each; Shelves, $440-$875; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, VoI21
No.6, June 1998)

19 9

Senrdieiser's HD600 has the distinction of winning its category by garnering nothing but first-place votes, which means
that no one voting for it considered it less than superlative —
an impressive accolade from abunch as particular as our editors
and reviewers.
Well, why not? The HD600s are the best dynamic headphones that WP, KR, JA, and ST have ever heard, and they're
comfortable enough to wear for hours on end. Couple that
with impressive bass response, near-magical midrange, and
extended but never fatiguing HF response, and you have a
true winner. Literally and emphatically.
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Z-Systems RDP-1

* Z-Systems RDP-I digital preamplifier/
equalizer
If there's one aspect of the high-end obsession that perplexes
"civilians," it's the fact that our preamplifiers and amplifiers
don't have tone controls, let alone that flashing-light focus of
the mid-fi rack system, agraphic equalizer. Ihave aconfession
to make: Ionce owned an equalizer. In addition, my first
amplifier, aKenwood integrated that Ibought in 1969, sported tone controls; my first high-end preamplifier, aLecson
AC-1, also did so; and Iused those controls!
But as my musical and sonic tastes matured, Ifound Imade
use of them less and less. Yes, Icould "correct" the tonal balances
of recordings, but Ifound that to do so, particularly with the
equalinr, diminished the musical magic. So when, in the late
'70s, Ibought my first mie audiophile preamp —a Meridian 101
that offered just source selection and control of volume —I didn't miss what Inever used. And the preamplifiers I've owned or
used in the two decades since then —PS Audio IV, Exposure 7,
Stereophile, December 1998

Krell PAM-3 and ICRS, Ben Duncan AMP-01, Audio Research
SP8 and SP10, Conrad-Johnson PV7, Mod Squad Passive Line
Drive, McCormack TLC-1, Mark Levinson No38, '38S, and
'380s, Meridian 518 — have featured many things, but not atone
control was to be found among them.
Isuspect that all of us have similar tales to tell. Forget the old
audiophile wives' tales of "tone controls introduce phase shift"
(they do, but so what?). The audiophile's disdain for tone controls is a demonstration of the Second Law of Thermodynamics: If you try to change one aspect of an experience for
the better, you will worsen the overall experience. The only
way to make something better is to address its totality. Don't
buy an equalizer, buy abetter-sounding preamplifier.
But then, in the July '98 Stereophde, ICal Rubinson reviewed
the $5000 Z-Systems RDP-1. Here is adigital "preamp" that
offers digital source selection and awell-engineered digitaldomain volume control. Nothing new in that: I've been using
the Meridian 518 in that role for acouple of years now. But
the RDP-1 also offers what Z-Systems terms a"Transparent
Tone Control."
"Pshew-yeah," my quarter century of audiophile conditioning prompted me to respond when Ifirst read those words.
But then Itried the RDP-1. Iused it to apply some mild EQ
to tonally distressed recordings. Iused it to equalize out of existence some room anomalies that Ihadn't been able to eliminate despite hours, even days, of moving speakers around. I
used it to provide some tonal shaping on my live recordings.
And no matter the circumstance, other than the desired change
in sound, the musical magic remained intact.
So Z-System's RDP-1 is my 1998 Editor's Choice. With its
transparent control of tone, it points to afuture in which
audiophiles can eat their cake and have it too. —John Atkinson
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*BUDGET COMPONENT

Creek 43308

*Creek 4330R integrated amplifier

($595, $495 without remote control; reviewed by Sam Tellig,
Vo120 No.11, November 1997; Wes Phillips, Vo121 No.8,
August 1998)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
* California Audio Labs Gamma D/A processor ($195;
reviewed by Muse Kastanovich, Vol.19 No.11, November 1996;
Robert J. Reina, Vo120 No.5, May 1997, and Vo121 No.1,
January 1998)
* LFD Mistral integrated amplifier ($1095; reviewed by
Sam Tellig, Vol.21 No.9, September 1998)
* Mission 731i loudspeaker ($299/pair; reviewed by
Robert J. Reina, Vol.21 No.4, April 1998)
* Music Hall MMF turntable ($299 with cartridge and arm;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo121 No.10, October 1998)

* Paradigm Reference Studio/20 loudspeaker
($650/pair, reviewed by Roberti Reina, Vo121 No2,
February 1998)
* Polk RT5 loudspeaker ($330/pair; reviewed
by Wes Phillips, Vo121 No.4, April 1998)
* Rega Brio integrated amplifier ($595;
reviewed by Wes Phillips, Vol.21 No.9, September
1998)
* Rega Planet CD player ($795; reviewed by
John Atkinson, Vol.21 No2, 1998)
* Ultimate Technology Ultech UCD-100 CD
player ($895; reviewed by Brian I
)ainkroger, Vol.21
No.Z July 1998)

In our heart of hearts, we Stereophile writers love this category
most. Designing great-sounding gear is no simple matter no
matter how much you spend, but it's doubly impressive when
the product is available at abargain price. 1998 had ten solid
contenders in this category, making it one of the most tightly contested —but the Creek 4330R eked out its victory on
the merits of its impressive sonic and bench performance.
The 40Wpc integrated proved to be a real powerhouse,
putting out an impressive 320W into abrutal 1ohm load!
But its sonic performance won it its bi est accolades — the
amp has resolution comparable to that of amplifiers costing
far more; smooth, sweet sound; and real extension at the frequency extremes. "Sound quality so good," ST asserts, "that
you may feel no need to mess around with more expensive
stuff." Which is exactly why the 4330R is awinner in this or
any year.

* Mark Levinson No.33H
monoblock power amplifier
* Meridian 508.24 CD player
* Revel Ultima Gem
loudspeaker
* Sonic Frontiers Processor 3/
Transport 3
* Thiel CS6 loudspeaker
* VTL MB-1250 monoblock
power amplifier
* Z-Systems RDP-1 digital
preamplifier/equalizer

*Conrad-Johnson ART preamplifier
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
* Audio Artistry Beethoven loudspeaker
* Cary Audio Design CAD-805C monoblock power
amplifier
* JMIab Utopia loudspeaker
* Krell FPB 250M monoblock power amplifier
Stereophile, December 1998

Conrad-Johnson's ART preamplifier just may prove to be an enduring classic. In ayear that saw many
benchmark products, the ART
stood out from the pack, impressing our crew with its ambition and its meltingly sweet, natural sound. It couples extraordinary retrieval of low-level information with an ability to capture the big musical picture. Fifty
years after the introduction of the transistor, C-J has shown that
there are still novel approaches to tube design, while making a
most compelling argument for continuing the tube legacy into
the next century. We congratulate them on delivering our
Product of the Year —possibly even one for the ages.
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n the first par
_tof this series of articles, Iexamined why Ifeel areview magazine should indude measurements in its loudspeaker reviews. Ialso went into some detail
on the concepts of electrical impedance and voltage sensitivity
and what they mean to audiophiles. Now it's time to turn to
the basics of aspeaker's acoustic behavior.
Impulse and step responses
Before the days of digital storage oscilloscopes, it was difficult to examine the time-domain behavior of loudspeakers.
Capturing the time record of acomponent's output is almost
trivially easy these days, however. This puts apowerful tool
in the hands of audio engineers—and even audio reviewers!
The fundamental test signal in the time domain is the
76

impulse response — the output of the component when presented with anarrow rectangular voltage pulse —which carries within it acomplete characterization of acomponent's
linear performance. However, there are practical difficulties
with using pulses to test loudspeakers — the very high
dynamic range leads to acompromised signal/noise ratio —
so Iuse amethod based on Maximum-Length Sequence test
signals [29; see "References" at the end of this article], realized
in acommercial piece of test equipment, the MLSSA measuring system from DRA Labs [30].
MLSSA feeds the loudspeaker apseudo-random sequence
of rectangular voltage pulses. By performing across-correlation
function between the test signal and the signal picked up by
amicrophone, the host PC can calculate the system's impulse
Stereophiie, December 1998

In the se ond of three articles,
John At inson exarriines a louci
time-do am n ne.r
Fame ane"

response. It is important to remember that this is the calculated impulse response, not the response of the speakerunder-test to an electrical impulse. As pointed out to me in
1991 in aprivate communication by Verity's Graham Bank,
then with C,elestion, the two are not the same. The loudspeaker might well behave differently when presented with
the low—dynamic-range MLS pulse train than it would when
driven by ahigh—dynamic-range single impulse. The assumption is also made that alinear system is being tested and that
is not necessarily the case. The presence of nonlinear behavior in the loudspeaker being tested leads to spurious "echoes"
or reflections in the calculated impulse response [31].
Fig.8 shows aperfect impulse response. The voltage instantaneously rises from the graph's time axis, remains at afixed
Stereophile, December 1998

)eaker's
nonlinear distortion

DC level for asmall period of time, then instantaneously drops
back to the time axis. The width of this rectangular pulse is
inversely proportional to the frequency bandwidth of the signal. If the impulse were infinitely narrow on this graph's time
axis, it would require asystem with infinite bandwidth —
"from DC to light," was how one of my college professors
used to describe it —to be reproduced with its shape intact
An analogy can be drawn with the Heisenberg Uncertainty
Principle: the more tightly you confine something in one
domain, the more uncertain it becomes in an alternate domain.
If you confine the rectangular pulse in the time domain to an
infinitely narrow time, its spectrum in the frequency domain
becomes infinite. Conversely, if you confine the frequencydomain representation of asignal, its spectrum, to asingle line
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Sennheiser

HD

600

is,

quite simply,

the finest dynamic headphone ever created.
With

its

exceptionally

smooth

frequency

response, remarkable clarity, and unparalleled comfort, it virtually speaks for itself.
It's

reassuring

to

know,

of

course,

that

everyone else seems to agree with what it

sieteophile

has to say.
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iennheiser Electronic Corporation, 1Enterprise Drive, PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371 •Telephone: 860-434-9190 •Fax: 860-434-1759 •Web: http://www.sennheiserusa.corr
Sennheiser Mexico: Av Vola 613, PH6, Coi Del Valle 03100, Mexico, DF Telephone: 15251 639-0956. Fax: 152516399482
Sennheiser Canada. 221 Labrosse Ave, Pte-Claire, PQ H9R 1A.3. Telephone: 514-426-3013. Fax: 514-426-3953
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A
—je, there is just one frequency present—
units. You can now glean alot more informathe time-domain representation of the
tion about the lower-frequency drivers, as
loudspeaker's impulse
signal extends from the beginning of all
well as get agood idea of how timetime to the end of all time.
coherent the speaker is.
response is extremely hard
A typical loudspeaker's impulse
The acoustic pressure in aspeaker's
response is shown in fig.9, this acquired
step
response cannot rise instantato interpret, not least
with a30kHz bandwidth and with the
neously because the risetime is limited
MLSSA system's antialiasing filter set to
by the tweeter's restricted ultrasonic
cause it is yisually
a Thomson low-pass function, which
response. But as long as the speaker has
dominated by the
doesn't ring. The sharp up-spike and
abandwidth greater than the upper
down-spike is the tweeter's output, folaudio limit of 20kHz, the difference in
tweeter's output,:,
lowed by lower-frequen information, afew
risetime is trivial. More importantly,
ripples and reflections of
sound wave from
because aloudspeaker cannot reproduce the
the speaker's baffle and cabinet, and finally the reflecacoustic equivalent of aDC voltage —all loudtions of the sound from the room boundaries starting at the
speakers can be modeled as aband-pass filter of some
7.5ms mark. An impulse response is extremely hard to interkind —the sound decays back to the dine axis in an exponential
pret, not least because, with aloudspeaker, it is visually domimannet It always crosses that axis but eventually returns to it so
nated by the tweeter's output. Its shape doesn't really tell you
that the areas on both sides of the time axis are equal, ensuring
much in itself about woofer and midrange-unit behavion It is
that there is no DC component present An ideal step response
also important to note that the impulse response and any inforshould therefore resemble aslightly concave right triangle.
mation derived from it are only relevant to the loudspeaker's
Fig.11 shows agood step response produced by atimeoutput at the specific microphone position used to capture it
coherent, three-way loudspeaker, with the outputs of the
What Ihave found more useful as adiagnostic tool is the
three drive-units adding in-phase at the microphone position.
speaker's step response. Instead of driving the loudspeaker with
There are not that many speakers that produce this good a
asingle rectangular pulse, you feed it avoltage which instantastep response. Of the speakers Ihave measured for Sterecphile,
neously rises from zero to apositive value and stays there (fig.10).
only about 10 — models from Quad, Thiel, Dunlavy, Spica,
This has certain practical problems, so Iuse the MLSSA software
and Vandersteen — have step responses this good.
to calculate a loudspeaker's step response from its impulse
Fig.12 shows amore typical step response, again of athreeirsponse. Aplot of the step response appears to give more or less
way loudspeaker. This time there are actually three step
equal visual weighting to the outputs of all of aspeaker's driveresponses apparent in the graph: anarrow, positive-going step
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response from the tweeter, the next, negakeep moving, adding low-frequency ringtive-going step is the midrange unit (as
ing —"boom" — to the speaker's sound?
Along with false
will be seen, ifs connected with oppoIt appears that the designer of the
site polarity to the tweeter); with finalclaims of high sensitivity,
speaker featured in these four graphs
ly aslow, wide positive pulse from the
has chosen to use high-order crossover
false claims of time
woofer. To confirm this analysis,
filters of some kind, which necessarily
figs.13, 14, and 15 show the step
introduce significant (180° or greater)
coherence are among the
responses of the three units, measured
phase shift in the crossover region. To
individually. The tweeter's and woofer's
this must be added the phase shift due
commonest lies in
step responses (figs.13 and 15) initially
to the time delay between the units,
depart from the time axis in the positive
and the additional 180° phase shift due
high-end audio.,,,j
direction, meaning that both units are electrito the inversion of the midrange's electrically connected with positive absolute polarity: a
cal polarity. The result is an on-axis amplipositive electrical voltage results in apositive acoustic
tude response in which the drive-units add inpressure. However, the midrange unit's step response
phase to give (we hope) aflat response. The tradeoff
(fig.14) initially moves away from the time axis in the negative
is that the system's time coherence is sacrificed.
direction, showing that this drive-unit is electrically connected
Many loudspeakers are claimed by their manufacturers'
in inverted absolute polarity.
marketing departments to be time-coherent. There are also
Note that the woofer's step response (fig.15) features a
anumber of speakers that have sloped front baffles, implyvery slow risetirne as well as aslow decay. Many audiophiles
ing that they are time-coherent. However, its step response
talk about aloudspeaker having a"fast woofer." Fig.15 reveals
immediately gives you an indication of whether or not a
that there can be no such thing. A woofer's risetime is domloudspeaker is time-coherent (on the chosen measurement
inated by the crossover low-pass filter, which discards the
axis). And almost all loudspeakers are not. Along with false
high-frequency information associated with aquick move
claims of high sensitivity, false claims of time coherence are
away from the time axis. A"fast woofer" is therefore an oxyamong the commonest lies in high-end audio.
moron. However, Ibelieve that when people talk about "fast
woofers," what they're really referring to is after-the-event
Acoustic phase responses
behavior associated with the Q or "Quality Factor" of the
Does a loudspeaker's time coherence matter? A "perfect"
speaker system's low-frequency tuning. Does the woofer
speaker, of course, would have both aperfect impulse response
stop quickly after the exciting signal has passed? Or does it
and aperfect frequency response (at one point in space).
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Another way of looking at aloudspeaker's
Fig.16 shows atypical two-way loudin my admittedly
time-domain performance is to examine
speaker's excess-phase response on its refits acoustic phase response, the phase
erence axis, plotted from the lower midanecdotal experience, a
angle between the pressure and velocity
range upward in frequency. (Note that
speaker that is time-coherent
components of the sound plotted
the time of flight of the sound from the
against frequency.
loudspeaker to the measuring microhas that small edge when it
Again, this is an aspect of loudspeaker
phone has to be windowed out of the
behavior that has proved controversial.
impulse response before the actual
comes to presenting a
,
yi phase
One school of thought holds that it is very
response is calculated.) It should
important to perceived quality; another,
stereo soundstage. ' be clear that this is not atime-coherent
which includes almost all loudspeaker engign. There'
sanegative or leading phase
desi
neers, finds it unimportant. Floyd Toole, now
error that increases above 2kHz in alinear
with Harman International but then with Canada's
manner with logarithmic frequency.
National Research Council, in his summary of research at
This negative-slope, approximately straight line in
the NRC into loudspeaker performance that is described in
the frequency region covered by the tweeter means that there
two classic 1986 papers [32, 33], concluded thusly: "The advois asimple time delay between the tweeter's output and that of
cates of accurate waveform reproduction, implying both accuthe woofer. The drive-units are mounted on aflat baffle, but a
rate amplitude and phase responses, arc in aparticularly awktweeter is physically less deep than awoofer, meaning that its
ward situation. In spite of the considerable engineering appeal
acoustic center is closer to the microphone. Unless some time
of this concept, practical tests have yielded little evidence of lisdelay is introduced in the tweeter drive signal, aflat-baffle
tener sensitivity to this factor... the limited results lend support
speaker will never have aflat excess-phase response.
for the popular view that the effects of phase are clearly subBy contrast, fig.17 shows the excess-phase response of the
ordinate to amplitude response."
speaker whose step response was shown in fig.11. This model
This is also my view. Of the 350 or so loudspeakers Ihave
uses asloped front baffle and acrossover with first-order
measured, there is no correlation between whether or not they
acoustic slopes to give atime-coherent performance on the
are time-coherent and whether or not they are recommended
listening axis. There's alittle bit of positive error at high freby aStereophile reviewer. However, Ifeel that if other factors
quencies, meaning that the microphone is just alittle low of
have been optimized —on-axis response, off-axis dispersion,
the optimal axis.
absence of resonance-related problems, and good linearity —
But, as Isaid above, the fact that almost no loudspeakers
like alittle bit of chicken soup, time coherence (hence miniperform in this manner does not stop many of them from
mal acoustic phase error) cannot hurt. In my admittedly anecgetting good reviews, either in this magazine or in others.
dotal experience, aspeaker that is time-coherent (on the listening axis) does have asmall edge when it comes to presenting astereo soundstage, in terms of image focus and image
I III11111
I II I11111
1
depth. But time coherence does not compensate for coloration, poor presentation of instrumental timbres, aperverse
frequency balance, or high levels of nonlinear distortion.
-180
In 1990, Rodney Greenfield and Malcolm Omar
Hawksford [34] used DSP-based digital filters to try to separate the audible effects of aloudspeaker's phase error from its
-360
amplitude response error. The point was made that asemireverberant envirolunent will tend to mask phase effects. In
-540
addition, when typical recordings are played, which may have
undergone many phase-altering stages during production,
1 11I11111
1 1II1WI
the audibility of phase differences becomes moot: "one is
720
100
1000
10000
simply detecting achange in phase distortion and not acorFrequency in Hz
rection of it and as such, preferences would most likely be
personal." Nevertheless, the authors "very tentatively" conFig.16 Acoustic excess phase response of typical loudspeaker
cluded that equalizing aloudspeaker's excess phase error
modified listeners' perception of the apparent soundstage.
1 11I11111
1 11111111
It is important to note that there are phase responses and
o
phase responses. Not only is phase error associated with alack
of time coherence, phase error is introduced by any departure
î
-180
from aflat amplitude response. The phase response of what is
called a"minimum-phase" system is related to the amplitude
response by a mathematical function called the Hilbert
-360
Transform. So, for any nonflat system like aloudspeaker, it is
important to distinguish between the two sources of phase
-540
error. The MLSSA system allows its operator to subtract the
calculated minimum-phase, amplitude error-related phase
1 11111
111
1 11I11111
1
response from the measured acoustic phase response. The
720
100
1000
10000
result is what is called the "excess" phase response mentioned
Frequency In Hz
above. (Note that the MLSSA system does measure the actual acoustic phase. Some competing measurement systems calFig 17 Acoustic excess phase response of time—coherent loudspeaker
culate just the amplitude-related minimum phase response.)
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leading. Version 10.0A of the MLSSA
concluded from calculations of the total
T‘:Cieaner-looking
software flags the area in aCSD plot
radiated energy that the sound of the
with dots where the data are invalid
cabinets of the loudspeakers with
aloudspeaker's CSD plot
due to an inadequate time record
which they were experimenting
in the upper midrange and
(shown in the bottom-left corners of
would be audible or close to the borfigs.18 and 19). Hawksford [38] has
derline of audibility. A loudspeaker I
treble, the better the
also suggested modifying the CSD
reviewed in 1997 [42] had cabinet
plot by compensating for the loudresonances that were so severe that if
chance
it
will
receive
a
speaker's minimum-phase behavior.
you played music through it then
This should make lower-frequency resopaused the CD player, you'd hear audipositive review.
nances easier to see, but Ihave yet to try it.
ble reverberation at the listening chair as
Floyd Toole and his associate Sean Olive did
the excited resonances died away.
considerable work on the audibility of resonances
Ihave not yet found it practicable to produce
[39, 40]. It is generally held that high-Q, high-but-narrow
quantitative information on cabinet resonant behavior.
peak resonances are less objectionable than low-Q, low-butHowever, to look at the behavior of loudspeaker cabinets in a
broad peak resonances. It is also held that dips in the amplimore rigorous way than the simple "knuckle-rap" test, Imake
tude response that might also be associated with resonant
use of MLS excitation and CSD plots. An inexpensive piezobehavior are less audible than peaks. In my experience, the
electric-tape (polyvinylidene fluoride) accelerometer, 4" long
cleaner-looking a loudspeaker's CSD plot in the upper
by 1" wide and similar to an acoustic guitar transducer [43], is
midrange and treble — above lkHz, say — the better the
taped to the cabinet walls at various places, the cabinet is excitchance it will receive apositive review. Loudspeakers that
ed with a21(Hz-bandwidth test signal from the DRA Labs
are praised by listeners for "good clarity," "low grain," or
MLSSA system at astandard level, and an impulse response is
"excellent transparency" tend to have clean-looking CSD
calculated/captured.
plots. Conversely, loudspeakers that are referred to as being
Stanley Lipshitz and his colleagues noted that the acceler"grainy" or "harsh" have hashy-looking CSD plots (although,
ometer measurements of aloudspeaker cabinet's walls varied
of course, such parameters as nonlinear distortion andfretremendously according to how the speaker was supported
quency balance also contribute to such comments).
while the measurement was being performed. For Stereophik
reviews, Isupport each loudspeaker with three upturned
Panel vibrational behavior
metal cones that contact the base of the speaker in the center
Generations ut audiophiles have tried rapping speaker cabiat the rear and at the two front corners. This allows resonant
nets with their knuckles to see how "dead" the enclosure is.
modes to develop to their fullest, according to the results of
Some enclosures sound like ablock of stone, others sound
aseries of experiments Icarried out examining this subject in
more like axylophone. Lipshitz, Heal, and Vanderkooy [41]
detail [44]. These tests also showed that the best means of
coupling aspeaker to its stand —"best" in the sense of maximally reducing the amplitudes of cabinet vibrations — was
to use a"lossy" coupling material such as Blu-Tack.
Fig20 shows atypical impulse response calculated from
the accelerometer's output. The ringing overlaying the
decay tail of the impulse is obvious. Fig21 shows acumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the time-domain
data in fig20. Four or five resonant modes can be seen.
It is hard to predict the effect of such behavior on perceived sound quality. The amplitude of the modes might be
small, but the cabinet of aloudspeaker can represent amuch
larger radiating area than its drive-unit(s). A panel may be
very lively, but if it faces away from the listener, its subjective effect may be minimal.
It must be agood idea in general to reduce the amplitude of
resonant modes, but how audible ahigh-Q, narrow resonance
Ftg.20 Impulse response calculated from output of PVDF tape
will be depends not only on its level and the area of the radiaccelerometer fastened to center of loudspeaker cabinet
ating panel, but also its frequency. If the resonance lies in the
sidewall (100ms time window).
upper bass, say between 100 and 200Hz, it will likely coincide
with specific musical notes as well as being excited most of the
time. An octave or so higher, and anarrow-bandwidth, highQ resonance might well "fall in the cracks" between the discrete frequencies of musical notes. (With equal-temperament
Western music, the notes are farther apart in frequency the
higher they lie on the musical staff.) In addition, the higher in
frequency these resonances are, the more subjectively benign
they appear to be, probably because they decay faster.
While ahigher-frequency resonance would still be excited
by wide-band, noise-type signals like drums, the resonance
might remain lurking undetected for most of the time, in
Fig.21Cumulative spectral-decay plot (0.15ms risetime) calculated
which case it might as well not exist. On the other hand, if it
from the time data in fig.20.
coincides with the frequency of amusical note, it can be excit1JO
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examine

cd continually. Thus if you examine two
the volume-control knob. Irealize, of
similar loudspeakers, each of which has
course, that my opinions on this subject
two sornikir loudspeakers,
astrong panel resonance present in the
will be controversial.
each of which has astrong ,
midrange, one might sound colored
while the other sounds clean.
Acknowledgements
panel resonance present in , Part 3of this series will examine what
This also suggest amechanism for
some "tweaks" that are claimed to
is meant by aloudspeaker's frequency
the midrange, one might / response
improve the sound of loudspeakers.
and how loudspeakers
By mass-loading the panel and adding
behave in rooms. Meanwhile, when it
sound colored while the/
damping, the frequency and Q of any
comes to measuring loudspeakers, the
resonances present may be shifted by only
following individuals have all freely
other sounds clea5,
alittle, but enough to move them into the
shared their knowledge, experience, and
musical gaps [45].
opinions: Larry Archibald, Graham Bank, Paul
But what if you damp such aresonance only alittle?
Barton, John Bau, Martin Colloms, John Crabbe,
This might have the paradoxical effect of making it more
John Dunlavy, Malcolm Omar Hawksforcl, Ken Hecht, J.
audible, as it will now be more likely to be excited more
Gordon Holt, David Inman, Ken Kantor Don ICeele, Thomas
often, due to its lower Q. (A broad, shallow peak covers
J. Norton, Wes Phillips, Doug Rife, David Smith, Bob Stuart,
more frequencies than anarrow, sharp one.) However, any
Jim Thiel, Kevin Voecks, and Peter Walker. Any errors, misdetectable change in sound tends to be reported by audiounderstandings, or misstatements in this paper are my own. I
philes as being an improvement!
would also like to take the opportunity to thank Martin
However, looking at the behavior of the 300 or so loudColloms and the late James Moir for allowing me to take part
speakers that Ihave measured, several common factors
in many, many single-blind loudspeaker listening tests from
emerge from the auditioning that correlate with the pres1977 though 1985. The experience was an education in how
ence of strong cabinet resonances between 100Hz and
to assess the sound of aloudspeaker by listening to it.
500Hz. (Remember that other "objective" factors will also
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Harmonic distortion
There is considerable discussion in the literature of nonlinear
(harmonic) distortion in loudspeaker behavior [46, 47, 48]. All
loudspeakers have nonlinear distortion, and small, inexpensive
loudspeakers tend to have more nonlinear distortion than
large, expensive loudspeakers. Perversely, Idon't think this is
that important afactor in loudspeaker performance. Ihave
measured loudspeaker harmonic distortion spectra when listening tests had suggested that it was unusually high or low
[49, 50]. Ihave also investigated distortion when Ihave found
aloudspeaker producing audible sub-harmonics, tones whose
frequencies are an integral fraction, one half, one third, one
quarter, of the fundamental [51]. In apresentation at the 1989
Audio Engineering Society Convention in New York, the
mathematician Manfred Schroeder postulated that the production of subharmonics is often related to the presence of
chaotic behavior in adiaphragm. This latter phenomenon can
be heard on Stereophileis Test CD 2, Track 25.
But of all the loudspeakers that have been reviewed in
Stereophile in the past eight years, there are only afew in which
noticeable levels of harmonic distortion have been associated
with negative review findings. Howeve4 Ido conjecture that
listeners use overall distortion to set acomfortable playback
level. If aloudspeaker has high intrinsic distortion, hence a
limited dynamic range, it won't be played as loud. Once the
level of harmonic distortion rises above athreshold (probably
one that is different for each listener), the listener reaches for
Stereophile, December 1998

Revised (McGraw-Hill, 1986).
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is amerciless, unforgivinj taskmaster. Just when you think you've attained an
exalted level of technical proficiency, the instrument will slap
you upside your head and bring you plummeting back to
earth with the knowledge that all the chops in the world
amount to nothing without the commensurate emotional
and spiritual content to back them up.
Or, if at some point you've grown rather pleased with your
Stereophile, December 1998

command of tonal colors and timbrai nuances, the guitar will
simply bite the hand that kneads it — apainful wake-up call
to remind one that music also has abeat, thank you very
much, and that the guitar doesn't merely possess alyric
dimension, but apercussive personality as well. If you fail to
delineate the balance between tune and tempo, if you don't
learn how to let the instrument groove and breathe, the performance will implode for lack of rhythmic authority.
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non-Baroque, non-Spanish — there's not aSpanish chord on it,"
Williams allows in his amiable, animated manner, while serving
me tea in amidtown Manhattan hotel room. "All the harmony
is sort of contemporary, such as Philip Houghton's Sté/é, which
is totally nonromantic, nonclassical, non-European. Iwas fascinated by that idea. Sté/é dates from around 1989 or 1990, when
Igave its first performance. Then, when Igot Koyunbaba — the
Turkish-flavored one — by Carlo Domeniconi, well... there
was the germ of an idea. Ididn't want to do awhole Turkish or
awhole Greek album, because I'm not an ethnic world-music
performer, you know. But Ithought it would be nice to have
something which has that flavor. And then when Igot my own
piece together, The Aeolian Suite, Ifound that for me there was
something in common between the Houghton and
Domeniconi and what could be done with them.
"As things evolved with Mikis Theodorakis [composer of
Three Epitafios] and the Satie Gymnopédie No3 and Gnossiennes
Nos.1 and 2— also greatly influenced by the images of early
Greece — there was asort of vague Greek, Turkish, East
Mediterranean feel to the program."
Williams' own Aeolian Suite, and the works by Satie and an
anonymous medieval Italian, are bonded in tonal approaches
that seemingly pre-date modern harmony — all examples of
melody within adrone. And the works by the Australian
Houghton, the Greek Theodorakis, and the Italian
Domeniconi are notable for their probing, exotic tonality and
folldoric evocation of the dance. Domeniconi achieves this
effect on Koyunbaba by tuning the guitar to Csharp Minor (C#-G#-C#-G#-C#-E), and
Williams' dramatic and technical control of
both ruminative lyric moments and galloping
rhythmic expositions are notable for their
relentless energy and flawless articulation.
"Well, one way or another, the whole thing is
related to impressions of the old world from a
20th-century viewpoint, right? So it's not a
medieval record, nor is it an ethnic record —but
it's sort of apresent-day composer's impressions
of those old worlds. Through time and space,
they're as much apart of us now as they are about
the past. The Aeolian mode —in fact, all of the
medieval modes —come from the Greek scale

All of which is to say that the
guitar tests your mettle every day:
it's an instrument on which no
one can do everything, yet everyone can do something; where 40plus years of great performances
are but aprelude to the awakening of deeper insights.
If there is one artist who can
consistently get the guitar to do his
The Guitarist might be the most compelling,
bidding, it is the stalwart
Australian virtuoso John Williams,
aurally involving,
arelentless perfectionist who has
pushed the envelope of orchestralrecording Williams has made.
style solo acoustic guitar to amazing heights. Beginning with the
Westminster label and continuing on Columbia (for whom
system. Ithink the interesting thing is that the modes, and cerhe's been recording for 30 years), Williams has consistently
tainly pentatonic music, are absolutely the bedrock of traditionchampioned the modern repertoire (as in his several definitive
al folk music... so there's auniversality in that."
recordings of Rodrigo's Concierto de Aranjuez), while working to
This theme of universality and stylistic outreach has
expand on nontraditional and nonwestern sources. He's even
informed some of Williams' finest work for the past decade
made some tentative forays into rock, jazz, and pop, in collabor so, and to particular effect on Spirit ofthe Guitar: Music ofthe
orations with the electric art-rock ensemble Sky, singer Cleo
Americas (CBS MK 44898); From the Jungles of Paraguay: John
Laine and saxophonist John Dankworth, and through recordWilliams Plays Barrios (Sony Classical SK 64396); The Seville
ings of film music.
Concert (Sony Classical SK 53359); and his duets with soul
Still, in acareer dotted with recording triumphs, his latest The
mate Timothy Kain on The Mantis & the Moon: Guitar from
Guitarist might just be the most emotionally compelling, auralAround the World (Sony Classical SK 62007). Part of what
ly involving, artistically daring recording Williams has ever
makes these recordings so compelling, and sets Williams
made. Mysterious and edgy yet passionately lyrical, The Guitarist
apart from the rest of the classical pack, is his willingness to
is awork of remarkable spiritual depth and aesthetic breadth. It
stretch notions of what the solo acoustic guitar is capable of
plumbs sources so ancient they sound avant-garde. "It's totally
beyond the traditional classical guitar repertoire.

artistwally daring
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ture. Now, to add it —or, even more, to change style completely when you're already into one thing — is very difficult.
So you can't just double."
"Still, in your approach to the instrument, one can discern parallels to
Jazz"
"Yes, my ideal, melodically, is like aviolin or cello. Ifinger
and Iplay up and down the strings alot. This is what I'm
known for, and this is what Iteach when Ido teach."
"Playing across the neck?"
"Along... yes. Not always in chordal positions, not in keyboard positions. So I'm playing melodically up and down the
strings, not across the strings."
"Hmmm. That's almost ajazz approach."
"Yes. Very much like Joe Pass would do. So when there are
arpeggiated chordal structures, I'm thinking of piano; I'm
thinking of pedal notes, harmonies sounding together, and
the idiomatic sound of the guitar strings themselves; the use
of the open strings —the whole tonal balance of the instrument. So Icombine both things."
While John Williams couldn't swing from atree, one has to
believe that his exposure to jazz, coupled to his innate artistic
intuitions about the instrument, account in part for the extraordinary rhythmic articulation, steely dynamics, and technical
control that have marked his playing since he emerged as a
young thoroughbred in the late 1950s. For me, rhythmic precision and control have always
been the central virtues of
Williams' playing, qualities never
shown to greater effect than on
his 1975 recording of Bach's four
Lute Suites (CBS Masterworks
MK 42204). Here he rises to
these works' unimaginable technical and emotional demands
with something akin to religious
fervor, sounding at times as if he's
double-tracked himself, so pianistic is his command.
Still, control can be adoubleedged sword; there has been a

The roots of Williams' singular approach and
unconventional choices of repertoire can be
traced in part to the nurturing of his primary
mentor — his father, Len Williams —and, indirectly, to the influence ofjazz. "My father had a
great belief in me from ayoung age. Without
pushing me in the sense of being an overbearing
parent —he wasn't like that at all —he just
thought Ihad anatural talent as aguitarist, and was
My ideal,
is like a
keen in his conviction that that's what Iwould be.
"My father was ajazz guitarist. Imean, Igrew
up with Django Reinhardt in the house. violin or cello. This is what I'm
Wonderful sound, isn't it? And when he travels known for, and this is what Iteach.
up that second string on atune sometimes, with
that vibrato, it's like Heifetz on the fiddle. It's
amazing. The thing is, at that age — as akid —the techniques
cool detachment in some of Williams' playing. But, having
involved are very, very different. See, my father was also
said that, one of the most overwhelming musical experiences
learning the classical guitar, and teaching it to me at the same
of my life occurred in the early '70s, when Iheard Williams
time. Keeping me on that was really the most important
perform in Manhattan with his good friend and stylistic oppothing, so Inever really took in jazz at that early age."
site, Julian Bream. They re-created their magnificent recorded
Nevertheless, although he is most decidedly not an improduets of William Lawes' Suite for Two Guitars, Albéniz's
viser, Williams has dabbled with written scores and solo
Canto de España, and Ravel's Pavane for aDead Princess, all of
pieces in ajazz style over the years — though he politely
these documented on Together (RCA Victor Gold Seal 61450demurs at the suggestion that he could ever play jazz guitar.
2). Listening to the CD, it's fascinating to hear the contrasts.
"While Ican't say it's in my blood, it's in my family — my
The passionate Bream grunts and groans, eliciting all sorts of
daughter is ajazz pianist and my Dad was ajazz guitarist. I action noise as he squeezes the guitar like alemon, deteronce spent two weeks as the opening act at Ronnie Scott's for
mined to wring from each note every last drop of vibrato —
Ben Webster, Iloved Joe Pass, and so Iknow it very, very well
while Williams complements Bream's colorations with
... so well, that Iknow where to not make afool of myself,"
translucent precision and sparkling rhythmic focus, sounding
he laughs.
as if his guitar is strung with lengths of spun glass.
"I mean, you can do it if you know your limitations and
In away, what's most extraordinary about the evolution of
you know that the results will be limited. Because jazz is aculWilliams' playing is that, as high alevel as he'd achieved 25

melodically,
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years ago, over the last ten years or so he's made abreakthrough on the instrument. While his amazing pianistic
command of the instrutnent has only deepened, Williams has
attained apalpable new level of relaxation. On abeautifully
recorded recital such as 1994's From thejungles ifParaguay (coproduced and engineered by Mike Stavrou), Williams' feeling for tonal colors on La Catedral and Aconguija imbue these
performances with adeep, poetic quality; he plumbs subtle
distinctions between the registers and explores arange of
tonal nuances that the younger John Williams
might have just trumped tight through.
"I think the reasons for it are quite varied —
there's no one thing. k's just been constant
change and learning. Ithink that it's all, probably,
reflections of several things at the same time.
"One of them is the instrument. The guitar
that Greg Smallman made for me is quite special. Another factor is repertoire and musical experience. I
think that my ideas about how Iplay or what I'm trying to
do when Iplay are actually the same as they always were.
At the forefront of what I'm trying to do is akind of rhythmic continuity — you could say rhythmic drive, but that
implies that it's to do with speed and being relentless, and
it's not that. There's arhythmic basis to my playing which
is absolutely, if you like, unstoppable. It really is constant,
and it's there whether I'm playing slow or fast — and I've
always had that. And even though it may seem more flexible now — and it might even be more flexible now than it
used to be —it is still there.
"But one of the key developments is that Ifeel more indulgence, in the good sense of the word, with sound and with
expression. Because in the case of live concerts, through the
use of amplification, Ican relax more into the color of the
instrument itself."
"So you don't have to be like Glenn Gould, getting upset over
contemplating 'What was the bloke in the last row hearing coin-

pared to the fellow in the front? "
"That's right. And that is really of critical importance with
the guitar, because it is actually too quiet to play in the halls. In
the recording studio, someone like Mike Stavrou, who engineered 7lie Spirit of the Guitar and From the jungles of Paraguay,
doesn't necessarily capture presence for its own sake —because
that's easy to do. But to get the full color—the feeling, the
action of the fingers — you've got to capture the feeling that the
fingers are doing it right there in front of you. That's where the
electricity is coming from. And at that he's agenius.
"I mean, if you're being apurist about it, you shouldn't play
asolo guitar in concert halls without amplification. Iwas
always bothered in halls about projecting. Imean, it's not that I
have aparticularly weak sound — Ihave strong nails, and I'm
naturally loud and very clean But having the volume with
amplification means Ican relax into the tone color, totally
relax —play as quietly as Ilike. To me, in ahall without
amplification, aguitar sounds thin, because the high frequencies are the ones that carry the most. In afunny sort of way,
the guitar actually sounds an octave higher than it really is."
To solve this problem, Williams has devised an audiophile
stage system that allows him to mix both direct and reflected
sounds to create the aural illusion of agigantic acoustic guitar
that projects.
"I just want to make the range of the guitar fuller — it's not
primarily aquestion of volume. But the main reason is to
retain the full dynamic tone quality of the guitar. In that way,
Ican barely play on the string and yet it's still being heard. In
other words, you're conveying the intimacy of someone playing for
themselves, and because Idon't have to force the sound, the
audience can participate in that.
"That's the reason Iuse it. Istart with two hi-fi—quality
speakers; in England Iuse little Rogers Monitors or Alt
speakers. But any equipment of hi-fi quality — not PA quality — will do. And they are positioned somewhere between 10
and 15 feet away from me, on either side, facing me like apair
of headphones. So none of the audience is hearing the on-axis
sounds from the speakers, and on-axis is the first coloration

If you're being apurist about it,
you shouldn't play asolo guitar in
concert halls without amplification.
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that people feel when they hear loudspeaker sound. The audience is hearing only the reflected sound from these speakers.
The only direct sound they hear is from me, in the middle.
"The trick is to create alarger sound, but still with afocal
point in the middle — especially for the transients and things
that come out the front. In order to do that, Iuse an AKG 414
in afigure-8 configuration, which is absolutely dead to the
sides, and which eliminates feedback and colorations. Ilike it
to be close enough so that Ican lean into it the way atrumpet player might use the mike. Ihave aQuad amp that Itake
with me, and, last but not least, a31-band Klark Teknikk
graphic equalizer. The prime purpose of the EQ is that, basically, when you raise the volume over the whole frequency
range in areverberant space like ahall, mid frequencies are
more efficient than high and low frequencies, meaning they
increase more than the high and low frequencies. So, in fact,
Iuse the EQ in adeductive role and roll off the midrange
around the fourth, third, and second strings, so it clears up the
artificial amplified warmth —some of the thickness and
97
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alate-19th-century style. But South Americans were looked
down on by the Spaniards as being sort of vulgar and all that.
Barrios was agenius — essentially, in my mind, abigger genius
than Segovia. He was rather sadly neglected and misunderstood outside of South America. Segovia heard him and met
him acouple of times and was very patronizing and dismissive. Segovia used to say in the class, if someone wanted to play
some Barrios — Iheard it acouple of times, and various other
guitarists who were in classes with Segovia heard the same
thing —Don't play that music, it's bad music.' So it's quite an
interesting sideline on Segovia.
"I think as far as our differing approaches, in afunny way,
sound is even more important to me than it probably was to
Segovia in one way. Let's put it like this —Segovia treated
tone-color effects for their own sake. They came, for me, to
characterize or dominate the shape of the music; Ifind that
imparts akind of start-and-stop feel to the music, which infuriates me. It's amannerism and astyle which has been mimicked by alot of players.
"Now, my general attitude towards music is that, even if
you're playing classical music, the popular background of the
guitar gives it arhythmic quality analogous to jazz or blues or
any traditional music — which is where the beat, whether
played or not, is all. It's acontinual beat. So in aclassical piece
like the Rodrigo Concerto, during the slow movement, the
classical way of treating rhythm is for the accompanying beat
to just wait to accompany the top line. In other words, to wait
at specific points until the top line reaches aparticular chord
change or beat in the bar. Which sounds very unnatural, but
that is atraditional way of doing it in alot of classical music.

muddiness —and, by basically going down about 3or 4dB at
250Hz, it makes the sound more acoustic and clear."
Our sonic reveries are interrupted by the house phone,
announcing the imminent arrival of yet another in astring of
interviewers. I'm left wondering how, in his own estimation,
Williams proceeds from the scheme of things in the older,
Segovia tradition — where the old man ends and the young
man begins, as it were. But when Iask him how the enfant terrible Williams of 1958 would judge the mature veteran of
1998, and make reference to afamous quote about Williams
from the old man on the occasion of his debut recital...
when low and behold Istrike araw nerve.
"Oh dear," says Williams screwing up his face, "you mean,
'God has laid afinger on his brow ... '
"You see, I'd already learned guitar from my father —my
father taught me the guitar all the way through, and when I
attended summer school with Segovia, the best thing about
that was that Imet loads of other guitarists from different
countries. To an Australian that's moved to London with his
family at the age of 13, that was abig deal. To be honest, apart
from sort of being encouraged by him and the inspiration of
being with the great master, there was nothing really important that Ilearned from him. But, Imean, guitarists don't like
hearing that now because it's still a great We
Worship Segovia society."
Williams grows agitated. "If you've got the A
will
space, you'd be doing me abig favor in letting
people know that the famous quote, strictly speak- learn more by listening to Joe Pass
ing, should no longer be used." He laughs. "Sony
or Leo Kottke or Muddy Waters.
is contractually not even supposed to use that in
their publicity or on my record jackets. It's crazy
because, it's like he made it for one concert in 1958, if you can
"This is the big musical division, if you like, between popbelieve it, and who the fuck cares what Segovia wrote about
ular music and classical music. There are many other things in
anyone in 1958 for one concert? Just because he wants to, you
common, but the big difference is, when you have an accomknow, try and father him through me... it's irrelevant They
paniment, you cannot hump it into asong. When their is a
used it as asales gimmick and it's done alot of damage to me.
beat —and I'm not talking about some recitative or something
Not that Icare, but, Imean, in as far as an image of what I'm
that is without abeat — but when there is abeat, it is constant,
doing..."
like it is in jazz. And the solo part is all around it —before,
"That somehow your approach derivedfrom Segovia, when someone
after it, wherever. It's in its own space. But the beat carries on.
likefuljan Bream is much closer to the old man in spirit."
"Now in classical playing, they tend to fart around trying to
"Oh, my style is totally different, yet for years, I'm known
follow where the top line is going to get to — the first beat of
'round as Segovia's best pupil, Prince of the Guitar, all that
the bar or the fourth beat of the bar. Whereas it should have
crap, you know? I've had to waste alot of time explaining."
alife of its own. That's the ground you're walking on. The
"What Ialways loved about Segovia was his peacock's robe ofcolors...
ground doesn't shift while you're playing — it stays where it
so expressive But on some things, his rhythm could get alittle deuse
is, and you walk where you're going. And that's acritical difAlso, as much as Iloved him, it used to disturb me to hear him patronference. If Ihad to characterize in the simplest way the difizing other musicians, or dismissing the electric guitar entirely"
ferences between our musical styles of playing — what my
"Real old-fashioned stuff, right? Look, when one thinks of
instinct has always been and the problems Ialways had when
Segovia not liking George Harrison or Django Reinhardt, and
playing for Segovia —it was that Icouldn't feel comfortable
being sort of snotty about them, you could rationalize it by
with that style. And Istill don't when Ihear other guitarists.
saying, Well, it's adifferent kind of music, and they're from
"It's history now, and there's more to be learned for a
different generations, and he couldn't relate.' But that's not an
young guitarist. Ayoung classical guitarist will learn more by
excuse. Because he was totally dismissive of Agustin Pio
listening to Joe Pass or Leo Kottke or Muddy Waters. UltiBarrios as well. Barrios was part Guarani Indian, and later
mately, it's down to whether they can play the guitar or they
adopted the name of their legendary chief, Mangoré. The
can't. They're going to learn about music and what the guitar
Paraguayan was agreat player, the first guitarist to start makcan do, and they need to listen to other things — not just guiing records — he started recording in 1913. He wrote huntar players. It's taken me along time to learn that, but that's
dreds of pieces, wonderful music, playing in what we now call
the bottom line."

young
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The Greatest Thanksgiving
Sale Ever From

SOUND by SINGER
SAVE 22°' to 60'

on every demo component, cable and selected new equipment
at Sound by Singer from the best names in the industry
A SAMPLING OF OUR SALE ITEMS
Pre-Amps
Make

-Amps
Model

Adcom
Adcom
Acurus
Acurus
Anthem
Anthem
Ayre
C.A.T.
C.A.T.
Conrad-Johnson
Conrad-Johnson
Conrad-Johnson
Conrad-Johnson
Conrad-Johnson
Lamm
Sonic Frontiers
Sonic Frontiers
Sonic Frontiers
White
White
White
White

Speakers & Subwoofers
List

GFA-7500
GCA-510
A200X3
200x3
$1300
Pre-II
Integrated $1295
V3
$3750
SLI-Sigl $5000
SLI-Sigll $6000
MF2300 $2995
MF2200 $1995
Premier 8$17000
EV20sc $6000
PFR
$2495
M1.15
$13380
Power 1 $2495
Power 2 $5000
Power 3 $10000
B3
$4500
B2
$3800
BI
$3300
B80
$1795

New

Demo

Make

$1500
$500
$1399
$910
$999
$995
$2500

$1270
$400
$979
$900
$799

Slant 6 $2000
Apogee
Aerial Acoustics
Model 5 $1795
Audio Physic
Caldera $19000
Apogee
CMajor $4195
Dynaudio
1.8 Contourll $3199
Dynaudio
2.8 Contourll $5500
Eggleston
Andras
$14900
Grand Utopias $70000
JM Labs
Monitor Audio
Studio 20 $5399
Monitor Audio
MA903 $2500
Monitor Audio
MA903 $2300
Monitor Audio
MA902 $1600
Q100EX $1000
Rdl

In Store
$2900
$9360

$2900
$2310
$1195

$2200
$2300
$3400
$2095
$1395
$13000
$1895
$1795
$8900
$1795
$3300
$7500
$2400
$2200
$2300
$1195

Model

List

New

Demo
$1195
$1255
$11995

$2300
$2399
$3500
$10995
In Store
$2599
$1650
$1500
$1049
$850

CD Players -D/A Converters, Transports
Make
Cal Audio
Copland
Forsell
Sonic Frontiers
Sonic Frontiers
Sonic Frontiers

Model
List
GammaDA $300
CDA 277 $2400
CDTrans $10000
SFCD-1 $3795
SFD-211 $5295
UltraJbug $695

New
$225
$5095
$2795
$520

\\(.(i(. ‘11)10

I
>eino
$200
$1595
$2495
$3000
$395
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.

a $10,000

investi

'Delivery *Super System Set-up 'Custom Install
'Audio/Video Cabinetry 'Home/Office Trials •

How to Buy a$40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade-Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!

Now 6Months

0% Interest Financ
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The highly efficient Dual Doncentric drivers
are the ultimate instruments to experience the
unique virtues of tube amplification.
The stately posture and trapezoidal lines of
the

Churchill

can

only

be

described

as

purposefully elegant ... a timeless design that
will grace even the most opulent listening

I
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PHONE: (519) 745- I158 FAX: (519) 745-2364 •WEB SITE http//www.tannoy.com

To stand the test of time, abuilding must be built on astrong foundation.
Your sqstem is built on ashaliq ACp011lef foundation.

Meet 64 pounds of bedrock: The Power Wei1e® Ultra.
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Equipment

Report
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Phillips

Arcam Alpha 10 integrated amplifier
and Alpha 10P power amplifier

C

onsider the lowly spork, that
modern marvel of versatility:
half spoon, half fork. In theory,
you should be able to eat just about anything short of aflank steak with it. But
the sad fact is, whether you're eating
soup or salad, you might as well try to
shovel it in using atongue depressor.
The damn thing's so versatile, it almost
doesn't work at all. There's alot to be
said for specialization.
On the other hand, it's not awhole
lot of fun trying to eat consommé with
afork, no matter how specialized it is.
In the final analysis, nothing beats having the right tool for the job.
Arcam has eschewed the "one tool for
all uses" philosophy in designing their
Alpha 10 integrated amp and Alpha 10P
amplifier. They've instead adopted an
approach similar to that often used in
toolmaking, where specialized bits
inserted into acommon handle make
the tool suitable for awide range of tasks
without compromising its integrity.
The Alpha 10's modular architecture
allows it to accept specialized boards in
order to change it —from aconventional stereo amplifier accepting line-level
inputs — to an amp with aMM/MC
phono section, atwo-channel AV receiver with Dolby AC-3 processing (I)TS

Alpha 10: Solid-state integrated amplifier with remote control and swappable phono/AV/multiroom modules.
Output power: 100W into 8 ohms,
both channels driven (20dBVV); 170W
into 4 ohms, both channels driven
(19.3dBVV). Harmonic distortion: 0.2%
typical (1kHz at 100W, 8ohms). Peak
current rating: ±25A. Crosstalk: -80dB
at IkHz. Line input sensitivity: 160mV.
Frequency response: 10Hz-20kHz,
-0.5dB. Input impedance: 10k ohms.
Overload margin: 20dB. Power consumption: 800VA max, 8VA standby.
Optional MM/MC phono section:
Sensitivity: 2.6mV, MM; 250pV, MC.
Noise: -79dB, MM; -73dB, MC. Input
impedance: 47k ohms, MM; 300
ohms, MC. Overload margin: 35dB.
Dimensions: 17" (430mm) W by 15"
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Arcam Alpha 10 integrated amplifier and Arcam Alpha 10P power amplifier

too, probably), or the control center for a
four-zone, multiroom music system. At
the moment, only the phono section
($100) is available, but the other boards
should be out by the end of the year.
The Alpha 10P is also modular. Stock,
it's a 100Wpc stereo power amplifier
designed to gain-match any Alpha integrated amp, but it has an empty space
inside that can house an additional 100W
amplification channel. You can use it, in
two-channel mode, in conjunction with
the integrated to biamp astereo pair of
loudspeakers, or you can add the third
channel and combine it with an Alpha

(380mm) D by 4.5" (110mm) H.
Weight: 22 lbs (9.9kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
API B00219.
Price: $1599; optional phono section,
add $100.
Alpha 10P: Solid-state stereo power
amplifier. Output power: 100W into 8
ohms, both channels driven (20dBVV);
170W into 4 ohms, both channels
driven (19.3dBW). Harmonic distortion: 0.2% typical (1kHz at 100W into
8 ohms). Peak current rating: ±25A.
Frequency response: 10Hz-20kHz,
-0.5dB. Input impedance: 7.4k ohms.
Power consumption: 800VA max, 8VA
standby.
Dimensions: 17" (430mm) W by
13.75" (350mm) Dby 4.5" (110mm) H.

10/processor-board combo as a fivechannel AV receiver. Or you can put
additional two-channel 10Ps in distant
rooms as part of amultiroom system.
Got it? You decide how much of the
system you need and buy only the parts
that interest you. Versatile and specialized.
Is it progress if acannibal uses
knife and fork?—Stanislaw Lec
Arcam is nearing its 25th anniversary in
the audio business and is one of the
largest audio manufacturers in the UK —
perhaps the only one that competes with
the giant mainstream manufacturers

Weight: 21 lbs (9.5kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
API PB0066.
Price: 81199.
Common to both:
Approximate number of dealers: 90.
Manufacturer: Arcam, Pembroke
Avenue, Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS
9PB, England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)1223203203 (24 hours). Fax: (44)
(0)1223-863384. E-mail: custserv@
arcam.co.uk .Web: vvvywarcam.co.uk
US distributor: Audiophile Systems,
Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive,
Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel: (317)
849-7103. Fax: (317) 841-4107. Email: aslinfo@asIgroup.com .Web:
www.asIgroup.com
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with any degree of success. Two of the
ten best-selling amplifiers in the UK are
made by Arcam, as well as three of the
ten best-selling CD players. That's particularly impressive if you consider that
Arcam's products, while not expensive,
cost more than most of the competition
on those lists.
And don't assume that the British
buying public is simply paying heed to
some highly developed sense of loyalty
to British marques—not that that

would be abad thing. Arcam's popularity there is based on the fact that the

Two of the ten best-selling
amplifiers in the UK
are made by Arcam.
company offers products that have desirable qualities: flexibility, and agenerally
high level of sound quality. All Arcam
integrateds have preamp output jacks,

and Arcam manufactures matching twochannel power amps that are gainmatched across the range, so that consumers can biamplify their loudspeakers
with amatching amp (or even amore
powerful one) as their systems and budgets allow. To date, Arcam claims, about
30% of their customers have availed
themselves of this simple upgrade.
The Alpha 10 carries this commonsense approach to upgradeability to
the next level.

Measurements

B

oth the Arcam Alpha 10 integrated
amplifier and 10P power amplifier
are discussed in this section. The power
amplifier in the 10P is virtually identical to that in the 10; the few minor differences found on the test bench are
noted here.
Both amplifiers shut down about 30
minutes into their one-hour, '/3-power
preconditioning test, after running relatively but not alarmingly hot. The protection circuits of both appear to be very
sensitive; Iran into delays anumber of
times at the test bench when the amplifiers shut down. Each amp's heatsinks
seem rather small for the power rating.
However, Iwould not expect this to be
aproblem with typical program material —as contrasted with steady-state testbench inputs.
The Alpha 10 integrated's line input
impedance measured 14k ohms and
was constant with changes in the level
control. The volume-control tracking
was excellent. The output impedance is
comfortably low —under 0.06 ohms up
to lkHz, rising to amaximum of 0.16
ohms at 20kHz. The output impedance
at the tape outputs measured 47 ohms
with either a 25 ohm or 600 ohm
source impedance, indicating buffered
tape outputs. The output impedance at
the preamp outputs also measured 47
ohms. The voltage gain of the Alpha
integrated with the level control set at
maximum is 45.7dB.
DC offset at the main outputs of the
Arcam integrated amplifier measured a
low 1.7mV in the left channel, 2.0mV in
the right. Signal/noise (ref. 1W into 8
ohms), with the level control set at a
position that produced an overall line
gain of 34.75dB (approximately 75% of
maximum), measured 74dB from 22Hz
to 22kHz and 63dB from 10Hz to
500kHz, both unweighted, and 76dB
A-weighted. (All values are to the nearest dB.) The corresponding values at the
104

full setting of the level control are 75dB,
65dB, and 76dB, respectively. The
Arcam integrated is noninverting from
either its line or phono inputs, apositive-going input resulting in apositivegoing output.
The Arcam integrated's phono stage
was measured from the tape outputs in
both its moving-coil and moving-magnet modes. The MC gain is 55.7dB
(MM: 35.9dB), the MC input impedance 313 ohms (MM: 46.8k ohms).
Phono S/N (ref. 1V) for the MC input
measured ahigh 82dB from 22Hz to
22kHz, 78dB from 10Hz to 500kHz,
and 86dB unweighted. (Corresponding
MM values: 89dB, 82dB, and 94dB.)
Phono overload with an unequalized
input for MC measured 9.82mV at
1kHz (25.9dB), 77mV at 20kHz
(23.8dB), and 1.15mV at 20Hz (272dB).
The corresponding values for the MM
input are 90.1mV (25.1dB) at 1
kHz,
845mV (24.6dB) at 20kHz, and
1022mV (262dB) at 20Hz. All of these
are excellent figures.
The Alpha 10P power amp had a
measured voltage gain of 31.5dB into 8
ohms. Its DC offset measured 4mV in
the left channel, 0.5mV in the right. Its
input impedance is 322k ohms usefully
higher than specified), and its output
impedance is very slightly (ie, insignificantly) lower than that of the 10 integrated. Like the Alpha integrated, the
101) is noninverting.
In the following results, the measurements of the Alpha integrated amplifier's line stages were taken primarily at a
volume-control setting that resulted in a
gain of 34.75dB at an input of 100mV.
(This was the closest it was possible to
get to asetting of 34dB with the stepped
volume control. This level was chosen
because it is representative of the maximum gain from atypical power amp/
preamp combination when the preamp
has amodest gain of 6dB.) The mea-

surements for THD+noise percentage
vs frequency and crosstalk were made
on the Alpha 10 integrated's phono
stage using input levels that resulted in
the minimum contribution from noise.
These levels are the minimums indicated in fig.10.
Fig.1 shows the Alpha 10P's frequency response. The line-level frequency
response of the 10, not shown here, is
identical. Also plotted in fig.1, offset by
+1dB for clarity, is the RIAA response
of the phono stage of the 10. The rise in
the high frequencies, which extends
over most of the treble range, might
result in aslight added sparkle, but at
025dB the effect will probably be
inaudible in most systems.
Fig2 indicates the Arcam integrated's
output with a10kHz squarewave input,
asolid result with arespectably fast riseWIRE 0.11.1

itrearn Alpha 10
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Fig.1

Arcam Alpha 10, frequency response at
(from top to bottom): MC input; 1W into 8
ohms; 2.828V into simulated loudspeaker
load (bottom at 5kHz); 2W into 4ohms
(0.5(18/vertical div., right channel dashed.)
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Fig.2 Arcam Alpha 10, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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His fine wit makes such awound
the knife is lost in it.
—Percy Bysshe Shelley
The Alpha lo is aslick-looking integrated. It sports amolded faceplate that
has ascalloped cutout for its large volume/balance rotary shaft controller (a
"control" pushbutton toggles between
the two functions), and alarge streamlined alphanumeric readout capable of
displaying two lines of up to 20 characters of text. Inputs are chosen by way of

a series of pushbuttons or via the
remote control. Two pairs of speakers
can be switched in or out from frontpanel pushbuttons. There's a headphone jack as well.
The rear panel features blankingplate-covered cutouts for the optional
phono board as well as the AV or multiroom boards. There are also standard
"press-on" RCA inputs for five linelevel sources (although, if the phono
board is added, only four line-level

sources are accommodated —Aux then
becomes aline-level output carrying the
equalized phono signal), two tape loops,
and inputs for "power-in" (handy for
daisy-chaining multiple 10Ps) and preout. There is again selector switch,
which can lower the amp's gain setting
to match those of certain other AV
products. There are two sets of binding
posts — not conventional five-ways,
which they resemble, but posts designed
by Arcam to conform to the new

time and only aslight rounding of the
leading edge of the waveform. The
Arcam's 1kHz squarewave response, not
shown, is of near-textbook quality. (The
result for the virtually identical 1013
power amp is not shown.)
Fig.3 shows the channel separation
for both the 10 and the 10P: agood
though not exceptional
i
result for the
line stages, thou
abetter one for the
phono inputs. The increase in crosstalk
at higher frequencies is not uncommon
and is generally due to capacitive coupling from one channel to the other.
The THD+noise percentage vs frequency results are shown in figs.4-6. The
integrated amplifier has slightly higher

distortion than the power amp alone,
though the differences are much smaller
at high frequencies. The MC phono
stage also has higher distortion than the
MM—not an unexpected outcome.
Fig.7 shows the THD+noise output
waveform of the Arcam with alkHz

input at 10W into a4ohm load. The
result is anoisy third harmonic with evidence of higher harmonics also present.
Fig.8 shows the Arcam 101's output
spectrum to a50Hz input at an output
of 120W into a4ohm load. All of the
artifacts here are below -90dB (0.003%).
The intermodulation in the output
caused by acombined 19+20kHz at
3111.E011.l AAA
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Fig.5 Arcam Alpha 10, THD+noise vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W into
2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 2.83V into
simulated loudspeaker load, and 1W
into 8ohms (right channel dashed).
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Fig.8 Arcam Alpha 10P, output spectrum,
DC-1 kHz, 50Hz at 120W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.3 Arcam Alpha 10, crosstalk (from top to bottom at 10kHz): R-L, line, integrated; R-L,
power; L-R, line, integrated; L-R, power;
R-L, MM, integrated (tape out); L-R, MM,
integrated (tape out);
MC, integrated
(tape out); L-R, MC, integrated (tape out)
(10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Arcam Alpha 10, phono input. THD+noise
vs frequency (from top to bottom at lkHz):
MC, MM (right channel dashed).

re.43.3 1.,

Fig.9 Arcam Alpha 10P, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 103W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Arcam Alpha 10P, THD+noise vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W into
2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 2.83V into
simulated loudspeaker load, and 1W
into 8ohms (right channel dashed).
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Fig.7 Arcam Alpha 10, lkHz waveform at 10W
into 4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).

Fig.10 Arcam Alpha 10, phono stage, distortion
(
0/0 vs output voltage (V) (from bottom
to top): MC, MM.
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The Reference
Series from VIL:
MB-750 and
Wotan MB-1250
"Subtle and refined? Absolutely!
Grainy? NOT!
Power to spare? By the boatload!
Tonal color and shading?
First class!
Midrange magic?
Nothing but the best!
Sweetness and extension
in the highs? Never better!
...Caveats? None!
Nitpicks? Not aone!"
— Jonathan Scull,

'..AKING TUBES USER. FPIENDLY

VTL Wotan MB 1250 Monoblock,
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Arcam
European requirements. (In other
words, they don't accept standard
bananas, but require asleeve that fits
around an interior post. Arcam can supply these, if you need them —I fitted
some onto the silver wires feeding my
B&W Silver Signatures and they sounded pretty good.) Two remote-control
jacks and astandard 1EC mains jack
complete the rear-panel array.
Both Alpha lOs sport squishy vibranon-damping feet and heavy-duty steel

Alpha

10

& Alpha

10P

chassis, and are clad in stamped aluminum enclosures that are solidly
braced internally. They sport humongous 800VA toroidal transformers,
through-hole-plated PCBs, massive
internal heatsinking, and specially
spec'd components throughout —these
babies are well built, beyond what you'd
expect at their prices.
The Alpha 10P amplifier's faceplate is
aplainer version of the Alpha 10 integrated, sporting only apower switch, a

headphone jack (a nice touch, especially
if you're using the system's multiroom
capabilities), and the two speaker
switches. The rear panel has blankingplate—filled cutouts for power-in and
pre-out for the third channel, as well as
covered cutouts for an extra channel's
worth of speaker posts. Also resident on
the rear panel are power-in/pre-out
jacks for both channels, two sets of
speaker connecting posts, remote-control looping jacks, again-selector switch,

Mg 50Hz and 19+20kHz spectrum
measurements for the identical poweramp stage in the Alpha integrated are
not shown here. While they differ
somewhat from those of the 10P, the
results are still good and do not indicate
any significant differences between the
amplifiers.
Fig.10 shows the THD+noise vs output voltage curves for the Alpha 10 integrated's phono inputs. Fig.11 shows the
same measurement for the Alpha 10P

power amplifier, one channel driven at
lkHz. The discrete clipping measurements for the Alpha 10 (1% THD+
noise at lkHz), to the nearest watt, are
shown in Table 1. Note that in fig.11 the
amplifier's protection circuit shut down
during the 2 ohm test. Discrete measurements were therefore not taken for
this load.
John Atkinson measured the Arcam
10P's dynamic output power using the
Miller Audio Research Amplifier Profiler and alkHz toneburst with alow
duty cycle to approximate the behavior
of the amplifier on music. The results
are shown in fig.12. With this kind of
signal, the Arcam is a powerhouse,
delivering significantly more power.'
Into 8 ohms, for example, it gives
155.8W compared with 115.1W on a
continuous basis. The 4 ohm burst
power was 271.5W and into 2 ohms,
419.1W was available. Only into the
punishing 1ohm load, where the 1%
THD limit was reached at 425W, did
the power supply voltage droop to the
point where no more significant power
was available. But the peak current at
this point was an astonishing 20.6A!
The Arcam Alpha 10 and 10P measured well on the test bench. The amplifiers are not really designed for very low
impedance loads, and, given their limited heatsinking, are probably not the
best choices for driving difficult loads.
But while they are not over-engineered,
they should provide fine performance
in more typical systems.

Measurements
103W into 4ohms is shown in fig.9.
Most of the artifacts with this input are
below —80dB (0.01%); slightly larger
artifacts can be seen at 15kHz, 17kHz,
and 18kHz, with the largest at I7kHz (-73.4dB, or about 0.02%). 'These results
are good for an amplifier in this power
and price class; they're even better at 8
ohms (64W), not shown, where the
artifacts are cleaner, with no power-supply—related sidebands. The correspond-

Table 1 Arcam Alpha 10, Maximum
Continuous Output Power
(1% 714D+N)
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven
W (dBW)
W (dBVV)
Load
(L)
(R)
(L)
8ohms
115.1
115.9 ---- 131.4
(20.6)
(20.6)
(21.2)
(line V)
119V
119V
119V
4ohms
165.9
168.3
206.5
(19.2)
(19.3)
(20.1)
(line V)
118V
118V
119V

Fig.11 Arcam Alpha 10P, distortion (%) vs
continuous output power (W) into
(from bottom to top): 8ohms, 4ohms,
and 2ohms (one channel driven).
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I"There seems to be asplit developing ill the amplifier
world, where some British designs like diem: Arcams
ami the Creek 4.130k are optimized to deliver high
power into low-impedance loads on tonebursts, behaving like voltage sources, while other high-end amplifiers, like the Bow Wazoo, are more like current
901119.7es.
—pi
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The remote control also has rudian IEC mains jack, and amono-link,
which allows the user to convert the
mentary controls for Arcam's CD play10P into two mono amps driven from a ers. Ifound the remote crowded, with
too many buttons all the same size. This
single input.
meant that if Ihad to do anything other
Afrozen moment when everyone
than control volume, Ihad to read the
sees what is on the end of every
tiny print under each button. Not abig
fork —William S. Burroughs
deal, but somewhat vexing when Iwas
searching quickly for the mute. If you
The Alpha 10 is extremely user-friendly.
buy the AV module, you'll get alarger,
The only thing about it that could prove
more powerful remote, but the one that
even the slightest bit confusing is that
you must remember to switch on apair comes stock with the two-channel verof speakers when you first turn the amp
sion is certainly adequate.
The Alpha 10 was agreat-sounding
on, or you'll spend some time wondering why you aren't hearing anything (as I performer, too. With 100Wpc, it
sounded punchy and clean, but never
did, of course). But being able to switch
both pairs of speaker outputs off does
harsh or antiseptic. Ienjoyed listening to
have its uses, especially in a system
music for hours on end — and that is
designed to control multiple rooms;
what this is all about, after all.
after feeling initially sheepish, Igave it
"Topsy," from Dick Hyman's From the
no more thought.
Age ofSwing (Reference Recordings RRThe display clearly indicates what
59CD), illustrated the 10's musicsource is playing as well as what source
friendly nature. First and foremost, the
track swine — drummer Butch Miles,
is being recorded, and shows asimple
line graph indicating volume level. It
bassist Milt Hinton, and guitarist Bucky
can be dimmed or even switched off,
Pizzarelli set up such arhythmic groove
as to coax acorpse into atime-step. The
and the amp does sound slightly better
with the display dark — very slightly, I Alpha 10 captured all that metric ebb
admit, but better. Each source selection
and flow without smearing an ictus.
Dick Hyman's piano drives the piece
position also has amarking LED that
indicates the primary source.
forward, and here the Alpha 10 got the

PURE

Silver Bullets 6.0s
12 conductors/pair
$275 -425.00/meter pair

The shining star of underground audio built
afirst-class reputation on anew generation
of ultra-linear audio cables offering the
superior resolution of pure siker with none
of the drawbacks.

Visit www.SilverAudio.com

to learn

what discriminating audiophiles around the
world alreaclv know. Be our own best critic
with arisk free 30-day trial period. Enjoy
customer support second to none with
friendly consultation, generous trade-up
allowances and alifetime "no fault" warranty.
k-signed and manoLciuroll

It...SILVER AUDIO
Inquire or Order
Silver Bullets 4.0s
8conductors/pair
$200.00/meter pair

Manufacturer Direct
USA /CANADA

1-800-570-7881
email to: facts(a SilverAudio.com

Split Polarity/Thin Conductor Method''
I
ugh ,lensity solid core silver
100% balanced polarity impedance
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momentum without surrendering any
of that little bobble where Hyman gathers his thoughts before bringing the
band back home —on some systems, it
sounds as though he's lost his way, but
the Alpha 10 kept things right on track.
The instruments sounded naturally
full-bodied and fleshed out, and instrumentalists retained their individuality.
The big Arcam didn't blur detail or
nuance. It wasn't quite as extended at
the upper end as most (far more costly)
separates, but it didn't sound closeddown either.
If you want a more open sound,
you've got to add an Alpha 10P and
biamplify the speakers. Then you get
more of everything: more bottom-end
authority, of course, but more air and
delicacy and tonal rightness as well.
Funny how that works.
With the 10P, the sound seemed bigger, even at the same volume. Instruments were more distinct from one
another, and there was more air surrounding them. And individual notes
seemed to stop and start with more
momentum. Huh? Well, they did. The
beginnings of notes had more impact,
and when they ended, they ended —
they didn't just peter out. The 10P put
some oomph into it.
But no more than seemed right. The
sound wasn't hyped-up or frantic, it just
sounded even more natural than with the
single amp. More natural is agood thing.
Nor was this was true only on music

24 hour fax 602-996-8779
I, ,r,,,erls 1
IIii uilio

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Rega Planar 2
turntable, Rega Bias and Sumiko
Blue Point Special cartridges.
CD playback: Arcam Alpha 9,
Audio Research CD2.
Preamplifier: McCormack Micro
Integrated Drive.
Integrated amplifiers: Creek
4330R, Rega Brio.
Loudspeakers: B&W DM-302,
B&W Silver Signature, KEF
RDM-2, Polk RT-5, Paradigm Reference Studio/20.
Cables: Siltech, WireWorld Gold
Eclipse III.
Accessories: Cinepro PowerPRO
20 balanced line conditioner, Salamander Synergy stand, Sound
Organisation two-tier rack.
Room treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; runcible cat.
—Wes Phillips
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Arcam
with powerful instruments or big
dynamic swings —it was true across the
board. Take Anonymous 4's newest
disc, A Lammas Ladymass (Harmonia
Mundi HMU 907222), for instance —
you can't really say that four female
voices recorded in alarge, reverberant
space offer much dynamic range. Even
so, the addition of the extra amplification made ahuge difference. The
individual voices were still blended into
tight harmonies, but each had more
body to it. And the massed voices
seemed to float more effortlessly in the
air, which itself sounded part of abigger,
more individual space. To coin aphrase,
it just sounded better. Way better.
Ialso used the 10P as aconventional
stereo amplifier, driving it with my
McCormack Micro Integrated Drive.
It's afine power amp on its own, agood
choice for anyone looking for a100W
amp for around $1000. It offers good
bottom-end control and has alovely,
warm tonal character, but with decent
high-end sparkle. It may be alittle sottish on top — slightly more so with the
McCormack than as part of the 10 integrated — but this is not always abad
thing with affordable hi-fi. Iliked it.
If you listen to headphones alot, the
Alpha 10 and 10P offer headphone jacks

Alpha

10

& Alpha

10P

that are run off the amplifiers' circuitry,
not powered by op-amps. The sound is
clean and powerful and generally unfatiguing. Another nice touch.

and is easy to use. Its 100Wpc output
should be able to drive practically any
speaker it could be paired with, and it
has one of the better-sounding headphone outputs I've heard. It is much
more expensive than either the Creek
Arcam has come up
4330R or the Rega Brio, but it offers
better than twice the output power. The
with astrategy
Alpha 10 has amuch more forceful presentation than the Rega, although the
for incorporating
Creek doesn't cede much power or
slam to it with most speakers, despite
versatility into
the power differences. For audiophiles
the products in away
on atight budget, the Creek's still hard
to beat.
that definitely does not
But when you consider that the
Alpha 10 also offers an affordable and
compromise quality.
astoundingly good-sounding upgrade
path through the addition of the Alpha
10P power amplifier, it's easy to see
Spoon!—The lick
where the Alpha 10 might be just the
The Arcam Alpha 10 modular integratanswer to an audiophile's prayers. Buy
ed amplifier and Alpha 10P power
now, upgrade later, enjoy the while —
amplifier are flexible, reliable, and
what could be better?
How about an amp that could also
impressive. No one product can be all
things in all situations, but Arcam has
serve as the foundation for ahigh-quality
come up with astrategy for incorporatmultiroom system or aDolby Digital
ing versatility into the products in a home theater system? With the Alpha 10
way that definitely does not comproyou get all that, and you don't even have
mise quality.
to decide which way to go in advance.
Taken on its own, the Alpha 10 is a It'll be ready when you are. That's the
superb integrated amp that sounds great modern marvel of versatility.

Top row from the left. M16L Pre Amp. SA50 Class A Power Amp. M14 Phono Stage
Bottom, SA250 Class A Power Amp, New 8150 Integrated Amp. SA 100. 21001 Integrated Amp. 8150 in black & SA100
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The Leader in Amplifier Technology

X SERIES
Supersymmctric Design
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2Gain Stages
No Feedback

•

Flat to DC

X1000 Mono
1000watts @ 8ohm

X600 Mono
600watts @ 8ohm
•

X350 Stereo
350watts @ 8ohm
PG Bc)x 219, 24449 Foresthill Rd, Foresthill, CA 95631
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says Jon Valin, of Fl magazine

Now...another "Best Buy" from Magnepan
'..the lightning transients, the superb dynamic
scaling, the remarkable spaciousness, the nearly
world-class inner detail, the single-driver coherence,
and sheer presencing power--all of which the
Maggie 1.6's have in abundance...in my opinion,
that's what the 1.6's are--the best sound you can
buy for fifteen hundred dollars,' Reprinted with permission
Jon Valin, Fi magazine, July, 1998

114..the MG1.6's left an indelible impression and
join Maggies own 3.5's...as the steals of the
speaker world.” Reprinted with permission
Myles Astor, Editor, Ultimate Audio, Jan./ Feb., 1998

id At an unbelievable $1475 the pair, this one is
going to knock 'em dead) , Reprinted with permission
Harry Pearson, The Absolute Sound. July./ Aug.. 1998

1-800-474-1646 -Fax 1-612-426-0441
Visit our website for special offers -www.magnepan.com
Audio -oriented dealers wanted in select markets

III NIAGNEPAN

1645 Ninth Street, White Bear Lake, Minnesota 55110
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Jadis RC JP80 MC Mk.11
remote-controlled preamplifier
///

I

tcosts as much as acar — and
not a used jalopy, either."
That's what goes through your
head as you contemplate this magnificent $20,190 piece of audio jewelry. I
don't mean "jewelry" pejoratively; the
tubed Jadis RC JP80 MC Mk.II is agorgeous, gleaming hunk of retro-looking
machinery. Two hunks, actually: an
equally large remote power supply is
connected via an umbilical cord terminated with an elbow connector the size
of house plumbing.
Hand-built in France, Jadis gear has
long held a reputation for a RollsRoyce-like level of sonic luxury — or
should Isay Citroen-like? From what
I've gathered from current owners, the
reliability problems — mostly with the
power amps — that plagued the line
when it was first imported in the mid'80s should no longer concern prospective purchasers. Iencountered none
myself during the many months Ihad
the JP80 in and out of my system.
The preamp includes both MM and
MC phono inputs, plus four line-level
inputs —two Aux, CD, and tuner —all
selectable via arow of electronically controlled black pushbuttons. There's also a
toggle-switched tape loop that routes
only the selected source to the tape-out
jacks — you can't tape one source while
listening to another —plus switches for
muting, balance, and volume. When
you fire up the JP80 via the power-supply-mounted On/Off switch, it defaults
to Phono, as it should. It's unlikely that
anyone buying this baby is going to be
listening only to CDs —or to any CDs
at all.
Turn-on cycle time is frustratingly
long —about five minutes —but believe
me, it's worth the wait! While the massive, complex power supply is filled with
solid-state devices visible through the
chassis cage, voltage rectification is via
two tubes, an EL86 and an EF86.
The preamp's tube complement consists of six 12AX7s and two 6DJ8s.
Neither the importer nor (according to
the importer) the manufacturer was
willing disclose circuit details, which
was fine with me. And while it was
tempting to replace the Chinese and
Stereophile, December 1998

Jadis RC JP80 MC Mk.II preamplifier

Soviet tubes (some with CCCP
stamped on them) with Bugle Boy
Amperex ECC88s (6DJ8) and vintage
Telefunken 12AX7s (with the diamond
pattern on the bottom glass), Idecided
not to mess with the unit, and reviewed
it as delivered.
But if you're going to consider spending $21k on apreamp, you're at least
entitled to know about its build quality;
so Ipopped the chrome chassis bottoms
off of both units to have alook inside.
You get your money's worth. While
there are printed circuit boards for the
input, source selection, and remotecontrol sections of the design, most of
the rest of the circuitry, including all signal paths, is realized with incredibly
tidy, labor-intensive, three-dimensional
point-to-point wiring featuring thick,

Description: Full-function, remotecontrolled vacuum-tube preamplifier.
Moving-coil phono section: sensitivity, 200pV; input impedance, 35
ohms; overload (before clipping at
IkHz), 13mV; distortion for 2V at output, 0.1%. Moving-magnet phono
section: sensitivity for 2V at output,
1.8mV; input impedance, 48.7k
ohms; overload level (before clipping at IkHz), 66mV; distortion for
2V at output, 0.1%. Line section:
sensitivity for 2V at output, 120mV;
distortion for 2V at output, 0.1%;
maximum output level before clip-

solid-copper bus bars arranged in avisually appealing and, Iwould hope, sonically effective manner.
Workmanship is breathtaking, and
parts quality appears to be very high.
The "Mk.II" appellation refers to
changes made to the original model that
lower noise and make the unit's highgain phono section less susceptible to
RF interference. (I encountered few
problems in this regard —just the usual
fundamentalist Christian AM station
out of South Carolina that occasionally
appears on most phono sections Iaudition — and a hum when Iused my
900MHz digital telephone.)
Physically at least, everything about
the Jadis RC JP80 MC Mk.II is
designed to instill in its owner that pride
of ownership to which one is entitled

ping, 56V RMS. Tube complement:
six 12AX7, two 6D.18; power supply:
one EL86, one EF86.
Dimensions: 16 1
4 " (43cm) W by
/
62/
3"(17cm) H by 12 1
/
2"(32cm) D,
each of two chassis. Weight: 22kg.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
RC 285.
Price: 820,190. Approximate number of dealers: 7.
Manufacturer: Jadis. US distributor:
North Star Leading The Way, 185
Suttle Street, Durango, CO 81301. Tel:
(970) 259-6722. Fax: (970) 259-6727.
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when spending this kind of money on a
preamplifier —or on any other product.
But put that price into perspective: I
recently went to the debut of Sony's first
consumer HDTV, alarge, flat-screened,
magnificent-looking direct-view model.
Cost, including stand? $9000. HDTV
broadcast picture quality? Breathtaking.
Remote possibilities
Jadis' first remote-controlled preamplifier gives you complete authority
over the unit: volume, balance, source,
and mute. The handheld remote can
also control aJadis CD player. Iwas
assured by the importer that the crappy, plastic, fit-for-a-Samsung-CDplayer remote supplied with my
review sample was only temporary.
For $21k you're entitled to the kind of
controllers, nicely machined from
solid aluminum, that EAD, Ayre, and
other high-end manufacturers supply;
here's hoping that's what Jadis will

eventually put in purchasers' hands.
It doesn't take more than afew seconds to size up what's wrong with the
remote-control system: motor overshoot. Getting either the volume or balance controls to stop where you want
them to is askill akin to learning avideo
game. And even after you figure out the
lag time between taking your finger off
the button and the motor's stopping,
precision is impossible. Nonetheless,
once Igot used to the overshoot, Iwas
able to achieve levels that were acceptable, if never precise. Ididn't use the
balance control — in my opinion, a
product costing this much cries out for
an ultra-high-quality stepped attenuator. But I'm open to any good argument
to the contrary.
Gain ballet
The JP-80 Mk.II's all-tube phono section possesses sufficient gain to handle
even the lowest of low-output moving-

coil cartridges. It didn't break asweat
with either the Parnassus D.C.t or the
Transfiguration Temper, both of which
are rated at 250tiV. Inever had to move
the volume control beyond the halfway
point. For an all-tube design, noise at
any reasonable listening level — even
with the quietest solo acoustic music —
was extremely low, and not audible. A
very impressive performance. Not quite
as impressive is the lack of variable loading facilities, which Ifind inexcusable in
aproduct at this price. The MC section
comes pre-loaded at 35 ohms.
That gripe out of the way, Ican tell
you that the JP80 produced the most
convincingly real sonic pictures of
acoustic instruments I've heard in my
home. The preamp's rendering of a
piano was so immediately superior to
anything else I've heard that Iwas
moved in the first week of auditioning
to play more solo-piano recordings than
I've played in five years.

34.7dB; the moving-coil phono gain is
57dB. The volume control has good
tracking, varying no more than 02dB
from 9:00 to full volume. The line-level
signal/noise ratio (reference 1V) measured 85dB unweighted from 22Hz to
22kHz, 70.8dB unweighted from 10Hz
to 500kHz, and 88.4dB A-weighted.
Phono S/N measured 76dB MM
(68dB, MC) from 22Hz to 22kHz,
62.5dB MM (65dB, MC) from 10Hz to
500kHz, and 85dB MM (77.2dB) Aweighted. (The phono S/N figures
given are for the worse channel —left
for MM, right for MC—but are still
good.) The increased noise measured
with the wider bandwidth was primarily high frequency in nature. The Jadis'
noise also varies considerably with
grounding; the optimum scheme will
vary with the system, and the user
should experiment for best results.

The JP 80 MC Mk.II's frequency
response is shown in fig.l. The gradual
decrease at low frequencies in the
phono stage might cause asubtle loss of
bass weight, but the actual value (about
0.5dB) is small. Fig2 shows the jadis'
channel separation. Note that the leftto-right and right-to-left line crosstalk
curves are overlaid precisely and appear
here as one curve; the phono crosstalk
also varies only slightly — and then only
around 1.5kHz.
The THD+noise percentage plotted
against frequency for the Jadis is shown
in fig3. The level are generally low, but
the increase in high-frequency distortion in two of the curves is due to the
use of high input levels to minimize the
effects of noise on the measurements.
These levels are reflected in the minimums in the THD+noise vs output
voltage curves of fig.4 —which corre-

Measurements

T he output impedance of the Jadis JP

80 MC Midi at its main outputs
measured 990 ohms, varying no more
than ±10 ohms, depending on the channel and the setting of the level control.
The line-level input impedance was
110k ohms in the left channel, 101k
ohms in the right at the maximum setting of the level control. The latter
increased slightly, but not significantly,
as the level control was decreased (122k
ohms in the left channel at unity gain —
about 2:30 on the level control).
The moving-magnet phono input
impedance measured 49.7k ohms, the
moving-coil input impedance much
higher than spec. at 1856 ohms. The
output impedance at the tape outputs
was avery high 16.5k ohms, and while
this value does not vary as the source
impedance changes, it is high enough to
seriously compromise the tape outputs
for actual taping, unless the recorder has
an unusually high input impedance.
The DC offset at the Jadis' outputs
measured 3.1mV left and 4.5mV right.
These are the measured maximums; the
actual values fluctuated considerably due
tot he presence of low-frequency noise,
not unusual in atube design. The preamp is noninverting at its line and moving-magnet inputs, but inverting from its
moving-coil input. Line-level gain
(input to line output) measured amodest 6.5dB. The moving-magnet phono
gain, measured at the tape outputs, is
112
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Fig.1 Jadis RC JP80 MC, frequency response at
1V into 100k ohms (from top to bottom):
MC input, line input, MM input (0.5dB/
vertical div., right channel dashed).

Fig.2 Jadis RC JP80 MC, crosstalk (from top to
bottom at lkHz): L-R, R-L, line; L-R, R-L,
MM; L-R, R-L, MC (10dB/vertical div.).
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Rubinstein at Canugie Hall (RCA LSC2605), a live solo recital brilliantly
recorded by Anthony Salvatore 37 years
ago, puts Rubinstein's piano stage left
(near the right speaker) from afairly
close perspective. The JP8O's portrayal
was so transparent, so harmonically rich,
so fundamentally convincing — tonally,
dynamically, spatially — that Icould
hardly believe what I was hearing.
Look, this recording can make aSears
Silvertone portable sing; on any merely
good system, it works magic. But the
JP8O's version was exceptional.
For one thing, the touch of Rubinstein's fingers on the keys was closer
to the sensation you feel and hear
watching alive performance than anything I'd previously encountered while
listening to arecord. The JP80 served
up the piano's rich harmonics — the
acoustic envelope of the notes as they
were sounded, and the continuing sustain of notes previously played —better

than I've ever heard before. The consistency with which it rendered both the
lower and upper registers of the instrument was also superior to what I've previously experienced. Never mushy on
bottom or brittle on top, the JP80 delivered apiano.
The image of the piano itself, which
so often "looks" either watery and indistinct or hard and compacted —or both,
depending on the tonal region being
sounded — floated convincingly and
solidly in three dimensions on the stage
(though the recording sometimes shifts
the picture in odd, disconcerting bursts).
Once Iheard what the JP80 could do
with that recording, Ipulled out The
Horowitz Collection (LD-7021), agorgeous
RCA Soria box of mono LP recordings,
some of them fairly old. Again, the jadis
delivered a credible picture, tonally,
dynamically, and even spatially, despite
the single-channel recordings.
During that lengthy listening session

Imoved on to Capitol's wonderful
Laurindo Almeida guitar recordings,
some mono, some stereo, which were
also rendered as close to the touch and
tonality of the real event as I've heard at
home. On Duets with Spanish Guitar (P
8406), Almeida is accompanied by
flutist Martin Ruderman and singer Salli
Terri — acontralto who sounds here as
if she's imitating aTheremin. While this
isn't one of the best recordings in the
series, the JP80 easily fleshed out the
distinctive textures and harmonic structures of the monophonically recorded
guitar, voice, and flute, neatly folding
each into its own harmonic envelope.
Then it was on to Clarinet Summit
(India Navigation IN-1062), anatural,
open-sounding live quartet recording.
Same superbly accurate tonality, with
David Murray's growling bass clarinet
distinctively set against the three other
instruments. The JP80 achieved atruly
physical sense of "thereness," though

spond approximately to inputs of 3.8V
for the line stage, 56mV for the MM
input, and 7mV for the MC input. The
curve for the line stage in this figure
ends prior to the maximum xvalue of
the chosen scale, due to the combination of the preamp's relatively low gain
and the maximum output voltage from
our Audio Precision test set.
The output spectrum of the Jadis to a
50Hz input at ahigh output level of
10V is plotted in fig.5.11is is an excellent result, with the highest harmonic
(the second at 100Hz) barely higher
than -80dB (0.01%).
The Jadis' MM phono input overloaded (1% THD+noise) at an input
level of 460mV at lkHz (39dB headroom above the standard MM output
reference of 5mV), 1.42V at 20kHz
(29.9dB), and 35mV at 20Hz (36.9dB).
This indicates superb headroom. The

corresponding figures for the MC input
are 35mV at lkHz (36.9dB above the
standard MC output reference of
0.5mV), 102mV at 20kHz (262dB), and
342mV at 20Hz (343dB). Again, these
are outstanding overload margins.
Finally, JA checked the JP8O's dynamic voltage delivery into different
loads, using the Miller Audio Research
Amplifier Profiler set to output a
low-duty-cycle lkHz toneburst that
better resembles areal music signal than
the continuous tones normally used.
Into ahigh 100k ohms, the input impedance of atypical tube power amplifier,
the distortion stays very low until the
preamp's output clips, which was at a
level much higher than the Profiler's
maximum output, and very much higher
than that required to fully drive such an
amplifier to clipping. As the load was
reduced to 10k ohms, which is atypical

solid-state power amplifier load, the
Jadis' maximum output voltage also
dropped slightly. Only when the load
was reduced to apunishing 1k ohms, did
the Jadis become current-starved, the
distortion-limited maximum output
voltage dropping significantly. Professional amplifiers with a600 ohm input
impedance should be avoided, as should
the various Jeff Rowland Design Group
amplifiers, which also have very low
load impedances.
The Jadis' test-bench results range
from good to excellent, the only exception being the rather high tape output
impedance. If you do aserious amount
of dubbing or off-the-air recording, this
is the only aspect of the JP 80 MC
Mk.II's measured performance you
need be concerned about.
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Fig.3 Jadis RC JP80 MC, THD+noise vs frequency
at 1V into 100k ohms(from top to bottom
at lkHz): MC, MM, line.
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Fig.4 Jadis RC JP80 MC, distortion (%) vs
continuous output voltage into 100k ohms
(from top to bottom): MC, MM, line.
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Fig.5 Jadis RC JP80 MC, output spectrum,
DC-1kHz, 50Hz at 10V into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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I've heard better renderings of the
recording space.
Iremembered agarage-sale purchase
from afew years back that I'd never
auditioned: Jascha Heifetz in Concert
(Columbia M2 33444), recorded at the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in 1972,
when Heifetz was over 70. Without
comparison to what any other preamp
or phono section could do with it, there
was that same thrilling sense of nonrecorded, convincing transparency —of
being transported to the time and space
of the event as Heifetz pulls the bow
across the strings. In case you've missed
it, the Jadis got the midrange as fundamentally correct as I've heard from an
audio component.
One of my favorite live recordings,
Nat King Cole at the Sands (Capitol
SMAS 2434), sounded more threedimensional, more harmonically and
spatially complete, and just plain more
real through the JP80 than through any
other preamp I've auditioned at home.
Icould cite alaundry list of smallensemble acoustic recordings of folk,
jazz, and classical music (including both
male and female vocals) that the JP80
reproduced more convincingly and with
less artifice attached than I've previously
experienced—but I'll spare you. If you
must have it, send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope...
While the JP80 handled large-scale
orchestral works equally well in terms
of rhythm, harmonics, and tonality, it
didn't quite have the large-scale dynamic "slam" of some other preamps and
phono sections I've auditioned.

Orchestral crescendos felt slightly
scaled-back in intensity, but not to the
point where the loss robbed music of
vitality and excitement. The JP80 did a
much better job at the other end of the
dynamic scale, where tiny gestures and

Orchestral crescendos
felt slightly
scaled-back in intensity,
but not to the point
where the loss robbed
music of vitality
and excitement.
fine details of timbre and texture were
served up in just the right proportion.
That, more than the ability to scale the
occasional giant crescendo, is what helps
give recorded music a"live" sense of
tonality and space.
Extreme games
As right as the JP80 was for acoustic
music, it was wrong for rock, sounding
sluggish. Transients were softened, the
top octave smoothed-over, and the
lower midbass somewhat distended,
seemingly in another dimension (but
the transition from upper midbass to
midrange was seamless). Deep-bass
fundamentals were there, but they put
on an overly grandiose performance.
When you can put on aBritish pressing of The Clash's London Calling or

Associated Equipment
Analog playback: Simon Yorke
turntable; Graham 2.0, Immedia
RPM2, and Simon Yorke tonearms;
Lyra Parnassus D.C.t, Transfiguration
Temper, and Koetsu Urushi cartridges
Preamplifier: Ayre K-1.
Power amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson
Premier 12, VTL MB 450 (both
tubed).
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Virgo,
Audio Physic Rhea subwoofer.
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
6000, Cardas Golden Cross, ElectraGlide interconnects; Yamamura
speaker cables; Yamamura Quantum,
Electra-Glide AC cords.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation stand,
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Zoethecus equipment stand, A.R.T.
Q dampers, D.J. Kasser Black Diamond Racing cones, Walker Valid
Points, Symposium Acoustics and
Bright Star isolation bases, ASC Tube
Traps, Shakti Stones.
Note: Where you place atubed preamp and what you place it on have
profound effects on its sound. Walker
Valid Points produced amore liquid,
bloomy midrange and a bigger
soundstage; the DJ Kasser Black
Diamond Racing cones (#4) gave a
somewhat drier, tighter, more
focused but less liquid sound. These
interactions have more to do with
"tuning" and taste than with accuracy
or absolute efficacy.
—Michael Reiner

Elvis Costello's Trust and say "So what?,"
something's rhythmically wrong. When
you put on guaranteed ear-bleeders like
Bryan Ferry's Boys and Girls, Prince's
Purple Rain, or Shirley Bassey's Live at
Carnegie Hall, and the top sounds reasonably smooth and pleasant, can that
be right?
Clearly the JP80 was slightly dark on
top, adarkness that affected tonality and,
to agreater degree, the resolution of air
and space. With classical music it never
seemed to be aproblem —I never felt
that brass was softened or robbed of its
fundamental metallic edge. But if you
like a speedy, crystalline percussive
sparkle to snare drums and tubular bells,
or if you like hearing reverberant trails
ricocheting and crackling off of hall
walls, you might not be satisfied. My
conclusion: At least for classical music on
vinyl, the JP80 sounded as close to "live"
on most great recordings as I've heard a
preamp sound.
The JP8O's line section also seemed
subtly dark and homogenized on top,
making hard-sounding classical CDs
smooth and pleasing, yet leaving bettersounding discs somehow unscathed, if
not fully resolved. Unfortunately, rock
CDs — good-sounding or not — all
ended up sounding too good: too polite,
and too often snooze-inducing. Amusic
lover's delight, amusic and equipment
reviewer's no-no. Idon't think it would
be possible to accurately review an outboard phono section using the JP8O's
seductive-sounding line section.
There seems to
alogical inconsistency here. After all, if Laurindo
Almeida's acoustic guitar sounded right,
why didn't Jimmy Page's? If Connie
Kay's cymbals satisfied on Modern Jazz
Quartet records —and they did —why
didn't John Bonham's on Led Zep
records?
I'm not sure Ihave an answer, but I
think it's amatter of subtle tonal and
transient shadings that have been carefully "voiced" into the JP80 to favor the
reproduction of classical and other
acoustic music, given the less than perfect state of the recording art. I'm betting that the JP8O's measured performance in both the line and phono sections will show aslight rolloff on top,
relatively high levels of even-order harmonic distortion, and squarewave
response that's less than exemplary.
But even if those shortcomings do
show up in the measurements, do any
of them really matter? If your goal is to
accurately reproduce what's on the
record or CD, yes. If your goal is to
replicate the sound and feel of live
Stereophile, December 1998

Jadis
acoustic music, given the shortcomings
of most recorded media, who cares?
The JP80 may not be the last word in
transient speed, the delineation of air
and space, or the reproduction of amplified bass dynamics, but it delivers the
sound of live, unamplified music convincingly — better than any other preamplifier I've ever heard.

pect, sophisticated power-line conditioning that provides an ultrapure signal
for the phono EQ and gain stages.

5

reproduce rich,
rounded orchestral
overtones as well as
the Jadis, and the Jadis
couldn't deliver the taut
rhythms of pop and rock
as well as the Ayre.
In aperfect world, aperfect preamp
would be able to reproduce all kinds of
music perfectly — but that's not the
world we live in. During the review
process, after having reviewed the Ayre
K-3, Ihad the more expensive Ayre K-1
preamp ($7100) sent to me for possible
purchase, then went back and forth
between the K-1 and the JP80. Each
had strengths and weaknesses. Just as
the Jadis didn't sound soft and rolledoff, or "tubey," the Ayre never sounded
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hard and metallic, or "transistorized."
Still, the Ayre was always abit disappointing in comparison on classical music,
as the Jadis was with rock, pop, and
some jazz.
The Ayre couldn't reproduce rich,
rounded orchestral overtones as well as
the Jadis, and the Jadis couldn't deliver
the taut rhythms of pop and rock as well
as the Ayre, which also, generally,
resolved more low-level musical and
spatial detail. Iended up buying the
Ayre — not that Icould have afforded
the Jadis, even at an accommodation
price. Iwould have bought the Ayre in
any case, because it better suits my
musical and sonic tastes: It does pop and
rock much better than the Jadis, and
renders classical music with apurity and
sophistication that satisfy me.
Clearly, the Jadis JP80 Mk.II is one of
the finest preamplifiers currently available. However, not having heard such
contenders as the Conrad-Johnson
ART or the Audio Research Reference
One/PH3 SE combo — or any of the
other top-shelf choices —in my system,
Ican't rank it in absolute terms. In any
case, if you're considering spending this
kind of money on apreamplifier, you'd
better hear it for yourselfl

The Ayre couldn't

Conclusion
At $20,190, the Jadis RC JP80 MC
Mk.II is one of the most expensive, if
not the most expensive, full-featured
preamplifier currently available. Build
quality and sheer physical beauty
(dependent on taste, of course) are
commensurate with the price, though
the original nonremote version sold for
about $15,000 as recently as five years
ago. One therefore has to ask: How
does Jadis justify an almost one-fourth
increase in price in so short aperiod of
time?
With its rich-sounding, ultra-highgain, surprisingly quiet phono section,
the JP80 Mk.II can handle any cartridge. Part of the JP8O's magic is probably due to its massive power supply,
which, along with multiple independent voltage regulation, includes, Isus-
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Equipment
Brian

Report

Damkroger

Entech Number Cruncher
203.2 and 205.2 D/A converters

/
T
/

hey're =muter Not avery professional reaction, but what
can Isay? When the Monster
Cable folks pulled out their new Entech
Number Crundiers during arecent visit
to Santa Fe, Icouldn't help myself. Iwas
edging John Atkinson and Wes Phillips
out of the way, using my long arms to
reach over Bonnie McKenzie ...gotta get
one! There would be time later for the
critical evaluation and cool, detached
objectivity —first, Ihad to get one.
The Entechs are the Beanie Babies of
the audio world. Sure, Iwas interested
in the Monster Cable/Entech story (see
sidebar), and impressed by the reasonable prices — $300 for the 2032, $450
for the 2052 — but the real reason for
the commotion was the Entech units'
adorable packaging. Imagine a1/100scale model of aQuonset hut. Iconsidered lobbying for product photos with a
miniature village grouped around the
Entech Quonset huts — alittle drive-in,
amovie theater with ateeny-tiny marquee ... or how about an aerodrome
from WWII England, with tiny milkers
and RAF Spitfires parked out front of the
Entechs and surrounded by verdant hills?
The Number Crunchers' chassis
were created by industrial designer Alex
Rasmussen, of Neal Feay Industries — a
behind-the-scenes firm responsible for
a lot of the metalwork you see on
American high-end audio gear. Although they're adorable, the little chassis
also make perfect sense. The extruded
housings form both the top and sides of
the chassis, so they minimize parts.
They're also consistent, inexpensive,
easily extended to encompass awide
range of internal layouts, and compliant
with worldwide regulations. Finally,
even though they're rounded, they're
cleverly stackable, with sculpted feet
that interlock with longitudinal rubber
ridges on the roofs — er, tops. Eminently practical... and cuuuute!
What's inside amini-Quonset hut?
The 2032 and 2052 share their basic
technology, differing only in the 2052's
additional features, upgraded cosmetics,
more extensive analog filter network,
and additional power-supply regulation.
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Entech 203.2 D/A processor and Entech 205.2 D/A processor

Both units start with an input selector
and buffer stage, followed by aCrystal
Semiconductor CS8412 input receiver.
Conversion is performed by aCrystal
CS4329 20-bit delta-sigma DAC, and
both use aBurr-Brown OPA2134 opamp for the output stage and analog
low-pass filter. Topnotch components —
1% metal-film resistors and film caps—

Description: Stand-alone digital/analog converters. Input complements:
203.2: one 75 ohm coaxial (RCA),
one optical (TosLink); 205.2: two
coaxial, one TosLink. Output complement: one unbalanced analog. D/A
conversion: Crystal Semiconductor
20-bit delta-sigma. Filtering: 203.2: 3pole analog; 205.2: 5-pole analog.
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz,
±0.25dB. Linearity, 16- or 20-bit data:
±1.0dB at -100dBFS. THD+Noise:
<0.005%, 20Hz-20kHz. Absolute
noise floor at 1kHz: 203.2, <-130dB;
205.2, <-134dB. Output level: 2.5V.
Dimensions: 203.2: 6.25" W by 2.5"

are used throughout the signal paths in
both units. They also use identical inline 115V/16V wall-wart transformers,
feeding onboard power supplies with a
batch of independent voltage regulators:
six in the 2052 vs five in the 2032.
Finally, the 203.2's output filter is a
three-pole circuit, while the 2052 uses a
five-pole design.

H by 4.25" D. Weight: 1 lb, 1 oz.
205.2: 6.25" W by 2.5" H by 8.24" D.
Weight: 2.0 lbs, 1oz.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:

203.2, 01010190; 205.2, 0010061.
Prices: 203.2, $299.95; 205.2,
8449.95. Warranty: 3 years, replacement or repair. Approximate number
of dealers; Not disclosed.
Manufacturer:
Entech,
Entertainment Technology Division of
Monster Cable, 455 Valley Drive,
Brisbane, CA 94005. Tel: (415) 8402000. Fax: (415) 468-0176. E-mail:
info@monstercable.com
. Web:
www.monstercable.com.
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Spectral DMA-360 Monaural Reference
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"Keith Johnson and the Spectral
design team hale 'is en us nhat we've
been Hailing for in an ultimate amplifier:
the combination of unlimited pollen
",,ou-are-there-realism and dark," and
a ¡ciel of listener imohement that has
¡Icier been heard before."
Tem Menacker
President. Merture

Years of technical development and Spectral's long involvement in live recordings has taken Spectral's unique
high speed, fast settling fet topologies to anew dimension of performance in the DMA-360. The combination of
sheer power and speed is absolutely unequaled in the audio industry. The result is alevel of realism that is virtually
hypnotic. We have never heard this standard of reproduction before.

The DMA-360 Monaural Reference is
one of those rare products that is truly an
instant classic. A design that has forever
changed the art of music reproduction.

We invite you to experience the astonishing DMA-360 Monaural Reference. We'll show you
what makes Spectral components the ultimate.

koON/ERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.com
The Home of Tax Free Shopping

Entech

Number

Crunchers

The bigger differences in the userinterface features reflect different target
applications. On the 203.2, selection
between the coax and optical inputs is
handled by arear-panel pushbutton,
and the front panel contains only asingle LED to indicate when the unit is
locked on to adigital signal. The goal
here, according to designer Peter
Madnick, is to provide users and home
installers an inexpensive upgrade to a
wide range of digital devices. "It's asetit-and-forget-it device, with the intention of being set behind a CD or
laserdisc player. When you add another
digital device anywhere in the home
system, you just stick another 203.2
behind it to replace the onboard DAC."
The 2052 is intended to be avisible,
accessible system hub, so it includes a
microprocessor to handle the frontpanel input selection switch and indicators, and adigital-domain phase inverter controlled via asecond front-panel
button. The aluminum chassis are identical in height, width, shape, and
appearance, but the 2052's is approximately twice as deep. It adds asoftly

nearly always on, and music — ranging
from Ella Fitzgerald and Louis Armstrong to Tommy Castro to Melissa
Etheridge to Mozart—provided asetting
for reading, watching birds on the deck,
or just hanging out. Admittedly, it would
have been tough not to enjoy the time at
203.2 Number Cruncher
The couple of weeks Bonnie and I the cabin, with the lovely setting and gorspent in our mountain cabin last fall
geous fall weather, but the music —
detailed, engaging, involving, dimenprovided aperfect opportunity to audition the 2032 in its natural habitat — as
sional —made it that much better.
an upgrade to an older, inexpensive CD
The 2032's most noticeable contribuplayer in amodest system. In this case,
tion, apparent even in casual listening,
was its even handling of dynamics and
the CD player was aPhilips CDC926
CD changer feeding aRega Luna inteinstruments' harmonic structures. The
grated amplifier and apair of Castle
Philips changer was typical of alot of
Severn loudspeakers. A Technics tuner inexpensive, early digital gear in that it
and cables by ICimber (PBJ and 4TC),
had an excessive mid- and upperNorclost (Blue Heaven), and Synergistic midrange presence that seemed to funResearch (Digital Corridor Reference)
nel everything into that range. Instrurounded out the gear.
ments with fundamentals centered in
The little Number Cruncher turned
the midrange were accentuated and
out to be asuper addition to our cabin
magnified, and everything had a
system. The improvements it made
monochromatic harmonic sameness.
were noticeable and significant, not With the 203.2, images were evenly
only during serious listening sessions,
and appropriately scaled. The frequenbut also when the system was used for cy extremes were apparent and approbackground music. The system was priately weighted, and instruments'

sculpted front panel and recessed indicators for each of the three inputs to the
2032's "Data Locked" LED, and the
lights are flanked by the input selector
and phase-inverter switches.

Measurements

W

hile many of the electrical measurements for the two Entech
processors were very similar — both
were noninverting, both had an output
level around 2.65V RMS, nearly 2.5dB
above the CD standard level of 2V —
they had very different output impedances. The 2032's analog output was
sourced from alow, not-unusual 590
ohms. The 2052, however, featured a
source impedance of less than 1ohm,
which should render it capable of driving pretty much any load its owner
wishes —even the proverbial length of
wet string! Iassume it has an extra output driver stage, as it drove loads down
to 50 ohms at maximum level without
ro.

AS

e.g.

apparent distress, though into even
lower loads than this it clipped asymmetrically at full level.
The frequency responses of the
Entechs were identical. The response
shown in fig.1 is for the 2052; the lower
trace is the response with de-emphasis.
The output is down by afraction of adB
at 20kHz, which should not have any
audible consequences. There is a0.15dB
level mismatch. The 2032 was better in
this respect.
Fig2 shows the channel separation
plotted against frequency for both
processors. The uniform rise in crosstalk
with frequency is due to capacitive coupling between the channels. Interestingly, the 2032 (lower pair of traces)

4•••••••• • 00.3..• 1.0 11.1.0

has about 10dB better channel separation than the 2052, perhaps due to the
latter's extra output stage.
Both units featured very low noise
floors, which can be seen in the spectrum
of the 2052's output while it decoded a
dithered lkHz tone at -90dBFS (fig3).
(The 2032's spectrum was almost identical.) Though aspike of energy can be
seen at 200Hz, this might well be aspurious noise from the Audio Precision test
gear, as it was not always repeatable.
Peaks can be seen at the 60Hz powersupply frequency, though these are very
low in absolute level, with the right channel 10dB better than the left. The top
trace is with the Audio Precision System
...op.
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Entech 205.2, frequency response at OdBFS
without de-emphasis (top) and with
(bottom). (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.? Entech 203.2 (bottom) and 205.2 (top)
crosstalk. (10dB/vertical div., R-L dashed.)

Fig.3 Entech 205.2, spectrum of dithered IkHz
tone at —90.31dBFS, with noise and
spuriae: 16-bit data top, 20-bit data bottom
(right channel dashed).
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The Ultimate System
The 2C3D System Phase IV
Since ;tinning "Best Sound" al the Steirophile
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hale

continued to affiance

the art of music reproduction. Be are no;; proud to present the -IInmate Ststem -- the 2C3D Stslem ¡'hase II. nhich
offers the highest !met of malism mer achieted in an audio steam. Each recording oilers the listener an "etperience and a le; el of in; oh
that is unequaled in the industc.
Ihnp-dimensional holographic ¡Mae:Mg and
unsurpassed clarilt. result in a -,t ou are IluTe" feeling that makes the 2C3D S.tslem ¡'hase II the "I inmate".

Spectral-In this system, Spectral's ultra-linear high speed design is fully exploited. Their uncompromising design achieves the highest level of resolution we have ever heard, with remarkable
holographic imaging. This level of performance is made possible in large part from the fastest signal response yet achieved in an audio component. Featured in the 2C3D Phase IV system is the
SDR 3000 Reference CD transport, the final link in the Spectral Reference System. To achieve the
highest level of performance available, Spectral componentry is an absolute must. Now in—the
ultimate amplifier, the Spectral DMA-360 Monaural Reference. Hear it now at Overture!
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MIT Shotgun EVO/SA- MIT's original Shotgun - Interfaces established astandard of performance
unmatched by any other company's products, even today. Now MIT has revived the legendary Shotgun
name for breakthrough new interfaces. The MH-850 Shotgun EVO -/SA Speaker Interfaces and MI350 Shotgun EVO -/SA Component Interfaces deliver unsurpassed accuracy, integrity, and musicality.
This new level of performance allows the 2C3D Phase IV System to reveal every instrument and voice
in its proper location, independent of playback level, so that the sources of sound seem to be the performers themselves.
Behind it all. MIT's Z-Series - Power Line Treatment products provide the ultra-clean AC power that is
the foundation of the "Ultimate" system. The sonic improvements these MIT reference-level components bring to the Phase IV System will amaze even the most experienced listener.
ASC-World-renowned acoustic engineer Art Noxon has designed a remarkably flexible acoustic
tuning system for this system's listening environment. ASC's unmatched Tubetrap technology allows
the Phase IV System to reveal its full potential in any room, including yours.
Avalon-Avalon's newest speaker, designed by Neil Patel for Avalon Acoustics, Inc., the Eidolon,
features the fastest signal response of any dynamic speaker. and it enables the Phase IV System to
provide the lowest noise floor we have yet heard. The Eidolon offers pinpoint dimensional staging,
incredible dynamic contrast, holographic soundstaging with remarkable detail, nuance and resolution. The Eidolon fully reveals the unique qualities of this stunning system. With their beautiful
design and compact size (43-1/2" tall), the Eidolon delivers flat response from 20 Hz to 35 kHz, and
provides great flexibility in complementing any room decor.

If you are seeking aunique level of musical realism, the 2C3D Phase IV System is arevelation.
Please call us to audition this musical masterpiece.

iLOVERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.com
The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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harmonic structures were spread realistically across the frequency spectrum
with their characteristic qualities and
textures intact — clarinets sounded like
clarinets, oboes like oboes, French
horns like French horns. It was like
going from ablack-and-white television to living color.
The first selection from Festival
(Stereophile STPH007-2), Aaron Copland's Appalachian Spring Suite, was a
good example of how the 203.2
improved the system's performance. I
noted how well the system captured the
delicate presence of the woodwinds.
"Wonderful flute, bassoon, and clarinet
lines ...lovely, delicate detail of the
pitch modulations, all across their
range," say my listening notes; "lovely
string tone, complex and sweet — not
only on the violins, but especially on the
violas and cellos." Iwas struck as well by
how "right" the piano sounded, consistent in weight, size, and dynamics across
its entire range. The effect of the 2032
was especially noticeable toward the
bottom of the piano's range, where the
balance of tone and harmonics, of string

vibration and soundboard resonance,
was right on the money.
Improved resolution of low-level
detail was another area where the 2032
made abig difference. The sense of
space around an instrument was repro-

Improved resolution
of low-level detail
was another area
where the 203.2
made a
big difference.
duced well, as were the image edges —
the interaction of the instruments with
the space around them. Acoustic discs
like Festival had awonderful, natural
feel, with realistic images in aseamless,
coherent space. Low-level details —
pages turning, music stands being slid —

were finely reproduced and helped recreate the original ambience. A really
stark example of how the 2032 handled
space, however, was "Take the Highway
Down," from Tommy Castro's Can't
Keg) d Good Man Down CD (Blind Pig
BPCD5401). The background vocalists
who enter toward the end of the track
are distinct, individual voices, all recorded
in acommon acoustic space, but one
that's jarringly different from the rest of
the mix. Without the 2032 helping the
Philips out, the background vocalists
weren't in adistinct, specific environment, and the background details on
Festival were vague, unidentifiable noises.
Individual instruments or voices were
easy to follow as distinct components of
the music with the 2032 in the system,
and were firmly and realistically located
on awide, deep soundstage. There was
never asense of instruments getting
congealed or lost, as there was with the
Philips alone, even in more complex
mixes or during sharp dynamic transients. The series of staccato lines near
the opening of Appalachian Spring Suite
was agood example. With the 2032 in

Measurements
One outputting 16-bit data; the bottom
trace is 20-bit data, showing that the
Entechs can indeed handle 20-bit data,
and that their inherent resolution is better than 16 bits. The 4-bit increase in
word depth gives about a10dB reduction
in the noise floor, sulessting an ultimate
resolution approaching 18 bits —excellent performance at the price.
This low noise floor is also apparent
in fig.4, which shows the spectrum of
the cheaper 203.2's output while it
decodes data representing digital silence. Again, the System One's output was
set to both 16-bit and 20-bit data, and
again, the 10dB improvement in dynamic range due to the greater word
Em.r.

depth can be seen. Note the huge rise in
noise above 30kHz. This was the same
in both processors, and is due to the
aggressive noise-shaping used by the
Crystal delta-sigma DAC chip.
This DAC features excellent linearity.
Fig.5 shows the linearity performance of
the 203.2, which was actually slightly
better than the 2052. The level error is
below ldB to almost -110dBFS, which
is superb. The low noise and excellent
low-level linearity mean that the
Entechs' reproduction of an undithered
16-bit, lkHz tone at -90.31dBFS, which
should be represented as three discrete
voltage levels, was also superb — as
shown by fig.6, the waveform reproduced by the 2032. Increasing the word

...on

depth to 20 bits gave areasonable facsimile of asinewave (fig.7 2052).
Neither processor produced much in
the way of harmonic distortion. Fig.8
shows the spectrum of the 2052's output while it drove a50Hz tone at full
Ers.ft I32 mu • .
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and video band filtering. Great for custom installation and home theater systems, the Z-Controller sets a new standard in functionality
and performanc
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from entering your system through the power cables. The Z-Cord Il
is double shielded and quad-filtered to ensure the cleanest power to
your system.
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the system, the instruments remained
distinct and coherent, and their size,
detail, and tonal balance remained consistent as well.
Another good example was "Blue 'N'
Boogie," from the Miles Davis All Stars'
Walkin' Cl) (JVC JVCXR-0047-2).
Davis' super-fast trumpet work around
Lucky Thompson's tenor solo, and the
solo itself, showed how clearly the 203.2
could keep everything distinct, without
ahint of congestion, overemphasis, or
edginess. Similarly, the various effects
superimposed on and woven into
Tommy Castro's guitar on "Can't Keep
aGood Man Down" — the underlying
feedback, the distant, decaying echo on
the soft solo passages — were obvious
and distinct, yet totally coherent with
the instrument's fundamental sound
and overall image.
The Entech 2032 also made amajor
improvement in how distinctly and uniformly the system reproduced anote's
components. The attack, basic tone, and
decay were all audible, correctly balanced, and unique for each instrument,
but were integrated into arealistic pie-

ture of the instrument. Bill Evans' piano
on "Isn't It Romantic," from The Bill
Evans Trio at Shelly's Mamie-Hole (JVC
JVCXR0036-2), was aparticularly good
example. No matter how fast the trill,
each note was distinct and vivid, with a
crisp attack, clear basic tone, and harmonically rich decay — with succeeding
notes first superimposed on and then
woven into the instrument's overall
image. Ditto for when Evans would
slide into and build achord, one note at
atime. The overlay of transients, followed by decays blending into and contributing to the stmcture, was fantastic!
The cymbals were another area where
the 203.2 significantly improved the
system's sound. With just the Philips,
cymbals sounded abit like apressure
cooker's rolling hiss. Reinserting the
2032 Number Cruncher brought back
their attack, bell-like ring, and shimmering decay.
There were other areas were the
2032 made asubstantial improvement.
Along with the Philips' mid- and uppermidrange emphasis, it had an unusually
forward perspective and tendency for

violins to get shrill and metallic as they
rose in volume and/or pitch. The
2032's perspective was much more balanced across the frequency spectrum,
and the soundstage was far more natural. Violins remained sweet and pure,
with perhaps only the faintest hint of
steeliness during crescendos near the
top of their range. Pitch — both solidity
and subtleties — was improved, as were
pace and timing. Overall focus was also
improved, making everything more
vivid and more sharply detailed.
After returning from the mountains,
Iauditioned the little Number Cruncher in our large reference system. Although it acquitted itself well, its performance did fall short of the players Ihave
recently reviewed, the Ultech UCD100 and CAL CL-15. In comparison,
the 203.2 sounded alittle thick and
slow. Details were alittle vague, both
spatially and temporally, images were
less dimensional, and the overall sonic
picture was permeated with acoarse,
pebblelike texture.
The differences were greatest at the
frequency extremes. The upper-bass/

On high-frequency intermodulation,
too, these inexpensive processors proved
bombproof. Fig.9 is the output spectrum of the 2052 while it reproduced
19kHz and 20kHz tones, each at
—6dBFS. (The combined waveform just
reaches full level.) The IkHz difference

product barely pokes its head above the
—100dB level, which implies superb
high-frequency linearity.
Finally, Iexamined the Entechs' jitter
performance with the Miller Audio
Research analyzer the Meridian 500 and
PS Audio Lambda CD transports, and

Measurements
level into 100k ohms. The third harmonic can be seen at —96dB (0.0015%),
with some higher harmonics visible at
the same level; but these, Iam sure, are
subjectively innocuous.
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Fig.10 Entech 203.2, Meridian 500 CD transport via TosLink connection, high-resolution jitter spectrum of
analog output signal. (11kHz at —6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz.) Center frequency of trace,
IlkHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace is Meridian 500 via 75 ohm coaxial connection.)
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lower-midrange region was slightly
overblown and bloomy, with plenty of
weight but lacking abit of control and
pitch definition. On top, the 203.2
sounded alittle rolled-off in comparison
to the Ultech or CAL, and lacked the
last bit of air.
Okay, that's out of the way. In a
$30,000 reference system, no one will
mistake the Entech 203.2 for apremium-grade player. Nor, at $299.95, will
anyone confuse its price with that of the
Ultech or CAL. More to the point, the
comparison is illustrative, but is it really
relevant? In its intended application and
context, the little 2032 is dynamite. Even
its shortcomings don't get in the way of
the music, and, in fact, may actually be a
good match for the sort of system in
which it's likely to be used. To put things
in perspective: the entire cabin system,
including the 2032, retails for substantially less than the CAL CL-15.
The Leech 2032 Number Cruncher
is asuperb, inexpensive upgrade for an
older or inexpensive CD player. Or,
combined with a $100 mass-market
carousel, it's aridiculously cheap way to

various datalinks. Both processors
seemed quite sensitive to the datalink
and transport used, as can be seen in
fig.10. The foreground trace is for the
lowest measured level of wordclock jitter Iachieved, which was for the Entech 205.2 driven by the Meridian
transport via a1m length of anonymous TosLink optical datalink found
lying around the test lab. The jitter
level was just 148.5 picoseconds
peak-peak —one of the lowest levels I
have measured with this test setup.
The main data-related jitter component is indicated by ared "4" in this
graph; it has a level of just 69.5ps.
There are some very low-frequency
jitter components present, as well as a
pair of 60Hz sidebands that are due to
power-supply modulation, but these
arc all very low in level.
The 2032 behaved somewhat differently from the 2052 in one respect:
'While its jitter level was almost as low
with the TosLink connection (157.5ps),
the lower-frequency data-related sidebands were higher in level than the
higher-frequency ones to a greater
extent. Ihave no idea what the subjective effect of this might be. Also present were more high-frequency comStereophile, December 1998

add agreat-sounding changer to any system. It makes big improvements in just
the characteristics that move aplayer —

The Entech 203.2
Number Cruncher
is asuperb,
inexpensive upgrade
for an older or
inexpensive CD player.
or asystem —from mid-fi into the High
End. Iscribbled apage and ahalf of notes
during "Let's Do It," from Ella and Louis
Aein (Mobile Fidelity MFSL UDCD2651), but they all boil down to the last
lines Iwrote before Igave up and just listened: "Super, super, super. Talk about
getting pulled in! I
just can't ignore this or
leave it in the background."
Highly recommended.

ponents unrelated to the signal frequency than with the 2052.
The grayed-out trace in fig.10 is the
highest level of jitter Icould produce
from the 205.2, which was when I
replaced the TosLink optical connection from the Meridian 500 with 1m
of true 75 ohm coaxial cable.I You can
see that the data-related components,
spaced at 229Hz intervals, have all
risen dramatically. The fundamental
sidebands, for example, have gone
from 69.5ps to 818ps, with the overall
level now 908ps. Note also the noise
"skirts" either side of the central peak
in this graph. This seems to be typical
of Crystal's delta-sigma DACs; it has
been conjectured that such behavior
exaggerates the size of individual
images within the soundstage.
To sum up, Ifind astonishing the
level of measured performance audiophiles can now buy for less than $500,
as typified by these Entech Number
Crunchers.
—John Atkinson
1ATosLink optical link has alower bandwidth than
an electrical connection, thus inherently introducing
jitter that is correlated with the analog signal encoded
within the bits. However, an electrical connection has
to have the transmitter and receiver resistances and
the characteristic impedance of the cable carefully
matched if word-clock jitter is to remain low. —JA
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205.2 Number Cruncher
The 2052 Number Cruncher aims at a
slightly different target than its little
brother. Rather than an invisible appendage to adigital front-end component, the 2052 is intended to be more
central to asystem, filling an integration-and-switching role as well as D/A
conversion. It's aimed abit upmarket as
well, adding upgrades in performance
and cosmetics as well as additional
inputs and user-interface features. On
the performance side, there are more
extensive output-stage filtering and
power-supply regulation. It shares the
2032's chassis, but is twice as deep and
twice as heavy, and the thick, softly
beveled faceplate and recessed switches
and indicators give it amuch more luxurious feel.
The biggest differences, however, are
the user interface and convenience features. The 2052 has three digital inputs
instead of two, with front-panel selection
and indicators. It also includes aphaseinversion switch, accessed by asecond
touch-sensitive front-panel switch. Combined, these added features make the
205.2 much more user-friendly in a
complex, multisource system. It's easy to
imagine the 2052 as the first step in an
audio/home-theater integration, where
it would be the hub for adding the audio
signals from IND and laserdisc players
to atwo-channel audio system.
I didn't think I could get the
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater folks to
send down ahigh-tech projection TV to
really test the integration concept, so I
auditioned the 2052 in the two current
reference systems at Casa DamkrogerMcKenzie. The first is built around
VAC electronics, Thiel CS2.3 loudspeakers, and Nirvana S-L wiring, and
the Entech was fed by an Ultech UCD100 player. In our other rig, Sonic
Frontiers and Plinius electronics drove
Magnepan 1.6/Rs via Kimber
and transport duties were handled by
Marantz CD63SE and Parasound CDP1000 players. Synergistic Research's
Dig,ital Corridor Reference digital cabling was used in both systems.
Iwasn't surprised that the 205.2
sounded alot like the 2032, nor was I
surprised that it sounded better than its
little brother. Iwas surprised, however,
that it sounded so much better than the
203.2. As Ilistened to the 2052, Imentally ran down achecklist of the areas
where — compared to the best I've
heard — Icriticized the smaller unit's
performance:
"Sounds thick and slow" —The
2052's images were alittle too large,
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Entech
and its tonal balance was still aways to
the warm and dark side of neutral, but
neither to as great adegree as with the
203.2. On Brian Wilson's wonderful
new hnagination (Giant 24703-2) — the
title cut and "South American" in particular — on the 205.2 sounded much
more quick and bouncy, and the soundstage was more open and airy. Images
were well defined and had agreat sense
of body, the spaces between them far
better delineated. The soundstage itself
was both wider and deeper as well.
Both Number Crunchers create an
expansive soundstage, but the 205.2's
was as large as I've heard from 16/44.1
digital in my system.
"Rockin' All Over the World" and
"Travelin' Band," from John Fogerty's

Number

Crunchers

live Premonition CD (Reprise 46908-2),
Fogerty tracks had great pace and drive,
showed that the 205.2 sounded any- which addresses my second criticism of
the 2032 — that details were "temporally and spatially vague." The 205.2's
Both Number Crunchers
focus was much, much sharper, and the
create an
leading edges of transients were much
more precise.
expansive soundstage,
Inoted the 2052's additional detail
on every disc Itried, and how musically
but the 205.2's was
engaging its performance was. For a
really good example, however, try Doug
as large as I've heard
MacLeod's Gmlie to Find (JVC JVCXR0023-2). The arrangements are simple,
from 16/44.1 digital
but every note is filled with detail and
in my system.
subtlety. The miking and production are
superb, and, as aresult, the disc is superthing but slow. 1)\ namic transients were
sharp and explosively fast. Although the
cleaner than they were with the smaller 2052 wasn't quite as finely focused as
unit, with obvious leading edges. The
the Ultech or CAL players, it acquitted

Entech: The Name Sounds Familiar...
tfirst glance, the pieces of the
Entech puzzle don't quite fit
together. There's Monster Cable, a
company that truly needs no introduction but that's synonymous with
wire, not electronics. Next, the name
"Entech Number Cruncher" seems
vaguely familiar, but conjures up
images of ultra-expensive gear somehow associated with electronics manufacturer Spectral. Finally, doesn't the
very notion of inexpensive D/A converters in unique, small packages ring
afamiliar bell? Didn't there used to be
acompany —"Alchemy" somethingor-other — that defined that market?
Irecently had achance to talk with
Peter Madnick, designer of the 2032
and 2052 Number Crunchers.
Although he's now one of the principals of DTG Incorporated, aproductdevelopment firm that services a
number of high-end clients, Peter is
best known for his role as co-founder,
vice president, and chief engineer of
Audio Alchemy.
It all makes perfect sense, according to Madnick. Monster Cable president Noel Lee wanted to deepen the
company's technology in their core
product line and expand into affordable, high-quality electronics. Madnick describes the Entech vision as
being "the Swiss Army knife of the
home-entertainment world. It's all
about the proliferation of gear and
different formats: S-Video, component video, digital, multichannel, analog... it's all different formats. It
makes perfect sense, because Mon-
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ster's goal is to hook everything
together... and if it can't be connected with cable, to supply the formatconversion and multiplexing devices.
In fact, the Number Crunchers are
the only audio-only products ... and
they were designed to fill aparticular
niche: inexpensive D/A converters,
the gap that existed when Audio
Alchemy closed."
The solution was to mate
Monster's marketing and R&D clout
with some heavyweight technical talent —the Entech Dream Team. First
on board was Demian Martin, cofounder and engineering director of
Spectral. He later founded the original Entertainment Technologies —
Entec with no h—a company known
for ultra-high-tech loudspeakers and
digital gear, including the original
Number Cruncher DAC. Although
the original Entec still exists, Martin
has moved on to become director of
engineering at Monster Cable and the
new Entech, and has reused (sort of)
the names.
A second addition to the Monster/
Entech design team was consulting
engineer Richard Marsh. In addition
to his invention of the internal-bypass
MultiCar, Marsh is known throughout the High End as the innovative
designer and R&D gum responsible
for many of the concepts and circuits
incorporated in today's electronics —
such as the use of servo-DC feedback
circuits on power amplifiers. At
Entech, he'll be focusing his efforts on
power products.

Finally, Madnick and DTG came
on board. The original target was to
fill the gap left by Audio Alchemy's
demise, but the "Swiss Army knife"
vision was such agood match that the
little DACs were only the beginning.
In addition to the 2032 and 2052,
Madnick also designed Entech's other
initial offering, the $349 DAV 4.1 —a
very clever audio/video source selector that also comes in the adorable
Quonset-hut aluminum chassis.
Another bit of synchronidty, according to Madnick, is that "the original
Entech Number Cruncher was based
on an earlier version of DAC we use,
so, even coming from different ends
of the price spectrum, our design
philosophies are similar."
Entech should have released two
more products by the time you read
this: the S-Video System Integrator
(SVSI 1) and the Component Video
System Integrator (CVSI 1). The former unit converts video signals
between composite video and SVideo, and the latter between S-Video
and component video. According to
Madnick, this is just the beginning.
Although Icouldn't get him to commit to specific future products, he did
admit that there was "a prototype
24/96 converter sitting on my test
bench." When Ipushed abit harder,
he finally laughed and said, "Well, if
you look at the model numbers for
the Number Crunchers (2052 = 20bit DAC, 5-pole filter, two channels),
there's alot of room for growth."
—Brian Damkroger
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itself very well. The leading edges of
dynamic transients were sharp, and lowlevel details within the images were
resolved — albeit with aslightly broader
brush than the other players. The guitar
strings snapped and popped crisply, and
the drum thwacks, especially, had sharp
initial impacts.
MacLeod's voice was wonderfully
complex with the 205.2, its separate
components — head, throat, chest —
reproduced distinctly. The detail and precision extended to both ends of the frequency spectrum. The 2052 matched its
little brother's bottom-end weight, and
added sharp leading edges and welldefined pitch and harmonic structures.
On top, the biggest difference was a
greater sense of air. With the 2032,
MacLeod's voice could never seem to
breathe, as if a thin sheet had been
draped over the soundstage. With the
bigger unit, when Doug reached down
for power, he got it. The sheet was gone.
The Leonard Slatkin/St. Louis reading of Pachelbel's Kanon (Telarc CD80080) offered another great demonstration of the 2052's detail resolution.
Instrumental sections were very clearly
composed of individual instruments,
and the sections themselves were distinctly and clearly placed within the
overall soundstage. Underlying countermelodies were much more distinct,
both spatially and dynamically, in the
way the notes would start, build, diminish, and decay.
The 205.2's performance with
respect to my third criticism, "images
less dimensional than they should be," is
alittle more complex. On the Telarc
Pachelbel disc, Inoted that the sections
and individual instruments were quite

dimensional but that their edges, and
the space around them, weren't nearly
as well defined as I've heard with other
players. Part of the reason was the
205.2's slightly too-large images and
coarser detail, part the diminished-butstill-there texture. The overall soundstage was very large, but not quite scaled
up to the size of the images. Combined
with the texture — more like afine sand
or liquid vs the 2032's pebbles —I just

The 205.2 Number
Cruncher's performance,
cosmetics, and features
are big steps up
from those of the 203.2
didn't get aclear picture of spaces separating and surrounding the instruments.
The images had body and depth and
were clearly placed in space, but the
soundstage specificity just wasn't as
apparent as with some of the best players I've heard.
Finally, my comments about the
203.2's "slightly overblown and
bloomy" bass and atop that was "a little
rolled-off' did apply to the 2052, but to
afar lesser degree. The tonal balance
was still abit warm, with the mid- and
upper bass sounding slightly boosted,
but bottom-end pitch definition and
control were much, much better with
the 205.2. Impacts were sharp and
clean, and bottom-end dynamic transients were large — disarmingly so at
times —seeming to project out in front
of the soundstage. There wasn't quite

Associated Components
Digital front-ends: Ultech UCD100, CAL CL-15, Parasound CDP1000, Maranta CD63SE, Philips
CDC926 CD players/transports;
Denon DVD-3000 DVD player.
Preamplification: Sonic Frontiers
Phono-1 phono preamp, VAC CPA1
Mk.II preamp, Sonic Frontiers Line 3
line stage, Rega Luna integrated
amplifier.
Power amplifiers: VAC Renaissance
70/70, Plinius SA-100 MILIII.
Loudspeakers: Magnepan 1.6 Q/11,
'Mel CS2.3, Castle Severn.
Cables: Nirvana S-L; ICimber KCAG,
KCTG, PBJ, 4TC, Bi-Focal XL;
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Synergistic Research Digital Corridor
Reference.
Accessories: Bright Star isolation
systems, PAC Super IDOS and
Nirvana AC isolation and AC delivery systems, Nordost ECO3 and
Music Fidelity DiscSolution CD
treatments, Sheffield/2CLO Test &Burnin CD, Synergistic Research A/C
Master Couplers and Reference
Master Couplers, Echo Busters roomtreatment products, Tiptoes, and
Standesign and Merrill equipment
stands.
—Brian Dainkroger

Number

Crunchers

the sense of air and precision there is
with players like the Ultech and CAL,
but that's avery high standard. Idon't
think anyone will be disappointed with
the 2052's bottom end.
On top, the 2052 fell short of the
best I've heard only in that it lacked the
nth degree of air around images — this
actually more afeeling than aconscious
perception. Cymbals had anice mix of
attack, ring, and shimmering decay, for
example, and triangles cut through
cleanly above the orchestra. Isuspect
that the perceived lack of air was associated more with the slight texture than
an actual rolloff. As with the bass, Ican't
imagine that any Entech customers are
going to be unhappy with their Number Crunchers' treble performance. I'm
areviewer, so I've got to dissect its performance; but in reality, Idon't think
anyone will be unhappy with their
2052 for any reason.
So where does that leave the 2052
Number Cruncher? Its performance,
cosmetics, and features are big steps up
from those of the 203.2, and, at $450,
make avery attractive package. The
205.2 isn't quite up to the performance of the new super-sounding
players from companies like Ultech,
CAL, and Arcam, but the differences
aren't huge, and the 205.2 blazes a
much less expensive upgrade path.
And its multiple inputs and switching
capability make it far more versatile
than astand-alone player.
Summing up
Ican unhesitatingly recommend both of
Entech's Number Crunchers. Which
one is for you — or for Bonnie's and my
cabin system, for that matter — is a
tougher question. The 2032 is adynamite, inexpensive upgrade that will
make abig difference in its intended
applications. The improvements aren't
subtle in magnitude, and will give a
modest system asolid injection of highend magic.
On the other hand, the 2052 is slicke4
more versatile, and offers anoticeably
higher standard of performance — all for
not too much more money. If you want
the features, choosing the 2052 is simple.
Conversely, if you just want to get the
biggest bang out of amodest system for
the fewest bucks, the choice is the 2032.
In between, it's atough choice.
The Number Crunchers are headed
to Santa Fe for measurements, but for at
least one of them, it's atemporary stop.
One — Idon't know which yet — is
heading back up to the cabin, and that's
where it's going to stay.
IS
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eOne Home for a

Pictured cl
from left to right
Koetsu Urushi,
Transfiguration Esprit,
Benz Micro Glider,
Graham Model 2tonearm.
Basis 2500 turntable

NY: Audio Outlet (914) 666-0550
NYC: Sound by Singer (212) 924-8600
S. CAL: Stereo Unlimited (619) 223-8151
N. CAL: San Francisco Stereo (415) 861-1045
DENVER: Audio Unlimited (303) 691-3407

Benz
Basis
Koetsu
Graham
Transfiguration

DALLAS: Sound Mind Audio (214) 327-2073
NEW ENGLAND: Goodwin's (617) 734-8800
CHICAGO: Quintessence Audio (847) 966-4434
NEW JERSEY: Audio Connection (973) 239-1799
MID-ATLANTIC: David Lewis Audio (215) 725-4080

Musical Surroundings, Inc.
photo courtesy Fi Magazine 1-800-779-4434
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AudioPrism power-line devices

W

elive in aworld of noise —
electrical noise, Imean. Your
wife switches on the hairdryer in the bathroom and white streaks
appear on your TV screen. Your daughter
flips on the computer in her bedroom and
the radio program you were enjoying is
suddenly filled with static. Cue up afavorite record and aburst of CB radio
comes out of your loudspeakers. That's a
big 10-4, good buddy.
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)
and Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
are especially irksome for us audiophiles.
Quiet, noise-free performance is one
payback we rightfully expect to enjoy
from the thousands of dollars we've
invested in our systems. But the world
conspires against us. The electrical grid
that supplies power to homes and businesses is contaminated by every device
connected to it: motors, compressors,
heaters, coolers, lights —all manner of
household appliances and industrial
equipment, including our own audio
gear. Each generates its own form of electrical noise, which is thrown back into
the grid, and thus to every device nearby.
The reason we aren't totally overwhelmed by noise is that transformers,
which step down your utility company's
very high voltage to aless lethal, more
user-friendly value, are low-pass filters
that do apretty good job of choking out
the HF grunge. Nonetheless, ahuge
amount of noise leaks through. You can
see it with an oscilloscope. You'd be
shocked —no pun intended —to discover
how distorted the 50Hz or 60Hz waveform is compared with one of the saine
frequency from asinewave generator.
Ever-increasing amounts of this distortion are caused by computers and
other digital devices. An ominous news
story about the destructive effects of digitally generated electrical noise, "Renegade Frequencies 'Threaten High-Tech
Electronics," appeared in the April 14,
1997 issue of the New York 'Dues. In it,
Susan DeGrane detailed the cause of a
1994 explosion in the electrical control
room of Japan's Nagoya City Science
Museum: "nonlinear loading" and "harmonic multiplication," both symptoms
of an electrical system overloaded by
Stereophile, December 1998

AudioPrism Foundation Ill AC line conditioner

too many computers and other equipment with "switching" power supplies.
Rather than drawing current continuously from the AC sinewave the way
light bulbs do, such switching devices
bite pulses out of it. In doing so they
throw strong harmonics back onto the
line, often causing inexplicable computer shutdowns, triggering false alarms,
knocking motors off-speed, or injecting
noise into audio and video transmissions.
Although most audio equipment is in
no danger of exploding because of this
noise, its performance can be seriously
compromised by it. Switching supplies
radiate harsh, spike-filled electrical trash
well up into the megahertz region —

also easily observable on an oscilloscope. CD players and DACs are also
guilty of this, and although their designers go to great lengths to keep noise out
of the analog output, it can still leak into
other nearby equipment through power
cords. Some of it will sneak through
even the most well-designed power
supplies and make itself apparent as
background noise —a low-level "hash"
similar to FM interstation hiss. Much of
the grain and glare we find so irritating
is caused by junk on the power line.
Solutions
The improvement in clarity brought
about by audiophile-grade power cords

AudioPrism Noise Sniffer: RFI/EMI
detector.
Dimensions: 7.5" W by 2.75" H by
5" D. Weight: 2.2 lbs (1kg).
Price: $175.

Dimensions: 16" W by 5" H by 4" D.
Weight: 9 lbs (19.8kg).
Price: $599.95.

AudioPrism LF-1 QuietLine parallel
AC line filter: AC noise suppressor.
100-250VAC, 50/60Hz, UL, CSA,
VDE-approved components.
Dimensions: 2.5" H by 1.75" W by
1.5" D. Weight: 2oz (55gm).
Price: $199.95/set of eight.

with captive power cord. 90125VAC,
50-60Hz:
20A
RMS.
180-250VAC, 50-60Hz: 16A RMS.
Dimensions: 10" W by 2.5" H by
5.75" D. Weight: 5lbs (11kg).
Price: $399.95.

AudioPrism Foundation Ill: Highcurrent AC noise suppressor/multiple outlet box with detachable 1m
IEC
power
cord.
90-125VAC,
50-60Hz: 20A RMS. 180-250VAC,
50-60Hz: 16A RMS.

AudioPrism ACFX: High-current AC
noise suppressor/two-outlet box

All above: Approximate number of
dealers: 150.
Manufacturer: AudioPrism Inc.,
1420 NW Gilman Boulevard, #2593,
Issaquah, WA 98027. Tel: (425) 6417439. Fax: (425) 644-5485. E-mail:
audioprism@audioprism.com.
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AudioPrism

Power-Line

Devices

Fortunately, in addition to providing
a tool for analyzing the symptoms,
AudioPrism supplies acure for the disease. AudioPrism's Byron Collett had
sent along abox of the company's little
LF-1 QuietLine Parallel Powerline filters. These devices, looking like typical
AC adapters minus the wires, contain
extremely effective noise-suppression
circuitry that works by shunting all the
noise to the "neutral" side of the power
line. The noise in all cases —from solidstate light dimmers, battery chargers,
AudioPrism ACFX AC line conditioner
and humming computers — vanished
instantly as soon as aQuietLine was
can be attributed to the fact that, like
loudly Ithought it was going to jump
plugged in. Just one QL on the outlet
transformers, they act as low-pass filters
off the bench — the SCR-based circuitstrip powering my two computers, Zip
to keep much of this noise from contamry in the charger was throwing alot of drive, and printer was completely adeinating the audio. In the war on noise, a nasty stuff back on the line. That, howquate. (For best results, an LF-1 must be
good power cord can be the first line of ever, was nothing compared to the spare
plugged in not just in the same room,
defense — but, if areplacement is fitted
bedroom that serves as our home office.
but on the same circuit, as close as possible
to every piece of gear in your system, a
to the offending device.) With a
very expensive one. (I made an end-run
QuietLine in place, the noise from the
around this financial obstacle by inIn the war on noise,
Sniffer was lower than it was from the
stalling afemale IEC connector in the
same wall outlet with all the office
agood power cord
end of aheavy-duty eight-outlet power
equipment disconnected. Plug in an LFstrip, thereby giving my whole system
1, et voila! Instant peace and quiet.
can be the first line
the benefit of one Straight Wire HTP
It gets better. Igot startling audio
power cord.)
improvements using the QuietLines. Last
of defense—but
AudioPrism of Issaquah, Washington—
winter, the best system in the house was as
whose Debut amplifier is a Class B
follows: PS Audio Lambda 2CD transavery expensive one.
Stereophile "Recommended Compoport, Threshold T-11) DAC, Threshold
nent"— offers an extensive line of prodT3i preamp, and apair ofThreshold T100
ucts that attack the problem on multiple
With four computers, two printers, a power amps driving either System Audio
fronts. For the last several months I've
scanner, acopier, and afax machine —
1070 or Montana EPS loudspeakers, for
been using some of the company's AC
all of which are sometimes going at the most part lashed together by Nordost
line-filtering-and-conditioning prodonce — the electrical noise as revealed
SPM cables. Nice stuff! The source gear
ucts: aFoundation III power-line filter,
and amplified by the Sniffer was almost
and preamp were behind me on a
an ACFX line filter, several QuietLine
scary. (Maybe Ineed to stop reading
Contour rack, plugged into my Straight
noise filters, and an extremely useful litalarmist news stories.) The "surge-proWire HTP—modified outlet strip. The
tle device called the Noise Sniffer.
tected" power strips were just as bad as
amps sat at the opposite end of the room,
By doing nothing more than amplifythe wall outlets. What to do?
behind each speaker on either side of the
ing the noise from an AC outlet, the
$175 Noise Sniffer acts as an electronic
detective in the campaign to eliminate
noise. Simply plug it in and turn up the
volume — its small built-in loudspeaker
will reveal where your problem outlets
are. The louder the buzz, the worse the
noise. Carry it about the house and
experiment —it will expose sources of
noise you weren't aware of For example, my bathroom outlets were relatively quiet until Iturned on the lights via a
touch-sensitive dimmer, whereupon
the Sniffer began to buzz. In the bedroom, an outlet with only one incandescent light plugged into it was fairly
quiet whether the light was on or off.
So was the outlet strip on my workbench in the garage — despite the fact
that the fluorescent lights overhead
were buzzing—until Iplugged in the
battery charger for my cordless drill.
The Noise Sniffer began howling so
AudioPrism LF-1 QuietLine Parallel AC line filter
Stereophile, December 1998
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High:Lid Audio Now On-Line!
Hundreds of hard-to-find high-end audio components, cables, racks and accessories are
now available through the internet! Check us out at http://www.audioadvisor.com.
The site features images, descriptions, and review quotations on over 1,000 high-end
audio products. Check out our weekly specials and visit our close-out sections for
terrific deals on demos, "B" stock, and other
discounted products.
Secure on-line ordering is available, or call us
at (800) 942-0220 for ordering and product
information. The site is updated daily.
Established in 1981, Audio
Advisor is the largest direct
mail and on-line reseller of
high-end audio gear
in the world.

AUDIO
ADVISOR

-

Audio Advisor, Inc. •4649 Danvers SE

•Kentwood, Ml 49512

Phone: 616-975-6100 •FAX: (616) 975-6111 •www.audioadvisor.com
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MUSICAL FIDEIITY ELECTRA EA24 24 NI CD PLAYER
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Upgrade your digital audio now with the new Musical Fidelity E624 CD player. The E624
features the revolutionary new Burr-Brown 24-Bit/96 kHz digital toanalog convertor
(DAC) chip and aprecision Sony laser/transport mechanism. The 24-bit/96 kHz DAC
resolves more clarity and greater detail than 18- and 20-bit DACs.

The Musical Fidelity E624 retails for only $850, but if you call now you can save up to

$200 by trading in your old CD player toward the E624. Call toll-free 1-800-942-0220 for
details. The E624 is covered by our exclusive 30-day money-back guarantee.

Call (800) 942-0220 And Save!
Audio Advisor, Inc. •4649 Danvers SE

•Kentwood, MI 49512

Phone: 616-975-6100 •FAX: (616) 975-6111 •www.audioadvisor.com
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Acoustic Sciences Corporation Studio Traps

O

ver time I've successfully used a
variety of tuning devices to
refine the acoustics in Kathleen's
and my listening room. But I've always
suspected that Acoustic Science's Tube
Traps might be agood way to finish it
off. I've occasionally asked visitors to
stand in one spot or another behind the
speakers as Ilistened for tergiversation
(le
,"to change one's tune"; hoo-hah0. I
found several locations where anice,
dense audiophile body made an improvement to the sound.
Since installing the JMIab Utopia
speakers (a bass-reflex design), I've been
aware of alow-level boom in the midand upper bass. This effect was ameliorated by moving the Utopias out to the
leading edge of the MDF reinforcing
platform and so more into the main
room, as well as by moving the listening
chair forward afew inches onto the carpet between the Ribbon Chair and the
speakers. (See the diagram of our room
in the November '98 Stereophile, p.55.)
Basic math and physics at work, you
might say: nodes and antinodes, Man
and Superman. The doctor will see you
now. A quartet of large, PolyCrystalcoated brass spikes under the speakers
did their parts in tightening up the bass.

Description:
Tripod-mounted
room-tuning devices adjustable for
height and rotation. Absorption:
6dB/octave rolloff, 3dB down at
110Hz. Reflection: active over 4'h
octaves, treble diffusion 400Hz7KHz, 12dB/octave crossover, 3dB
down at 400Hz.
Dimensions: 9" diameter by 48"
H. Weight: 28 lbs.
Finishes: Available in 5stock colors
and 55 custom colors in an architecture-grade, fire-resistant fabric.
Price: $315 each. Approximate
number of dealers: 140.
Manufacturer: Acoustic Sciences
Corporation, P.O. Box 1189,
Eugene, OR 97440. Tel: (541)
343-9727. Fax: (541) 343-9245. Email: studio@tubetrap.com .Web:
www.tubetrap.com.
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Of more immediate effect, Argent
RoomLenses (reviewed by yrs trly in
the August '98 issue) were very helpful
in improving the imaging, smoothing
out the frequency response, and eliminating yet more of that slight plumminess in the mid- and upper bass.
But Ihankered for more. Look, it's
not just that I'm totally anal retentive—I
freely admit that Iam. But K-10 and I
have the privilege of auditioning some
of the world's finest components, and no
matter what you might think, Inever get
blasé about it. (Kathleen won't let me.) I
deeply respect the craft and the madness
behind it all. So Isimply (ha!) ensure that
my system is of the highest resolution
possible —neutral enough to tell the tale
while keeping it musical. As Roger Skoff
of XLO said, "Jonathan, the question is,
can Ibelieve it, and does it move me?"
Enter Christopher Klein of Acoustic
Sciences Corporation. After some few
years of nudging, we finally exchanged
dimensions, as it were, and Christopher
had their CADman draw up aplan. Not
long afterward, eight Studio Traps
arrived chez Scull, clad in an attractive
light gray finish. They're 9" in diameter
and stand about 4' high. These newminted examples represent the latest in
TrapThink from ASC. The cylindrical
goboi is mounted on atripod and spindled on a countersprung shaft that
makes it easy to raise, lower, and rotate.
The front half of the Trap is treblereflective for abrighter sound, while the
back side is treble-absorptive for adrier
acoustic. The original Studio Trap rolled
off at 6kHz, which has been raised to
7kHz in these newer models. Top and
bottom, little chrome buttons are set in
the lateral middle of the reflective side
so you'll know where you are.
Let the schlepping begin
The plan Christopher faxed me was
built around what ASC calls the Attack
Wall. (Perfect for audio reviewers, don't
you think?) The idea is to take the room

1Gobos are sound-absorbing panels used to surround
performers in recording studios, thus providing acoustic
isolation. The derivation seems to be from "go
between."

Acoustic Sciences Studio Traps
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BASIS Turntables(all models) & Accessories
Precision made un the USA! Mo

$Call

, 1400, 2000 thru 2800. Debut Ez Debut Vic

Creek Phono Stages: OBH-8/8SE and OBH-9

Mtn

$Call

MUSIC HALL MMF 2 Turntable -with toneorm and Goldring Elan cartridge

.$299.99

GRAHAM & SME TONEARMS:-All models and accessories available! .Scull

Media Organizer: Ultimate Music Database!
"Cartridge Man" Digital Stylus Force Gauge

AudioPrism
MUM

Only

$29.99

$299.99
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SCALL

BENZ MICRO SWITZERLAND le
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MC-20E11 2.0mV
$150
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LUKASCHEK PP.1 PHONO STAGE
KALI
Benz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
SCALL - With Trade
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Your Ultimate

¡_1A.B., Digital SpeedStrebe aAccuracy w/in .03%IHottest accessory for vinyl junkiest
Limited Time Sole( Only

879.99

Record Clomp $29.99 / Pb01110 Ilions-In & Dencag Unit
Phone Azimuth Alignment Unit or CD Re-Imager

'burry

GTTY

RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

$69.99
-869.99

"I's tried ben, tables. arms. earl ridges. preamps..111m. and isolation schemes,
...none hint mer 'Use', me the kinds of imprinernents in noise reduction. claret,.
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MODEL 5
:ti s5n. 4.
Sul
Vinyl oocigroin Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.0....SCALL
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MOD L MINI-PRO 1- Il,:.: srubs & VUM111111.8 hod, sides sinitiltaneausly.
vmv! VA g-g-gp sin Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
SCALL
NITTY GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$39.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
$19.99
WIrlyi iol I5FI, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 182.... 22.99 Acrylic •all models)
538.99
Record Cleaning Brush:
Vac Sweep Kit: (4 Voc-Sweeps)
Capstan rd: (4 Capstans)

$14.99 RECORD & CD CLEANING FLUIDS $14.99 Purifier 2
16 oz
$15.99
$14.99 (for all LPs) 1/2 gal.-$36.99/1 gal. $59.99
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CD Clarifier:
34.99

aucJiocluest cables, arms 61 more
RCA

Interconnects: Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. All lengths available
Speaker Cables Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal 8 Midnight. All lengths available
Emerald X4 Toneorm Coble:
$129.99 Pro Toneorm Cable:
PT-6, PT-7 8. PT-8 Tonearms
SCall Binding Post Wrench
UltraConnect 2: (w/cleaners) Uhro-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
Record Brush: Anti•stat Carbon Fiber
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors:
Laser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -'Improves CD sound!'
Sorbothane Little Feet: (Pack of 4) . $32.99 Sorbothane Big Feet: (Pock of 4)

Purist Audio System Enhancer
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burn-,n
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demagnetization

Disc

NOW ONLY $129.99

()1st , _ina=getit

GrUV-Glide II Improves sound. removes static, improves tracking, records and styli last longer

RECORD SLEEVES -

Japanese Resealables

- .40c

ea

IANE.Ft -.40c ea $30/100

$30/100

SCALL
SCALL
KAU
$7.99
$29.99
$14.99
$49.99
$26.99
$49.99

$21.99

QUIDS -.20s ea $15/100

MoFi Rice Paper - SR/10 pack $70/100

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD,
PENDLETON, IN 46064
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ANALOG SALE!!!
HW-191R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': SCall
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': SCall
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': Kali

SHAKTI STONE:
.SCALLIII /On-Unes $99.99
l'he Shakti offers aworthwhile and Cost
.1lactive boost in sound quality....Focus.
ratretrencv, clarity, and speed were bolter.
vi as the sense of space & pace." Jonathon
Sterermhile. 2190. I'of.19 #2
t..,.e...„g- ...,

MANY LIMITED
TIME OFFERS!!
ACT NOW!!

HW-19.IR Turntable w/ New VPI Med. Moss Arm*: $849.99
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1074.99
FREE expert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1449.99
cartridge
Add The LIFT& get it installed for FREEI
installation upon
'OTHER CARTRIDGES 8 TONEARMS AVAILABLE ,
Please ask about our Package P“ces Far

TURNTABLES:

ALL

VPI Tur,gab

request

eModels ,

HW-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic planes, precision machined for direct
couplin g to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mork Ill (5599) /HW-19 Mork IV ($1199)
MW-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & ormboard, block acrylic
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ASC
completely out of the equation rather
than treat its pressure zones individually.
Some of you may have seen those massive Trap setups at WCES or at one of
the Stereophile HI-FI Shows. Two Traps
are set obliquely to the baffle at the
speakers' outside edges, the outside Trap
closer to the listener than the inside one.
Another pair is placed at the inside edges
of the speakers, the first Trap adjacent to
the baffle and the second more steeply
raked toward the back wall.
Itried the Attack Wall and didn't
really like it. It absorbed too much highfrequency information, deadened the
sound, and robbed the music of its natural dynamics. No juice. What was left
was focused and pretty, but hey —
Demanding Reviewer At Work: Iwant
more, not less. Some of the life and
sparkle returned when Irotated the
Traps to show more of their reflective
sides to the drivers, but Ijust couldn't
find abalance Iliked.
But man, did the highs get sm00000th.
That was interesting — Iwondered if
there was atad too much smoothing
going on; one way or the other, it meant
more problems with side reflections
than I'd realized. Some fairly amusing
but all-too-meaningful glances passed
between K-10 and me as we listened.
Yes, Iwas beginning to feel... Trapped!
[reader-supplied badaBOOM here]
Lounging in the Ribbon Chair, Iconsidered the Attack Wall while listening
to a fine new double CD of Paul
Galbraith doing Bach's complete
Sonatas and Partitas for Solo Violin
arranged for 8-string guitar (Delos DE
3232). Arthur Noxon, PE, MSME,
physicist, and owner of ASC, has his
roots sunk deepest in the professional
recording world. An Attack Wall in a
recording studio is a mini-forest of
Traps surrounding amixing console or a
performer and mike. Iappreciate the
idea of it, yet as Ithought back to the
demos I'd heard, the Wall had always
been accompanied by ahuge number of
ASC products throughout the room. Of
course, it's logical to pull out all the
stops at ashow. And, as Christopher
Klein assured me, the audiophile version of the Attack Wall could be made
to work wonders with some patience
and help from aknowledgeable ASC
field operative. But what could Ido now,
Iwondered.
Time to take my own best advice and
follow my instincts. Iwas sure the two
Studio Traps at the outside edges of the
Utopias should stay where they were.
Attenuating first reflections can only be
of help, even from such relatively disStereophile, December 1998

Fig.1

Studio

Traps

The Scull listening loft, primary Studio Trap array (an additional Trap is in the right-hand corner
behind the speakers).

— Fig.2 The Scull listening loft, secondary Studio Trap array (an additional Trap is in the right-hand corner
behind the speakers).

tant surfaces as are found in our setup.
The soundstage had moved way forward
with the Wall up, so the two pairs of
Traps adjacent to the inside edges of the
speakers were first on my hit list. Itook
apair and plunked them in the left and
right corners behind the speakers, their
absorptive sides facing the corners of
the room. This is, of course, classic Tube
Trap positioning for bass attenuation.
Another pair went to apoint about
halfway between the backs of the
Utopias' cabinets and the rear wall,
about athird of the way in from each
sidewall —about where I'd stood friend

and foe alike when tuning the room
with the (living and breathing) bodies of
my long-suffering friends (see fig.1). A
modified plan put the middle pair up
against the sidewalls about halfway
between the speaker cabinets and the
back wall.
As Ilistened to the changed acoustic,
Inudged the two pairs of Traps on the
outsides of the Utopias abit farther
apart, allowing both speakers and Traps
room to breathe alittle. Then Ifanned
out the Traps for ashallower toe-in
when seen from the listening position.
Then Ihumped the middle pair behind
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the Utopias back and forth while listening to the results. (Kathleen was laughing her ass off watching me grope and
waltz the Traps around our listening
room.) The best results were found with
the middle pair's reflective sides pointing toward the back corners. The pairs
outside of the speakers were rotated
until about 30% of the inner pair's
reflective sides and 60% of the outer
pair's reflective sides faced the drivers.
Okay, we're cookin' now, as Emeril
Lagasse shouts while kickin' it up a
notch [BAM] with 50 cloves of garlic.
First and most exciting, Ipreserved the
alluring smoothness in the upper
midrange and top end. Oh man, was it
sexy —pulled my little audiophile face
right into the music, it did. Totally
yummy. Then, too, playing with the
reflective ratio of the two pairs of Traps
on the outside of each speaker allowed
me to match that smoothness with a
perfect blend of detail, air, extension,
articulation, and focus. The boom was
gone, banished, extinct,finito.
Oh man, it was good. In its place was
terrific extension, tight and controlled
throughout the entire bass range, and as
transparent and quick as I've ever heard.
The upper bass, especially running the
Nagra PL-P preamplifier and YBA
Passion 1000 monoblocks, sounded
simply incredible: taut, transparent, fast,
and finely pitch differentiated.
The transition from the bass to the
midrange, and thence to the treble,
were both more seamless than ever. The
midrange itself was cajoling, charming,
rich, or as lean as whatever was inscribed or encoded on the surface of the
recording being played. Not too much,
not too little, just right. Oh MAN, it was
gettin' good! Pace, timing, slam, and
quick-as-life transients were there for
the hearing, delivered with aparticular
ease, as if the Utopias were no longer
fighting the room as before.
I was in audiophile heaven as I
enjoyed the transparency, the air, the
neutral, coherent soundstage that developed before me. The sense of each
recording's original venue was much
enhanced; Iwas hearing the recorded
acoustic and that alone. The palpability
factor flew off the peter meter. Everything was that much more round with
body and presence; music was composed of heart and mind, metal and
wood. Tonal color seemed to be spot
on, the resolution of the acoustic decay
giving me the chills. It was as if, bereft of
even more of the mechanical artifacts of
playback, Iwas entering into the true
realm of the music.
Stereophile, December 1998

Ihad good luck with another setup:
leaving the two Studio Traps in the rear
corners with a single Trap centered
halfway between them on the back
wall. Icentered another Trap about
halfway between the back of the speaker cabinets and the back wall (fig2). I
liked both setups; each delivered an
acoustic much better than the room
sounded without them.
Don't forget: spoiled bastard that I
am, I've got a gaggle of Argent
RoomLenses to play with too. You
might be interested to know that we
now use amix of 'Lenses and Traps to
make our listening room as friendly an
environment for high-end sound as is
possible. Just now, atrio of 'Lenses sits
behind the listening chair to break up
the bounce from the wall behind it.
More about mixing 'Lenses and Traps
later on.
In the meantime, let me point interested readers to an article by Wes
Phillips in the May '97 Stereophile
(Vol.20 No.5), in which Studio Traps
were employed with MIT cables and
Martin-Logan speakers to best effect. If
you're really curious, try February '92
(Vol.15 No2), in which Traps were used
to correct room problems with MartinLogan CLS IIAs. True seekers will look
for April '86 (Vol.9 No.3) and afull
review of Tube Traps by our own J.
Gordon Holt.2 You can also contact
ASC directly and ask for aliterature
packet, or request same from their website (www.tubetrap.com). Top Tube
Trap Art Noxon has written averitable
cornucopia of fascinating materials on
room acoustics. Altogether, it's an
exhaustive, scientific, and beautifully
documented package that I found
extremely informative. Tell 'em J-10
sent you.
Trapped and liking it, or "I do!'
ASC's Studio Traps have become permanent fixtures in our system. Ican
actually use the two pairs flanking the
JMIab Utopias to tone down bright and
hashy pop recordings, or to open up the
treble for well-recorded audiophile
discs. It takes about five seconds, but the
pleasure goes deep. Highly recommended for anyone whose family will allow
them to populate the listening room
with gobos. (They do come in five stock
colors and 55 custom hues.) Really, you
have no idea what your system can do
until you deal with the speaker/room
interface. Now go forth and boogie! DI
2Call (800) 766-0020 for back copies, or order them
through our website, www.stereophile.com.

3320 Griffin Road, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33312
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World Wide Web: http://www.wireworldaudio.com
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AUDIO AND VIDEO CABLES IN THE WORLD
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Tannoy Churchill loudspeaker

R

eally Big Hi-Fi came to live with
me for acouple of months this
past spring in the form of apair
of Tannoy Churchill loudspeakers.
They were trucked directly to San
Rafael, California from Kitchener,
Ontario, in flight cases so bulky they
could double as coffins for NFL offensive linemen. Once ensconced chez moi,
Tannoy dreadnoughts provoked bewilderment, alarm, curiosity, envy, admiration, awe, and amazement in all who
heard and saw them.
Arranging their arrival wasn't easy.
The North American Free Trade Agreement may have been intended to make
American-Canadian transactions as
friendly and unencumbered as they are
between Alabama and Mississippi, but
TGI North America's National Sales
Manager Ian Gellatly had to jump
through some wicked bureaucratic
hoops to arrange shipping. We'd been
talking intermittently about him getting
me apair of Churchills for review since
the Vancouver Hi-Fi show in September
'97, where Ithought they sounded excellent in the Hi-Fi Centre's large room
and The limer Ear Ittpores smaller one.
The truck showed up aday early. I
came home to aflurry of messages from
the driver, who had called every 20
minutes to tell me where he was parked
and why he couldn't deliver to the
house. (I live at the top of asteep, narrow street.) He waited nearby all afternoon on the shoulder of abusy thoroughfare until Ishowed up. "Happens
all the time," he said with ashrug.
"Refused shipment, wrong address,
wrong hour..." No wonder freight is
so expensive.
We strapped them —one at atime —
into the back of my Isuzu Trooper.
With the rear door open, we backed up
the street and rolled them into the
garage. The +100kg cases were easy to
maneuver on their heavy-duty casters.
Getting the speakers out of them was
another story, but with alittle engineering skill and aheavy-duty handtruck, I
accomplished alone what Ian had insisted was atwo-man job. (The handtruck
is amost underrated invention. With
foam-rubber pipe insulation covering its
Stereophile, December 1998

lannoy Churchill loudspeaker

rails, it's an indispensable tool for reviewers and hobbyists alike.)
The massive speakers went first into
the downstairs guest quarters, where
they endured afew days' break-in with
asmall NAD receiver. Iseemed to

Description: Reflex-loaded, two-way
floorstanding loudspeaker with 15"
dual-concentric drive-unit. Crossover: fourth-order low-pass, secondorder high-pass, at 1kHz. Frequency
response: 32Hz-20kHz, ±1.5dB.
Sensitivity: 95dB/2.83V/m. Dispersion: 90° conical. Impedance: not
specified.
Dimensions: 48.75" H by 22.5" W by
22.5" D. Weight: 177 lbs (80.45kg)
each.
Finishes: dark cherry, French walnut,

remember Gellatly telling me this particular pair was adealer's floor stock,
meaning they were already broken in,
but they looked so flawless — factory
new, in fact — that Idid it anyway.
Break-in, while not always strictly nec-

Santos rosewood.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
019A and B.
Price: $14,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 50.
Manufacturer: Tannoy Ltd., Rosehall
Industrial Estate, Coatbridge, Strathclyde, Scotland ML5 4TF. US Distributor: Tannoy/TGI North America
Inc., 300 Gage Avenue, Unit 1, Kitchener, Ontario N2M 2C8, Canada. Tel:
(519) 745-1158. Fax: (519) 7452364. Web: www.tannoy.com
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Tannoy
essary, is both areassuring ritual and an
informal introduction — like meeting a
new neighbor at agarage sale.
Two feet wide and deep, atad over
4' tall, and weighing in at 177 lbs each,
the Churchills were as imposing as a
couple of Sumo wrestlers. No human
guests availed themselves of my hospitality while the big bruisers were down
there, nor would they have been likely
to — the loudspeakers and their matching crossovers left only emergency

access to the guest bath. A few days
later they came upstairs, where they
displaced a pair of bird's-eye-maple
Montana EPSes — the last item on my
list of tardy reviews.

Churchill

Build
The Churchill's cabinet and crossover
are made right here in North America,
solely for the North American market.
They look like the fine furniture that
they are: precision joinery, carefully

inlaid hardwood trim, meticulously
matched veneers applied over an inchthick MDF core. The veneer is pairmatched not only on the front panels,
but on the tops, sides, backs, and even on
the external crossovers, which share the
speakers' trapezoidal shape. Crossover
components include Solen Hepta-Litz
inductors and Dale precision resistors in
amagnetic-null orientation. Four highquality WBT binding posts, for biwiring
or bi-amping, are easily accessible on the

responses above 300Hz were taken on
the tweeter axis at 50"; below 300Hz, the
woofer's response was measured in the
nearfield, as was the port's. There is a
massive air-space resonance present at
125Hz, which dominates the woofer's
output in the upper bass. Fig3 shows the
crossover to be placed at licHz, as specified, while the port covers the bandpass
centered on the 20-60Hz region.
The Churchill's overall response,
averaged across a30° window on the
tweeter axis, is shown in fig.4. Plotted
below 250Hz is the complex sum of the

woofer and port responses. Again you
can see the massive upper-bass resonance, though in aroom this will be less
obvious. But note that it contributes to a
lack of energy in the lower midrange
that might well correlate with BW's
feeling that the midrange sounded
"dark." Higher in frequency, the
response trend is quite smooth through
the upper midrange and treble, though
with aloss of energy above 11kHz.
This, again, might contribute slightly to
the dark balance noted.
The slight peakiness in the presence

Measurements

The

humongous Churchill is one of
the few high-sensitivity loudspeakers that actually meets its spec: my estimated B-weighted figure was exactly
95dB/2.83V/m. This speaker will go
very loud with asingle watt of power. Its
impedance (fig.!) varied between 5and
8ohms over almost the entire audioband, with only amoderate electrical
phase angle above 200Hz. The magnitude saddle in the bass at 26Hz indicates
the tuning of the V-shaped reflex port,
implying good LF extension. However,
note the peak at 125Hz and the wrinkle
in the curve around 180Hz. These indicate the presence of some severe resonances at these frequencies.
Using a simple accelerometer to
investigate the cabinet's resonant behavior did reveal panel vibrational modes at
125Hz and 180Hz. These can be seen in
fig2, awaterfall plot calculated from the
output of the accelerometer when it
was fastened to the side panel 12" from
the top. But their level is quite low, and
Idon't believe that it was the panel resonances that contributed to BW finding
that the Churchill's upper bass/lower
midrange sounded colored. The culprit
must lie somewhere else in the speaker's measured behavior.
And there it is in fig3, which shows
the individual outputs of the port, woofer
and tweeter. The woofer's and tweeter's

0.00
12.00
25.00
-12.0-

37.00
50.00
62.00
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Decay

-13.86
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100.0
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(46),

1000.0
- H.
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Fig.2 Tannoy Churchill, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet sidewall 12" from the top. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.1 Tannoy Churchill, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/
vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Tannoy Churchill, acoustic crossover
on tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted
below 300Hz and IkHz, respectively.
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Fig.4 Tannoy Churchill, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 3e
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of the nearfield woofer and midrange
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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dreamy chanteuse follows with Modern Cool. Not only the most anticipated jazz release of the year -with the
same Chicago quartet from Café Blue
(plus trumpet) - but another arresting sonic triumph as well. "People
need music now," says Barber. "They
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Why "Modern Cool"? Barber says
she would "leave the 20th century
PATRICIA BARBER:
MODERN COOL
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Tannoy
back of the crossover housings, which
attach to the speakers by shielded, extensible lCirnber Kable umbilical cords with
locking Neutrik Speakon connectors.
The result: baby elephants linked trunkto-tail to their mothers.
A 15" coaxial driver with a
stiff pulp
cone is mounted top-center, with agold
silhouette of Great Britain's top-hatted,
cigar-chomping prime minister Winston Churchill applied to the cone just
below the tweeter. A large, V-shaped

port, said to minimize wind noise, occupies the center of the front baffle. The
port's distinctive shape is widely
assumed to be the derivation of the
speaker's name, but Gellatly assured me
this isn't so. The silhouette can be mistaken for aChinese pictograph (my initial assumption) or afamous Churchill
look-alike, as noted by my buddy Dave
Ganapoler, musician and craftsman
extraordinaire: "They sound awesome,
but why the picture of WC. Fields?"

Churchill

Near the bottom of the front panel is
asmall brass plate inscribed "TANNOY."
The literature states that there are knit
grilles available for the Churchills, but
I've never seen any - not at three hi-fi
shows, and not on the floor models at
San Francisco Tannoy dealer House of
Music. Neither are there grille mounts
on the speakers; they're obviously
intended to be used grille-free.
The cabinets are extremely sturdy,
and exhibited no detectable resonance

Measurements
region ties in nicely with Barry's criticism of grain in the low treble. In the
bass, the nearfield response is down 6dB
at 24Hz and 10dB at 20Hz, which is
good if not outstanding low-frequency
extension.
Due to the Tannoy's mass, Iwas not
able to position it on my turntable to
examine its off-axis behavior. But by
moving the microphone instead, Icould
get ahandle on its dispersion, which
should be similar in both planes due to
its coaxial drive-unit design. Fig.5 shows
the vertical dispersion, plotted at
approximate 5° intervals from 20° above
the tweeter axis to 10° below. There is
very little change over almost all the
band across this window, which correlates with the good imaging performance. But note that, above 10kHz, the
response drops rapidly at more than 15°
off-axis. This will lead to alack of topoctave energy in all but very live rooms,
which will also contribute to the
Churchill's dark tonal balance.
In the time domain, the Tannoy's
impulse response (fig.6) looks typical of
a design that uses a high-order
crossover. Indeed, the step response
(fig.7) confirms my suspicion from the
impulse response that the Churchill is
not time-coherent, despite its use of a
coaxial drive-unit that places the tweeter diaphragm close to the acoustic center of the woofer. The tweeter output
arrives at the measuring microphone
first, followed by the woofer output.
Finally, the Churchill's cumulative
spectral-decay plot (fig.8) is not that
clean, but Isuspect that most of the hash
visible is due to early reflections rather
than to resonances per se. But not the
ridge of delayed energy at the cursor
position at 41cHz - this is aresonance,
and probably contributed to BW finding that the speaker sounded alittle
grainy in this region.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.5 Tannoy Churchill, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 20*-5° above HF axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-10° below HF axis.
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axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Tannoy
when rapped with the knuckles on top,
front, or back. A smidgen of resonance
can be heard if you rap hard on the large
side panels.

extremely sturdy and fully loaded bookcases (the world's best room-acoustic
treatment, in my opinion). Each is 7'
high and slightly over 4' wide, with just
enough room on top to display acollecSpace
tion of rotund ceramic pitchers.
My listening area (a "living room" in a
The ceiling is the standard 8'.
more conventional household) is airy,
Occasionally I'll feel the audio perfecopen, and full of natural light, with a tionist urge and break up the overhead
view to the north across the valley,
expanse of sheetrock with some corruwhere the town is nestled. Some folks
gated acoustical foam or flat soundsay it looks like Italy. The room's east
absorbing panels like those from Echo
wall — the front of the house — is 18'
Busters. Ceiling treatment does sound
long and features alarge picture winbetter, but Ihate the way it looks.
dow flanked by two hinged windows,
The north ("front") wall has abrick
which are usually open during all but
fireplace with arow of brightly colored
the most extreme weather — or the
bowling balls on the mantel, fingerloudest listening sessions. A bamboo
holes turned toward the viewer so that
shade and full-length drapes mitigate
the balls resemble the faces of blowfish.
both the amount of incoming light and
("Jeff Koons," deadpanned art-savvy
the acoustic character of the glass. On Jonathan Scull during avisit —a refereither side of the hinged windows stand
ence to one of contemporary art's most

Tunes (a partial list)
Audiophile recordings:
Fairfield Four: Standing in the Seely
Zone, Warner Alliance WBD-4137
Sara K.: Hobo, CheskyJD155
Rebecca Pidgeon: The New York City
Girls' Club, CheskyJD141
Spirit Traveler: Playing the Hits from
Motor City, JVC JVCXR-0007-2
(XRCD)
Blues:
Came So Far, various artists, Melody
Maker MMCD 1294
B.B. King: Deuces Wild, MCA
MCAD-11711
Classical:
Bach: Michael Murray, The Organ at
First Congregational Church, Los
Angeles, Telarc CD-80088
Paganini: Violin Concerto 1, Sarah
Chang, EMI CDC 555026 2
Satie: Piano Favorites, Angela Brownridge, EMI CD-EMX 9507
Vivaldi: Cello Concertos, Vol.1; Ofra
Harnoy, cello; Toronto Chamber
Orchestra; RCA Victor Red Seal
7774-2-RC
Jazz:
Dave Brubeck Quartet: Time Out,
Columbia CK 40585
Scott Hamilton Quintet: In Concert,
Concord Jazz CCD-4233
Harry James & his Big Band: The
King James Version, Sheffield Lab
10003-2-M
Diana Krall: All for You, Impulse!
I
M PD-182
Jimmie Lunceford & his Orchestra:
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/935-/937, Classics 510
Kit McClure Band: Some Like it Hot!,
Redhot RH 9001
Art Pepper/Joe Farrell/George
Cables: Darn That Dream, M&K
RealTime RT 3009
Joe Sample: Old Places Old Faces,
Warner Bros. 46182-2
Rock & Pop:
Allman Brothers Band: Eat aPeach,
Polydor P2-23654
Erykah Badu: Baduizm, Universal
UD-53027
Tab Benoit: Nice and Wann,JusticeJR
1201-2
Toni Braxton: Secrets, LaFace 7300826020-2
The Carpenters: The Singles, 19691973, A&M CD-3601
Bryan Ferry: Taxi, Reprise 45246-2
The Grateful Dead: The Grateful
Dead, Warner Bros. 1689-2
Natalie Merchant: Tigerlily, Elektra
61745-2
Joni Mitchell: Miles ofAisles, Asylum
202-2
No Doubt: Tragic Kingdom, Trauma
I
NTD-92580
Joan Osborne: Relish, Blue Gorilla/
Mercury 314-526 699-2
The Zombies: Greatest Hits, DCC
Compact Classics DZS-052
Soundtracks:
Black Orpheus, Verve 830 783-2
Toys, Geffen GEFD-24505
—Barry Willis

Churchill

enduring charlatans.) Three-foot-wide
windows on both sides of the fireplace
can be covered in an instant by draperies.
Officially, the dimension of this wall is
also 18' — but it continues another 13'
into the open dining area. The 120ft2
dining area is, in turn, wide open to the
kitchen —an additional 130ft2.
Opposite the north wall is the "back
wall" of the listening area, assuming the
loudspeakers are positioned astride the
fireplace — my favorite arrangement
most of the year. This surface sports
another large, loaded bookcase and asizable (4' by 5') faux Motherwell painting
that hides two 4' by 2' acoustic foam panels. On either end of this back wall are
passages to awide hallway, astairwell,
and to other rooms at the back of the
house. The net effect of all this architectural openness is that the room looks and
sounds much bigger than its measurements might indicate. Standing waves —
the plague of enclosed spaces — seem
not to exist here. My guesstimate of the
effective acoustic volume "seen" by the
speakers? In excess of 6000ft3.
Furnishings strike abalance between
whimsy and utility —an Amish rocker,
acouple of butterfly chairs, aBauhausinspired recliner, ablack-marble coffee
table, an almost room-size zebra-pattern rug. (A sofa was recently added —a
concession to social civility.) There are a
couple of overgrown house plants, plenty of objets trouvés— such as abroken
Zildjian cymbal, an aureole of stress
fractures around its center hole —lots of
inexplicable bad art, incomprehensible
publications, and tons of CDs, most of
which reside in aparody of order on
some shelving in the hall.
I've got agarage full of sound-treatment products with which to experiment: Echo Busters' full product line
(thank you, Michael Kochman); apair
of Acoustic Solutions bass traps; turgid
sheets of corrugated acoustical foam;
assorted ceramic tiles and marble slabs;
samples of exotic hardwoods in many
sizes; pillow stuffing and moving pads;
boxes of stones, blocks, cones, pucks,
amulets, ointments, aids, and ceremonial objects — amuseum-worthy collection yearning for its own retrospective:
Obsession: A Lfe in Hi-Fi.
Some of it gets used all the time —
like the 2' by 2' cultured-marble tiles
that serve as plinths for large loudspeakers. Ican't verify any sonic contribution,
but they sure protect the floor against
scars caused by spike feet. Behind each
speaker stands an Echo Buster "Double
Buster" panel — acombo absorber/diffuser ("abffuser") to soak up and redirect
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Tannoy
any reflections from the front wall that
might besmirch sonic perfection. Such
besmirchment, as all audiophiles know,
is acrime against music.
Sound
First impression: huge, warm, intimate.
This particular string of adjectives was
also my recurring and lasting impression. Intimacy isn't something Iusually
associate with huge loudspeakers; it's
rather something that occurs at rare
intervals late at night, listening to
English pastoral music or solo bluesmen
through small speakers in cozy, wellappointed rooms. Many large loudspeakers offer great power, dynamics,
and bottom-end extension —"external"
qualities, if you will —at the sacrifice of
inner life, that wann'n'fuzzy sensation
that you're burrowing into the deepest
recesses of the music, or that it's burrowing into you.
The Tannoys turned this assumption
upside down. At volume levels from
pianissimo to mho Jo* rte they always invited me in, rather than closing me out.
Positioned abit over 21
/ out from the
2
wall, about 7' apart at the inside corners,
Associated Equipment
Power amplifiers: Threshold T100 (pair used as "fully balanced"
180W monoblocks), Sumo Andromeda (very good 14-year-old amp,
200Wpc), Parasound HCA-1000A
(165Wpc), Dynaco Stereo 70 (modified tube amp with MIT coupling
caps and push-pull EL34 outputs,
35Wpc), Nirvana Electronic Works
DCA 33 (battery-powered class-A
stereo amplifier, 33Wpc).
Preamplifiers: Threshold T3i
(balanced output), Creek OBH-12
(passive remote), Parasound P/LD
2000 (balanced, unbalanced, and
"direct"), Chase Technologies
RLC-1 (remote line controller).
Digital sources: PS Audio
Lambda 2 CD transport; Randy
Tomlinson-modified JVC XLZ1010ZN (as transport and player),
Marantz CC-48 CD changer (as
transport and player), Marantz
DVD810 player.
DACs and digital processors:
Genesis Digital Lens, Threshold
DAC 2, Parasound D/AC 2000.
Cables and interconnects: Nordost SPM, Straight Wire Rhapsody
II, Transparent Music Link Plus.
—Barry Willis
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Churchill

and toed-in just slightly, they cast an
enormous soundstage that seemed to
extend in all directions. After abit of
experimentation, Isettled on the Nordost SPM cables and interconnects as
the best choice for the Churchills. The
incredible speed and detail of the SPM
freed them from any lingering laboriousness that softer-sounding cables
might have imparted.

some instruments an amazing sense of
realism —Ofra Hamoy's cello, for example, or the lower registers of Diana ICrall's
piano. Gary ICarr's double-bass recordings, which Ihave heard through many
systems, never sounded more natural.
Unfortunately, this resonance added
coloration to other instruments, too —
including voices, an artifact that required some adaptation on my part.
There is no such thing as aperfect loudspeaker —each one has strengths and
The Churchills
weaknesses. Put another way, each food
has its flavor. The Churchill's strengths
offered unexpected
were wide dispersion, high efficiency,
low-end impact.
explosive dynamics, and deep, taut bass.
The speaker's weakness was its midThe sounds from the coaxial ("Dual
range, which Ican only characterize as
Concentric," in Tannoy's parlance) drivdark-sounding. Female vocals and
ers seemed very well integrated, with
upper-register string instruments, like
smooth, wide dispersion. Ididn't notice
Sarah Chang's violin, took on amoody,
any frequency-response anomalies
overcast quality that they haven't exhibmoving from astanding position to a ited with other speakers.
seated one, or while moving about the
Although Ilove deep, powerful bass,
room. Imaging was good but not excepIprefer midrange clarity over all, and
tional, whether Iwas in the politically
most of the speakers I've lived with
correct dead center or far off-axis.
recently — two models of PBN's
Rated at 95dB sensitivity, the
Montana series, the System Audio 1070,
Churchills played effortlessly with modeven the modest Spica TC-60 —offer it
est amounts of amplifier power (20in abundance. B.B. King's call-and35W), and could shake the walls when
response guitar duet with Eric Clapton
driven by more substantial gear —which
("Rock Me Baby") sounded distant
Idid with the Threshold, Sumo, and
through the Churchills, rather than
Parasound amps. Thank God for tolerupfront and immediate like it sounded
ant neighbors.
through the others. Ihypothesize that
The Churchills offered unexpected
there was some combination of cabinet
low-end impact. They're rated by the
resonance and crossover-point suckout
manufacturer at ±1.5dB from 32Hz to
that gave the Churchill this dark quality.
20kHz, with the -3dB point spec'd at
I'm eager to see what John Atkinson's
29Hz, but Iswear they reached well into
measurements reveal.
the visceral-massage region below 16Hz.
A hint of grain in the lower treble is
Case in point: One night, as Itoiled
my only criticism of the upper-octave
away at my computer, my significant presentation, which overall was fairly
other cued up Erykah Badu's Baduiztn
neutral, without obvious peaks. The top
at background level, and the first cut's
end didn't call attention to itself with a
subsonic foundation set my chair in
too-showy display of shimmer, but neimotion — with me in it—in another
ther was it of ultimate transparency.
room 40' away. Midday listening sesTreble characteristics were very well
sions, when most of the neighbors are
balanced against the loudspeaker's botaway, allow me to push the SPLs higher
tom octaves — something Ibelieve was
than Ican otherwise. On several occaof primary concern to the Churchill's
sions, with material ranging from the
designers. The overall feeling was warm
Allman Brothers' "One Way Out" to
and very inviting. Ienjoyed a wide
Michael Murray's masterful reading of range of music through these loudBach's Toccata and Fugue in d, Iliterally
speakers, and was very happy to spend
shook some windows and rattled some
the time with them.
doors. It's part of the job, you underIwas also happy to listen to them
stand —like aMotor Trend reviewer forcagain at HI-FI '98, where the same pair
ing acar to its limit.
that had resided with me for weeks was
The Tannoy's formidable bottom end
on display in the Audio Unlimited suite.
endowed most music with afeeling of This was arare treat. Seldom do we get
solidity and substance. The cabinets,
to hear identical review products with
despite the product literature's assertion
completely different gear in acompletethat they're "acoustically inert," had acerly different room. In Los Angeles, the
tain woody box resonance that gave
Churchills were driven by Air Tight
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PROUDLY PRESENTS...

VIRTUAL REALITY

by Von Schweikert Research, bringing to your home the true breadth,
space, and clarity of the live performance
Now Von Schweikert Research has combined years of loudspeaker design experience with revolutionary and evolutionary concepts in acoustics and electronics to create anew line of products for pure audio and audio/home theater applications. Starting with the now famous VR-4 Gen 11 and VR-4.5, and followed shortly thereafter by the VR-3, VR-6, and VR-8,
VR speakers feature:
✓ Tweeters and midranges that operate in minimum baffle enclosures for maximum clarity and smoothness. The sound
is boxless and wide open.
✓ A woven, carbon fiber midrange main driver that minimizes colorations in the most vital part of the musical spectrum.
✓ Point-to-point, hand-wired crossover networks that harmonically blend all drivers to sound like asingle-element
speaker. The resulting sound is seamless.
✓ A new concept in loudspeaker design, the Global Axis Integrator Network, (GAIN) that optimizes the performance,
dispersion, and integration of all drivers in awide, 180° global axis. This dispersion pattern mimics the pickup pattern
of the recording microphone and launches the sound into your room in afashion that closely resembles the original
live performance. The result is aholographic image that really does justify the name Virtual Reality.
✓ Distributed Resonance Integration (DRI) that optimizes the performance of the two woofers in the upper end of their
response. This eliminates the resonances and muddy sound that mar the performance of so many other speakers. The
result is deep, powerful, clear bass that lets you hear the harmonic nature of each instrument.
Now VR has combined these advanced concepts with the special demands of home
theater speakers to create abrand new line of 10 A-V products. Choose from three
center channels, 3front speakers, and three surround speakers, and compliment
them, if desired, with an extraordinarily powerful and clear subwoofer to create
home theater that is, quite simply, the most stunning available.

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In very short
order, their tube and solid state designs have established BAT
as leaders in high end electronics design. Now their marvelous amps and preamps are joined by the brand new VKD5, aremarkable CD player featuring fully-balanced digital and
analog sections. Its music will flow into your ears.
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves
the impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power
for $980! A miracle!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of
much larger designs.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that presents music with stunning beauty. Now the longawaited Model 5engulfs you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC-I center channel and
VSM-I surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.
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MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek, attractive
speakers, just as it does from abeautiful songbird. The Kestrel,
Shearwater, and Heron have now been joined by acenter channel,
and asmall monitor. Starting at $895 per pair, the Meadowlark
speakers sing sweetly and clearly.
ROTEL Great sounding components at prices you can afford.
Rotel has crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theater
products. (Sorry, no mail order on Rotel.)
ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN Their new line of three
home theater processors comes with Dolby AC-3, DTS, touch
screen remote, and that fabulous EAD sound, starting at the
very competitive price of $2995. What adeal!
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at
affordable prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any
price. Come hear the new Kimber Select series, and prepare to be
stunned!

AMC •Arcici •Audioguest •Balanced Audio Technology •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celeste •Chang Lightspeed
Conrad Johnson •EAU •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Johda
Kimber Kable •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •Melos •Monarchy •NAD •Nitty Gritty •Odyssey •Platinum
Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •SME •Stewart Screens •Tannoy •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI
*Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333

ATM-3 amplifiers and fed by an ATC-2
preamp, in turn fed by an Accuphase
DP-75 CD player.
Most significant was the Accuphase
DG-28 Digital Voicing Equalizer, which
Arturo Manzano said had been used to
"smooth out the problematic room." It
also brightened up the Churchills' mid-

After this audition,
the Churchills are on my
wish list of items to fill
that mythical place
with music.
range. Ithought their performance in
LA. was superior to what Ihad heard at
home —something Ican attribute only to
better electronics and tons of very sophisticated equalization. With the right combination of equipment, the Churchills are
capable of world-class performance.
Condusion
Based on adesign now 50 years old,
Tannoy's Churchill loudspeaker is a
throwback to the stiff-cone, large-vented-cabinet designs that were popular in
the 1950s and early 1960s. But its retro
design belies athoroughly modern performance, notable for its extended bottom end and enormous power handling.
Like all speakers, it will benefit from the
best possible electronics, but can perform quite convincingly and satisfyingly
with less than cutting-edge support. Its
imposing size and exquisite finish make
astatement that is impossible to ignore.
The soundstage it casts is enormous, allenveloping, and warm as awell-tended
hearth on acold winter's night.
The $14,000/pair list price is not at all
unreasonable in light of the extremely
high craftsmanship and degree of engineering expertise behind the Churchills.
This speaker is at its best in large environments, and should probably not be
shoehorned into cramped townhouses,
condominiums, or other less-than-capacious dwellings.
The ultimate question all reviewers
face, of course, is: Would you buy a
pair? The answer: Yes. Ithink they'd be
perfect in a huge stone-and-openbeam-construction dream house overlooking athousand-acre spread with
trout stream somewhere in Montana.
After this audition, the Churchills, supported by DG-28 EQ and Air Tight
amplification, are on my wish list of
items to fill that mythical place with
music.
Stereophile,

December 1998

The people
with the
best sound
systems
in the world
listen to
Steve Davis.
Why? Because he listens to them. Gets
to know them. Learns their musical
tastes, their priorities, their budgets.
So when Steve makes recommendations, his customers trust
his advice. They
know they're
getting the best
equipment for
their needs. Sound
good? You bet it
does. And your system
will, too. Just
listen to
Steve.

High-End Audio
Catalog!

Get This Catalog Before
You Make Your Next HighEnd Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices.
Hundreds of high-end audio products
including hard-to-find accessories,
speakers, analog and digital audio,
audio cables, power conditioners,
acoustic treatments, equipment racks,
and more!
Learn What You Need to Know Before
You Buy. Get complete informationproduct descriptions specifications,
buying tips, colorful images, detailed
comparison charts, revealing cut-away
illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and designer, and more!
How to Get Your FREE copy Of the
Catalog. Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445.
and give us your name and address.
The call is free, and so is the catalog.
This catalog request hot-line is open
24 hours aday, 7days aweek.

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
Source Code: SF98T

New & Used Audio Since 1978
800-752-4018 •www.hififarm.com

Audio Advisor. Inc.. is the world's largest
seller of high-end audio products by mail.
Address: 4649 Danvers »rive S.E.
Kentwood. MI 49512
Phone: 616-975-6100 Fax: 616-975-6111
()Copyright 1996 Audio Advisor. Inc.
littrihrow.audioadvisor£oni
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New Age Audio Brings You

ERFECTILEND OF A
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LOLIDSPEAKERS
SPEAKERS
Montana •ESP •Quintessence •Totem •Clements
Fuselier •Green Mountain •Merlin •System Audio
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS
Sierra Audio •Acalphase •Audire
Musical Design •Simm Audio -Moon Series
VACUUM TUBE ELECTRONICS
Audio Prism •Cary Audio •Music Reference •Rouge Audio
Presence Line Stage

(highly acclaimed by Peter Mono-left; I.A.R.)

DIGITAL
Allis •Timbre •G&D Transforms •Accuphase
EA]) •Musical Design •Musical Concepts
CABLES
Synergistic Research •Music Metre •Flat Line
ACCESSORIES
Chang •Osiris •Audio Prism •Contours
HOME THEATRE COMPONENTS
EAD •Circle Surround •NAD
4,
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AUDIO
Specializing in State-of:the-Art 2-Channel
& Surround Sound Systems

Peach Tree City, GA 30269

Phone/Fax: 770.487.0103

The Montana EPS
Frequency Range: 20-22,000Hz
Impedance: Nominal 4ohms13-11S2)
Sensitivity: 92 dB/2.83V/1 meter
Power Handling: 250W Continuous 1700W peak)
X-Over Points: 300Hz/3000Hz
Size HxWxD: 54" x 14" x15"
Weight: 154 lbs !ship wt 380 lbs/Paul
MSRP: $7,995/pair

Trade-ins Accepted •One Year Trade-up Policy •Home Auditions Available •Extensive Pre-owned Inventory
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Cary CAD-5725E monoblock
power amplifier
ingle-ended triode (SE7) ampleers.
Designs from the '30s, using tubes first
manufactured in the '30s. Lou' power,
high distortion, restrictedfrequency range. High
output impedance, with consequent variations
in frequency response Oh, and tubes that cost
up to $400 each. Gimme abreak!
And yet... Ithought there might be
more to the preference for these amplifiers than just nostalgia. I'd heard some
exceptionally good-sounding SETbased systems, and that had intrigued
me enough to want to check out an
SET amplifier should the opportunity
present itself.
But for me to seriously consider an
SET amplifier, it would have to meet several criteria. The price had to be reasonable in the first place, and tube replacement couldn't cost afortune. The
amplifier had to be able to drive "normal"
loudspeakers to satisfactory levels — I
wasn't about to start searching for a
speaker with +100dB sensitivity just so
Icould use an amplifier with 23W of
power. (Most ultra-high-sensitivity
speakers I've heard sound hopelessly colored.) Iwas willing to cut SETs some
slack when it came to distortion; as long
as distortion is not excessive, the spectrum
of the distortion products is probably
more important than the amount of distortion. Also, I'd never been convinced
that frequency response extending from
DC to light was necessarily agood thing.
The Cary CAD-5'72SE, reviewed by
Martin Colloms in the October '98 issue
of Stereophile (Vo121 No.10 p.193),
appeared to meet all of these criteria. For
amonoblock pair of SET amplifiers from
one of the premier names in tube electronics,' $2500 is exceedingly reasonable,
and replacement output tubes are only
$75 each. The rated 20Wpc would not be
very impressive for asolid-state amplifier,
but it makes the CAD-572SE almost a
powerhouse by SET standards. Tube
amplifiers tend to overload in graceful
fashion, so "tube watts" are often considered subjectively equivalent to double the
1 Cary Audio lksign, 111A Woodwinds Industrial
Court, Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919) 481-4494. Fax: (919)
460-3828. E-mail: info@caryaudio.com . Web:
www.earyaudio.com
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Cary CAD-5725E power amplifier

power from asolid-state design.
Ifirst heard the Cary CAD-572SEs at
aneighborhood dealer, American Sound
of Richmond Hill, Ontario, where the
amps seemed to do agood job of driving apair of Aerial Acoustics 7Bs — a
speaker that is not particularly high in
sensitivity. My reference Dunlavy SCIV's sensitivity clocks in at 91dB, and its
impedance is extremely linear, so I
thought the combination should work.
Of course, the best way to ascertain
equipment compatibility is to actually
try it. Iborrowed apair of CAD-572SEs
from American Sound for the weekend
(Thanks, Angie!), and when the weekend was over, Iknew that not only were
amplifier and speaker compatible, but
that I
just had to write about the Cary. To
make things more interesting, Irequested two pairs of CAD-572SEs, which
would allow me to assess the advantages
(and possible downside) of driving the
bass and the midrange/tweeter sections
of each speaker with its own amplifier.
Also, Martin's review samples were optimized for a nominal 8 ohm speaker
impedance; the samples Ireceived had
switches to select 8or 4ohms.

about the CAD-572SE is that it's based
on abrand-new tube. Nostalgia aside, I
find it hard to believe that the best of all
possible vacuum tubes would be a
design that's been around for half acentury (pace 300B fans).
The SV572-3 used in the CAI)572SE was introduced in 1996 by the
Russian company Svetlana, the world's
largest tube manufacturer. It was developed from the 811 series of transmitter
tubes, and its excellent linearity makes it
particularly suitable for use as an audio
power tube. The plate dissipation is
125W, which means that it can double as
aspace heater and provide enough illumination to read Sam Tellig's latest
adventures in SET-land. In Cary Audio's
implementation, the SV572-3 is not
pushed nearly as much as the specifications allow (and, since it's used in the single-ended mode, it's not pulled at all!), so
reliability and longevity should be excellent. The CAD-572SE is not azero-negative-feedback design, but the amount
of loop feedback is very small (2dB), and
used mainly to lower the output impedance; the amplifier is said to be stable
without any negative feedback.

Hot stuff: Martin Colloms has already
provided his usual expert description of
the CAD-572SE's design so Iwon't go
over ground that's been thoroughly covered. As someone more comfortable listening to amplifiers than discussing circuit topologies, what Ifound intriguing

System and setup: By the time the
CAD-572SEs arrived, the speakers Iwas
listening to were the SC-IV/As, Dunlavy's
spectacular follow-up to the SC-N (see my
review in November 1998). A little more
sensitivity has been squeezed out of the
design (92dB for the SC-N/A os 91dB for
153
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250 Watt Stereo

Modular Amplifier
BP-25 Preamplifier
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All Bryston products carry the finest
warranty in the industry: 20 years
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Follow-Up
the SC-IV) —good news for owners of
low-powered amplifiers. The rest of the
system consisted of aPS Audio Lambda
II/Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro 32/Sonic
Frontiers Processor 3 digital source, updated Linn LP12/Ittolc/AudioQuest
AQ700Onsx analog source, Convergent
Audio Technology (CAT) SL-1 Signature
Mk.III preamp, digital cables by
Illtuninations (D60/Orchid), and TARA
Labs The Two interconnects and Decade
speaker cables. The acoustics of my 14' by
16' by 7.5' listening room have been recently improved with the addition of aset of
Argent RoomLenses (and removal of the
previously used acoustical treatment).
The SC-IV/A has two sets of binding
posts, allowing for biwiring or biamping
(using the internal passive crossover). I
first listened to asingle pair of CAD572SEs with the speakers biwired, then
alternated between one and two pairs of
amplifiers (ie, passive biamping). The
CAT has two sets of outputs, suitable for
driving two pairs of amplifiers. However,
an additional pair of long interconnects
can be asignificant expense, so Iasked
TARA Labs' Matthew Bond if he
thought there would be any disadvantage
to using asingle pair with adapter cables
that split the signal near the amplifier
end. He suggested that not only was this
not aproblem, but that there may be a
theoretical advantage in having asingle
rather than adouble pair for most of the
run (something about the single cable
exhibiting less phase shift because of a
closer match between the DC resistance
and AC impedance). He kindly provided
me with cables to explore both options,
and, indeed, the single-pair-plus-adapter
setup sounded slightly more extended
and transparent in the extreme highs
than the double pair.
Ialso compared the amplifiers with
the load-matching switches in the 8
ohm and 4 ohm positions. The SCIV/A's impedance stays mostly between
4 and 6 ohms, dipping to about 3.4
ohms at 60Hz and again at 20Hz, so I
expected the 4ohm setting to be more
optimal. As it turned out, the 8ohm setting produced tighter bass and agenerally more open sound. The amplifiers
were placed on aPolyCrystal amplifier
stand, with PolyCrystal cones under
each amplifier. This resulted in significantly improved clarity compared to my
previous butcherblock-on-spikes setup.
Magic time: Use the term "magic" to
refer to the sound of an audio system or
component and you're likely to incur
the disdain of those who view sound
reproduction as a mere engineering
Stereophile, December 1998

exercise whose outcome is easily quantifiable through measurement. Yet many
audiophiles have had the experience of
listening to asystem that seems to transcend the electromechanical aspects of
sound reproduction, providing almost a
direct pathway to the music and the performers. When this happens, it is indeed
akind of magic. Not magic in the supernatural sense, but magic as illusion: a
card placed in the middle of the deck
somehow appears on top after the deck

much like arecording than like Sinatra
himself, communicating across the years
and through the limitations and distortions of all the equipment involved in
the recording and playback processes.
This impression of plausible realism
(which is, of course, critically dependent
on the rest of the system as well) is the
CAD-572SE's signal characteristic, and
goes along way toward explaining the
allure that SET amplifiers have for
many audiophiles. Tonal balance was
perhaps very slightly on the sweet side,
Use the term "magic"
but the highs didn't sound obviously
rolled off or lacking in air. Grain was
to refer to the sound of
conspicuous by its absence, with sibilant
splash less intrusive than with any other
an audio system or
power amp I've had in my system.
Soundstage width and depth were
component and you're
superb, and images had abreathtaking
likely to incur the disdain
three-dimensionality.
Doubling up on amplifiers brought
of those who view sound
about improvements in the two areas in
which SETs are generally acknowlreproduction as amere
edged to be weak: dynamic range and
bass extension. Actually, asingle pair of
engineering exercise.
CAD-572SEs was able to drive the SCis shuffled; asheet of newspaper is torn
IV/As to pretty high levels, but with
into small pieces, and —Presto!—
some loss of the sense of ease that charwhole again. You may have a pretty
acterized performance at lower levels.
good idea of how the trick is done, but Bass with asingle pair was quite crediyou still find yourself swept up in the
ble on its own, but comparison with the
illusion. Some systems, and some comSonic Frontiers Power 2 or — even
ponents, have ahigh propensity for cremore so — a pair of Bryston 7B-STs
ating and sustaining the illusion that showed that the SC-IV/As' full potenwhat you're listening to is not just a tial for bass extension and power was
reproduction, but plausibly reaL
not being realized. The addition of a
The Cary CAD-572SE is one of these
second pair of amplifiers should theo"magic" components. Listening to my
retically increase the SPL ceiling by
system with the CAD-5'72SE in it, Iwas
31113, and this was accomplished handily,
repeatedly struck by how utterly lifelike
but the effect went beyond that. At
and musically convincing the sound was.
moderate to high levels — below audiI'm not talking about tonal balance that's
ble clipping—there was simply a
easy on the ears but homogenizes timgreater sense of authority, of dynamic
bres and lacks detail — each instrument freedom, and the bass gained in both
and voice maintained its distinctive timimpact and extension. There was also an
bral character, and there was no shortage
enhanced sense of space.
of low-level detail, even if this was preApart from the additional cost, and
sented in asubtle rather than alook-at- assuming that the speakers have the reqhow-detailed-I-am manner. It was also
uisite biwire capability, is there adownnot just a matter of the sound being
side to using two pairs of CAD-572SEs?
"euphonic," except in the sense that
My initial answer to this question would
recordings were revealed to have agenhave been afirm "No." Then, as Iliserally more natural, less electronic sound
tened alternately to the two configurathan had previously been the case.
tions (with some adjustment of the volI'd always dismissed the first-generaume control, as volume was not exactly
tion digital transfer of Frank Sinatra's
the same on switchover), Igradually
Come Fly With Me (Capitol CDP 7 came to feel that the sound with asingle
48469 2) as sounding pretty rough, and pair of amplifiers, although with alower
the CAD-572SE did not magically turn
dynamic ceiling and not as even abalit into a 24/96 demonstration piece.
ance between the top and the bottom,
Still, when Iheard Frank launch into
had alittle more immediacy, and afiner
"On the Road to Mandalay" (with the
delineation of low-level detail — alittle
tasteless substitution of "Burma broad"
more of the magic. (Interestingly, in
for "Burma girl"), it sounded not so
brief demonstrations Igave to three
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decheli

Planet CD

"

$1200

Prestige Gold $180
Prestige Silver $150
Prestige Red

CD Master

Mycro

$1395

Glider

$750

SUMIKO

Black Cube

rezi

SJ 102B 20w . .$550
JD 601A CD ..5450

$28 2oz / $158 160,

JD 401 A Tuner $350

#5 Stylast .523 n4
#1 & #2 Combo .549
#2 & #3 Combo .S40
mc
.5249
OBH-8 -SE mm $325
OBH-8 mm
.5199

#1, #2 & #3

DENON

P/PH-100 mm ..5120

Music Hall

$180

DL-160
Pro-Ject 6.9

-Mg

TIIORge
r

MMF-1 mm
OED Discsaver
-EUT19Ciè

$99"
589"

Factory
Authorized

TD-320 MK II

$1080
$925

TD-295 MK II

$999

TD-280 MK Il

$540

TD-185 MK II

$473

Music Hall

$299

PENON

orrofon

B-Tech 26 mm $49"
r

DP-23F

$425

DP-47F

$650

4330
4330 Remote

5495
.. 5595

DENON

List Price.. _5450
Sale Price

Record Clamp

$400
.$200

$999

SO-3107 DVD

.5649

AESTHETIX

SD-2107 DVD

.5499

ABCD-1

PARASOLJ N

S125

B. Z560 as fib
$350
35411x 142dx 181
barsusbystems

•
1=

..........

HCA-1500A 205. 5995
HCA-1000A I
35w 5595
HCA-750A 75w 5429

559"

db Protractor. .539"
Soundtracktor $199"

The Pig Grip

.520

Kab Strobe
SME Strobe

. ..585
...550

Shure Stylus gauge $20
$22" each

Cardas Sweep ..517

521" each

Ring Mat 330 MK II

3 LP 's
4 LP 's

52/"each
52CI" each

XLR
AO Record Mat

$90
560

5 LP s
.520" each
6LP 's ...$19" each

D-Stat Mat
...512"
ZEROSTAT 3
.$50

MO -FI LP's

Tone-Arm Wrap .520

525

$200 .5m

JERRY RASKINS

D.

epos
FarES-12

E

41G

F

A. CF35 35
B. Ultimate

$1535 8'pr
.$1055 8'pr

Forest

...5575 8.pr

audioquest

Quartz _5144 .5m

Jade

$26

Silver Streak $130
.3111re
HERO

$95 5.

PBJ

$69 Si

OPT

$40 51
Speaker Cat
BiFot

XL

C. Steel

. .5149 pr

D. Euro

$80 pr
$260

F Euro Video $250
G. AF $60 pr -$90 pr

mreDs
éti

Reference RS 1
Reference RS 2
Prestige SR 325
Prestige SR 225
Prestige SR125
Prestige SR 80
Prestige SR 60

$695
5495
$295
$200
.5150
595
$69

51800

8

$1200

8;

8TC
4TC

$12 lo,
57 fo,

4VS

53 fo‘

4PR

foc

Sm
POwerKord

S325
$290 pr

I III ill
'
Speaker

..$16

I Il

itro,

Cable

Midnight

..520 foot

Crystal

510 foot

Orchid _5280

5t

Indigo
$7 loot
Type 6 .. .$4 50 foot
Type 4
$2.50 foot

-',4111.1111MIMIB

Type 2 . .51.50 foot
F

.1.111.111M

ER
$ i.95
n 9 5 i toott

D-60

:
0

... .5152

3
70
5

St

•• $102

51

.1 MM...
DOE

«CM1.11111›.
Interconnects per pair
Sapphire ..5192 5m
TOI Triode.$104

5m

Tourmaline .$69

5m

V-21

555

Si

543

.5r

'ALJDID•
.MAGIC.

HD-600
$349

Illusion ..51.499 5
Koss
OZ
o

0 ."

Zone

Sorcerer.. .5599

5

Spellcaster $399

5

Excalibur ..5189 5
'
41=1Z3,4.4" . Presto
.. .5149 5
Interconets per pair
Signature
5450.5 m
Reference
5240.5 m
Ultra
5119 5 m
VDO
$30 5m

2000
$159"

1;1âIl

$1095
pr

Power Pack .

.5199

1\11S per
pair
Classic
MS20i $659
Pearl
MS1015349

$2335 8'pr

Ruby . .$100 Sm
Topaz
$65 Sm
Turquoise 540 Sm

STRAIGHT WIRE
effluidifflig_
imurdéig.eme,

1
D

5249"
$349"

Established 1979

Virtuoso ..5300.5 m
Maestro 11 $200 .5 m
Rhapsody II $120 .5 m

MISERIES
Video
Cables

800.229.0644

Jr

Stanton W.O.S. 100
List $330 Sale 5165,

612.378.0543 • tax 378.9024 • 419 14th ave. S.E., MPLS MN 55414

M1000V

V

545

5m

...530 5 m

E

li

Interconets per pair
MAX 1000e
MAX 1500

NEEDLE DOCTOR
v

f

5250

.$3695 8'pr

Clear
Argent

\
M/0001

$99"

. $310 .5m

Opal

Worlds Largest Selection of Turntables, Cartridges, Needles & Accessories
http://www.needledoctor.com • e-mail info@needledoctor.com

Sale Price

$425 .5m

Emerald

Interconnects per pair
C.

Ortofon Stylus gaugeS8
1 LP
2 LP's

r

KCAG

Ïii

SENNHEIZER

llllllll

or Black

C
$219"

Orbitrac
34"
AO Brush
Hunt Brush
$20
(Decca)Brush
$25
Discwasher Brush $20

Protractor

audio lechnica

List Price .
Sale Price

DCD1659 CD

Disc
24"

...5225

OC -9

$25

DVD300S DVD ..S999

«Pii• Toshiba

Geo-

Gold

MC 25 FL

List Price
150

cre0È
wilatimita

Cartndge Demagnetizer

Sale

440ML

DP-26F

Grue Glide

$199

$49"
Silver

TD-318 MK II

MMF-2

$140

DL-110
r

....$66

#4 & #5 Combo .S34
#1. 2 .3, 4 & 5 ..599

PAPASOUND

Mir
Pro-Ject 6.1
..$699
Pro-Ject 1.2. ..$399

5125

E. Euro Audio

$295

SUMIKO

$1400
$1095

#2 Record Preservative
#3 Record Cleaner
5172oz /RCM $50 gal

OBH-9

Lapis

Speaker Cable

SJ 302B 50w
.$9.50
SJ 2029 40w . $695

$28 12oz /$152 4oz

Interconnects per

Diamond. .5550 .5m

Sterling

#1 Power Cleaner
,
5695

Interconnects per pair

Dragon

Microfiber Brush .$2`

Special

$499

r/1

A. Z524 24 l'

Point

5695

s79-

C. B Tech

KirvBER KAB

assammould =MI ;

e

SJ 801A 70w
SJ 502B 60w

regil Blue

Planar 3
Planar 2

B. Synergy 5249-5649

$56

#4 Stylus Cleaner $15

GyroDec Ill LE 51995
GyroDec III
.51795

$895
...5595

C

A. Archetype 5.0 5389

Z518 162

$40

8HD MICRO

.$795

BRIO 35w

11

Record Master $245

$110

Prestige Black

BENZ

1.5F1 semi ... .5449

.

MIRA 60w

audio

Prestige Blue
$80
Prestige Green .560

oudiollet i-rea
jazz»faimigogi

E. A. R. U.S.A.

Benz Glider _$1995

I Salamander
e

AF
.#40G
lockiH
ng
.1. $4
.1.K.

B. #9 6mm
512
C. 09 5mm
512
103 6mm
.56
E. 1118
. S10
F. #7 Banana S40
G. #5 Banana $15
H. #2 Banana S/6
I. #3S Sliver 510
J. #3
K #1
L. MOP

Spade
P111

•

4t
4t
4r
21
21
4;
8;
4;

$8 8;
$8 8;
$6 2;
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Follow-Up
audiophile friends, the two who have
high-powered solid-state amplifiers in
their own systems much preferred the
biamped setup, whereas the third one, a
tube guy, liked the single amp more.)

several key parts of the circuit — made a from more recent designs, most notably
minor improvement in the area of the
the VT200. The company admitted that
amp's only significant weakness. In my
the ample space within the VT100 chasoriginal review, Ihad noticed amidbass
sis is what permitted such a large
thinness that Ifelt detracted from the
increase in energy storage.
VT100's overall neutral presentation.
Itested the amplifier on both my old
Conclusion: Single-ended triode fans
The InfiniCap mod fleshed out the
and new reference speakers: the Acarian
like Sam Tellig are not out to lunch —
midbass quite abit, but the amp still
Systems Alón V Mk.II and Circe,
there is something special going on here,
lacked adegree of dynamic slam in that
respectively. Iwas surprised at the sigand the CAD-572SE's compatibility
region that Iheard with other amplifiers
nificant improvement wrought by the
with speakers of more or less normal
in my room, most notably the Sonic
Mk.II over the original amp. The Midi
sensitivity makes it aprime candidate for
Frontiers Power 2.
further extended the strengths of the
consideration if you're at all curious
Later, in the early part of this year, I original, while converting the amp's
about what SETs have to offer. At
received a call from ARC about an
weak area into anew area of excellence,
$2500/pair —or even at $5000 for two
update to the VT100 that the company
as follows:
pairs —the CAD-572SE is areal bargain.
felt was significant enough to designate
•A richness in the lower midrange: All of the
The Cary CAD-572SE is not the unithe new version as "MILLI." Isent my ARC preamp and amp designs I've
versal amplifier. In my room, it was able
sample back for the following updates:
heard over the last 10 years have shared
to drive the Dunlavy SC-IV/As to lev• Replacement of the integral AC
the company's sonic signature; ie, aslight
els that Ifound quite satisfactory, but if power cord with athicker, higher-qualreticence in the lower midrange that at
your preferred listening level is similar
ity detachable cord. (In addition to the
times gave the component aforward or
to that mandated by THX ("The
potential for sonic improvement, ARC
slightly analytical quality. Although the
Audience Is Deafened"), the CADfelt this allowed the consumer to try
original VT100 exhibited this character572SE would not be my first recomsome of the more esoteric AC replaceistic less than any ARC product I'd
mendation. If you want impressive hi-fi,
ment cords currently on the market.)
heard in my own system (specifically,
with gut-wrenching bass and brilliant
•An internal fan (to extend tube life).
the SP11 Mk.II preamp and the D125
highs, you'll probably find the sound
•Proprietary, clear tube damping rings on
and Classic 60 power amplifiers), the
with the CAD-572SE underwhelming.
the twin triode 6922 input-stage tubes
ARC "sound" was still recognizable.
However, if what you're after is music,
(to lower the amplifier's noise floor).
Not so with the Mk.II. A supple sense
and you're willing to accept some limi•Doubling of the power-supply energy
of density and body (but not, in my
tations in low bass and dynamics, this
storage (to 540 joules).
view, a euphonic distortion) in this
could be exactly the amplifier for you.
That final upgrade has resulted in the
region enabled the amp to project vocals
—Robert Deutsch
VT100 now having the highest powerwith asense of body and dimensionalisupply energy storage per watt in
ty that imparted agreater sense of realAudio Research VT100 Mk.II
ARC's product line. By comparison, the
ism in the midrange.
power amplifier
highly touted VT200 (see Wes Phillips'
•An uncanny sense of ease: The few times
review in the November 1998 issue) has
Iwas able to hear it at shows, one of the
esigners frequently make minor
changes in an electronic compo674 joules of energy storage. Principally
most impressive features I noted in
nent's design throughout its
as aresult of this final, labor-intensive
ARC's Reference 600 amplifier was its
market life cycle. As these changes tend
modification, the cost of the update to
sense of ease at reproducing complex
to be evolutionary rather than revoluVT100 owners is $995, plus round-trip
high-level passages. When an amp gives
tionary, manufacturers seldom make a shipping to the factory ($595 if purthe subjective impression that it's not
big deal about acapacitor change here, a chased after April 1, 1998). The retail
working hard to impart asense of realtube change or wiring reconfiguration
price of the Mk.II version has also risen,
ism, such effortlessness makes one forthere. 'This strategy is partly due to the
by $500, to $4995.
get that one is listening to an electronic
company reluctance to get the market
ARC claims the Mk.II update results
simulation of alive musical event. This
excited about subtle changes, and so not
from the company's education derived
ease — which essentially means the
piss off the gal who just plunked down
some heavy green for what she thought
was the latest design.
Nevertheless, on informing the
Audio Research Corporation2 that I
audio research
wished to purchase the review-sample
subject of my very favorable VT100
review (Stereophile, March 1997, Vo120
No.3), the company insisted that Ifirst
ship the amplifier back to the factory for
some minor updates, and to ensure that
it was up to spec.
The most significant of these updates — the installation of InfiniCaps in

D

2 Audio Research, 5740 Green Circle Drive,
M
lonka, MN 55343-4424. Tel: (612) 939-0600.
Fax: (612) 939-0604.
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
David Lewis Audio

ATM-4 Transparent-Air-Resolution

At

6L6 Tubes in Ultralinear
Stereo 24 WPC $4000
Monoblocks 40 WPC $8000 pr.

Air Tight Family Values

We Specialize in
2Channel Music Systems
includes Analog (10 turntables on display)
and Vacuum Tubes (20 tubed amps on display).
including Single Ended & Triode types.

ATM-1 Rich-Warm-Liquid

EL-34 Tubes in Ultralinear or Triode
Stereo 36 WPC $4200
Monoblocks 72 WPC $8400 pr.

Being part of the Air Tight Family means you truly
enjoy spending many hours with your music system.
Whether you own one of our phono amps, pre-amps,
or power amps, you understand the musical value
each one of our products provide.
All Air Tight products are hand built and Point to
Point wired, using world Famous Tamura
Transformers.
If Air Tight products have intrigued you, please
contact us for the opportunity to become part of our
large and growing family.
ATM-3 Purity-Timbre-Tonality

ATM-2 Detail-Dynamics-Punch

FUR
TI
-1T
S
OUND OF P
UP

••

KT-88 Super Tubes in Ultralinear
Stereo 80 WPC $6700
Monoblocks 160 WPC $13,400 pr.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•AIR TIGHT
•ALTIS
•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
•AUDIOLAB
•BASIS
•BEL CANTO
•BENZ-MICRO
•CARY

•DYNAVECTOR
•FANFARE FM
•GRAAF
•GRADO
•GRAHAM
•JADIS
•JM LAB
•KIMBER KABLE
•KIMBER SELECT
•KLYNE

EL-34 Tubes in Ultralinear or Triode
Monoblocks 110 WPC $11,500 pr.

Special Deluxe Versions $400 to $500 extra
•KOETSU
•MAGNUM AUDIO
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MICHELL
•MONITOR AUDIO
•MONTANA
•MORCH
•MORDAUNT SHORT
•MUSE
•NAD

•NITTY GRITTY
•NORDOST
•PASS LABS
•PLATINUM
•PLINIUS
•PROMETHEAN
•REGA RESEARCH
•ROGERS
•SIERRA AUDIO
•SILTECH

•SPENDOR
•STAX
•SYNERGISITC
•TRANSFIGURATION
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL
•VPI
•WADIA DIGITAL
•WAVELENGTH
•YBA

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495

amplifier does not change character as
the program material becomes more
difficult at high levels — is what separates alive performance from its electronic representation. This quality in the
VT100 Mk.II enabled the amp to give a
relaxed, unflustered presentation of all
source material.
•Spectacular low-bass and midbass definition
and dynamics: The old amp's greatest
weakness was now history. The level of
tightness, pitch definition, high-level
slam, and control in the 25-100Hz
region, whether on electronic dance
music, hard rock, or full-throated
orchestra, enabled this amp to hold its
own even when compared with solidstate current dumpers.
•Dynamic contrasts. The subtle dynamic
gradations and the continuousness of
those gradations was what impressed
me most about the original VT100. The
Mk.II mod added one more pand fto
the VT100's dynamic range, which was
now the widest of any component I've
heard in my listening room.
•Detail and ambience retrieval: Another
strength of the original amp is further
extended. With the Mk.II, I found
myself following each instrument separately on well-recorded complex orchestral music. On rock music, Ifelt as if I
was in the recording studio, analyzing
the playback of the master tape.
Furthermore, the ability to more easily
hear the side and rear walls of the
recording venue enhanced the soundstage presentation of orchestral and
chamber works.
•Transient articulation: The VT100 Mk.II
is the amplifier for percussion freaks. I
found myself analyzing the performance of mallet percussionists, the air
around the thwacks, the manner in
which the timbre of percussion changed
depending on how hard the instrument
was hit and where on the instrument
the mallet landed. On piano recordings,
it was very easy to study the pianist's
technique and articulation.
A single solo-electric-bass recording
demonstrated all of these strengths:
Dean Peer's Ucross (Jazz Planet/Classic
JP 5002-1). All tracks on this dramatic
recording reflected Peer's subtle articulation of transients, the sense of his fingers' skin on the strings, and the clear
resonance of harmonics throughout the
instrument's range. The ARC exhibited
extension and speed without ahint of
harshness or bite, and the resonant textures of the upper and middle bass fundamentals gave the impression of abass
guitarist performing live in the room.
The seemingly unlimited and continuStereophile, December 1998

ous micro- and macrodynamics were
forceful yet intimate.
If you haven't bought into JVC's
XRCD II process, you must hear the
Modern Jazz Quartet's Concorde (JVC
JVCXR-0203-2). Ihave never heard a
more natural recording of vibes than on
this recording when played through the
VT100 Mk.II. The transient articulation
of wood against metal, the perfect attack
and speed without edge, and the flawless resonant decay of Milt Jackson's
vibes were indistinguishable from those
of alive performance.

I'm at aloss to fathom
how ARC is going to
sell any VT200s once
customers hear what this
little 100W baby can do.
This here HDCD freak heard his
favorite HDCD recording, John Rutter's
Requiem (Reference Recordings RR57CD) as he never had before with the
Mk.II. The ambience and body on the
vocals, the manner in which the vocal
choir was perfectly layered along the center and rear of the stage, and the earthshaking but intimate organ pedals — as
well as an enhanced sense of room
sound — gave the recording an eerie
and realistic quality that made me forget
Iwas listening to digital.
Ishould point out that the upgrade of
my reference speakers to the Alón Circes
made aparticularly good match for the
VT100 Mk.II. Although the Circe is
more ruthlessly revealing of electronics'
shortcomings than the Alón V Mk.II,
this speaker did not reveal any flaws in
the ARC amp. Part of the synergy
between these components is due to the
fact that the Circe shares the Mk.II's six
major strengths; it was in just these areas
that, in my room, the Circe outperformed
its less expensive sibling, the Alón.
If you haven't guessed by reading
between the lines, on both sets of speakers the VT100 Mk.II behaved like an
amplifier that was much more powerful
than its nominal 100W rating (admittedly, neither Alón speaker is aparticularly difficult load).
The VT100 Mk.II exhibited no
noticeable flaws in my system with either
set of speakers, and there wasn't asingle
strength of the amplifier that Ifelt could
be improved on. I'm at aloss to fathom
how ARC is going to sell any VT200s
once customers hear what this little
100W baby can do. —Robert J. Reina CI

Pre-owned 8 New Hi-End
203 Mamaroneck Avenue
Mete Plams NY 10601
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Amps
Adcom GFA 555 $495
GFA 555 Mk II $549
GSA 700
$395
ARC CA 50
$2595
VT150 SE's $7995
BAT VK-60
$2995
VK-1000's
$6995
Cary 300SE's
$1895
Dynaco ST-70
$295
Kinergetics 202s $1495
Krell KSA 300S $4595
Levinson 33's $19995
Marantz MA500's $895
McCormack DNA-1 $1195
DNA-1 Deluxe $1595
McIntosh MC 240 $1695
MC225
$1095
Odyssey Stralos $1195
Ouicksilver 8417s $795
Rowland 5 Bal. $2995
Sonic Frontiers
$Call
Sony GX 900 ES $349
VAC PA 90 Cis $3195
VTL 225 Dlx w/Blue
Bottle Teslas! $2795
Adcom SLC-505

$95

Audible Mod. 3A $1595
Aranov LS-9000 $895
CAT SL1 Sig Mk11 $3095
Classe CP-50
$1495
C-J PF-2
$895
Coda 02
$895
Fosgate 4
3A

$625
$1395

Golden Tube 1L
Jadis jp80 NIK8

$8995

Krell KSL w/ph
KAV 250p
KRC-HR

$1395
$1395
$4195

Lexicon CP-2
Melos SHA-1

$549

$395
5595

SHA-Gold
McIntosh C-26
C-11
MBL 4004

$1295
$395
$795
$1349

feraseateNeihsvœa $695
Metronome
$Call
Micro Mega OuoBS $295
Musical Fidelity X-DAC
$249
Parasound DAC 1000 $449
Proceed COT/POP $895!
Wadia VVT3200
$895
''''' uç
AHT Non-Signature $Call
Clearaudio/Souther $3395
Krell
Linn LP-12
Ref. Phono
McIntosh MR 78
MR 65B

$795
$Call
$1695
$949

M us i
cH all MMF2
$269
NAD 614 NIB!
$295
Onkyo T-9
$95
Tandberg 3001A
$995
Thorens TD160
$125
Tri-Planar IVi or V $Call
van den Hut
$Call
Versa 2w/stand
$7395

Walker Procenlum
Yamaha VP-82

Apogee Caliper Sig.
Minor w/stands
Bozak CC-1

$Call
$95
$1495
$795
$149
$795
$1295

B&W P-4

EPOS 25

Ja ni sSub w/1 A
$795
Klipsch KG 4.5
$549
Lumley 3.5
$695
Linn Kaber
$1195
Meadowlark Kestrel $895
Sheanvater
$1895
M8iK VX-7
$195
NHT 1.5 demo's
$449
SW-1P/SA-1
$275
Paradigm Studio $1095
Folk SDA-2
$395
Pro Ac Response 2 $1295
Velodyne VA-810
Verity Parsifal
Parsifal Encore
Von Schweiken VR3
VR-4 silver
VR-4.5
VR -6

$349
$5995
$7995
$1295
$1995
$4195
$8295

Odyssey Tempest $1195
Parasound P/LD1100 $449
A/ACables-nt/rings
AudioQuest variety $Call
Dac -in-ine -Box $125
Lightspeed 6400
$349
DDE plus
$195
Mango Pwr Station $395
DDE V3.0
$495
MIT
Vanety
SCall
T-2
$295
ZCenter
$1195
VRE V1.0
$395
Adcom GDA 600 $395 NBS Master 5m XLR $3995
Aragon D2A2
$695 Transparent Reference
1.5 m RCA
$1295
ARC DAC 5
$795
1.5 m XLR
$1995
CAL Delta
$495
10 spk
$2395
C-J DR-1/DA-3 $1795
Ultra 8' spade $1195
Levison 31
$3
3195
$549
36S
$3395 Tice MBF 3
UHOR
Telarc etc.
$Call
Marantz DP870
McCormack
$349
$Call
SST/DAC $1149 Valid Pts. Kit
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StereophiteRevIewers Speak about portable
headphone stuff: About the Etymotic EMS: "For
recording engineers. Ithink the ER-4Ses would
be on indispensable tool—isolation plus accuracy
make odifficult combination to top. For travelers, Ican't recommend anything more highly.
They help me arrive more rested—through the
reduction of rumble---and in ogreat mood, since
I've amused myself on my journey." Wes Phillips,
Vol 18 No.7, July 1995. Flbout the Supreme: "With
some products, to see them is to wont to possess
them; the HeadRoom Supreme falls into thot
category.. .A remarkably well-thought-out, wellengineered product at an excellent price. Longdistance travel will not be the same again. Highly
recommended—give that 800 number o call!"
John Atkinson, Vol.17 No.1, Jon. 1994. About the
Traveler Bog: "...for the one speciolized tosk of
consolidating everything you need for portable
high-quality listening, this bog is incredibly wellthought-out.. It hos simplified my travels—and
helped make them imponderably more enjoyable to boot. That's better thon on upgrade to
first class." Wes Phillips. Vol.18 No.10, Oct. 1995.
The Supreme has appeared twice os on Amplification Component of the Year Runner-Up: 1994
and 1996. It is currently rated Class Bon the Recommended Components list. Stereophile Reviewers Speak obout HeodRoom Home Headphone Stuff: About the HeodRoom Audio Image Processor: "From disc to disc I
olwoys found
the processed signal on improvement, even
where the effect on the imaging was vanish-

ingly slightI But the true worth of the
HeodRoom circuit will be revealed with extended listening---I don't wont to underestimate its importonce by stressing the subtle nature of the change. It's o cumulative benefit,
reducing listening fatigue by osubstantial margin. In fact, Isuspect that subtlety is one of the
most reliable indicators of the correctness of
the processing...I could listen for hour after hour,
with noticeably less effort." Wes Phillips, Vol.
18 No.1, Jon. 1995. About the Sennheiser 580:
"Ultro-smooth, ultra-detailed open-bock dynamic headphones with full, extended low
frequencies...JR's dynamic headphone reference." Recommended Components list, Class
"B", Vol.19 No.10, Oct 1996. About the Max:
"Prtiadote---thot's the one word that best describes Max. Oh, there ore others: Post, rich,
romplex—ond paradoxically simple os
well...Ultimotely, however. Imust keep returning
to that least definable of qualities, but the one
that most inhabits my love for Max: the coherent
articulation of the essence of music...The headphone listener today does not lock for choices
when it comes to headphone amps... I'd have to
soy the HeodRoom Max is the one to beot...I wont
one!" Wes Phillips, Vol.20 No.2, Feb.1997.
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n my family, being apack rat is a
proud tradition that comes with a
whole litany of profound rationalizations. My grandfather kept his WWI
uniform because "everything that's old
becomes new again." My aunt is holding
on to True Crime mags from the early
'60s in case she needs to refer to them or
they're suddenly "worth afortune." And
I'm hanging on to my Ted Nugent fakealligator-skin platform shoes —"if you
hang on to anything long enough, it will
come back into style."
Today, those same sentiments have
come true with a vengeance in the
world of pop music. Being retro is no
longer aweird side road, it's part of the
mainstream. First we had the lounge
craze, amartini-and-stogie-fueled orgy
of pseudo-cool that belatedly made astar
of Mexican Moog maestro Esquivel and
produced alot of "Various Artists" discs
that had critics everywhere wondering,
"Who's buying these things?"
Now neo-swing is upon us. Every
night across the country — even here in
the land of musical disenchantment —
twentysomethings put on baggy suits and
wing-tip shoes so the ghost of Gene
Krupa can rise from the pumpkin patch
to give us another immortal pounding on
"Sing, Sing, Sing!" While I'm happy that
Basie, Ellington, and the other great
swing stars are again respected, I'm left
cold by a lot of the new skim-milk
groups — who, until they climbed on
this new wagon, were just bad guitar
bands looking for away to cash in.
But in this sea of retro (prepare thyself for the return of Southern rock),
one act has always stood out: Chapel
Hill, North Carolina's Squirrel Nut
Zippers. Rather than tying themselves
to any one style or period of music, the
Zippers follow (or perhaps lead) acapricious muse. In the main, they're devoted to "reminding" (the term used by
Zipper Tom Maxwell) people about
early jazz, the music of Louis
Armstrong's Hot Five and Hot Seven
recording ensembles. But this southern
band, named after a candy made in
New England, doesn't have only one
flavor; they're open to almost every
musical whim and whimsy you can
imagine: rock-guitar fuzz, calypso numStereophile, December 1998

bers, steel-guitar ballads, reggae beats,
funeral marches, long-lost blues classics,
and yes, even swing. And the humorous
spirit of Spike Jones seems to hover over
everything they do.
Such willful eclecticism would fall
horribly flat with most bands, but it has
won this septet ahuge MTV darling of a
single, 1996's "Hell," and aresulting platinum album with atitle Dante could've
appreciated: Hot (Mammoth 354 980
0137-2). Two new Zippers albums —
Perennial Favorites, along-completed studio album (Mammoth 354 980 169-2),
and Christmas Caravan (Mammoth 354
980 192-2), afresher Christmas album —
were released in the last half of 1998.
The band's rise to popularity has
always confounded me. One reason the
Zippers are selling records to kids is an
unsettling one: few people under 30
have ever heard any music by Armstrong, Ellington, or Holiday. Still, I
wondered how did this group's "Muskrat Ramble" for the '90s connect with
the increasingly fickle (at least in terms
of the music business) younger generations? And what, for God's sake, are
the Zippers really up to musically?
When Isaw alive show in which the
band whipped a huge flock of welloiled frat boys into ablindly devoted
mob ready to take a bullet for King
Oliver, Idecided it was time to act.
"Do you want to hear the party line?"
says Maxwell, who plays guitar, gong,
clarinet, baritone and tenor sax, and also
sings on Perennial Favorites. "We play
Squirrel Nut Zippers music! Really,
though, emotional honesty is the guideline, and any musical gesture appropriate
to that should and will be used."
Maxwell is refreshingly smart and
widely grounded in American music
and culture. Fats Waller, Clarence
Johnson, the Casa Loma Orchestra —
even the sins of Pat Boone — all came
up in our brief conversation. While it's a
riot to see them live, the Zippers' music
and aesthetic constitute an intricate portrait painted with great care. The most
dramatic example of this is singer
Katherine Whalen, who is married to
Zippers co-leader (with Maxwell) Jim
Mathus. Although on past records she's
borne acertain vocal similarity to Billie

Baird

Holiday, Whalen nearly becomes Lady
Day on Perennial Favorites. Songs like
"Low I)own Man" and "My Drag" will
send fans scrambling for their
Columbia-era Holiday records to look
for the original versions. Both songs,
however, are originals by Mathus.
"If you're talking about the Billie
Holiday who sang with Teddy Wilson
as opposed to the older Verve stuff, then
yes, Ithink Katherine is dialing her
voice in," Maxwell says, choosing his
words —not to mention his Holiday
reference —carefully. "But Ithink if you
listen, you are more struck by the differences between them than the similarities. But hey, Icould be wrong."
Maxwell's voice rises when he tells
how, on arecent trip to New York, the
band met longtime Armstrong producer George Avakian, who recounted
tales of working with Pops. After seeing
the Zippers perform at Roseland Ballroom, Avakian appeared backstage and
shocked the band.
"He told us we were one of the most
exciting live bands he'd ever seen! George
Avakian! Then he said he wished Louis
could come meet us, 'cause he'd get a
kick out of us. We were blown away!"
It's this kind of genuine enthusiasm
backed with genuine knowledge that
gives the band its substance, and that will
hopefully allow them to stay afloat when
the current swing boom—which they
are often unfairly and incorrectly lumped
in with —goes the way of all fads. Although there's aswinglilce tune on Perennial Favorites ("Pallie with Al," the story of
Fats Waller guitarist Al Casey), the
Zippers are too eclectic to be pigeonholed.
"Do we worry about getting sucked
down the drain with swing? Yes,"
Maxwell says, turning serious. "To the
extent that it's introduced diversity to
the marketplace, then [the swing boom
is] good. But there's going to be an
inevitable backlash. It's going to become
Grunge Mark II. Look at the iconography. The Man has already latched on to
swing to sell khakis [in arecent Gap
commercial]. That's abad sign."
"We're interested in how disparate
musical styles overlap and intersect,"
Maxwell says. "We prefer to fall
between the cracks."
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Ry Cooder

F

ew musical adventurers approach
their work with the passion,
curiosity, and global sweep of Ry
Cooder. In acareer that now spans three
and ahalf decades, adozen albums
under his own name, at least as many
film soundtracks, and studio sessions and
collaborations too numerous to count,
he's explored genres as various as blues,
R&B, gospel, Tex-Mex, jazz, rock'n'roll,
and calypso. He's recorded Hawaiian
slack-key guitar music with Gabby
Pahinui, Hindustani ragas with Vishwa
Mohan Bhatt, West African blues with
Ali Farka Toure, and Okinawan folkpop with Shoulcinchi Kina. Not bad for
someone who could have wasted his
time by joining the Rolling Stones.
And yet, because of America's tendency to miss the point of things, Cooder
remains arelatively obscure figure in a
game where quality, innovation, and a
reverence for the rich traditions of our
past, as well as those of cultures foreign to
us, mean less than the hit single, the
video, the product tie-in, the tour sponsorship. In baseball terminology, Cooder
is all field, no hit in acountry that loves
nothing so much as the long ball.
So be it. Perhaps it's more fitting that
Cooder remains in the shadows of contemporary pop culture, keeping alive
America's indigenous sounds and various world musics, and parceling out his
knowledge in increasingly subtle ways.
Comparatively few people own Cooder's solo albums — which, it's shocking
to discover now, he stopped making in
1987. His collaborations with Malian
guitarist Toure and the Cuban all-star
group Buena Vista Social Club have
fared better, topping the world-music
charts for weeks at atime, though this is
still small potatoes in the era of the
Spice Girls and platinum-album-of-theweek artist/moguls such as Master P
and Puff Daddy.
But consider Cooder's soundtrack
work as an insurgency of sorts into our
collective unconscious — millions of
people have heard his work, even if they
didn't know it was by him, when
they've seen such films as Trespass, The
Long Riders, Crossroads, Southern Comfort,
and Paris, Tecas. It would be nice if the
Stereophile. December 1998

A superstar in the shadows, guitarist Ry Cooder has fashioned an extraordinary career out of anonymity
and artistic freedom.

credit "Music by Ry Cooder" is what
pulled those people into the theaters or
made the final decision in renting a
video, but somehow it's okay if that is
not the case. Such anonymity has
brought Cooder an artistic freedom that
zillion-selling peers such as Eric Clapton, Jimmy Page, and even Keith
Richards don't really enjoy. In that
sense, Cooder is very much like the brilliant but unheralded giants of music he
so admired when he was coming up.
Playing what you want and what you
feel may be the best revenge of all.
Ryland Peter Cooder was born
March 15, 1947 in Los Angeles. He first

picked up the guitar at age three, but at
10 began playing in earnest when his
father gave him an instrument of his
own. The son of left-leaning folldorists,
Cooder was introduced to the dustbowl ballads of Woody Guthrie, which
held apower over him that the burgeoning rock'n'roll scene did not. But
Cooder found the music he truly loved
when he discovered the blues, worshipping at the altar of the Rev. Gary Davis
and other aging acoustic-blues greats —
the last of adying breed — who played
at McCabe's Music in Santa Monica and
other local clubs, where young Ry
became afixture.
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Building
Cooder was onstage himself by age 15,
playing at the folk-music bastion The Ash
Grove, and joining ashort-lived group
with singer Jackie DeShannon. Two
years later he formed the band Rising
Sons with East Coast transplant Taj
Mahal, ayoung bluesman and archivist
whose intention of introducing ateenage
population drunk on Beatlemania to
music by Charlie Patton and Blind Willie
McTell may have been well intentioned,
but was doomed to failure.
History has recorded — and will likely ignore —that failure, but the eventual
rises to prominence of both Cooder and
Mahal have lent the Sons afabled status
not unlike that of West Texas country
renegades Jimmy Dale Gilmore, Butch
Hancock, and Joe Ely, whose never-was
group The Flatlanders is regarded as
"more alegend than aband." Rising
Sons released only one single in its
1964-66 existence: Skip James' "The
Devil's Got My Woman," backed with
Gary Davis' "Candy Man." The album
they recorded in 1965 (shelved by
Columbia Records, which had no idea
how to market ablues band) also had
songs by singer/songwriter/guitarist
Jesse Lee Kincaid that borrowed heavily
from Bob Dylan and the Beatles.
Judging by Rising Sons featuring Ry
Cooder and Taj Mahal (Columbia/Legacy
CK 52828), finally released in 1992,
ICincaid's material hasn't aged particularly well, with the possible exception of
his blatantly Bob-like "11th Street
Overcrossing." That track isn't bad —
except, perhaps, when laid next to their
version of an authentic Dylan composition, the then-unrecorded Basement Tapes
tune "Wallcin' Down the Line." Given
the course chosen by Cooder and
Mahal in the years since these recordings were made, the group's blues material is of most interest now, and there
the Rising Sons acquit themselves well,
particularly on achooglin' version of
McTell's "Statesboro Blues" and an
appropriately laconic take on Sleepy
John Estes' "By and By (Poor Me)."
Though it was his first recording as a
group principal, Rising Sons is obviously
not the place to begin an appreciation of
Cooder's artistry. Still, it's interesting to
note the teenager's impressive contributions on all manner of stringed instruments, and it's hard not to feel his confidence and youthful exuberance bursting
through in these tracks. In Marc
ICirkeby's liner notes, Mahal recalls his
first meeting with Cooder, who was
"smoking cigars and driving amaroon
'47 Packard four-door saloon with a
straight-8 and whitewalls." Would that
Stereophile, December 1998
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Cooder began his career as ayoung folkie under the spell of Woody Guthrie and the Rev. Gary Davis.

such bluster had carried the group
through to success.
Following the breakup of Rising
Sons, Cooder immersed himself in session work. He appeared on Mahal's
1967 self-titled solo album (also on
Columbia), making Taj perhaps the
only real beneficiary of the band's otherwise sour experience with the label.
For ashort time, Cooder joined Captain
Beefheart's Magic Band, and appeared
on the album Safe as Milk (Castle
Classics 234), also released in 1967.
Proving his versatility, he did dozens of
sessions for artists such as Gordon
Lightfoot, Van Dyke Parks, Randy
Newman, and Neil Young, as well as
commercial spots.
Cooder contributed tracks to the
soundtracks of Candy in 1968 and the
Mick Jagger vehicle Performance in 1970,
but his most notorious session work
came in 1969, when he jammed with
the Rolling Stones and played on some
of the tracks that eventually became
their landmark album Let It Bleed.
Cooder is credited only with playing
mandolin on "Love in Vain," though he
once claimed to have written the central
riff for "Honky Tonic Women."
He sings adifferent tune about that
now. "Oh man, it wasn't my tuning or
chord progression — Igot it from John
Lee Hooker," he told London's Sunday
Times in 1992. So you can make up your
own mind about it. But back then he
was also rumored to be a possible
replacement for Brian Jones, following
the guitarist's mysterious death; ultimately, the invitation never came. The
Stones sessions turned out to be just one
of many rock'n'roll temp jobs, like his
earlier stint with Beefheart, and later

with Little Feat in 1971.
Cooder signed with Warner Bros.
subsidiary Reprise in 1969, and released
his debut album, Ry Cooder (Warner
Bros. 6402-2), in 1970. Despite
Cooder's sparkling slide-guitar work,
the record is low-key in the extreme.
With covers such as Guthrie's "Do Re
Mi" —a nod to the folk influences of his
childhood — and versions of Estes'
"Goin' to Brownsville," Leadbelly's
"Pigmeat," Alfred Reed's "How Can a
Poor Man Stand Such Times and Live?,"
and Blind Willie Johnson's "Dark is the
Night," the album sets the agenda for
Cooder's career as revivalist and — a
term he apparently despises — ethnomusicologist. But no one would ever
accuse Cooder of being astuffy academic looking down his nose at the music
he deigns to perform. Quite the opposite: Cooder brings as much of himself
as possible to these tunes, and while
there's an air of "authenticity" about the
proceedings, the main goal here is to
keep this music alive in the present.
Too bad he hadn't learned to sing yet.
Cooder's pipes are pretty rusty as he
tries on such songs as "One Meat Ball"
and a version of labelmate Randy
Newman's "Old Kentucky Home."
Whether that was simply the best he
could do, or was just his way of copying
the unwieldy vocals often found on
scratchy old blues records, is amatter for
conjecture. What's less uncertain is that
an album like Ry Cooder probably
wouldn't even be released in the pressure-for-profits climate of today's record
companies. But Warner Bros. in the
early '70s was adifferent world compared to the way it is now. An artist like
Cooder could spend three albums find167
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ing himself and an audience without
having to look over his shoulder and
worry about the suits.
"Ry is the kind of artist that keeps us
honest," Lenny Waronker, the former
Warner Bros. executive (now with
DreamWorks) instrumental in signing
Cooder, told the Sunday Times in 1982.
"He is one of those rarities that you just
have to leave alone to do what he
wants — you can't play around with
him. He's not afool. From the very
beginning, his records have gone
against the kind of records everyone
else makes and which sell, but he knew
that. But the guy is so great, and that
kind of artistry has to pay off somewhere along the line."
Which it did, unless the kind of payoff
you're looking for is financial. His next
two albums, Into the Purple Valley and
Boomer's Story, continued the process of
making Cooder aprestige artist, though
certainly not apop star. Purple Valley
(Warner Bros. 2052-2) is an early high
watermark for his career, continuing his
devotion to folk and blues, but digging
deeper into the forms than he ever had
before. In terms of song selection,
Cooder comes up with some gems from
the dust-bowl era, including "How Can
You Keep Moving (Unless You Migrate
Too)," "Taxes on the Farmer Feeds Us
All," and Woody Guthrie's "Vigilante
Stereophile, December 1998

light, even if that means having to spend
space on his own albums to do it. Estes
barely hangs in on the track, but you
can't help but tip your cap to Cooder for
the effort. A classy move.
An album that is arather bizarre artifact of the period is Jamming with Edtvard
(Pointblank 840403 2), which surfaced
in 1972, though it had been recorded
several years before that. Apparently,
one night in 1969, during the sessions
that produced the Rolling Stones' Let It
Bleed, the band — minus Keith Richards,
who didn't deign to get out of bed —
went ahead and rolled tape during an
impromptu rehearsal. "Edward" is
Ry Cooder
Borcierltne
pianist Nicky Hopkins, who at the time
was among the most in-demand of sessionists. Cooder plays guitar, and those
who can't live without hearing every
note he's ever recorded, warts and all,
are the only ones who will likely get
much pleasure out of this album.
Originally released on the Rolling
Stones' vanity label —which goes along
way toward explaining some of the
more egregious excesses of this disc —
Jamming is dismissed in the liner notes
by Mick Jagger himself: "As it cost about
$2.98 to make the record, we thought
that aprice of $3.98 was appropriate for
Man." You can hear his confidence as an
the finished product. Ithink that that is
artist building, and his vocals are assured
about what it is worth.... Ihope you
and even tuneful on Jesse Stone's
spend longer listening to this record
"Money Honey" and Johnny Cash's
than we did making it." Not bloody
"Hey Porten" The album also shows off likely, old cock.
Cooder's blazing fretwork, particularly
In the mid-'70s Cooder enjoyed a
on the mandolin. Perhaps the most sigburst of inspiration that resulted in his
nificant feature of the album, though, is
two finest albums, released back to
the presence of two tunes —"F.D.R. in
back. Paradise & Lunch (Warner Bros.
Trinidad" and "Great Dreams from 2179-2), which appeared in 1974, obviHeaven" — by Bahamian calypso artist ated the problem of Cooder's limited
Joseph Spence, the first of Cooder's
singing range by adding avocal chorus
many musicological trips off of the
that doubled with him on many of the
North American continent
tunes — afeature that covered aweak
Boomer's Story (Warner Bros. 26398-2)
spot, sure, but that also lent the music a
is aretrenchment of sorts, without any
sound all its own. R&B and gospel
wildly new directions or ideas, but some
influences that had been there all along
fine singing and song selection nonethebecame more pronounced on tracks
less. The title track is awonderful dislike the churchy McTell song "Married
covery out of the public domain: the
Man's aFool" and the traditional "Jesus
story of arailroad tramp who's run out on the Mainline." Bobby and Shirley
of places to go. An even greater delight Womack's rollicking "It's All Over
is the strutting syncopation of "Crow
Now" is given an almost reggae treatBlack Chicken" and afine instrumental
ment, while the album's most astonishtake on the Dan Penn/Chips Moman
ing feat turns the Burt Bacharach/Bob
soul classic, "Dark End of the Street."
Hilliard tune "Mexican Divorce" into a
Sleepy John Estes sits in on aversion of south-of-the-border excursion that
his own "President Kennedy," setting a sounds of apiece with Cooder's usual
precedent that Cooder has continued to
musicological digs.
follow up to the present: Rather than
Chicken Skin Music (Warner Bros.
simply pay lip service to his heroes, as
2254-2) takes its name from aHawaiian
do so many musicians of the rock era,
expression that roughly translates as
Cooder seeks them out, jams with
"goosebumps" —which, one presumes,
them, and puts them back in the spotyou were to get from listening to this
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Over a25 year
span. Hubert and

Jimmy D. Lane's
incendiary guitar
prowess and
powerful vocals are
backed by an all star
group featuring
Carey Bell, Hubert
Sumlin, Per Hanson
and Sam Lay.
Jimmy D.'s father,
Jimmy Rogers. also
joins his son and
plays in what were
to be his very last
recorded
performances.
ranks of those who will

Howlin' Wolf
recorded aslew of
acknow-ledged
blues classics.
Surrounded by old
friends such a
fellow Wolf
bandmate Sam Lay
and the great Carey
Bell. IKnow You is
100% pure,
unadulterated wild
and wooley Hubert.
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take at the new Blue
9on the LP. The result was
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by long-time accompaniest Bill Dye.. The acoustics of the grand old
church make it sound like Little Hatch is. indeed, playing just for you
on your back porch or in your living room.
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music. An immodest title, perers: notably, the Elvis Presley
haps, but Cooder can't be faulted
chestnut "Little Sister"; adramatic
for not delivering the goods.
reading of the deep blues "The
Much of the record proceeds in
Very Thing that Makes You Rich
the vein of its predecessor, with
(Makes Me Poor)"; and afine,
blues and gospel-flavored covers
funky take on the Fontella Bass
of tunes like "I Got Mine" and
classic "Don't You Mess Up a
"Smack Dab in the Middle." But
Good Thing," sung here by Chalca
what makes Chicken Skin Music
Khan and Cooder. "Down in
one of Coodees most impressive
Hollywood," an original by
albums overall is that it contains
Cooder and bassist Tim Drumthe record of two separate and very
mond, is pure hokum, though,
different musicological journeys.
and beneath Coodees usually high
The first was to Hawaii, where
standards. Bop has aslick R&B
Cooder jammed with Gabby
sheen, but Cooder is still to be
Pahinui and Atta Isaacs, two of
commended for facing down the
Hawaii's greatest traditional musidisco era with an album that wavcians. With Isaacs and Cooder on
ers little from his distinct artistic
slack-key guitars and Pahinui
vision. And —surprise, surprise—
playing Western Swing-flavored
the album charted in England.
steel guitar, "Chloe" and the liltFollowing much in the same
ing "Yellow Roses" are among
vein, Borderline (1980, Warner
Cooder's most impressive crossBros. 3489-2) tapped more
cultural feats. (He eventually
recent sources — Steve Cropper
wound up producing arecord for
("634-5789"), Joe South ("Down
Pahinui and his Hawaiian Band.)
in the Boondocks"), and even hitEver the multiculturalist, Cooder has, in the '90s, added his distinct
Taking an altogether different
meister Will Jennings ("Never
instrumental voice to world-music collaborations with the likes of
tack, Cooder spent six months
Make Your Move Too Soon") —
Ali Farka Toure and the Buena Vista Social Club.
studying accordion with legfor an album emphasizing R&B
endary Tex-Mex artist Flaco Jimenez,
from adaptations by Bahamian guitarist
and early rock'n'roll grooves. Because
and used his newfound knowledge well Joseph Spence. According to Coodees
these songs are more recent than his
in shaping several south-of-the- liner notes, Spence "today plays old
usual fare, and well known to anyone
border-style songs here, including a hymn and sacred songs so transformed
with a half-decent record collection,
bolero treatment of "He'll Have to Go,"
and syncopated that even his wife,
Coodees versions fall into the trap of
and astunning Norteño/gospel arrangeLouise, has trouble singing along with competing with the originals — acase
ment of Ben E. King's "Stand By Me." If him." Coodees work is based on he's unlikely to win thanks to his limithe latter track doesn't indeed give you
Spence's versions, which is fine, since
ted vocal range. Worse, he sometimes
"chicken skin," you may be celebrating most of us are unlikely to try to sing appears to be mugging, as on "Speedo"
the Mexican Day of the Dead from the
along —or, for that matter, even know
and "Crazy 'Bout an Automobile." The
wrong side of the grave.
the words to these songs. The initially
album is rescued, however, by the highCuriously, Show Time (Warner Bros.
chilly reaction this album got may be
stepping Norteño number "The Girls
3059), the live album that followed
due more to Coodees evangelism for from Texas," ahilarious romp in which
Chicken Skin Music, has, for unknown
the nearly lost styles represented than for the protagonist is threatened by his wife
reasons, not been reissued on CD. The
the actual music. He even performed
not to stray, and killed by his girlfriend
set is from a1976 show at San Fransongs from the album at Carnegie Hall, when he does. That doesn't sound
cisco's Great American Music Hall, and
in an extensive revue that included an
funny, but when the judge in the song
features Cooder playing with afairly
orchestral group and tap dancers.
passes sentence on the situation, trust
large band, including Jimenez on accorListening to Jazz now —particularly
me —it is. Borderline is also notable for
dion. Hardcore Ry fans will want the
the gorgeous medley "The Pearls/Tia
the presence of aJohn Hiatt song, "The
vinyl for sure, but casual fans are better Juana," on which he plays all the instruWay We Mend aBroken Heart." Hiatt
off sticking with the versions of "Jesus
ments, and another nifty solo piece,
plays and sings on the album, establishon the Mainline," "Alimony," and "Dark
"Flashes"— the album registers as pering apartnership that resurfaced in years
End of the Street" found on his studio
haps not Coodees most essential
to come.
recordings. Still, it's irksome that it's the
recording, but yet another fascinating
The tide of the 1982 album The Slide
one piece of his solo work that remains
fork in the road in acareer full of them.
Area (Warner Bros. 3651-2) was meant to
unavailable.
Bop Till You Drop (Warner Bros.
refer to Coodees guitar playing, not the
Perhaps the most consistently under3358-2), from 1979, owns the distincstate of his career, but it's probably his
rated of Coodees albums is Jazz (Wartion of being the first digitally recorded
most disappointing album overall. It starts
ner Bros. 3197-2), his 1978 attempt to
album released by amajor label, and it's
off with aweak dance number, "UFO
revive the music of the ragtime and
an honor not worn particularly proudly.
Has Landed in the Ghetto," which seems
vaudeville era. Cooder transforms these
Cooder disavowed the format almost to finally cave in to disco rhythms several
early jazz tunes and "coon songs" by Bix
immediately, finding it too dry and life- years too late to cash in, and heads downBeiderbecke, Jelly Roll Morton, Bert
less, and quickly returned to analog for
hill from there. Considering how funky
'Williams, and others with fresh treathis subsequent efforts. Musically, Bop is
Cooder can be playing syncopated New
ments, several of which borrow heavily
amixed bag, containing some fine coy- Orleans jazz, it's startling how stiff he
Stereophile, December 1998
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Building
sounds playing regimented dance-novelty
music. Things don't get much better with
his exaggerated vocal on Bob Dylan's "I
Need aWoman" and, of all things, "Blue
Suede Shoes."
Get Rhythm (Warner Bros. 25639-2)
brought the curtain down on Cooder's
solo career in 1987, and it's hard to know
exactly why. It follows the R&B/rock
formula of its several predecessors, but
Cooder seems reinvigorated as he plows
joyously through the title track (a
Johnny Cash nugget) and Chuck
Berry's obscure "13 Question Method."
Cooder, though, says he knew it was
time to close up shop.
"When Idid Get Rhythm, Isaid, "This
is it for me,' "he told the Sunday 'Times in
1992. "I got a group of musicians
together for one last fling, but Iknew I
couldn't sustain it economically. It had
become like this great whirling dervish.
A millionaire's hobby. And Idespise that
idea. Music has to serve the community
in some way. 'Cos if your thang doesn't
fit in, you're grinding yourself to pulp,
see. Ifelt alienated, horrible. And that
spills over into your music and your
ability to express yourself. So Isaid, `No
more of this'"
Which is too bad, since the album
also contains a version of Cooder's
finest original song ever, "Across the
Borderline," which he wrote with help
from Jim Dickinson and John Hiatt, and
which was first performed by Freddy
Fender on the soundtrack of the Tony
Richardson film The Border, which
starred Jack Nicholson. The song has
since been sung in concert by the likes
of Bruce Springsteen, Bob Dylan, and
Jackson Browne, and it's easy to see
why. Telling its story of an illegal alien
who enters "the broken promised land"
only to find hardship and sorrow, the
song is every bit the equal of apiece it
mirrors in attitude and subject matter:
Woody Guthrie's "Deportee." And it
absolutely redeems whatever shortcomings Get Rhythm might have.
While Cooder's solo career was faltering, his reputation as a composer of
movie soundtracks was on the rise.
Starting with the 1978 film Coin' South
(the soundtrack of which has never been
commercially released), Cooder has
scored numerous films. The medium
suits him incredibly well because it
requires aseries of evocative mood pieces
—Cooder can employ his eclectic tastes
and exploit his wide circle of friends to
join together elements that wouldn't necessarily work in aconventional song.
To give you an idea of his range, the
film scores he's worked on include
Stereophile, December 1998

those for The Long Riders, Crossroads,
Geronimo: An American Legend, Paris,
Texas, Blue City, Streets of Fire, Johnny
Handsome, Southern Comfort, Alamo Bay,
Brewster's Millions, Trespass, The End of
Violence, Primary Colors, and Last Man
Standing. Many of these are out of print,
and many never made it to CD, making
Music by Ry Cooder (Warner Bros.
45987-2) aconvenient and fairly repre-

"Bands generally don't
get along," Cooder said.
"First thing they do is fight,
last thing they do is fight.
In between something
happens. Maybe."
sentative way to sample his work in this
area. A good example of the way
Cooder blends cultural elements in his
soundtrack work can be found on
"Theme from Southern Comfort" and
"Theme from Alamo Bay," both of
which mix conventional southernsounding themes with Asian instrumentation for an unforgettably exotic sound.
There are straight genre pieces as well,
including the blistering rock of
"Greenhouse" (from Blue City), the
moody "Feelin' Bad Blues" (from
Crossroads), and the original version of
the Tex-Mex ballad "Across the
Borderline" (from The Border). The gathering of musicians represented on this
two-disc collection is quite spectacular,
but it's more or less the same crew that
Cooder has looked to for help throughout his career: Van Dyke Parks, David
Lindley, John Hiatt, Jim Dickinson,
Flaco Jimenez, and Jim Keltrier.
Speaking of Keltner and Hiatt, the legendary session drummer and perennially
underrated singer/songwriter eventually
joined Cooder and English pub-rocker
Nick Lowe to form the thinking man's
supergroup, Little Village. Trouble is,
what looked good — hell, what looked
unbelievably great—on paper turned out
to be just so-so in practice. The quartet
first joined together on the reportedly
contentious sessions that became Hiatt's
1987 solo album Bring the Family (A&M
5158). At their label's urging, they decided to make ago of it as aband. When
schedules were cleared — afew years
later, as it turned out—the group got
together to record its self-titled debut,
Little Village (Warner Bros. 26713-2), in
1992. The album contains some fine

a Library

playing by Cooder, but the best songs
belong to Hiatt, specifically the yukfilled middle-age anthem "Solar Sex
Panel," and "Do You Want My Job?"
But the group was short-lived.
"Bands generally don't get along,"
Cooder told the Sunday Times in 1992.
"First thing they do is fight, last thing
they do is fight. In between something
happens. Maybe." In the case of Little
Village, what happened in between
wasn't much — which is too bad, since
the fine results on Hiatt's Bring the Family
speak for themselves.
Since then, Cooder has been footloose and fancy free on the world-music
circuit, recording with Indian classical
musician Vishwa Mohan Bhatt in 1993
and African bluesman Mi Farka Toure
in 1994. These full-length recordings are
the natural results of the ethnomusicological experiments he's conducted
throughout his career and are among his
most accomplished work. Bhatt, inventor of an instrument called the Mohan
Vina — not unlike a slide guitar on
steroids —finds an incredibly simpatico
partner in Cooder on the aptly named A
Meeting by the River (Water Lily Acoustics
WLA-CS-29-CD). On the title track,
Bhatt's lightning-fast runs and Cooder's
blues-inflected playing sit down for afascinating and lengthy conversation.
Talking Timbuktu (Hannibal HNCD
1381) is amore conventionally bluesysounding album, if only because Ali
Farka Toure has for years sounded like a
West African version of the young John
Lee Hooker. The vision for this album is
primarily Toure's, but Cooder produced
it and added some nice touches, like
Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown's viola on
"Ai Du," and his own playing of atoy
guitar on "Soukora." Of his world-music
excursions, Cooder told Addicted to Noise
in 1994, "My experience has taught me
one thing: Musicians are all pretty much
alike. We can understand one another if
we let the music be the key to everything and just respect each other, pay
attention, act with an open heart and
mind, and seek some kind of middle
ground. A guy like Ali Farka Toure has a
world vision. He knows that Africa is the
source of all the music that we like, and
he's working from the powerful position
of being endowed with this heritage and
having it at his fingertips."
Cooder's no culture vulture, though.
Unlike, say, Paul Simon and David
Byrne —who are legitimate students of
various world musics, but who use them
less as bridges between cultures than as
means to further their own agendas —
Cooder is more likely to disappear
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chameleonlike into aproject than to
thrust his own self-importance on it.
That's what happened on 1997's
Buena Vista Social Club (Nonesuch
79478-2), the crown jewel in Cooder's
long and extraordinary recording career.
A fascinating exploration of Cuban son,
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when all else fails,

THE W ORLD'S FIRST ORIGINAL

the best thing to do
is forget about everything

DVe 95/24 RECORDINGS

else and just play.
the album was recorded with awide
array of the island nation's musicians,
from aged legends Compay Segundo,
Ibrahim Ferrer, and Reuben Gonzalez
to 13-year-old timbales phenomenon
Julienne Oviedo Sanchez. Though
some of the musicians on the album
hadn't recorded, or even played, for
years, the disc is anything but amere
museum piece or travelogue. Rather, it
is evidence of amusical tradition that
has passed down through the generations and continues on, largely free of
the taint or temporality of American
influence. Like those vintage automobiles that still roam the streets of
Havana, these musicians, when called
upon by Cooder, were ready to roll.
And roll they do through "Chan Chan,"
alanguorous and rather randy countrystyle piece composed by Segundo that
proves even octogenarians know how to
get busy. On the other end of the moral
spectrum, vocalist Ferrer offers "De
Camino ala Vereda," on which he proselytizes about not straying from the
righteous path while an irresistible beat
pulls you right into the bushes. Pianist
Gonzalez provides a stately mambo
with "Pueblo Nuevo," while on "Veinte
Arios," Omara Portundo, whom
Cooder characterizes as "the Cuban
Edith Piaf," adds arare but welcome
female perspective to the proceedings.
Originally meant to be an experimental
meeting of these musicians with their
African counterparts, it was Cooder's
genius that let the tape roll anyway
when the Africans failed to show up.
But that's always been Cooder's way,
throughout acareer that is remarkable
and, given the demands of the current
corporate climate of the music business,
perhaps even unique. Cooder knows
that, when all else fails, the best thing to
do is forget about everything else and
just play.
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EMMYLOU HARRIS
Spyboy
Eminent
EM-25001-2
(CD)
1998.
Emmylou Harris, prod.; Buddy Miller,
prod, eng, Dean Norman, Doug
Dawson, engs. MD? IT: 67.07
Performance ****1/2

time — the guy is a monster
drummer any way you slice it.
No wonder Steve Earle and
others borrow him every
chance they get. All three band
SOniCS ****1/2
members are also singers, and
notjust of the backup variety —
ndiscussing the concept for
this album, Emmylou Harris
listen to the near-perfect mix of
told No Depression magazine,
the four voices on the gospel
EIWIIMYLOU HARR1
,Pvt:SCrf
"In avery real sense, aperformer
number, "Calling My Children
is naked onstage.... If an artist
Home."
doesn't allow the audience to see
Overall, the potential instruthe essential truth, then it's Las
mental firepower here is almost
Vegas time."
frightening. From Bill Monroe
Harris is a long way from
to the Beastie Boys, these guys
playing Sin City. Or maybe not.
could play anything well.
In some ways, she's still using
Despite their overwhelming
the emotional lessons about her
individual talents, this trio of
essence that she learned from
players harness their talents to
the writer of the song "Sin City," Gram Parsons. When tastefully embroider and support Harris' musical vision,
Parsons made her his duet partner in 1972, Harris began and in the process pay her alasting compliment. Only on
the process of transformation that turned a shy, "Born to Run" (not the Springsteen tune) do they cut
Alabama-born folkie into the confident, genre-bending loose and play solos.
performer she is today. Here, on her third live album, she
At this point in her career, Harris has an incredible
acknowledges her debt to Parsons in an inspired, exquisite- wealth of material to draw on for her live shows, which
ly sad rendition of their signature song, "Love Hurts" (in unfortunately means that everyone has his or her own priwhich Buddy Miller sings Harris' old harmony part); and in vate set list that in large part they never get to hear.
"Boulder to Birmingham," her paean to Parsons (with Recorded during the 1995-96 Wrecking Ball tour, Spyboy
whom she may or may not have been lovers).
has afair mix from the span of Harris' career. From 1978's
In talking about Harris, it's hard to pick a favorite
Quarter Moon in aTen Cent Town comes Rodney Crowd's
strength —she has so many. First and perhaps most obvious "I Ain't Living Long Like This," while 1977's Luxury Liner
is her birdlike soprano, often fragile as spun glass, which has is represented by aHarris/Crowell collaboration, "Tulsa
now taken on adarker, rougher edge courtesy of aquarter Queen." Three tunes from Wrecking Ball are included:
century of good use. Harris can still sing balbris — the sad- Daniel Lanois' "Where Will IBe," Julie Miller's "All My
der the better — like no one else, atalent she displays here Tears," and "Prayer in Open D."
in one of her rare originals, "Prayer in Open D."
Nearly as rewarding as the content — at least for those
Another of her prominent strengths is Harris' ability to who care about sound — is the spaciousness and pristine
attract and shape first-class backing bands. Here, following quality of this live recording. Audience tracks are done as
in the enormous footsteps of her mid-'70s electric Hot tastefully as I've ever heard, the dynamic range is warm
Band and the acoustic Nash Ramblers of the mid-'80s, is a and natural, and the intimacy and surrounding ambience
lean trio named, like the album, Spyboy. According to the of this disc are extraordinary. You are there.
liner notes, this odd-sounding title means "the person who
Where Emmylou Harris will journey next in the fascigoes ahead of the parade; astreet entertainer, jester, trou- nating saga that is her career is anyone's guess. With this
blemaker, scout."
muscular, simpatico trio around her, she obviously has
Spyboy features two all-world New Orleanians, drum- fresh inspirations and energy to draw on. But Harris has
mer Brady Blade and bassist Daryl Johnson, as well as that never waited to be inspired; her inner reserves of spirituquiet but increasingly influential guitarist/singer extraordi- ality and artistic drive have always called the tunes, aconnaire, Buddy Miller.
dition that's made her relationship with the exclusive,
It's hard to overestimate Miller. As Dave Alvin — no parochial minds of the country music establishment a
slouch himself on guitar — recently told me, "When Isee rocky one. With Wrecking Ball and now Spyboy, she seems
Buddy Miller play guitar, Ithink, 'Shit, Ineed to go home to be on aroll whose central premise is change, and she's
and practice.' "You also get the feeling that Blade could asking her fans to stay tuned because, as the song says, "I
more than hold his own with anyone in any genre at any ain't living long like this ... "
-Robert Baird
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BRUCKNER
Symphony

5

(1894 Schalk Ed.)

Leon Botstein, London Philharmonic Orchestra
Telarc CD-80509 (CD). 1998. James Mallinson,
prod.; Ame Alcselberg, eng. DDD. TT: 56:53
Performance ***
Sonics ***

I

n his symphonies, Anton Bruckner
painted boldly on an exceptionally
wide canvas, but he never broke the
habit of revising his works, generally to
make them more accessible. In this
endeavor he was helped by well-meaning colleagues like Franz Schalk and
Ferdinand Lowe, who genuinely
believed in Bruckner's genius and wanted to bring him success.
The Fifth is aspecial case. Bruckner
finished the score in 1876 and revised it
in 1877-78, but no orchestra played it.
Then Schalk, who was Kapellineister in
Graz, expressed his intention to do the
piece, borrowed the score, edited it extensively (1892-93), and gave the first
performance, in 1894. Bruckner may
have approved some of the changes, but
it clearly was not his revision. He was, in
fact, too ill to hear the premiere, or any
subsequent performance of the revision,
before his death in 1896. Schalk's edition was published and became the only
known version until Robert Haas presented Bruckner's version in 1935.
The extensive changes can be summarized as ones of orchestration (mainly adding woodwind color and thinning
the brass) and concision (shortening the
Scherzo repeat and, more seriously, cutting about afifth of the Finale). When
Haas's edition appeared, Schalk's was
quickly dropped, labeled as spurious,
and reviled; some years later, Deryck
Cooke referred to it as a"monstrous distortion." The general impression then
(and, for the most part, now) was that
authentic, original Bruckner, warts and
all, was preferable to later rethinkings,
even by well-meaning disciples.
So why, you might ask, in an intellectual-academic environment where
musicians fight over observing the composer's intentions, would we want to
bring back acolorized, simplified version of this great monument of the symphonic literature?
Botstein and his annotators, Benjamin
Korstvedt and David Aldeburgh, make
the case well, so I'll summarize them.
First, Schalk's edition is good, and it
"works." Second, it is an important document of how this piece was known for
178

Sufficient rather than simple, the works of Atvo Part are asuperb match of sound, space, and soulfulness.

40 years. And finally, it gives aglimpse
into the realities of late-19th-century performance. Iwould back their decision.
Surely the catalog is big enough to
include this valuable alternative.
To establish acontext, Irelistened to
Klemperer's 1967 recording of the Haas
edition, which has been my preferred
Fifth for years (EMI 763612 2). Klemps
is at his best here —strong, solid, and uncompromising, with full, loud brass.
When you get to the end, you know
you've witnessed something extraordinary. With Schalk's version Botstein
gets you to the end some 22 minutes
sooner, by virtue both of the cuts and of
quicker tempos, and the piece, particularly the Finale, seems much less formidable.
The reorchestrations are "better," by giving interest and clarity to the writing. In
fact, you could easily argue that, from an
audience's point of view, the whole piece
is now "better." It flows without tiring
you out, and the proportions are normal,
with afinale lasting 17 minutes, not 27.
Of course, it's not quite Bruckner, but
does that matter?
Well, yes, it does; in the end, Iwould
certainly choose the Haas edition over
Schalk. As abackup, though, or as an
introduction to the piece, Schalk surely
deserves a little space in the catalog.
Botstein may not have Klemperer's
authority, but he presents the music
idiomatically and sympathetically; sonics,
unfortunately, are abit dull, particularly
in the brass. In sum, though, it's good to
have this alternative available. Just as
Mussorgsky's Boris Godunov manages to

coexist in the composer's and RimskyKorsakov's versions, perhaps these two
Fifths can live together in harmony.
—Paul L. Althousc

ARVO PART
Kanon Pokajanen
Tonu Kaljuste, Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir
ECM New Series 1654/55 (2 CDs). 1998. Manfred
Eicher, prod.; Teije van Geest, eng. DDD. TT: 83:22
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2

M

uch is made these days of simplicity— an appalling minimalist architect named Pawson is currently in vogue because his
interiors eschew such superfluities as
tables and chairs. A word that ought to
be more in use is SeienCy. It is customary to laugh at the Emperor who
told Mozart "too many notes"; we
should be laughing because it is Mozart
who is being criticized, not because
there are no works with too many
notes. (Or, in the age of minimalism,
too few.) Writers who discuss the
music of the Middle Ages often refer to
the austere stone spaces in which it was
performed, forgetting that the medieval
cathedral was, in fact, ariotous texture
of gilt and polychrome. 'This balance,
the sufficiency that is at the heart of all
art, is expressed perfectly in the works
of Arvo Part.
Ipromised myself long ago that I
would never write a CD review that
began by talking about sound, because I
felt that to do so would reverse the
proper hierarchy of importance
Stereophile, December 1998
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between performance and audio. To
follow such apath here, however, does
no such violence to nature. In interviews, Part has expressed adeep concern with the interaction between
sound and space, the conditions of performance that allow the ambient surroundings to function as part of the performance itself. This is scarcely anew
concept., just as a modern soprano
learns to "load" the hall, so medieval
performers and composers must have
been aware of the spaces in which they
performed.
Part's recordings on ECM are models
of how to transfer this relationship to
disc. Made with the participation of the
composer himself, these CDs have an
almost magical quality. I honestly
believe that two-channel audio cannot
do abetter job of conveying the character of aperformance; as such, this is the
best possible expression of the composer's intent.
Kanon Pokajanen, the canon of repentance, derives its text from an eighthcentury Russian Orthodox work, in
Old Slavonic, attributed to St. Andrew
of Crete. Although conventional in its
themes, it possesses considerable power
that is amplified through Part's setting,
and represents the contrast between
sinful Man and merciful God that has
often absorbed this composer. To convey this to his listeners, Part employs a
musical language that is even closer to
the medieval than his earlier works. If it
is his wish to create music that is
medieval in character without being
pastiche, he now succeeds perfectly at
every occasion. Kanon Pokajanen is spare
without ever being sparse; like amanuscript of the 13th century, the musical
setting illuminates the text without
ever obscuring it. Never forgetful of its
sources, it remains acomposition for
20th-century listeners. Ialways hesitate
to use the word "accessible" — it
smacks too much of "easy listening" —
but with that caveat, Ithink it is auseful term here.
In aerial photographs, the patterns of
ordinary grasses and weeds shows evidence of 2000-year-old human civilization; if the same can be said of magazine
covers and pop literature, we are in the
midst of agreat spiritual revival. In the
former Soviet empire, Iam often afraid
that this revival represents how apeople, having escaped one form of tyranny,
race desperately to find and embrace
another. But the genuine spirituality of
an Ai-vo Pan escapes all tyrannies. It
arises from a fully realized life, and
expresses itself in works that are at once
Stereophile, December 1998

profound and deeply affecting, apart of
the past and the present. For our part,
we are fortunate to have him alive in
our time, writing music that compels a
fundamental response from our own
souls.
-Les Berkley
RENÉE FLEMING
Want Magic!
Arias by Barber, Bernstein, Floyd, Gershwin,
Herrmann, Menotti, Moore, Previn, Stravinsky
Renée Fleming, soprano; lames Levine, Metropolitan
Opera Orchestra
London 289 460 567-2 (CD). 1998. Michael
Woolcock, prod. DDD. Tr: 58:04
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2

here is no longer any doubt as to
Renée Fleming's supremacy
among current sopranos. The
voice is aknockout: arich, abundant
lyric, seemingly as happy in long-lined,
legato phrases as in difficult octave leaps,
great warmth in the lower registers,
dazzling gleam from the high B-flat to
the E-flat above that, and general allure
throughout. Furthermore, she takes little for granted, never resting on her
voice alone for effect — her interpretations are always thought through. A
bit too thought through here, in fact, but
more of that later.
This CD is devoted to music by
American composers (or entirely expatriate foreigners), and all the music is
sung in English — almost all of which is,
amazingly, understandable. That some
of this comprehensibility is due to
microphone placement is too bad; in
fact, unless you don't mind feeling as if
you're sitting on Fleming's chin, you
might find it intrusive. She also relies
too heavily on over-enunciating consonants — odd explosions, really — but I
must admit that if Iweren't complaining about this, I'd be complaining about
not being able to understand her at all.
Nuf sed.
An aria from Bernard Herrmann's (as
in Psycho) Wuthaing Heights opens the
recital, and it's nicely introspective and
fanciful. Fleming is more assertive as
Douglas Moore's Baby Doe, but (I don't
like to say this) she sounds abit old for
the part. "Monica's Waltz," from
Menottes The Medium, is an amazingly
loony piece, and while Fleming might
not catch poor Monica's girlish desperation, it's very effective indeed. "Summertime" follows, with portamento
galore, and awild "blue note" on the
second syllable of "jumpin' "that's just
great—this is a beautiful rendition,
even if it's almost abit too languorous
(see Previn aria, below). "My Man's
Gone Now" is sung as Gershwin only

Reviews

might have dreamt it could be: with
both ends of the scale, at all dynamic
levels, treated equally gorgeously.
Benistein's "Glitter and Be Gay," it
might be bickered, is overdone —but
shouldn't it be? Those glittering high
notes are all there, too, but let's forgive
the maniacal laughter at its close.
(Barbara Cook taught us how this could
be done without exaggeration.) By contrast, Fleming's Susannah may become
the standard: "Ain't it apretty night?" is
expansive and full of yearning, and "'The
trees on the mountains" is sung so beautifully — repeated pianissimo B-flats and
all — that Iplayed it over again immediately after the first hearing. As Anne in
Stravinsky's Rake, Fleming's expertise as
aMozartean comes through, complete
with the only successful final moments
in this aria, with acrowning big C, I've
ever heard. The first-act scene from
Barber's Vanem, with its eerie accompaniment, somehow gets lost in the mix —
perhaps this aria just doesn't work outside the opera.
Much attention will be paid to the
final selection, from André Previn's
newly composed A Streetcar Named
Desire. Blanche is abit off, ahypersensitive castle-builder, and her aria, "I want
magic!" is filled with longing in sweetly
arched phrases —a winner. What you
make of Fleming's languorous southern
drawl is up to you.
So yes — the recording is abit too
bright and close, and perhaps Fleming's
portamento is too broad, too American in
idiom, but this CD is unique, and, on its
own terms, spectacular. If you want an
argument in favor of American opera,
this is it.
-Robert Levine
SIR GEORG SOLTI
The Last Recording
BARTÓK: Cantata Profana
KODALY: Psalmus Hungaricus
WEINER: Serenade for Small Orchestra, Op.3
Soloists, Choir, &Children's Choir of Hungarian Radio
.4 TM Schola Cantorum Budapestiensis; Budapest
Festival Orchestra, Sir Georg Solti
London 458 929-2 (CD). 1997. Chris Hazell, prod.;
James Lock, eng. DDD. TT: 59:11
Performance ****
Sonics ****

5

ir Georg Solti's 80th birthday
party in London in 1992 was a
remarkable affair, not only for the
attendant celebrities —folks like pianist/
conductor Vladimir Ashkenazy, eminent King's College Choir director Sir
David Willcocics, singer Birgit Nilsson
(who had performed on Soltes legendary recordings of Wagner's Ring 40
years earlier), and all the top Decca
Records executives — but also for the
announcement made to the assembled
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guests. The great conductor had just
signed anew contract with his record 5
company — for another 10 years. And
Sold, who received as agift from Decca
anew bicycle, appeared fit and vital
enough to fulfill the contract's promise
with ease. Unfortunately, less than five
years later, several months after completing this recording and "barely days"
after completing his memoirs, Solti, the
last of this century's — and perhaps history's — line of patriarchal conductors,
was gone.
This final recording features works
by three composer/teachers who directly influenced Solti's early development
as a musician. Bartók, Kodály, and
Weiner were among Solti's teachers
when he was a student at the Liszt
Academy of Music in Budapest in the
1920s. Ironically, this final project was
intended to be atribute to these three
With his recording finale, Sir Georg Solti made
men, but the concert performance that peace with his native land.
followed the recording sessions instead
magically turned into stags. When their
turned out to be amemorial for Sold.
Although Sold had performed and loving father finds them and implores
recorded works by Kodály and Bartók them to return home, they answer that
many times before, this recording is his they must remain in the valley — their
first of Weiner's Serenade for Small antlers are too large to fit through the
Orchestra, and of Bartók's rarely per- door, and they can no longer wear
formed (or recorded) Cantata Profana.
human clothes, drink from goblets, or
This production also was Solti's only walk on the hearth. The music employs
recording in his native country with a various structural devices common to
Hungarian orchestra. All of these ele- Baroque cantatas and oratorios — arias,
ments combine to make this disc as choruses, duets —but is written in adismuch about its conductor as about its sonant, often craggy style that places
intriguing and involving program.
great demands on both the chorus and
Lately, it's become fashionable to dis- tenor soloist. There's an interesting and
miss Solti's recent work as lacking sub- effective reference to Bach's St. Matthew
stance, struggling for apoint of view, Passion in the opening orchestral/choral
irrelevant. Regardless of how you feel passages, and there are many memorable
about those issues, you'll feel the great dramatic moments, including tremenconductor's sense of commitment to dous outbursts from chorus and orchesthis music, arenewal of the old vigor tra during the hunting scenes, the impasand passion. Of course, there's nothing sioned pleas of the father for his sons'
like a return to one's homeland and return, and the final chorus — amasterroots, to profoundly affecting and per- piece of musical resolution. The perforsonally meaningful musical works, to mances are unfailingly assured; there's a
rekindle emotional fires and tap the feistiness and irreverence in the conductimmutable streams of native blood that ing that goes to the heart of the "proinvariably run through the soul of every faneness" of this folktale-based work.
uprooted artist. Solti fled Hungary in
Weiner's buoyant, tuneful Serenade
1939 and, when he tried to return after reminds us variously of Beethoven,
the war, was told there was no place for Brahms, and Tchaikovsky, yet somehow
him at his old job at the opera house. He maintains a charming originality that
rarely returned for visits, professional or demands our attention. It doesn't have
otherwise. "How many times do you the weight or authority of amasterpiece,
have to be told you are not wanted in but Solti's affection for this work and for
your own country?" he explained.
his principal teacher calls us to view it for
Bartók's secular cantata strangely what it is: as ashaping—and therefore
addresses Solti's feeling of losing his important — influence, the kind that all
homeland and being unable to return. artists experience and never forget. The
The story concerns nine sons whose Budapest musicians take to this music as
father has trained them only to be they should — as if they were born to it.
hunters. They disappear one day and are
That is also the case for Kodály's
Stereophile, December 1998
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Psalmus Hungancus, a20-minute piece for
tenor soloist, choirs, and orchestra, written in 1923 for the 50th anniversary of
the founding of the modern city of
Budapest. Based on "a Hungarian versification" of Psalm 55, Psalmus is far more
traditional in style than the Bartók cantata, and features some impressively colorful orchestral writing. Solti takes full
rein — or is it reign? — here, rousing
chorus and soloist to convincingly convey
the fullness of David's anguished cries to
God for deliverance from his enemies.
The sound occasionally spotlights aparticular voice, instrument, or instrumental
section, but is generally full and vibrant,
and captures impressive detail throughout avery wide dynamic range.
While these three works aren't as
profoundly Hungarian as some of
Bartók's and Kodály's more mature
works, Solti's presence, and his experience and long association with these
works and their composers, certainly
bring adeeply rooted Hungarian sensibility to the interpretations. Even
though Solti felt detached from his
homeland throughout most of his life,
in the end, during the summer of these
recording sessions, he rediscovered a
part of himself that, "for the first time in
forty years," belonged in Hungary. This
disc and these performances confirm it.
—David Vernier

WAGNER
Lohengrin
Sandor Minya, Lohengrin; Lucine Amara, Elsa;
Wiliam Dooley, Telramund; Rita Gorr, Ortrud;
Jerome Hines, Henry the Fowler; Calvin Marsh,
Herald; others; Boston Chorus Pro Musica, Alfred
Nash Patterson, dir.; Boston Symphony, Erich
Leinsdorf
RCA Victor Red Seal 50164-2 (3 CDs). 1966, 1998.
Richard Mohr, prod.; Anthony Salvatore, eng.;
Edward Houser, reissue prod.; Michael Sobol, reissue eng. ADD. Tr: 3:36:18
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

L

ohengrin is rare among Wagner
operas in having received many
great and near-great recordings,
those conducted by Kempe, Schneider,
Keilberth, and Sold being only afew of
the best. This one, recorded in six days
in August 1965 and finally reissued after
being out of print for 20 years, belongs
among them. Erich Leinsdorf remains
one of the most underrated Wagner
conductors of the century, and his particularly effective blend of clarity, briskness, accuracy, passion, and theatrical
panache is given an ideal showcase in
this most Italianly romantic of all of
Wagner's works. And, though RCA
mentions it nowhere in the booklet, this
recording includes the second half of
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Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Late night piano trio jazz at its finest!
IBM-15
Blow Upl: Isao Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
IBM-23
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow!
IBM-1005 Scandonovian Suite: Big band jazz like you have never heard before!

SONY MASTERSOUNO GOLD CO'S
All titles now OUT-OF -PRINTl —
Janis Joplin: Pearl
Carole King: Tapestry
Fronk Sinatra: The Voice
Dove Brubeck: Time Out
Roger Waters: Amused To Death 00.00
Duke Ellington: Black, Brown & Beige
Stevie Roy Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We...

23.99

Order Before The re Gone!!

64212
57206
64403
53814
64411
64405
52944

Santana: Santana
CALL FOR
Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue s LIST
Billy Holiday: Lody In Sat n
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues...

PREMONITION RECORDS - CD's: $14.99 / LP's: $Call
PREM-1919
PREA4-737
PREM-741

Patricia Barber: Split (CD & 180g LP) (1ST ALBUM)
Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) STEREOPHILE R2D4
Patricia Barber: Modern Cool (CD & 180g) LP NEW/I!

RR-84CD
RR-81CD
RR-83CD
RR-79CD
REFERENCE RR-82CD
RECORDINGS RX-1000

oucJioquest
NA

I
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LP's: $17.99
CD's: $12.99
LP's only available
up to 1043

Dick Hyman: In Recital
CD's/LP's: 180g LP's:
Bruckner: Symphony #9
'$12.99*
$16.99*
Strauss: fin Heldenleben/Minn. Orch. ! .0 ..b. t'' , ‘......«,
Mussorgsky: Pictures At An Exhibition IAll LP's now out-of-print'
Mephisto & Company/Minn. Orchestra L_
Order now!
RR & XLO: Stereo Test 8 Burn-In GOLD HDCD -$2799
1044 TerryLPEv'
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049

0045
0036
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051
0052
0054
0055

S25.99

Ernie Watts: The Long Road Home
The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
Miles Davis Allstars: Walkirt
Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
Kenny Dorhom: Quiet Kenny
Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village...
Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
Ernie Worts: Classic Moods
Sonny Rollins Quintet: Plays For Bird
Tina Turner: Private Dancer

0044
Over 70 titles now available including 17 titles from the Three Blind Mice label
and more on the way! Contact us for ocomplete list.
LP
/Geld CD
j1800 LP's a Gold CD's New Only $22.99'

Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.

64413
66226
64368
64408
64426
64274
64425

XRCD2: Sompler(xrcd2)
John Coltrane: Settin' The Pace(xrcd2)
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord(xrcd2)
Coleman Hawkins: Good Old Broadway
Gene Ammons: Boss Tenor
Miles Davis: Bags Groove
Mulligan Meets Monk
Steve Miller: The Joker
Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
Johnny Griffin: Little Giant
Ella Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy

CD's Now Only
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Robert Lucas: Completely Blue
Doug McLeod: Unmarked Road
Bruce Katz Bond: Mississippi Moan
Mighty Som McClain: Journey
Joe Beard: For Real

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472

2052 / 1120
2053 / 1121
2056 / 1123
2058 /1125
2066 / 1129
2061 / 1127
2060 /N.A.
2065 /1128
2062 /N.A.
2063 /N.A.

Deep Purple: Made In Japan'
The Doobie Brothers: Best Of....
The Cars: Greatest Hits
Al Green: Greatest Hits
Van Helen: Von Halen
Not King Cole: Greatest Hits'
Paul Simon: Paul Simon
Linda Ronstodt: Greatest Hits Vol 2
Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymin Simon
Paul Simon: Still Crazy After All These Years
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The following DCC Gold CD titles ore now OUT-OF-PRINT111
This is your last chance to order these great titles at alow price! Order now!!!
GZS-1031
GZS-1056
GZS-1070

719
733
732
725
729
726
721
723
730
724
512

536

543
545
547

532

551
557
553
562
563

CCR: Cosmos Factory
Pat Benatar. In The Heat Of The...
CCR: Willie & The Poor Boys

GZS-1062

Blondie) Parallel Lines

GZS -1064

CCR: Green River

GZS-1053

MOBILE FIDELITY

Fronk Sinatra. Duets

Gold CD's:$22.99e

Duke Ellington: Jazz Party In Stereo
722 The Byrds: Untitled
Loggias & Messina: Full Sail
727 Jeff Beck: Blow By Blow
Simon & Garfunkel: Bookends
731 John Coltrane: Ballads
The Benedictine Monks: Chant
720 Jethro Tull: APassion Ploy
1OCC: The Original Soundtrack
718 Moody Blues: 7th Sojourn
James Taylor: Dad Loves His Work
714 Steppenwolf: Steppenwolf
Don Henley: End Of The Innocence
728 Don McLean: American Pie
Stevie Ray Vaughn: The Sky Is Crying
Tears For Fears: Songs From The Big Chair
The Velvet Underground: White Light/White Heat

CAT Si EVENS
1....g.led lhe

MFSL Out-Of-Print Geld CD Sale!!! $29.99
Moody Blues: Days Of Future Past
Elton John: Honky Chateau
Elton John: Tumbleweed Connection
Steely Don: Gaucho
John Coltrane: Blue Train
Rod Stewart: Every Picture Tells A Story
Tom Petty: Damn The Torpedoes
Keith Richards: Talk Is Cheap
Eric Clapton: Slowhond
Cream: Disraeli Gears
Cannonball Adderly: Somethin' Else

535
579
552
577
574
548
555
570
572
565
564

Roz Scaggs: Silk Degrees
Steve Winwood: Arc Of A Diver
Santana: Abrasas
Albert King: Born Under A Bad Sign
Aretha Franklin: INever Loved A ....
B.B. King: Live At The Regal
Roy Orbison: Mystery Girl
Joni Mitchell: Wild Things Run Fast
Traffic: Mr. Fantasy
Tom Petty: Hard Promises
Robert Cray: Strong Persuader

MFSL Out-Of-Print 2000 LP Sale!!! $34.99

202
205
206
210
211
213
214
215
217
218
220

Pink Floyd: Atom Heart Mother
MK): Modern Jazz Quartet
M.IQ: Blues Al Carnegie Hall
John Hiatt: Bring The Family
Queen: The Game
Allmon Brothers: Brothers & Sisters
Duke Ellington: Anotomy Of A Murder
Moody Blues: Threshold Of A Dream
Albert Collins, R.Cray
Showdown
Emerson, Lake & Palmer: Trilogy
Eric Clapton: Eric Clopton

235
223
237
238
221
261
249
250
253
256
257

B.B King: Lucille
Joe Cocker: Sheffield Steel
Count Basic: April In Paris
Joan Baez: Diamonds & Rust
Bob Morley: Exodus
REM: Reckoning
Boston: Boston
Toto: Tato IV
Moody Blues: To Our Childrens....
Queen: A Day At The Races
Sonic Youth: Goo

('lassie Recorth Gold CD & 180LP SALE! $12.99
CSCD6001 Mendelsshon: A Midsummer Night's...
CSCD6006 Argenta: Espana
Call for
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
CSCD6049 Greig: Peer Gynt
complete
LSCD2225 Witches Brew
list!
LSPCD1773 Bob & Ray: Throw A Stereo Spectacular
LSPCD2438 Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
LSPCD2533 Charlie Miny us: Tijuana Moods

LSC2288
LSC2323
LSC2336
LSC2364
LSC2398
LSC2405
LSC2419
LSC2423

Proko
Sym.#7/Russian
Tchoikovsky: Capriccio !taken_
Sibelius: Finlandia
Mahler: Symphony #4 in G
Kabalevsky: The Comedians...
Sibelius: Sym.#5/Karelia Suite
Dvorak: Slavonic Dances
Festival Reiner

Classic Records Audio DVD's
DA
Oh Art
vs. A ime emem
DAD1002 New Music Consort: Pulse
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DAD1003 Red Rodney: 1957
-did —
DAD1004 Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances
DAD1006 Zoot Sims & Al Cohn: Either Way

e

ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
VISA
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

Only $29.99
III

DAD1008
DAD1009
DAD1010
DAD1011

Jo
Lee oo er: Mr. UC y
Glory: Original Soundtrack
Sam Phillips: Indescribable W.
Chris Whitley: Dirt Floor
John Lee Hooker: Boom Boom

150+page Ise° U.S.A. /$5 00 INTL.
CATALOG 1 FREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING,
UPS Ground/Priority Mai:

1-4 Iten, 55 (adt1 dams .50C ea.)

/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items Si (odtl. Items SIea.) /
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: S8 (adtl. Items S1.25 ea.)

Record
Lohengrin's "In fernem Land" narrative
in Act III, cut by Wagner following the
1850 Weimar premiere — its inclusion
makes this the only absolutely complete
recording of Lohengrin ever made. The
reinstated music is fine (Wagner cut it
because he thought Act III was too
long), but even if it weren't, I'd still want
those 56 bars back, if only because we
get to hear Sándor Kéniya sing for three
more minutes.
That singing is terrific. Kenya vocalizes with otherworldly beauty as
Lohengrin — the Hungarian seemed
able to strike exactly the right balance
between atoo-Germanic purity and a
too-Italianate floridity (a feat he repeated two years later as Walther in alongunreleased Meistersinger under Kubelik).
His German pronunciation is far from
perfect, but in that he's not alone in this
entirely non-Aryan cast. Lucine Amara
seldom sang Wagner, but her floating,
perfectly controlled, crystalline precision is just right for Elsa. Nor was
Amara's voice one of the hugest, though
it was one of the most beautiful; here,
she seduces the ear with the icy ease of
aKetel One martini. Jerome Hines as
Henry has astrong, foggy dignity àla
Hotter; Calvin
Marsh's
ringing
anonymity suits the nonrole of the
Herald; and William Dooley's gorgeous
voice makes the hapless Telramund's
nobler moments sound exactly that. But
Rita Gorr as Ortrud strains, pushes, and
grates from the beginning, and worsens
right up through her final, brief appearance at the end of Act III, by which
time she's wildly out of control. The
chorus, in this most choral of Wagner
operas, is energetic and disciplined, with
ahefty sound.
The original LP edition boasted a
large color photo of one of the full
recording sessions in Boston's Symphony Hall, with soloists, chorus,
orchestra, and microphones all clearly
visible: three spaced omnis for the
orchestra, three for the soloists and chorus. The sound they picked up is
remarkable: very lively, with terrific
accuracy of soundstaging, and rich
strings and low brass. The trumpets — in
the pit, on stage, in two different offstage
positions, and all of these at once — have
apresence, bite, and solidity you could
do chin-ups from. This is one vivid
recording. Still, the master tapes have
deteriorated; hiss isn't too bad, but there
are many dropouts and bumps.
Idon't care. I'm just glad to have this
one available again, now that my 30year-old Dynagrooves are wearing out.
If you like Lohengrin, great Wagner
Stereophile, December 1998

singing and conducting, and great sound,
you need to hear this. -Richard Lehnert

rock
JAMES BROWN
Dead On the Heavy Funk, 1925-1983
Polydor 31453 7901-2 (2 CDs). 1998. Gary N. Mayo,
remastering. AAD? 7: 2:32:57
Performance ***
Sonics ** *
Say It Live and Loud: Live in Dallas, 08.26.68
Polydor 31455 7668-2 (CD). 1998. Ron Lemhoff,
orig. eng.; Suha Gur, eng. AAD? 7: 77:35
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2
JAMES BROWN'S ORIGINAL FUNKY DIVAS:
Various Artists
Polydor 31453 7709-2 (2 CDs). 1998. Gary N.
Mayo, Suba Gur, remastering. AAD?
2:35:46
Performance ***
Sonics **1/2
All of the above: James Brown, orig. prod.; Harry
Weinger, Alan Leeds, compilation prods.; Bill
Levinson, exec. prod.

F

or many soul music fans, James
Brown's incendiary Live at The
Apollo (1963) is still the wickedest
mass of pleading, crying, screaming soul
music ever captured on vinyl. While
this new release of a1968 Dallas concert
isn't going to challenge the Apollo's gritty, enduring title, it is a contenda —
albeit in adifferent category.
By 1968, Brown, who was still "Soul
Brother #1" in the litany of hyperbolic
titles that always introduced his second
set (the part of the show known as "Star
Time"), had moved deep into funk.
With the Vietnam war raging and apair
of assassinations having occurred, the
summer of 1968 was atumultuous time.
Into that volatile stew, Brown, who had
gone on TV after King's death to appeal
for calm, released "Say It Loud — I'm
Black and I'm Proud." Here he gives the
tune ashort and sweet performance (complete with
the opening exhortation
"Uhh wit yo bad self") in the
earlier, less heated part of the
show, perhaps mindful (according to the liner notes)
that the tune had already
stirred up violence at several
earlier concerts.
After athree-song instrumental break and the inevitable shouted windup of
superlatives, Brown returns
for Star Tune! "Mr. Please,
Please, Please Himself" (the
best part of Brown's sobriquets is that he deserves 'ern)
launches into a relentless,
groove-heavy, one-two com-

Reviews

bination of "Licking Stick — Licking
Stick" and a12-minute "Cold Sweat." In
"Sweat," he and this superlative edition
of the JBs — which included Fred
Wesley (trombone), Alfred "Pee Wee"
Ellis (alto sax), Maceo Parker (tenor sax),
and Jimmy Nolen (guitar) fuse into
the primal downstrokes that are James
Brown and his music.
He returns to his soul roots for athreeballad medley ("Try Me," "Lost Someone," "Bewildered") before hurling himself into afrenetic, rapid-fire string of
snippets —"Papa's Got a Brand New
Bag," "I Got You (I Feel Good)," and
"Please, Please, Please" — that becomes
one long shifi-tempos-and/or-tunes-ona-dime funk vamp. Short reprises of
"Cold Sweat," "I Got the Feeling," and
"Say It Loud" serve as encores, and ahidden track of Maceo Parker hawking program books is the coda.
What's most impressive here is that,
rather than an outstanding one-time
event (as in the Apollo date), this short,
funky blast is simply a snapshot of a
night like hundreds of others, when
Brown and the JBs would pull into
town, pull out the stops, and give an
adoring crowd its money's worth.
Engineer Gur, digital editor Kevin
Reeves, and executive producer Bill
Levenson have worked on the original
four-track tapes and have managed to
rehydrate at least adrop of sweat or two.
While still dynamically limited in the
ways old tape and less-than-optimal
miking usually are, the soundstage has
been expanded and the impact of quirks
(like horn players dancing away from
their mikes) has been minimized.
Like many "soul" (and rock'n'roll)
performers of his generation, Brown
was nearly wiped out by the late-'70s
onslaught of disco. Although these
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changes in fashion, coupled with
bourn's singer/songwriter-esque
his parting from Polydor Records
"The Bible" is atuneful if lyrically
in the early '80s, signaled the
precious example of the band's
beginning of the end of his career,
loud/soft mix of quiet folk-rock
Brown refused to go down withverses and beefier, guitar-added
out afight — which is the often
choruses. Janovitz's "Scottish
fascinating sound you hear on the
Windows" opens with piano and
Dead On set.
violin and is the album's soaring,
In 1975 his great '60s band
overtly romantic, and melodic
splintered, with saxman Parker
highpoint. The song is destined to
and trombonist Wesley leaving for
take its place alongside "Mineral"
George Clinton's Parliament/
and "Taillights Fade" (both from
Funkadelic, and drummer John
Let Me Come Over) among the
"Jabo" Starks joining up with BB
sparkling, lyrically direct minor
King. Dead On opens with one last
classics that represent BT at its
best. Scotland appears again
look at this classic lineup, jamming
(Janovitz must have spent some of
on are-recording of "Sex Machine,
Part Iand Part II" that may, in the
his three years off in the UK) in
end, outfunk the original.
the pre-recorded bagpipe prelude
From there, this set hits most of
to "See to Me." The band's guitar
the highlights from Brown's last
horsepower returns only in brief
Lost and Found: Buffalo Tom returns from athree-year hiatus
years on Polydor. Many are retalflashes: in "White Paint Morning,"
Smitten but rusty.
iatory raids: "Hot (I Need to be
with its odd "Ba-baddah-bup"
Loved, Loved, Loved") is Brown's
vocal accent, and the ballad-temanswer to David Bowie's "Fame,"
po'd "Knot in It," in which aquavering
BUFFALO TOM
which, Brown maintained (probably
guitar effect is anice touch.
Smitten
correctly), lifted one of his guitar figThe good news is that Janovitz,
Polydor 31455 7867-2 (CD). 1998. Buffalo Tom, prods.;
ures. Here he steals it back. His biggest
Colbourn, and drummer Tom Maginnis
David Bianco, prod, eng.; Chris Laidlaw, Doug
hit from this period, "Get Up Offa That
are back, committed again to striking that
Wynne, Roger Sommers, engs. MD? 1T: 50:43
Thing," includes shouted warnings to
elusive balance between guitar blasting
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****
the Ohio Players and Barry White,
and folk-rock earnestness. And judging
among others. And "Bodyheat" even
by "Scottish Windows," they can still be
hen Dinosaur Jr. leader J.
adds asiren at the end àla the Ohio
Masas (a man perpetually
one of the most affecting pop/rock acts
Players' #1 hit, "Fire." A previously
fascinated by lethal amounts
alive, when so moved. Unfortunately,
unreleased live cut, "Kiss in '77," shows
of decibels) produced Buffalo Tom's
three years away means that in some
that Brown's concerts were still populatfirst two albums, critics tagged the band
ways this trio, who have already gone
ed, however, by hordes of screaming "Dinosaur Jr. Jr.," in wise-assed tribute
through several stylistic transformations,
women anxious to be taunted. But to the din this trio liked to whip up on
have to start over. As new beginings go,
bereft of new bags, Brown's star fades
their six strings.
this disc, lyrical missteps and all is a
rapidly in this set, which, in the end, is
But beginning with their third
promising start.
—Robert Baird
for collectors only.
album, Let Me Come Over, the Boston
The last new Brown reissue worth a trio began to trade volume for ruminaBUTTERFLY CHILD
look is Funky Divas, the 2-disc, 46-track
tion and amore acoustic sound. Two
Soft Explosives
compilation of work by the female
solid albums, Big Red Letter Day (1993)
Hitlt!
HIT
24
(CD).
1998. Joe Cassidy, prod.; Chris
singers he usually traveled with.
and Sleepy Eyed (1995), followed, but
Shepard, eng. MD? TT: 58:27
Though by no means household names,
when neither generated singles or sales,
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****
Yvonne Fair, Anna King, Elsie Mae,
the trio decided that ahiatus was in
Vicki Anderson, Marva Whitney, Lyn
order. Back after three years in limbo,
nthis pleasantly surprising twist on
Collins, and others still managed to
the trio has made its softest, moodiest
the "How much do Ilove Brian
wring a few hits out of the material
record yet. Like all BT discs, this one is an
Wilson? Here, listen to my 4-track
Brown gave them to record. Although
uneasy blend of the group's two distinct demo ... "angle that's rapidly becoming
Collins' version of Brown's "Think
songwriting voices, bassist Chris Colacliché in the late '90s, Glaswegian Joe
(About It)" was the most successful tune
bourn and guitarist Bill Janovitz. ColCassidy first did his homework by soakhere in terms of chart action (#9 R&B,
bourn's "Rachael," which opens the
ing in, as opposed to picking apart,
#66 Pop), Tammy Montgomery is the
album and is its obvious, overproduced
Wilson's classic post-surf compositions.
most appealing singer. (Montgomery
single, gets things off to an unsatisfying Then, rather than holing up in his room
later became Tammi Terrell, Marvin jump-out-of-radio start. Its lyrics, about with aportastudio, playing multi-instruGaye's Motown duet partner.)
"penny whores," are especially lame. The
mentalist faux auteur, and emerging
One sonic downside: Because several
follow-up, "Postcards," is aJanovitz tune
with a crappy-sounding tape (to, no
master tapes were long gone, ahandful
that follows typical Buff Tom lines, but
doubt, the massed huzzahs of the tooof tracks had to be taken from 45s. But
again contains an uncharacteristically impressionable indic underground), he
engineers Suh and Mayo deserve credit
dumb lyrical gaffe: "Wherefore art thou...
spent ayear in aChicago studio with a
for the crisp sound they've brought out Johnny Carson."
revolving cast of drummers, bassists,
of the first 16 monophonic tracks on
The band's charms don't begin to
guitarists, horn and string players, and
disc one.
-Robert Baird
shine through until track three. Colbacking singers, meticulously piecing
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SUPER ANALOGUE DISC
Original Analogue Recordings

K1JC 9199

_

KIJC 9198

KIJC 9205

CLOSeiNt2UNTERS
Stor Wars /Close Encounters
tos Angeles Philharmonic
/ohm Mehra conductor

Richard Strauss Also Sproch Zarathustra
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Georg Solti conductor

Leonard Bernstein
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Mozart Piano Concerto No 15 and
Linz Symphony No. 36
`,./1„. 1.1

KIJC 9194/5

Sil \\II I

K1JC 9204

KIJC 9201

te

Puccini: La Boheme
Tullio Serafin conductor

It

Sid Conducts Handel
London Symphony Orchestra

Rachmaninov Piano Concerto
Vladimir Ashkenozy Pianist

•INCOMPARABLE WIDE FREQUENCY RESPONSE •CLEAN, CRISP TONE • LOW DISTORTION •POWERFUL ENERGY
HIGH QUALITY 180G HEAVY VINYL • WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE
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Since 1991 we've helped thousands of buyers & sellers make the connection. The AUDIO TRADING
TIMES is dedicated soley to the buying and selling of audio equipment. We have no reviews, no editorials,
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looking to buy or sell, give the AUDIO TRADING TIMES atry. You'll be glad you did!

EASY TO USE!

Our alphabetized list of equipment is the quickest and most convenient way
to find the equipment you want.

EASY TO PLACE ADS! Mail, fax or phone in your ad today.
EFFECTIVE! Buyers will find over 1000 items for sale in each issue.
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together his third album.
show in which strings broke, pieces of
The first sounds you hear on the
the druinkit were airborne, and Romrecord set a quietly romantic mood:
weber played half the set in his boxer
treated, choirlike vocals over alachryshorts because he'd forgotten to secure
mose piano melody ("Big Soft Mouth").
his trousers with abelt. The sonic chaos
Then it's straight into the first of numermatched the visuals.)
ous lush gems, "Drunk On Beauty,"
However, just as similarly inclined
which nimbly qualifies for "Pet Sounds rockers like The Cramps, Southern
neo-outtake" status. From there, move
Culture on the Skids, and Reverend
along through the space-age loungepop
Horton Heat learned that "retro" does
of "Holy Hymn," the jaunty, Dixieland- not necessarily mean "sounds like shit,"
Romweber and drummer Crow really
tinged "Mad Bird," and avertiginous
get the most out of their stripped-down
slab of Spacemen 3—styled psychedelia
bearing the apropos title "Life Without approach, and Lucky Eye is the pair's
the Compass" — no style seems out of most expansive recording to date.
Credit, certainly, is due producers Chris
bounds for Cassidy.
Stamey (ex-dB's) and Scott Litt (of
He's also a gifted arranger, as evidenced by apair of string quartet instruR.E.M., Replacements, and Nirvana
mentals, "1929" and "Reprise," that
fame), both long-time Jets fans. Pairing
up that duo's estimable studio smarts
could beat out the competition for honors on the next Hal Hartley film score.
with Romweber's musicologistlike
instinct for detail makes for aperfect
Plus, as Cassidy has an emotive vocal
symbiosis; this record sounds like what
style that earns favorable comparison to
a slightly higher-pitched Ray Davies, Elvis or Carl Perkins might've done had
he's able to stamp acomfortably familiar
Sun Studios been equipped with the latsignature on his compositions. He's forest in '90s technology. (It was recorded
tunate in that sense; after all, great pop,
at Muscle Shoals Sound, incidentally.)
to turn enduring and not just offer temWhether whipping up a frothy
porary respite, requires such signatures.
frathouse surf instro ("Rockin' Mode,"
Soft E.vplosives is not quite of "masterfeaturing guest horns from members of
piece" status, owing perhaps too great a the Squirrel Nut Zippers), acinematic
slice of Latin pop noir ("Go This Way"),
debt to St. Brian. (Although it must be
or atwangy rockabilly raveup ("Blues
said that the Cassidy solo number here,
"Zeppelin Catches Fire at Speed," agorWrapped Around My Head," which
geous collage of guitar, piano, samples,
has some sneaky Yardbirds references
and multiple vocal overdubs, is the best
overt tribute to you-know-who in
recent memory, and better than similar
efforts by the High Llamas.) And at
nearly an hour in length, the album can 3
wear thin; trim it to 45 minutes and
you'd definitely have a "Inini-masterpiece." But it does signify the arrival of
an emergent genius who will receive
much scrutiny in the future among
orchestral pop aficionados. —Fred Mills

Reviews

thrown in toward the end), the Jets'
sound is as glistening and streamlined as
afreshly waxed '59 T-bird. There's even
an instrumental ballad, "N.Y. Studio
1959," that's positively lush thanks to the
sweeping string arrangement that frames
some rich, jazzy fretboard runs. Throughout, Romweber alternates between a
beefy baritone croon and a drunken
foghorn blare (his range is truly impressive), channeling ghosts from the '50s
and '60s as if they were firsthand memories, not influences absorbed from years
of record collecting.
Polished product or not, one thing is
clear: the Flat Duo Jets aim to rock hard,
and they do, in spades. This record will
win new converts, but it won't turn
away old fans.
—Fred Mills
CHRIS ISAAK
Speak of the Devil
Reprise 46849-2 (CD). 1998. Erik Jacobsen, prod.;
Mark Needham, eng. MD TT: 44:55
Performance ***
Sonics ***

p

erhaps trying to escape being
known as the Roy Orbison of his
generation, Chris Isaak returns
with aless stylized effort than fans may
expect. The dreamy rockabilly atmosphere that is his signature is here toned
down, though not abandoned, to let a
more modern sound emerge. Isaak isn't
anywhere near acutting edge, but he

FLAT DUO JETS
Lucky Eye
Outpost OPRD 30033 (CD). 1998. Chris Stamey,
prod., eng.; Scott Litt, prod.; Kent Bruce, Cliff
Norrell, engs. MD? U: 44:08
Performance ***
Sonics ****1/2

y

ou'd be forgiven if you saw the
words "Flat Duo Jets" and immediately thought "lo-fi, ragged
garageabilly with several screws loosened." After all, main Jet Dexter
Romweber's been pursuing his own
variation of modern primitivism ever
since his debut, 1984's In Stereo, and live
performances have likewise been studies in rock'n'roll deconstruction. (One
memory Ihold dear is of alate-'80s FDJ
Stereophile, December 1998

No longer possessed by the spirit of Roy Orbison, Chris Isaak has decided on Speak of the Devil
to wrestle his own demons.
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has moved from the early '60s into the
late '70s/early '80s with "Please" and
"Walk Slow," apair of sweet rockers
that might fit on Damn the Torpedoes if
they were roughed up by Mike
Campbell and acertain nasal twang.
"Rough" isn't an adjective that can
often be used when describing Chris
Isaak, however. "Ms singer/songwriter
caresses heartbreak, even if it might do
him good to get away from that theme
at some point in his career. Speak of the
Devil is not that point.
While the album's leaner-than-normal arrangements leave the lethargic
ballads of 1997's Baja Sessions far behind,
they make for aless fully realized project than the soaring melodrama of '95's
Forever Blue. Isaak is as heartbroken as
ever on "Breaking Apart," "Don't Get
So Down On Yourself," and "7 Lonely
Nights," but this time around the
despondent lyrics aren't delivered with
as much vocal gimmickry (whispers,
coos, falsetto) or swelling musical
accompaniment. Those tricks, and a
stronger batch of songs, helped Forever
Blue, inspired by Orbison and RCA-era
Elvis, succeed in tugging at your sensitive soul where Speak of the Devil falters.
Melodrama demands melodramatic
presentation, it seems.
Although the leaner sound exposes
Isaak's weaknesses as asongwriter more
often than not, it makes the sentiments
of the songs that do work feel more
genuine than some of his earlier material. The chiming pop dramas of "Flying"
and "This Time," the growling vocals
and gently buzzing guitar on the title
track, and the rockabilly echoes of
"Wanderin' "push Isaak's adoration of
Orbison and Elvis back to arrn's length,
putting needed distance between himself and his icons. It's here, along with
"Please" and "Walk Slow," that the
modern rockabilly crooner emerges,
with asound defined by his name, not
theirs.
—Michael Metzger
WILLIE NELSON
Teatro
Island 314-52a 548-2 (CD). 1998. Daniel Lanois,
prod.; Mark Howard, eng. AAD. TT: 50:26
Performance ****
Sonia ****1/2

p

roducer Daniel Lanois is amaster
at creating dense, eerie musical
textures. In his greatest achievements —The Neville Brothers' Yellow
Moon, Bob Dylan's Oh Merry, Emrnylou
Harris' Wrecking Ball —the artists he
works with are virtually transformed, cast
against lush musical backdrops rich in
Stereophile, December 1998

nuance and depth. Sonically, Teatro,
named for the old Mexican movietheater-turned-studio in California
where the album was recorded, is as
much Lanois as it is Willie Nelson.
Without compromising his trademarked easygoing familiarity, the singer
sounds heavier, more committed than
he has since 1993's pivotal, star-studded
Across the Borderline.
Nelson has chosen an odd assortment
of tunes this time, including three that
originally appeared on one of his earliest
albums, 1966's Country Music Concert.
Among those oldies is "I Just Can't Let
You Say Good-bye," a ghostly dirge
wherein the singer admits both his love
for and his guilt over having just
silenced an old lover. But with its soothing melody and harmonies, the song
sounds more like ahymn than adeep
confessional. Nelson also covers three
songs, including Chester Odom's
"These Lonely Nights," an upbeat, percussion-drenched grinder that's equal
parts pop, country, and New Orleans
voodoo; and Lanois' "The Maker," a
slice of dark, rich spirituality that originally appeared on the producer's own
1989 release, Acadie.
Joining Nelson and Lanois to complete Teatro's creative triangle is Emmylou Harris, who is so interwoven into
the album's proceedings that she probably deserves duet-status billing. On all
but four of the album's 14 tracks (two
are instrumentals), Harris' dreamy, soulful harmonies wash over Nelson's own
understated singing, their voices entangling so sensually that it's sometimes
tough to identify the true melody line.
Take the venerable "I Never Cared for
You," where the two dis each other to a
haunted cantina rhythm. And, to a6/8
beat on "Somebody Pick Up My
Pieces," Nelson and Harris concede to
being beyond redemption.
But despite some gloomy stories, and
the moody canvas from which the songs
spring so effortlessly to life, Teatro has its
lighter sides. In "I've Loved You All
Over the World," Nelson pledges his
unconditional friendship, and the
album-closing "Annie" is asweet, jazzy
instrumental punctuated by drummers
Tony Mangurian and Victor Indrizzo
(who appear throughout the album)
and Lanois' own meticulous Les Paul
picking. Few performers can meld as
many different styles as Nelson does
and make it all sound this pure, convincing, and vital. The gentle Mr.
Nelson just keeps growing, and Teatro
draws from awell that simply gets deeper all the time.
—David Sokol

Reviews

DMITRI MATHENY
Starlight Café
Dmitri Matheny, flugelhorn; Darrell Grant, piano; Bill
Douglass, bass
Monarch MR1018 (CD). 1998. Dmitri Matheny,
prod.; Brian Walker, eng. ADD? TT: 59:08
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

W

hat good are record reviewers
if you can't count on them
for the occasional hot tip?
Stay with me. I'm about to deliver.
In jazz, "pretty" is almost never a
compliment. Jazz should slap you
awake or validate your soul stirrings or
break your heart or take you to the
promised land, or all of the above at
once. "Pretty" doesn't get you there.
Starlight Café is therefore ararity: ajazz
recording that is extravagantly, unashamedly, irresistibly pretty, and that
takes enough risks to qualify as jazz.
Never heard of Dmitri Matheny?
Neither had I. With that name, you figure he's from some place east of St.
Petersburg. Turns out it's Tucson. Like
every jazz musician worthy of the name,
Dmitri Matheny hears something all his
own. For Starlight Café, he hears agathering of nocturnes that find a rapt latenight moodspace and stay there. He plays
evanescent songs that beautifully fit his
intention, like "Stardust" and "Corcovado" and "When You Wish Upon a
Star." But even when he varies the tone
with more extroverted originals like
"Geneva," he does not break the atmosphere. One reason is his instrumental
sound: lambent, poignant with human
breath, aspirit voice that compels attention even when it whispers. Another reason is his drummerless ensemble. Pianist
Darrell Grant and bassist Bill Douglass
are intense listeners who sometimes
anticipate and instantly echo Matheny's
spontaneous ideas, and sometimes string
counterlines in his path. The three are
always weaving one fabric.
In jazz, the phrase "mood music,"
like "pretty," is almost always pejorative.
But Starlight Café is mood music you can
trust. Its reassuring affirmations are honest, earned, and unsentimental, and the
spell it evokes is inseparable from its
recorded sound. Only very special live
recordings can fool you into thinking
they were made in astudio, right up
until the moment the applause breaks
in. Starlight Café was recorded live at La
Note Café in Berkeley, California by
Brian Walker, and it provides the best of
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both worlds: the finely nuanced ensemble close-up usually achievable only in a
studio, and the full-size ambient space of areal moment in time.
Dtnitri Matheny. Starlight Café. Now
you know.
-Thomas Conrad
BRAD MEHLDAU
Songs: The Art of the Trio, VoL3
Brad Mehldau, piano; Larry Grenadier, bass; Jorge
Rossy, drums
Warner Bros. 47051-2 (CD). 1998. Matt Pierson,
prod.; James Farber, eng. DOD. TT: 59:31
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

T

here's been aBrad Mehldau buzz
since the young pianist's 1995
Warners debut, Introducing Brad
Mehldau. He's won critics' polls for Best
New Artist, linked up as asideman with
arange of impressive talent from Joshua
Redman to Willie Nelson, and recorded
a series of admirable Art of the Trio
albums, including arevelatory Village
Vanguard live volume. You'd think that,
after six years of imaginative explorations with his longtime bandmates —
rising-star bassist Larry Grenadier and
simpatico drummer Jorge Rossy —
Mehldau would be ready to move on
and work in adifferent sort of ensemble. But with his latest offering, Songs:
The Art ofthe Trio, VoI3, the leader proves
that he still has plenty to express in this
triumvirate setting.
While Mehldau has been awell-kept
secret outside ofjazz's inner circles, this
splendid album deservedly promises to
expose him to awider audience. The
introspective keyboardist, who owes
debts of inspiration to both classical
music and Bill Evans, doesn't merely
conceptualize — he emotes with yearning melancholy and rapturous ecstasy.
When he plays, embers glow, then burst
into flame.
Mehldau and company probe deep
waters on this disc, performing deceptively simple melodies with asensitivity
and jubilation that make for amesmerizing listen. On the plaintive yet beautiful
original "Unrequited," Mehldau sweeps
two opposing currents together: His left
hand storms with troubled bass notes,
while his right hand flies into acascade of
joy that makes for astriking crescendo.
He's carried away with the dynamics of
his own exhilarating performance on his
processionlike take on Radiohead's "Exit
Music (For aFilm)," and puts his own
stamp on the well-worn standard "Young
at Heart," when his tender tinldings over
amusic-box lullaby build into agripping
—and scary — climax. Sure, Mehldau's
still young-hearted himself, but he's no
Stereophiie, December 1998

sunshine boy. He braves the dark places,
but avoids sobering angst in favor of
radiant rumination.
There's no doubt Mehldau could
burst into adazzling display of keyboard
virtuosity — he gives hints of this
throughout the disc. But thankfully he
holds back, reimmersing himself into
the emotion of each tune with ravishing
results.
-Dan Ouellette
YOUNG LIONS
OF THE SAXOPHONE
JAMES CARTER: in Carterian Fashion
James Carter, tenor, baritone, 8. soprano sax, bass
clarinet; Cassius Richmond, alto sax; Dwight
Adams, trumpet; Craig Tabom, Henry Butler, Cyrus
Chestnut, Hammond Organ; Kevin Carter, guitar;
Jaribu Shahid, Steve Kirby, bass; Tani Tabbal,
Leonard King, Alvester Garnett, drums
Atlantic 83082-2 (HDCD). 1998. Yves Beauvais,
prod.; Danny Kopelson, eng. DOD. TT: 62:18
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***
JOSHUA REDMAN: Timeless Tales (for Changing
Times)
Joshua Redman, tenor 8, soprano sax; Brad Mehldau,
piano; Larry Grenadier, bass; Brian Blade, drums
Warner Bros. 47052-2 (CD). 1998. Joshua Redman,
prod.; James Farber, eng. MD? TT: 63:34
Performance ****
Sonics ****

I

nthese days of lowered expectations
and extended backward glances,
James Carter and Joshua Redman
are among the closest things we have to
emerging jazz stars. Handsome, charismatic, and technically gifted, these
young lions bring akeen sense of history to their arsenal of horns and evolving
musical canvases, though with decidedly different results. Carter doesn't just
play the tenor sax, he overwhelms it. On
atypical solo flight, he might intone elegant, romantic melodic ideas punctuated by bluesy, rhythmic variations, then
suddenly explode into an imaginary register equal parts Hendrixian overdrive
and microtonal chant — an additive
approach. Redman's route is cooler,
more subtractive: he carefully crafis his
lyric ideas to suit the shifting rhythmic
changes and asymmetrical shapes he's so
fond of, and takes great pains to estab-

Reviews

lish the thematic centers of his ideas
before suspending the harmony and
breaking into spiky melodic allusions
and upper-register fanfares.
On the basis of In Carterian Fashion
and Timeless Tales, it's clear that while
Carter and Redman have come along
way, they also have along way to go —
there's much to admire and plenty to
grouse about. Still, such is the price
today's up-and-coming musicians pay
for growing up in public as recording
leaders, instead of serving their apprenticeships on the road as sheltered sidemen, maturing under the aegis of experienced older musicians.
One thing both reedmen have in
common is an earnest interest in music
outside of the bebop and post-bop
mainstream. Carter's love for Jimi
Hendrix is well documented, but he
also has an affinity for the work of prebop swing archetypes, particularly the
much-overlooked virtuoso Don Byas, a
protean tenor virtuoso and harmonic
master who in many ways anticipated
Coltrane. ("We used to think that Don
Byas owned `Cherokee,' " Dizzy
Gillespie once told me, "until we heard
Charlie Parker.") Carter navigates
"Don's Idea" with enormous spirit and
joy, finding the connecting threads
between Byas on one hand and David
Murray on the other, while on "Lockjaw's Lament" he mines the garrulous
macho and deep sentiment of Eddie
"Lockjaw" Davis' ballad style over
Cyrus Chestnut's rich cushion.
For better and for worse, Carter
employs the Hammond organ as akey
component in In Carterian Fashion, italicizing the deep blues, gospel, and funk
notions that are of such clear import in
his solo stylings. Unfortunately, despite
the great gifts of keyboardists Chestnut,
Henry Butler, and Craig Taborn (the
closest thing to apeer in Carter's working band), even the finest piano players
(like Count Basie) can end up sounding
like ballpark cornballs on the Hammond if they don't readily understand
the organ stops, the instrument's timbral
nuances, and its unique technical and
emotional requirements. And with the
exception of the aforementioned
Chestnut gem and Taborn's righteous
swells on the rocking title tune, the keyboard sound is pretty off-putting
throughout. So are the boxy, el cheapo
production values: drums are antiseptically close-miked and the balance
between the horns and the rhythm section is mitigated by the utter absence of
air or asense of venue.
Carter is capable of plenty of thrills and
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With each album, the face of Josh Redman's
playing is becoming clearer.

chills. Such as the manic "Skull
Grabbin,' "afrenzied, dibi-dibi-dibi...
that's-all-folks-styled variation on
"Giant Steps" with allusions to "Ding,
Dong, the Witch is Dead" and
Ellington's "Rockin' in Rhythm." It's as
if abucking bronco has just busted out
of the corral —Brother Carter strains to
bring the beast to earth, fashioning big,
bell-like vocal cries out of shards of broken glass, knots of hair, electrostatic discharges, and dried blood. There's also
his feverish Pharaoh Sanders-styled
soprano over the rolling gospel changes
of "Trouble in the World." And in the
Coltrane-ish blues vamp of "Odyssey,"
Butler and drummer Leonard King
give their leader an authoritative groove
to work off, and Carter responds with
growling vocalized bass clarinet phrases
and acoy rhythmic paraphrase of mentor Julius Hemphill's "The Hard
Blues." Nevertheless, it's clear that
Carter is still searching for an allencompassing concept, asimpatico producer, and a band with the grace,
power, and flexibility to match his energy and emotional outreach. Yet despite
my misgivings about the sound and the
often unfocused nature of the ensembles, Carter plays with an emotional
authority Ifind irresistible.
Redman is not the protean soloist
that Carter is, but in terms of conceptualization and presentation he's awhole
lot slicker. At the heart of his concept is
aworking band of equals — the way his
collaborators interpolate and regroup
around Redman's improvisations confers on his solos aconceptual authority
that compensates for whatever he might
Stereophile, December 1998

lack in the way of sheer fire or originality. Bassist Larry Grenadier is an authoritative replacement for long-time cohort
Christian McBride, while pianist Brad
Mehldau and drummer Brian Blade are
colorful, sensitive ensemble players who
are just now blooming into original
voices as they outgrow their roots in the
likes of Bill Evans and Elvin Jones. Abig
part of what they do together on
Timeless Tales (for Changing limes) is to
create afresh collective rhythmic impetus for across-generational mix of song
forms. They somehow find an aesthetic
balance between the linear nature of a
swing groove and the dancing syncopations and vertical repetition, without
succumbing to the numbing harmonic
sameness of funk or the extramelodic
intellectual tangents of bop. And Redman's carefully crafted interludes forge
seamless transitions between tunes.
This may seem like arhythmic leveling to some dyed-in-the-wool boppers,
but it's an evolving practice that dates
back to the days of '50s hard boppers and
soul jazzers, through to C,oltrane's rocking free-form quartets and the ongoing
influence of Latin American and AfroCuban sources. It indicates that jazz
improvisers are looking to find more
and more personal ways of phrasing
without rejecting the past (or getting
caught up in trying to compete with
Charlie Parker on his own turf... no can
do). It is what distinguishes the best
material here, from contemporary pop
tunes by Joni Mitchell ("I Had aKing")
and Bob Dylan ("The Times They Are
A-Changin'") to rhythmic re-castings of
more venerable Tin Pan Alley chestnuts
(the tension and release in "It Might as
Well be Spring," the slow dancing in
"How Deep is the Ocean"). However,
such is the band's ease and artistry that at
times they sound glib and superficial.
On "Love for Sale" and "Eleanor Rigby,"
Lester Young's cautionary advice regarding learning and understanding the lyrics
of asong ring painfully true. Like, scooby-doo, man, you can practically see Bill
Murray doing his lounge-singer schtick.
Hey, all the lonely people... thank you
very much.
Come to think of it, the relative
strengths and weaknesses of Carter and
Redman might serve each other quite
well: Carter's fire, Redman's sense of
form. Wonder what would happen if
Carter and Redman fronted Josh's
rhythm team of Mehldau, Grenadier,
and Blade? Atlantic and Warner Bros.
are both WEA companies, so who
knows. Until then, watch these young
lions closely.
-Chip Stern
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DJELI MOUSSA DIAWARA
FlamenKora
Djeli Moussa Diawara, koro, vocals
Mélodie 66999-2 (CD). 1998. Djeli Moussa Diawara,
prod.; Eric Bono, Jean Loup Morelle, engs. AAD?
TT: 39:27
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

N

ot your average Mandinka
griot, Djeli Moussa Diawara,
aka Jali Musa Jawara, plays kora
with such virtuosity, you'd swear he'd
studied the 21-string West African harplute at some European conservatory. In
fact, Mandinka traditional music is classical, with acourtly repertoire dating
back to the medieval Kingdom of Mali.
Kora music is noble and stately, closer in
flavor to Renaissance lute than to blues
guitar, it's the basis for Salif Keita's
majestic Afro-pop, but in pure form it's
too dry and serious to have much
crossover appeal, despite its prominence
in Alex Haley's Roots.
Diawara, like his half-brother Mory
Kante, was born in Guinea and played in
Mali's legendary Rail Band before going
solo. On his latest album, Diawara is the
only performer, overdubbing his own
vocal and kora parts to create arich but
still intimate acoustic sound. The alloriginal compositions fuse typical
Mandinka melodies with avariety of
Western styles — classical, jazz, blues,
R&B, salsa, and flamenco. Diawara
sometimes makes his kora sound like a
harp, other times like aguitar, while
doubling his bittersweet vocal lines in
unison or falsetto harmony. The pristine
recording quality showcases the music's
stark elegance — similar in flavor to
Keita's, but without electronics or
dance-pop beats.
The first three tunes are strongly colored by Mandinka tradition, but the
kora's harplike glisses and arpeggios
give them ashimmering Euro-classical
tinge. On the title track, Diawara mimics flamenco guitar strumming while
singing aGypsy-like theme; on "Sabary" he traces refined, ornate blues figures, and on "M'Dianamo" he pays
homage to the classic Cuban son. The
most unusual cut is "Kana Mone,"
where Diawara's keening tenor soars,
sans kora, over his own doo-wop harmonies. For the last two songs he returns
to traditional music, but his sparkling
kora gives them aradiance that transcends the "ordinary" grandeur of the
Mandinka heritage.
—Larry Birnbaum
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Spotheim La Luce
Editor:
I've come across asmall error that crept
into the calculations regarding compensatory adjustments of overhang when VTA
is altered. I'd like to correct this now for
Stereophile readers who may be interested.
Adjusting for the discrepancy in the
overhang brouet by VTA alteration of
2.5° (with an effective length of 244mm)
requires moving the arm's pivot
023267mm forward. Setting the VTA
back to its reference point — the vertical
plane where both pivot and stylus tip are at
the same horizontal level and the overhang
is at the null radii — will therefore require
moving the arm's pivot, relative to the
turntable spindle, 023267mm rearward.
To adjust for the discrepancy in the
overhang brought by 2.5° of VTA alteration, move the arm's pivot 023267mm
forward by turning the overhang micrometer's knob nearly half a turn counterclockwise. (Each full turn of the overhang
micrometer knob varies the distance by
0.5mm, or 0.019685".) Consequently, if
the oblique-angled edge points at the first
long line above or below the "zero" mark,
VTA alteration of 125° has been set at the
pivot tip and the discrepancy in the overhang is 0.058mm.
Iwould also like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Jonathan Scull and his wife
Kathleen for avery insightful review of
the SpJ tonearm and La Luce turntable in
the October '98 Stereophile, and to thank
Mr. Robert May for his kind help in editing the extensive SpJ manual. Also, I
would like to extend my thanks to Brooks
Berdan and to George and Colleen Cardas
for their encouragement and for their
belief in Inc.
Judith Spotheint-Kormeef
Eindhoven, 71w Netherlands
Lehmann Black Cube
Editor.
Thank you very much for the concise
description of my Black Cube phono
stage in the October 1998 issue's "Analog
Corner." Iappreciate Michael Fremer's
expression "the whole thing swings like
hell," and Ilike the description of the
Black Cube's capability of reproducing
the music (after all, it is indeed music, not
just signals!) dynamically, fast, in focus,
and harmonically credibly, because that is
exactly what Ideveloped the Black Cube
for: to reproduce music in an ear-catching
way, maybe "even" leading to aconsiderable number of foot-taps.
Stereophile, December 1998

Comments

Due to my growing international activities, Ihave established my own top-level
domain on the Internet: www.lehmann
audio.de is now online! Technically interested folks will find all the detailed information online. Others might want to read
letters from customers or look for availability in their own countries. They will —
for example — be able to get a Black
Cube in Australia or Singapore! As far as
the money-back guarantee is concerned,
please contact my US distributor, Leo
Massi (see review for contact information;
e-mail is hyenaudio@juno.com).
Your magazine is well known here in
Germany, and "getting a review in
Stereophile" is abig success others are still
longing for. Having sent my very first
Black Cube to the US just about ayear
ago, Inever thought that this could happen so fast. Thank you again, Iam really
happy!
Norbert Lehmann
Owner Lehmann :Indio

melds the past and the future. Koetsu
owners from yesteryear can now update
their beloved Rosewoods, Urushis, Pro
IVs, and Onyxes.
There remains an enduring quality, a
simple, exquisite elegance, to analog
stereo music playback that has what the
Japanese refer to as "Shibumi." It is
refreshing to see Stereophik continue in
this area, and not desert it for the "Kazaam" of home theater.
In closing, Fumihiko Sugano comments:
"Thank you very much. It made my father
very happy."
Garth B. Leerer
President, Musical Surroundings
Triangle Zephyr II

Iwilt() take this opportunity to thank
Sain Tellig for having me over to his home
to demonstrate the Triangle Zephyr II
loudspeakers, but especially for writing his
commentary in his November 1998 column. As director of ayoung distribution
Koetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum
company with relatively unknown prodI
Lill,
ucts, I'm grateful that Sam not only lisThe November review of the Koetsu
tened to the Triangle Zephyr Its, but then
Rosewood Signature Platinum, just like
went on to review them so favorably in his
the cartridge, is one of the most engaging
column. His review oían affordable floorand musically stimulating pieces Ihave
standing loudspeaker in high-end audio
read in along time. In fact, it is "mighty
will, Ibelieve, be appreciated by music
communicative." Jonathan Scull alterlovers looking for high-value components
nately had me remarking "Yo, Jimbo!"
that consistently bring them closer to both
and "Hey Ladies," then hurrying to my
the performance and the recording.
system to listen.
Iwould also like to forward to Sam
Yes, the Koetsu RSP honors founder
Tellig anote of appreciation from all the
Sugano, and Jonathan honors the art of people involved with Triangle Electrohigh-end audio reviewing with his enteracoustique in France. Just as Americans
taining, informative, and concise observalook to Paris and France as afavorite holtions. No mysteries here about product
iday destination, the French look to the
interactions or resistive loading. IespeUS marketplace for acceptance of their
cially enjoyed his comments on the variproducts as the highest form of complious labels and pressings, the evidence of a ment. Needless to say, Sain Tellig has
true music-loving audiophile (no, not a given Renaud de Vergnette and his team
contradiction).
avery cherished compliment, acknowlMuch has been written lately about
edging the success of their independent
how modern turntables and tonearms, as
thinking as it pertains to loudspeaker
well as today's high-tech materials and
design theory. The people at Triangle,
manufacturing, can get the most out of with their philosophy on loudspeaker
the best phono cartridges. Yes, today's
driver design, have often run against curKoetsus do outperform their honored
rent marketing trends, but, because they
ancestors from the 1970s and 1980s due to
believe in what they do, have consistently
these considerations. Thus, we are proud
forged ahead nonetheless.
to offer complete rebuilding services for
Iwould like to end this letter by saying
older Koetsus, completely replacing the
how pleased Iwas to also read the comgenerator (coil), damper, cantilever, and
ments by John Marks, of John Marks
stylus. The early Koetsus were renowned
Records, on the Triangle Zephyr Its.
for their magical midrange, but today's
With the quality of recording and reproaudiophiles (Jonathan included) simply
duction consistently associated with his
demand more. As Jonathan notes, the RSP
CD label, for him to say that the Zephyr
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Will putting this
device on your
speakers make
them sound
their best?
"If it's affirmation you want, here
it is. The Enacom speaker filter
works. It is by far the best under$100 accessory I've owned:'
—Kevin Hunt in The Hanford Courant

Yes!

LA T INTERNATIONAL
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ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 609 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Archive Audio 614 237 5699
Audio Accurate 972 960 291 I
Audio Unlimited 303 691 3407

CopyTech Audio 787 885 3812
House of Stereo 904 642 6677
Sound Asylum 310 306 2262
Sound Waves 408 479 1733
The Tweak Shop 707 575 8626

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
Asubsidiary of LATInternational Enterprises. Inc.

Visit us at: www.lat-intl.com
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I
Is have "electrostatic-like sound" is the
highest affirmation of ajob well done.
Richard Kohlntss
Hi-Fi Forum
B&W CDM ISE
Editor:
B8zw thanksstereophile and Sam Tellig for
amost favorable review of the new CDM1
SE loudspeaker. The improvements to the
bass/mid driver and to the crossover were
indeed adefinite improvement, and worthy of the "Special Edition" moniker.
When ST postulates, "damned close to
Class A at aprice more in keeping with
Class C," or "There's no question in my
mind: B&W is practically giving away the
store here," he is raising the issue of value.
After all, longtime readers remember ST
as "The Audio Cheapskate." Frankly, too
many products in the High End don't
deliver value, either because the company
is too small to make products efficiently
and absorb tooling and overhead costs, or,
worse, high-end companies actually
believe that if they don't overprice their
products, people won't think they're any
good. Ridiculously priced cable is only
one example. There are lots of speakers
and electronics out there that defy reason
in terms of price.
As ST rightly points out, B&W got to
be "very big" by having the best R&D, by
making our own drivers, and by really
paying attention to quality control. Do
those things well and John Atkinson will
embrace your $8000 bookshelf as his reference, Wes Phillips will rave about and
bestow the "Editor's Choice" award on
your $250 bookshelf, and Sam Tellig will
think your $1000 bookshelf is "practically
giving the store away." By making speakers that well, people the world over will
appreciate their sound and their value,
whatever the price range.
Chris Browder
Executive l'ice President, wie Loudspeakers
Jadis JP80 MC
Editor:
It is unfortunate that Michael Fremer got
only aglimpse of the true beauty of the
Jadis JP80 MC.
Many people aren't aware of the setup
errors areviewer has to deal with. Iwas at
Michael's house and can say that his listening room is avery difficult room in
which to make music sound right. He
acknowledged this himself. It is small,
awkwardly shaped, and bass-heavy on
one side only.
Either apreamp is transparent and the
signal passes through unadulterated or it
is not. Either the frequency extremes are
there or they are not. Either transients
pass through quickly or they are blurred.
It is absolutely impossible to get classical
right while getting rock and roll wrong,
and then blame the preamp. Anyone who
believes otherwise is mistaken.
The genesis and root of agreat system
Stereophile, December 1998

begins with aroom that music can be
reproduced in without too many compensating variables used to correct it. The
fact is that Michael claims that the JP80
MC "delivers the sound of live, unamplifled music convincingly — better than
any other preamplifier I've ever heard."
My advice: If you're areviewer, you
want to learn from listening to music
through agreat component like the JP80
MC. The payoff for the review process is
that the reviewer now has atool from
which he can recognize differences
quickly and accurately compared to other
components. Maybe the JP80 MC was
able to expose limitations in Michael's
system that he was previously unaware of.
Who knows what the setup error was?
Were the amplifiers up to the task? How
about the speakers? Maybe the speaker/
room interface was problematic. The discovery of this setup error will occur if
Michael ever moves his system to anew
room and realizes "Something is wrong!
Why doesn't my system sound the
same?" There are many factors needed to
put together a great musical system.
Speaker/room compatibility as well as
speaker/amp synergy are among these.
Irecognize Michael Fremer's predicament in writing this review. How could
cymbals sound right on jazz and wrong
on Led Zeppelin? Michael's guess that the
preamp would measure as faulty was not
confirmed by the lab tests.
Harry Pearson, writing in The Absolute
Sound in 1983 (Issue 29, p.15), said, "Try
unamplified music. Classical, for instance.
If you get that right, you'll have rock right
too." And for those who still didn't understand, he reiterated it four years later (1987,
Issue 50, p.18): "The absolute sound is the
sound of unamplified instruments playing
in real space. It is the standard of reference.
Get it right, and all other musical sounds
will be right, amplified or what not."
Frank Garbie
Director, Sales and Marketing
Northstar Leading The Way
Entech/Monster cable
Editor:
We'd like to thank Stetrophik and especially
Brian Damkroger for his excellent review of
the Entech Number Crunchers. All of us
involved with creating the Entech products
feel that it's hard to add much to such awell
thought-out and well-written piece.
When we set out to develop the Entech
line, our goal was to build highly costeffective "problem solvers," which would
be of great value to our customers. The
product offerings each target specific signal formats in an AA/ system to allow
interface and switching between otherwise differing connections. Digital audio
to analog audio is only the first to appear
in what is planned to be abroad line of
audio and video products.
In that light, however, there is an addi-

Comments

tional point we'd like to make to
Stereophik readers; there are more digital
output jacks in need of the benefits of a
DAC now than ever before. Sure, there
are CD players and changers, MD, and
DAT. More importantly (or so it seems
these days) are DVD, LD, and DSS, all
with bad-sounding analog outputs even if
they are not 5.1-encoded. The Number
Crunchers can help.
Peter Madnick
Chitf Designer, Entertainment Technologies
(Entech)
Tannoy Churchill
Editor:
First off, arousing round of applause to Mr.
Barry Willis for taking the time and effort
to install and set up the mighty Churchills
on his own. This is truly atwo-man exercise on most occasions, and we were
pleased that he not only managed to avoid
injury, but had energy left over to listen to
and enjoy them. We are thankful to Barry
for his kind remarks in general on the sonic
benefits of the Churchill; howeve4 there
are afew issues we wish to expand on.
Unlike virtually all other high-end
loudspeakers that are wide-dispersion designs (direct radiating domes), the
Churchill utilizes the Tannoy Dual
Concentric transducer. This device has
inherent in its design acontrolled-dispersion device, and this needs to be taken
into consideration when setting up and
auditioning. Wide-dispersion devices
(like those mentioned in the review)
interact much more with the room than
does aloudspeaker with controlled dispersion. Wide dispersion can be agood or
abad thing, depending on the acoustics of
the room (size, shape, RT60, etc.). Hence
Mr. Willis' comments on opting to use
ceiling treatment from time to time to
improve the audio quality by cancelling
early reflections.
A controlled-dispersion loudspeaker,
on the other hand, interacts less with the
immediate room, particularly with early
first reflections. We feel that this room
interaction may have contributed largely
to Mr. Willis' comments on the midband
of the Churchill sounding somewhat dark
or distant. Just as awide dispersion loudspeaker can sound midband-prominent
and edgy in aroom that tends to be on the
lively side, the room interaction can make
or break a stellar perfomance. In both
wide- and controlled-dispersion speakers,
the off-axis response needs to be smoothly rolled off with no abrupt energy shifts
or the general design would be considered
flawed. It is really amatter of "Horses for
Courses," if you will.
Wide dispersion vs controlled dispersion is not specifically aplus or aminus
here. It is the resulting acoustic signature
obtained when immersing either device
into your specific acoustic environment
[that matters]. To support this observation,
please note Mr. Willis' comments on lis197
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tening to the same pair of Churchills in the
Audio Unlimited suite at the recent HI-FI
Show: "They sounded marvelous, even
better than they did at home." He surmised that perhaps there is asuckout in the
crossover! As you can see by Mr. Atkinson's tests, this is not the case. In fact, the
Churchills boast afrequency response of
plus or minus 105dB through their operanon bandwidth, a very flat frequency
response (although not wide in dispersion), and awell-controlled and smooth
power response in both the vertical and
horizontal planes. There are obviously no
suckouts in the crossover design.
Lastly, there are the issues of 125Hz resonance and low-frequency measurements.
In most, if not all, vented-tower—design
loudspeakers, the engineering staff must
deal with top-to-bottom reflections within the cabinet. In the case of the
Churchills, this calculates out at 125Hz
(height of the cabinet). We chose to attack
this standing wave in a rather unusual
way—the V port. This large, unusual
port substantially breaks this standing
wave by essentially dissecting the cabinet
in two, rendering it virtually inaudible.
This now brings us to Mr. Atkinson's
summation of low-frequency measurements. Please do not be insulted by the
following notations: they arc necessary if
vou want accurate low-frequency data.
The measurement techniques used to
summize the low-frequency response
characteristics of this large enclosure are
flawed, rendering inaccurate results. By
taking individual readings of the port and
low-frequency outputs, the large distances
between the driver and vent exit create
phase anomolies that independent source
linking can only guess at, and unfortunately are all too often incorrect.
Now we understand that you do not
have an anechoic chamber (we have three
within our group). However, there still are
accurate ways of determining the total
low-frequency output from the cabinet
without one. A good free-space groundplane low-frequency measurement will
give you the combined output collectively
and accurately while including the phase
anomalies. This measurement can be
done simply by first finding alarge, open
space "outdoors" that is free of any reflec-

tions for, say, 40' in all directions. Place a
B&K measurement microphone flat on
the ground facing the loudspeaker. The
loudspeaker and microphone can be 6-12'
apart, or at your typical listening distance
if you prefer. Tilt the loudspeaker toward
the microphone until the path length
between the vent exit and the low-frequency cone are at equal distances from
the microphone. Now conduct your measurements. This will accurately measure
the low-frequency output as awhole with
no calculated guesswork.
Please note that the measurements we
submit here [fig.11 are from the same
pair of Churchills used in the review.
These are ground-plane measurements
done on October 15, 1998, measuring
the complete output, which corresponds
with anechoic measurements. There are
no big dips or peaks. In fact, these are
superb measurements, staying within
specification tolerances of plus or minus
1.5dB.
If Mr. Atkinson's measurements were
correct, the loudspeaker performance
would easily be caught out in alarge room
with areal-time analyzer. Small low-frequency anomalies do exist, but his current
measurement techniques substantially
exaggerate minor acoustic deviances. He
owes it to manufacturers and to readers to
reconsider his low-frequency measurement
criteria. We would be more than happy to
resubmit the same pair of Churchills for
remeasurement when accurate low-frequency techniques are adopted.
In closing, we wish to thank Barry
Willis for his kind remarks about the
Taimoy Churchill. There is no higher
compliment than having the reviewer
state that he or she would personally purchase the product under review.
Bill Calma
Tannoy/TGI North America Inc
AudioPrism
Editor:
We at AudioPrism wish to thank Stereophile
and Mr. Barry Willis for the positive and
informative review presented on the
ACFX,T" QuietLine,R Power Foundation
III,' and Noise Sniffer.°' We are pleased
that Mr. Willis found our power-line filters
to be electrically and sonically beneficial in
his audio and video systems.
While this review is primarily focused
on our power-line filtering products, we
are proud to be the first to provide aproduct like the Noise Sniffer power-line analyzer. This device will certainly give the
consumer and professional alike the ability to easily determine if any noise exists on
the power line, and conversely show off
any before-and-after electrical improvements when using the AudioPrism power
enhancement products.
Victor Tiscareno, Byron Collett,
Brian Hawkins
AudioPrism
Stereophtle, December 1998
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high-frequency ambience. By adjusting the
height and position of the Studio Traps
used in the Wall, some degree of wall
Iwas thoroughly entertained by Jonathan
Scull's review of our Attack Wall. While I splash can be achieved without opening up
the wall and letting the bass out. Imagine
have to admit that he didn't exactly go
crazy over the perfonnance of the Attack
that the mid and tweeter drivers arc light
Wall in his room, it certainly was enough
bulbs, and imagine the acoustic shadow
that is cast by the Attack Wall. The back
to get hin going, following his ear and
dancing off into some corner of hi-fi heavside of the Studio Traps will be creating a
mini reverb chamber between them and
en with the individual Studio Traps. And
really, what more could we have asked for?
the side and end walls.
The hi-fi version of the Attack Wall
It is important to keep most of each
came as alast effort to make the best of terStudio Trap reflector pointed away from
the speaker so as not to subvert the hornrible room acoustics at hi-fi shows.
Happily, this approach has contributed to
loading wall into a megaphone type of
sound. A little peck of areflector exposed
several "Best Sound of Show" or top-5
rankings in the voting.
to the speaker and heard by the listener has
been discovered to be curiously effective
These "terrible rooms" usually have
large, cavernous spaces near one or both
and desirable by numerous golden cars
speakers — such as large, tympanic winwho voice rooms with the Attack Wall.
dows and awet bar, or adoorless entryway
The Attack Wall is used only on speakers that are sealed, or whose LF tuning
to the kitchen. The sound heard by the lisports fire forward. If the port is on the back
tener is very weak in bottom end, and
of the box, the wall will cut off the couwhat little is present is pretty flubby, creatpling between the driver and the port at
ing adouble-kicking bass line. The Attack
Wall uses Studio Traps with the absorptive
the bottom end, which will weaken the
benefit derived from the port. Scull's tuons
side toward the speaker and the reflective
side toward the walls. The Attack Wall
is fairly symmetrical and hard-walled
changes the way the speakers play the
behind the speakers, with no reverberant
room boundary or object close to the
room. It loads and projects the bass wavefront toward the listener and away from
speaker. Ilse left speaker is less wall-loaded
the nearby reverberant space or surface.
than the right speaker. The left-wall reflections are weaker and more distant than the
Anytime absorption is used close to the
speakers, there is arisk of losing some
right-wall reflections. Studio Traps to the
Acoustic Sciences Corporation
Editor:

Nick Andrews'
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outside of each speaker compensate for
these discrepancies, and create a more
symmetrical launching platform for the
wavefronts.
When Scull removed the inner side of
the Attack Wall from the speakers, he
opened up the acoustic stage (the quasiroom behind the speakers) to all the sound
that could wrap around to the inside. This
illuminated the boxy room space behind
the speakers and, once stimulated, needed
to be tamed down. The ambience was better, but the reverts wasn't.
Scull went for the classic approach —
corner-loaded bass traps — and began to
get control of the reverberant stage house.
Once this was completed, he had acouple
of Studio Traps left over and started playing, fishing for places to use them —apparently with satisfying results. What Ido
notice is that he has effectively calmed
down the side-to-side flutter echo in the
stage house that would smear high-frequency information. The reflector position
of these interior traps is always interesting
to experiment with; Iwould have enjoyed
knowing where he set the reflectors or the
height of the Studio Traps.
It is always good to see the final arrangement. It is the old standard for Tube
Trappers: two Traps, one in each back comer,
another centered on the kick wall, and
another centered forward from the back
continued on page 209
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Where
Dealers interested in
selling Stentspirde, please
call (800) 446-3563.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Hartselle
NSS Electronics
(205) 773-0534

Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(650) 323-1000
Modesto
Replay Multimedia
(209) 522-3472
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8, Video
(619) 776-1616

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525

ARIZONA

Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019

Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961

Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FT
(916) 929-2100

Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
(602) 326-4662

Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100

CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
dB Audio
(510) 548-8733
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166
Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 586 1055
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Audio Video City *2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
PV Room (The)
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700

Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Bemadino
Video Mart
(909) 885-3191
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Convoy TV Audio 8Video Sales
(619) 279-3825
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555

COLORADO
Boulder
Fads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449

Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LEC
(302) 478-6050

FLORIDA

South San Francisco
laser City
(650) 794-9664

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Daytona Beach
Crystell Clear Sounds
(904) 767-0022

Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240

Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363

Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
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GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Atlanta
Radio City
(404) 521-3131
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606

Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834

Boca Raton
Better Sound
(5611 338-8898

Los Angeles
All Systems Go
(310) 393-2800

St. Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(813) 521-3011

Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Melbourne
Associated Telecom
(407) 724-4000

Stereophile

Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8DVD
Exchange
(941) 377-4419

Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145

Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(408) 438-5112

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796

Buy

Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310

Auburndale
Blow It Out Your Amp
(941) 967-0202

Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903

Stereophile,

Shelley's stereo

(818) 716-8500

(707) 542-1311

Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352

Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804

Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills

Sawyer's News

Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771

to

Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
AVI Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
Home Theater 8Sound
Concepts
(770) 642-5557
Toccoa
Audio Central
(706) 282-5100

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348

ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828

Franklin Park
Mobile Hi -Fi
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rock Falls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663

IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawke-ye Audio
(319) 337-4878

KANSAS

Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848

Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(316) 793-3399
Kansas City
Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

Van L. Speakenvorks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770

Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216

Chicago
Avant Garde Home
Entertainment
(773) 248-1104
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100

KENTUCKY

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
An Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
Slidell
Home Theater Concepts
(800) 357-6684

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434

MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(4101 296•0702
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras
(781) 648-8111
Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Lawrence
Malco Electronics
(508) 685-4383
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400

MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
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Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(8)0) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(6)6) 384-5787
Portage
Home Entertainment Store
(6)6) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(6)6) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8Sound
(810) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 941-0474
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSISSIPPI
Ripley
Extreme Sound Lab
(601) 837-2345
MISSOURI
Cool Valley
Putles Custom Sound
(314) 504-0760
Gladstone
Ruin's Hi Fi
(816) 453-3808
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design
(402) 483-4511
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Keene
Gerkens
(603) 352-7329
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
Dunellen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
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Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge -Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade NV Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Stereo Shop
(716) 424-1820

Syracuse
arik
(3)5) 446-7020
Watertown
Happy Ear
(315) 788-7692
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
NORTH DAKOTA
Northwest Audio
(701) 298-0034
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Centerville
Look and listen
(937) 438-4330
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Anillo Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Marion
Exotica Car Audio
(740) 383-2559
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
New Philadelphia
Hard Audio Security
(330) 343-1353
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510

Ito

Eugene
Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002

Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet (The)
(215) 886-1650
Levittown
Contemporary Audio Video
(215) 702-3600
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(717) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
Wyomissing
Stereo Barn
(610) 376-7122
RHODE ISLAND
Bristol
Manhattan Sound
(401) 253-9789
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949
TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Memphis
Modern Music Audio 8Video
(901) 682-6557
Opus 2Audio 8Video
(901) 684-5461
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Arlington
Pioneer Television 8Audio
(817) 640-3018
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
Jobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Audio Home
(972) 247-1487
Audio Partners
(972) 930-9862
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555

Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927

Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299

San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804

CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
K8W Audio
1424 Fourth SISW

Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

Smart Audio Video
4216 12th SI NE, Bay I

Broad
(801) 484-1110

Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW

VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3903

Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 I24th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000

Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

Charlottesville
Audio Vision
(804) 975-4434
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wausau
Electronics World #1
(715) 845-4504

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707

Rio Piedras
Stardust DVD Distributors
(787) 274-0146

New Westminster
Royal Book Marl
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No .3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #10I
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W

Sums Electronics
(414) 733-6464

PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805

Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Diu-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094

WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1600

Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave

NEW BRUNSWICK
Monkton
Ernie's Newsstand
(902) 454-8381

Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Bumaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163

Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Mernrale th1
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke 51W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 lunge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
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Where
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
[Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3

De Hifiwinkel
Tel: 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax: 31 (0) 40 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel: 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax: 31 (0) 13 580 1529

National Distributor

BRAZIL

National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168

BRUNEI

Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S

QUEBEC

Montreal
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Lajeunesse

Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Tel: (673) 244-8840
Fax: (673) 244-8841

COSTA RICA

Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
TeVFax: (506) 225-8231

Quebec
C.O.RA.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC electronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

CROATIA

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Ri. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413

AUSTRALIA
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel (617) 3368-3566
Fax: (617) 3368-1813

National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 21-343-213
Fax: (385) 21-40-376

CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel/Fax:4202 272 451

DENMARK
Norager
Hi Fi Kfubben
Tel (45) 26 202773

BENEWX
National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax 31 (0) 73 511 7583

FINLAND
Tudcu

HifiMesta Oy
Tel (358) 2-2504-888
Fax (358) 2-2504-808

AudioNideo Systems
Electronics &
Prround ProcesSOŒ
Krell •Audio Research •Pass •Pass-x •Theta
Wadia •Audible Illusions •Aragon •Accrus •Rega
Adcom •Jolida •Angstrom •Ayre •Sony ES
Pioneer Elite •Fanfare •Magnum Dynalab

MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St, Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 42 71 00
Fax (596) 57 96 39

GERMANY

De Hifistudio
Tel: 31 (0) 591-611111
Fax: 31 (0) 591-612345
De Hifiwinkel
Tel: 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax 31 (0) 24 684 2602

Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Tel: (55) 47 326 0676
Fax: (55) 47 322 0305

Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N

FRANCE
Quincy-Voisin
Renaissance Sarl
Tel/Fax: (331) 6004-6066

NEW ZEALAND

Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax (49) 6722-8067

National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DO. Britton
Tel (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

GREECE

NORWAY

National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel'Fax -(47)55-25-62-14

HONG KONG

PHILIPPINES

National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel (852) 2524-8775
Fax (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328

National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax: (63) 2-741-28-93

PORTUGAL

IRELAND

National Distributor
Blackrocic, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

ISRAEL

ITALY

National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel. (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

MACEDONIA

Skopje
T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fan: (389) 91 11 83 66

Krell
KAV- 3 0 0 i

150 wpc. Balanced
Remote Integrated
Amplifier

$350

in Synergistic
Research cables
FREE with KAV-300i
purchase -$2350

Iyudables &Cartridges

Basis •Rega •Immedia •Prorect
Benz •Grado •Sumiko •Shure
SubwOONNI
Rel •Velodyne •Definitive Technology
Audio Physics

Video

Accessories

Transparent Audio •Synergistic Research •Tributaries
Goertz •Ocos •Audioquest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Sennheiser •Audio Points •Panamax •Sumiko •Tice

fuselles'

Zoethecus •Contemporary Product Design
Billy Bags •Sanas •Lovan •Plateau

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106
Tustin, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903
e-mail hifi@digitalear.com
www.di •italear.com
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RUSSIA

National Distributor
Moscow
RG Sound
Tel: (095) 256-5091
Fax: (095) 259-2742
AT Trade
Tel: (310) 271-9191
Fax: (095) 291-5871
Esoterica
Tel: (095) 196-9931
Fax: (095) 917-8762
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (095) 233-1442
Fax: (095) 248-3352

Hertselya-Pitvach
HRS Home Entertainment
Tel: 972-5-0588-028
Fax 972-3-9088-808

ankiffS
Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Martin Logan
Del initive Technology •Vienna Acoustics •Verity Audio
Celestion •Tannoy •ADS •Parasound •Audio Physics

Ampro •Vidikron •Pioneer Elite •Sony
Proton •Sony DSS

National Distributor
Amadora
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367

Power Wedge •Audio Research
•Billy Bags •CAL •Chiro by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technologs •Dunlavy •FAD
•Grado •HK •lolida •Krell •Losan •Magnan
•Marlin Logan •Magro •McCormack •MIT
•Monster Cable •NBS• Panamas •ProAc •PSB
•Rega •Santis •Sound Anchors •Standesign •Sunfire
•Synergistic Research •Thiel •Van den hul cartridges
•5/PI •Wadia •Wilson Audio .., and more.
•Atlantis •Audio

Audio-Video
L•0•G•I•C
Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store
3702 Beaver Ave.

Des

Moines, IA snsto
515-255-2134

Specials on mir Websile: httpWwwwaudio-logicomo

to

Buy

Stereophile
UNITED KINGDOM

Too Kst
Tel: (095) 007-286-5474
Fax: (095) 007-150-8324

National Newsstand
Distributor

SINGAPORE

COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: 01895 433 800
Fax: 01895 411 801
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton Audio

National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
TeVFax: (65) 33 66 790

SOUTH AFRICA

Tel: 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625
Bedfordshire

National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi -Fi Excellence

Audio Insight/Technosound
Tel: 011 189 565 463
Berkshire

Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

Audio T
Tel: 011 89 585 463
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
Edinburgh
Music Mill

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sade Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

SWEDEN

Tel: 0131 555 3963
London

National Distributor
Stockholm
H
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300

Tel 0171 321 2747
Kamla Hifi
Musical Images
Tel: 0171 497 1346

Fax: (46) 8-660-2207

SWITZERLAND

THAILAND

Sound Organisation
Tel 0171 403 2255
Nottingham
Castle Sound and Vision
Tel: 0115 958 4-404
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel: 01865 790879

National Distributor
Music World Co.
Tel: (662) 276-5190
Fax (662) 276-2456

Suffolk
Bury Audio
Tel 01284 724 337
West Thurrock

TRINIDAD

Rayleigh-Dansk
Tel 01708 680551

National Distributor
Geneva
Hi
er
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904

Curepe
Sanch Electronix
Tel: (868) 663-1384
Fax: (868) 645-2205

SCOTLAND

Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel: 0131 555 3963

TURKEY
IstanbulVIETNAM
RKD Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

Ifigh

(Lakeside)

Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice/Show Room
Tel/Fax: 848651868

e

Not high Pince
Marantz

Rega

Audioquest

Monitor Audio

Sonic Frontiers

Audio Truth

Vandersteen

McCormack

California Audio Labs
Taddeo
Creek
Golden Tube
Krell

Hales

Sumiko
Grado Reference
Anthem
Bryston

Velodyne

Cary Audio

B&K

Sharpyision

lice

Newcastle

3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York .
.4so iwclr

1169'264.0410
203
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Naim, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rega, Epos. ReVox,
JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Revolver, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin — Acunis. Aragon. Audio
Research, FMK, CAL, Cambridge. EAI ), Golden Tube,
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon. Martin-Logan, Paradigm, Rep,
TARA, Thiel, Totem, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT. PowerWedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen,JF Woodworks. Audio acellence,
Lilk7rOd, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/Arna/ Discover.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We
offer friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience. free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary,
Nakamichi, Acurus, Kimber, KEF, Parasound,
Kinergetics, Quad, I'S, Fried, Audible Illusions,
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog! Read
Bualtee Stereo, 591 King St, Charleston, SC 29403. (843)
723-7276.
HI-FI EXCHANGE — Large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We buy,
sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400,
or visit our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck,
NY 11363.
GERMAN REBUILT QUAI) ESLs ARE HERE!
Attention Quad. Roksan, and Spendor owners!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Roksan, Spendor, and Gradient. ESL/ESL-63 panels,
updates, stands, and subwoofers available! Contact
Randy or Mike, QS&D, 33 »Whin Loop #108,
Fredericksburg, VA 22406. (540) 372-3711, far (540) 3723713. E-mail: tisamid@aolcom
WE ALWAYS l'AY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, 'Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Supe tex Viuditas, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4350m, St
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
website at irtinilaafirre.coni. See the latest FM antennas
(the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our product literature. Not on the
Net? Call for our SAVO Pilot newsletter at (800) 268863Z also (716)683-5451, orfax to (716)683-5421. E-mail
to inftentemcturt ,
or write to Fartfan• FM, Box 455, Buffalo,
NY 14225-0455.
BUY FACTORY-D1RECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. Tire Audio
Products, tel (561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302,
umvutticeandittcorn .
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —"Those lucky
folks with really high-end FM tuners should throw
away any lesser antenna.., and install an APS-14
immediately" — www.wb2vvv.com .APS-14, smaller
brother of APS-9, for attic or rooftop mount; and the
elegant indoor FM In-Tenna —the finest FM reception
products on the planet. See Stereophile "Recommended
(omponents," April '98. APS, (860) 643-2733. E-mail:
antml@ntplx.net. tWeite: www.anouraperjOnntuuccorn .
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FIANI)MAI)E SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance,
low-inductance
design.
Interconnects,
SISO/meter pair, speaker cable, $100/running meter.
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 4578748 Infive lOpm EST
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RF I! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mork 1Old
Cyan: Rd, Shelton, C,T 06484. (203)929-0876.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Audiophiles around the world
have learned that our remote-controlled 126-step
matrix-tme line-level volume controls and preamps are
the most transparent and accurate available today Uses
only costly Vishay S-102 premium transistors in all signal paths. Transforms Cl) sound. $1000. Also, 3-input
remote-controlled passive and full-featured class-A discrete component buffered line stage. Any of these units
will turn your good system into something very special.
No-risk 30-day trial. Once you hear the sparkling clarity of Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less!
(208)342-6141 or (208) 863-1089, Placetteaudiotom.
AUDIO ART, EST 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classe, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
14Mr<lizx (804) 358-5300.
WE'RE HERE AND YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem,
Audio Research. CAL, Cary. Diapason, JMIab, MS.
ProAc, Townshend, Wilson Benesch, WireWorld,
more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter! Arizona Tube
Audio, (602) 921-9961, idisittnébettedienun
DIGIFLEX IND CABLE KIT, featuring the Digiflex
Gold I. "...my first choice in adigital cable at ally
price." —Corey Greenberg, Stmphile, Vol.16 No.Z
July 1993. And Vidifiex Gold-S professional S-video
cable. Special price for both, $114.95. Also: Plus Series
analog interconnects, video projector and speaker
cables, and more. Free catalog from your Canare
source: Sound & Video, (518) 822-8800.
LINN KAIRN PRO (brilliant), mint, ($2495) $1350.
Sal, (800) 333-3610.

RATES: Private, $125 per word; Commercial,
$4.15 per word, $166 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Vasa. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, RO. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. Online: classifieds@stereophile.com .
DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example.
if you want your ad to mil in the February 1999
Semple; you must submit it by December 1,
1998. Please Note: Phone-in ads are not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refiuids.

MAGNAN'S NEWEST: Signature power cable and
power conditioner.., experience the difference!! Signature interconnects and speaker cables, Type VIand
Ilh interconnects also available for your listening pleasure. Tel./fax: (805) 484-9544, e-mail fMagnan904 @not
cum ,unetemagnancom .
DCS ELGAR 24-bit/192kHz DAC/preasnp, the ultimate digital processor, brand new, ($12.000) $9000;
Jadis JA-100 power amp, brand new, the best!!!
($17,000) $11,000. (310)659-7599.
DEMO/TRADE-IN SALE: Our products include
Aerial Acoustics, Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Classé,
Martin-Logan, MIT, NHT, Pioneer Elite, Runco, Sony
ES, SONY XBR. Thiel, Threshold, Wadia. Call for our
list. Champagne Audio, Illinois, (217) 355-8828.
HIGH-END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices — Aerial, B8tW, l)ynaudio, Mirage, Thiel, Totem,
KEF, Von Schweikert, Bryston, Citation, Classé,
Resolution Audio, Sonic Frontiers, Krell, and other
exclusive audio products. Helm Music, Inc (888) 519-9800.
VANDERSTEEN 3 SPEAKERS with Anchor brace
stands and Cardas Quadlink with speaker cable,
$2300; upgraded Ayre V3 power amp, $2975;
Kinergetics KPA-2 preamp, $550; Adcom ACE-15
Enhancer, $100. Call (908) 604-3347 Monday-Friday,
9am-11 am EST Ask for Fred.
AUDIO UNLIMITE1) OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight. Avalon
Acoustics, Audio Artistry, Audio Craft, Audio Note,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Chang, Coda, Ensemble, Fanfare,
Graaf, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma. LAT, Mag
Dynalab, Meret, Micromega. Micro-Seiki, Musical
lksign, Music Metre, Muse, Odeon. °nix, Rega,
Samadhi Acoustics, Spendor, Symphonic Line,
Svsteinclek, Tammy, lbtern, Transfiguration, Wheaton
Triplanar, XL0, YBA, Zoethec-us, and more. Call/fax
John Barnes at (303) 691-3407, 2341 W Yale Ave,
Engletvood, CO 80110.
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 with Master stands,
($2350) S1250; Blue Point Special, ($300) $100; Benz
MC Gold, ($350) $150. Rob, (843)886-6400.
GENESIS 1)1GITAL LENS, $1100; Anodyne bassalignment filter for B&W 801 (800-805 via dip switches), fully balanced, $700; Sony CDP-707ESI), 5700;
Threshold DAC-1/E, $700; mint condition. Jiff (415)
252-9106 or wyshakelfny@gertexons.
HALES CONCEPT 3 speakers, sapele finish with
$3200. (704)375-8662 invie, (704)542-2281 home.
PURIST AUDIO DOMINUS interc
•cts and
speaker cable. Rev.I3, 2m, mint condition, $9500. (905)
508-6916.
COUNTERPOINT SA-2000A, ($1695) $850; NPS
200A, ($2995) $1450; Solid IA ($1495) $750; Solid 1
AM, ($995) $535; SA-10008K, ($1095) $400; DA1OA
with UA20 card, HI)C1). ($3190) $1250; 7-piece THX
system, ($3930) $1800; all
.(310)978-8388.
CLASSÉ CA I00, $850; I
knon DCM-460, $225. Please
lean. message, (718) 793-4709.
LEGACY CLASSICS, one year old in beautiful black,
original boxes, $1650. Will share shipping costs. (787)
379-2732,jderaquimet
COLLECTABLE VINYL: classical, pop, jazz, and
blues. Write for catalog: Cad Raglumath, 4637 Charing
Cum Road, Sarasota, FL 34241. Tt4./Far (941) 378-3712.
TANI)BERG 3001A analog tuner. Reconditioned in
1997, $700. 7Zun, (203)761-0520.
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SAVE BIG ON HIGH-END AUDIO with your fax
Get on our "Fax Specials" list and receive exclusive
deals each week. No obligation to buy. Cancel anytime.
To get on the list, write, e-mail, or fax your fax number
to W Enterprises NOrthil'ea. 3439 NE Sandy Blnl, Suite
50Z Portland, OR 97232; W Eruct-prises NWCOrtun.com
_tar (503) 282-0742. Visa/A/C
C.E.C. TL 1TRANSPORT, Srensrhik Class A (October
1998),
t, ($5000) $2350. Andy, (212)242-7334.
MUSIC MANIA. Pop, rock, country. R&D, classical. The music club that allows you to try before you
buy. If you arc serious about music, can you afford
to miss this opportunity? Now you can hear all the
best CDs without any obligation to buy them. And
if you do decide to buy, you can at alow price. Call
(800) 718-0590.

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, Quicksilver, AudioQuest,
and Vandersteen. This system will make you late for
work! Also: Tammy Mercury 1Illi RR illl onitor, 5-year
warranty, $249/pair. "Best value in high-end," says
John Ruins, "The Gentleman of Verona." Call (973)
239-1799,.fav (973) 239-1725.
KRELL A/V Standard, $7500; Krell KSA-300S, $4500;
Krell KAV-500 three-channel, $2500; Krell KAV-300
Cl) player. $250Q two pairs MIT 3ProLine, balanced,
2m, ($450) $250 each; MIT 750 biwire, 12', ($1200)
$700; MIT 2biwire center-channel speaker cable, 12',
$200; AudioQuest Emerald, ($500) $270. awns, (352)
854-9545, 10arn-7pon EST
CONRAD-JOHNSON MV55 all-robe power amp,
mint condition. $1250. (212) 249-3354.

II&W 802 WITH GOLDEN FLUTES, $2395;
Classé CA300, $2495; Wadia 21 Cl) player, $2495.
(603) 436-2258.

MAGNEPAN MG-20s, ($9200) $5500; Hales
Revelation 3s, (MOO) $1500; TNT 3 turntable and
Flywheel. (56000) $3600; 30 other audiophile items.
(800) 228-9906 daytinu; (402) 289-0886 marines EST

ROWLAND MODEL 2, new, balance of 5-year warranty, ($5800) $4250. (847) 270-3888.

WILSON WATT PUPPY II, custom finish, excellent
condition, $5000. Call James, (617) 731-8430.

WILL TRADE PASS ALEPH 3amplifier, mint condition, for Audio Physics Luna subwoofer, will pay
postage. (314) 355-2142.

LEGACY WHISPER, six months old, too much speaker fir my room, ($12,900) $7500. Kai, (702) 791-7234.

COUNTERPOINT UPC:RADES. Counterpoint's
designer, Michael Elliott, repairs and upgrades
Counterpoint components. Level II upgrades for 1000series preamps; convert your SA-20/220/12/100
amplifier to beyond Natural Progression standards with
balanced inputs, monoblock conversion. Fantastic
sound! Custom shop, (760) 945-0356, WWW.IlainICS.
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY LFT-8A speakers with
Sound Anchor stands, $1200; Rotel RA-97013X, $350;
Adoun GFA-535 vtith 5-way binding posts, $195; Hailer
DH220, $225; Marantz CD63, $195; Kitulxi SiTC
biwire, 6', $150. Bill, (518) 798-6558 &Jive 10prn EST

JADIS DEFY-7 Mk.I1 amp, S.3000;Jadis DPL preamp,
$2000. Mint, both for $4500. Sandy, (352) 742-2021.
WADIA 850, Classé 300, Dunlavy Ils, almost new,
$8500. (716) 467-8072

WARNING !!!
carehil with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Ile secure-pay by credit card.

Mart

DIG TUBES? READ THIS! Upscale Audio has the
largest inventory in the US of genuine rare, early-vintage tubes from Telefunken, Amperes, Siemens,
Mazda, Brimar, and Milliard, and we arc tube upgrade
experts. No counterfeits. Performance selection featuring 521,0(8) FFT analyzer and computerized curve
tracer. The best place to buy your gear! Authorized
dealer tbr Sonic Frontiers, Balanced Audio Technology,
Anthem, Golden Tube, Audible Illusions, Presence,
Ii&K, Von Schweikert, Meadowlark, PSIS. Nonlost
Marline specialist. Kerin@upscriloordioction or (909) 9319686, PDT; wuneupsraleandio.corn ,or see the interview,
"Tub-e or not Tub-e," at wwwsoundstage.rom .
B&W 802 S3 with Northcreek crossovers and Sound
Anchors; all, $2900; Krell 160-11 monos, $3500; ATI
1505 multichannel, new, $1300; Lovais Sovereign Tall
demo, $440 (call for others); Creek 4330E, new, $440;
tons of XL0 (call with your requirement). (800) 4336276,.v23004.
KEF 1053 SPEAKERS in rosewood with KEF Kube,
excellent condition, $2200 for eversthing; McIntosh
MCI )7007
)player, excellent condition, $1200; NAD
1300 preamp, $150; TARA Labs Temporal Continuum
speaker cable. 8/pair. $175. Erik (336)834-0022.
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT: Steve McCormack
has developed upgrades for McCormack equipment
that will blow your socks off? We are pleased to offer
special sock attachments for use with these incredible
components (available in avariety of colors). For full
information, contact SMcAudio, (760) 732-0352,
SMcAndio@aotrom .
ADCOM GSA-700 Dolby processor 3-channel amplifier, mint, ($800) $550; Magnum Dynalab FT-101
tuner, ($850) $450. Wayne, (317) 580-1244.
CAT SIGNATURE Mk.I1 preamp, $3150; Cary
300SE monoblt.xis, $2500; Thid CS2 2 speakers,
$1250; TARA Gen2 speaker cable, 12', $525;
RoomTune kiss traps, $100. (606) 581-3763.

You are invited
to audition

The
Eggleston
Speakers

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
VANDERSTE EN Ctg)
America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT'° System
ince

l98-11

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free ma ilorder brochure
,

Calam Audio Llbs SDICO

eassé 0,(2-9LÀ,

SONIC FRONTIERS

Theta Digital WILL TEIAPERED_SM PS AUDIO

oudioquest

1.'.1e3
;•audio research

THE

sphilc

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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PR OCEED

MARTICILOGVI

SUPPE

21 N Market St.. Selinsgrove. PA •717.374.0150

We also Feature:
Evanston
847-864-9565
H insdale
630-789-1990
Libertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
.3 I2-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayrc,
Bryston, Goldmund,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega, Pass
Labs, Proceed, Revel,
Sonus Faber, Thiel,
Transparent Audio,
Well Tempered,
Zoethecus,Z Systems,
and many more.

aucilo consuuranTs
the finest in audio and video since 1967
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SNELL B-MINOR SPEAKERS, excellent condition,
5210(); van den Ilui Revelation carbon-fiber speaker
cable, 6', $500. Call letyise, (340) 773-6438 dap, (340)
692-0184

DC:S ELGAR PROCESSOR. Less than six months
old, perfect condition, set up for 96 and 192k1 lz sampling rates, $7500 including shipping within US. Cary
Tyl,r, (303) 778-6752 dap, (303) 838-7496 eralile 5-1ST

B&W 801 Series 3 with Si
IAnchors, used 6
months, $4000. Deimis, (352) 854-9545.

TI IEL CS3.6 SPEAKERS, walnut, never used, still in
boxes, ($430))) $2500. Jim, (253) 474-2318. DiMeht,
(253) 471-1129.

EL34s, VINTAGE, THE ABSOLUTE. Philips EL34
(1970±, branded Milliard) -unique construction. NOS,
all specs available, limited quantities. Pins, quads possible. Rare oppommity. McIntosh 275, original with tube
cage (rare), perfect condition, $3995. Also: KT88,
Gencive, Mullan], new and med. Vis, ((:m:di),
(819)686-9698, (819)425-2193 .W YLalina.rincériit.pair.

APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURE SERIES loudspeakers, taupe, excellent condition. including highend speaker cables. 51500; Aragon 4004 power amp,
$50). Call (860) 435-3044, or I
.
zielimen

ALTIS REFERENCE DAC and transport, latest,
($10,000)
$4300;
Lamm
M1.1
monoblocks.
Unbelievable bass and soundstage! (516,400) $9800. All
have rave reviews! (831) 484-9483.

Mel NTOSH MA6200 integrated amplifier, $750;
MR74 tuner. $375; Sonographe SA250 amplifier,
$700; Alt M5 speakers. $450. More! Plus shipping.
(501) 846-2706.

ADCOM 5800 amplifier, 5950. (312) 787-2612, e-mail
qiitratkePprynerrom.

caw PERFORMANCE II. monobiock amplifiers,
pair, ($25.000) $14,000; Entec LF30 powered subwoofer,
(57OW) 52(XX); with Enter; 90, ($4000) $1400; new-inbox Ta
y215 monitor speaker, (E/(0(X)) $48410; Cary
8,051), $3900. ARC SP11, $2100; S1'10, $2000; CDT-I,
$1200; LS-2, 51100; LS5 Mk.II, $1900. New MI)
TheaterMaster with Ins upgrade, $3000; many Purist
Audio I)esign liquid cables. 114syne, (3(0) 37741156.

VELODYNE ULD-I5 Series 11, black oak, $900;
Pioneer Elite CL1)99 laserdisc player. 5900. (312) 7872612, e-mail olutelesmynerrom .
_
TI I
EREAL TII1NG: Tung-Sol 6550, early '60s, white
letters, four matched pairs, $135/pair, Amperex Bugle
Boy 60J8, early '60s, two matched pairs, $110/pair;
Surniko SI-lo) pl
cartridge. less than 200 hours,
($1500) $800. (847) 949-3971.
NEW 1998 CATALOG! Vacuum-tubs' preamplifiers
and power amplifier kits, passive line stages, pl
stages, power conditioners, and more. DIY components from Hovland MusiCaps, MultiCaps, Jensen oils,
Kimixt Kap, Solen, Wima, Elna Cerafines; Caddock,
Iloico, Mills, Resista: KR Enterprise. Svetiana, Soma,
Western Electric; Cardas, Neutrik, 1)11 Labs, Kimber
Kahle, Vampire; Alps. Noble, Grayhill. We also hive
enclosures, books, software, and circuits. Order our
200-page catalog, SI2 (US/Canada), $18 (international). Visa/MasterCard. Call Ilielbome Labs at (303) 4706585, lax (303) 791-5783. E-mail: ¡dabs@ ix.nefrommon .
iininonvelbomdabs.
.
CARY 805 AMPS, C.E.C. TL 2 transport. Audio
Logic I)AC, Yankee ribbon speakers, Air Tight ATO:2preamp, new FM Acoustic., cables. (973) 746-2794.

e

Proffluina

FIU010/PiCIFILI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END,
Angstrom

JPW

Arcarn

Meadowlark

Rego
Sound Org.

B.A.T.

Mordaunt-

Sumiko

Cambridge

Short

Sunfire

Chord Co.

Noire Audio

Symphonic

Creek

Paradigm

Target

Dunlovy

ProAc

Theta

DynavectOr
GoldenTube
Grado
H/K
Hales

Mel NTOSH MC:30, exceptional condition, $440.
(248) 644-6650.
JEFF'S SOUND VALUES-a better way to buy previcnisly owned audio equipment. ARC VT100, $2950;
PI13, $1000; LS7, $750; ML 20.6, $5500/pair. Al M3A,
SI250; C-J EF1, $1100; Muse 5, $800; Adcom GFA565, $850/pair. All excellent, 0I3M, lots more and
suid-fi too. Check out www,idlisoundrahoes.com or call
(619) 276-0548.
BAT VK-5i preamp, $2500; Audio Research 1)400
Mk.11, $2400; Resolution Audio Quantum DAC,
$1150; Crown Macmtech &XI amplifier, $650; Mango
v3.1 speaker cable. 10% $350. All in mint condition.
(718) 639-0013.
AVALON RADIAN TIC,
,($12,500) $7995; MIT
851) Shotgun EVO Triwire, ($11,995) $3995; both for
510,995 or best oiler. (614) 939-0802, a.4,f,rArt
MARANTZ 67SE Cl) player, ($500) $325. One year
old, mmmm condition. Brent, (713) 356-4210.
REFERENCE LINE double-nui speaker cable, 2
pairs 4' long. Manufacturer can reconfigure to 7' pair,
($1200) 1600. (561) 738-5823.

Once Is Not

' Ireally am not interested in 1.1k ng
the quick, one time sale. Rather,
Iwant you as along-time repeat
customer. Earning your confidence
is the key to this philosophy. Ido
this by offering honest, knowledgeable
service tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the equipment
occupying space on the floor.

www.gcaudio.com
EXPERT ASSISTANCE

2236 N CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 773.883.9500
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SONUS FABER EXTREMAS with stands, 11/2 years,
($11,000) 55500; C-J PF2 preamp, 11/2 years, ($1895)
$825; ARC 1)400 Mk.II. 21/2 years. ($5995) $2400.
All mint with original boxes. (703) 329-1496.
_
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Elna, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, I'oleo, Mills,
Kiwame, etc, capacitors, resistors. All types of comiectors chassis wires, cabling, Alps, Noble, TK1). I!exited
diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes vibration damping
sheets. isolators I
)eflex Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors tools, accessories, free catalog! Mime/ Perry, Box
526, biremes.5, Cel 9493Z (415) 669-7181, (415)669-7558
mperry@smna .

VAC UPGRADES -a dramatic difference! Renaissance 30/30 Mk.II to Mk.III, $859; Renaissance 70/70
or 140 Mk.II to Mk.lII, $1939; PA 80/80 to Mk.II,
$569. VAC also repairs and refurbishes Marautz 7, 813,
9, and other classic tube equipment. Contact VAC
(919) 596-1107

Wimpy
"audiophile"
records
got you
down?

-Galen Carol
Wilson Audio, Convergent Audio, Pass, Aerial, Mesa,
Reference Line, FAD, VAC, Totem, Air Tight, Celeste,
Quicksilver, Genesis, CEC, Conrad-Johnson, Cary,
Alan, Von Schweikert, VP), Meridian, BEL, Accuphase,
Audible Illusions, Graham, Basis, Encore, Arcam, CAL,
Rega, Merlin.., and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines as well!!

RO. Box 1/562 Son Antonio, TX 7821/
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
emnil: galeneocaudio corn

INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

THRESHOLD SA/4e, MINT, manuals, original
packing, latest upgrades, $2200. (505) 984-2646 or
snefied@ixnehom.com.

GALEN CAROL
A•U•D•I•0

We specialize in great "undiscovered" LP's
like nobody else. Why be limited to audiophile releases? From Otis Redding to Zoot
Sims, Mozart to Tom Waits, we find great
sounding new LP's, review them, even guarantee
Mk
11/».e

ee

eleee

.

them
- all you have to do is
enjoy them. These are not musically barren
demo discs. These are LP's you'll actually
want to listen to again and again. Because
they're Better Records. Call for your

Free Catalog 800-487-8611
Stereophile, December 1998

IMMEDINS "NEEI)LE NECTAR is ahighly effective stylus cleaner that Iwould feel comfortable using
regularly" — Michael Trci, bank?' Magazine, Summer
1998. Guaranteed satisfaction. Dealer inquiries invited.
Media Access, (800) 830-1575, wwwinediaamcom
CROMOL1N VIBRATION-CONTROL STRIPS.
The latest in high-tech constrained-layer damping
materials. Now available directly to the consumer.
Three strips will effectively damp atypical CD player,
with significant sonic improvement. Three strips sell
for $69.95. Read "Advanced Vibration Control" by
Don Wadia Moses at www.mediaacc.wm. Dealer and
manufacturer inquiries invited. Media Access, (800)
830-1575.
CLASSÉ DR-6, 51000; Classe Omega, mint, $12,000;
Melos MAT 180, mint, $2800. Call (702) 361-1014
(pager, will call back) or (702) 340-2076, 7arn-7pm.
ARC SPIO Mk.11, ($4000) $2000; Green Mountain
Imargo, cherry, ($9000) $3500; Levinson No.35 I)/A,
($8000) $3300; AudioTruth Clear, truc biwire speaker
cable, 10', ($3300) $1400; Diamond X-3, 15m. RCA,
($1320) $550; Purist Audio Maximus Revit 3m, XL12,
new, ($1050) $490; Sony CDP-XA7ES. ($3000) $1680;
Theta 1)ata 11 CD/LD universal transport, ($2200)
$750; Vimak DS-1800 Mk.II D/A, remote, ($4350)
$1600; Thiel CS2 2, cherry, ($3500) $1700; Genesis
Digital Lens, NIB, ($1800) $890; VAC PA-90C1, balanced, ($7500) $3200. (909)627-3869.
EAD 7000 Mk.III DAC, HDCD, balanced, excellent,
($3500) $1195; EAD T1000, ($1200) $525; B&W
Matrix 805 speakers, black, new, ($1600) $975; aid/s/
1500 subwoofers (2), ($2800) $200 each; Copland
CTA 504 amp, 26W triode/50W tetrode, purchased
2/96, mint, ($2800) $1195. (203) 629-9444.
CARY 300SE Signature Western tubes, latest,
$3150; 805C, latest, $5900; Pass demos: Aleph 1.2,
Aleph P (remote), Aleph 5. Komuro 845SE, $4500.
(801) 226-1018.

AMPS: AE Sugden A2lap monoblocks, $960; Boulder
500, $2700; Genesis Stealth B200 integrated, remote,
$4000; Musical Fidelity 100X monoblocks, $935; Sonic
Frontiers Power 3 monoblocks, $6300; Tandberg
3009A monoblocks, $1100. Preamps: AE Sugden
Au51c, $960; Audible Illusions Modulus 3, phono,
$750; Audio Research LS1, $650; LS213. $1300;
Boulder L3AE, phono, $1600; Conrad-Johnson
PV12AL, $1300; Counterpoint SA5000, phono, $1700:
Krell KSL $850; Sonic Frontiers Line 2, $2200.
Processors: Adcom GDA-700, $550; EAD DSP-9000
Pro III, $3000; Genesis Lens, $1100; Proceed PDP 2,
$475; PS Audio SL3, $780; Sonic Frontiers Processor 3,
$4300; Theta DS Pro Basic II, balanced, $850; DS Pro
Prime II. $700; VAC 22.1, $1100; Wadia Digimaster
X32, $750; Digimaster DM64, Sledgehammer, $1100.
Transports: C.E.C. TL 1, $2500; Forscll Reference III,
$4200; VAC 23.1, $950. Players: CAL CL5, 5-CD,
$750; Proceed PCD, $575. Analog: Goldmund Studio
mk.4, 1
3F, Gold cartridge, $5000; VPI HW19 III
upgrade, gloss black, ET2, $1800; VPI HW 19 Jr., TNT,
PT6, van den Hul MC2, $1600. Tuners: 1)ynalab
FT101, WISTs, $375. Speakers: Aerial 10T, $3600;
Boston VRS Pro, surrounds, $300; Nelson-Reed 802B,
$500; Platinum Solo, stands, $1200; Soundwave Grand
Soliloquy, $1000. Mise: Audio Alchemy PS3, $120.
Many more items, plus cables. List .ivailalsle.
guaranteed. Trevor, (302) 737-2606,
ont
THIEL CS23 SPEAKERS, $2400; Magnepan 2.6
speakers, $900; Krell KSL preamp, $900. (701) 2224140 (ND).
ADCOM 565, 5500; Bcming 2100, $1500; ZH270.
$3500; Cello Suite, $10,000; Day Sequerra FM-1
Reference, $6000; Levinson ML-2, $3500; original
ML-6B, $8000; Maranta 7C; Krell KBL/KPA, $3000;
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2; Quad 57, $1000; KEF 107/2,
rosewood, $3500; Vandersteen 4A. $3000. (408) 73s.
1426, annasf@aol.com .

hawkeye
audio/video
www.hawkeyeaudio.com
Acurus
Arcam
Audioquest
BSK

TUBES •PARTS •BCOKS •SUPPLIES

Call, fax or e-mail for our free
72 page catalog of vintage
tubes, hard to find parts,
books and supplies.

It's just

what you need to build new or
repair classis tube audio
equipment.
((»02) 820-541 I•Vax (800) 706-6789
e-mail infix" lubenatulmore.com

=eiN

www.tubesendmore.com

ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY'

—

`A•

.1•71.0 PARTWIeltma.

6221 S. Maple Ave • Tempe, AZ
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Lovan
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Niles
Balanced Audio Tech
Nordost
Black Diamond Racing
Paradigm
Chang Lightspeed
Paradigm Ref
Clements
Rega
Conrad-Johnson
Rogue Audio
Definitive Technology
Sumiko
Grado
JM Lab
JoLida

Tara Labs
Vantage Pt
Yamaha

HI FI '99, THE HOME THEATER
& SPECIALTY AUDIO SHOW
May 11-12 Academy Music & Film
Seminar Series
(Trade & Press Only)
May 12-13 Academy Trade Days
(Trade & Press Only)
May 14-16 Consumer Days
(Open to the Public)
The Palmer House Hilton Hotel, Chicago
Trade Members: Come hear the latest
industry buzz. Meet the hottest designers. Attend informative interactive
seminars. See the latest product developments. To pre-register, fax awritten
request on your company letterhead
with acopy of your business card to
(505) 992-6682.
Exhibitors: Reserve your space now!
Call Ken Nelson at (914) 476-3157.
Consumers: Tickets go on sale in
January 1999 — watch your mailbox
for more information.
Hotel Reservations: The special HIFl '99 rate is $198 plus tax per night,
single or double occupancy. Call the
Palmer House at (312) 726-7500 for
reservations.
www.hifishow.com

Great acoustic
music.
Free CD.
Do you love acoustic roots,
rock, jazz, classical, and
other styles where songs and
strings set the tone? Let us
send you the Acoustic Artists
Music Catalog, with hundreds of
hard-to-find CDs and books.
You get afree CD with your
first order.

acoustic
artists

(319) 337-4878

(800) 827-6837

401 S. Gilbert St

Dept W, Box 767
San Anselmo, CA 94979-0767
aas.ag@stringlettencom

Iowa City, IA 52240
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Audio

Mart

CURL THOMPSON CRUMP, CTC, announces the
Blowtorch preamp, sold direct after consultation with
pricing in the low five figures. Each unit will be built
from an option list as long as the owner's imagination,
but such chimp as an updated Vendetta phono stage,
tape buffer, phase switch, and balanced operation arc
available. Shipping weight over 50 lbs. For details, contact Bob Crump qlCTC at (713)721-4756.
SPECIALS, DIAL FREE, (888) 427-8124, or worldwide e-mail Bmofded@aotrotit :B&Ws, Krells, YBAs,
Siltechs, Brystons, Passes (A5, $2595), Gershmans,
Goldentubes, Contours, Pliniuses (SA100, $2495),
Alóns, JPSes, JMIabs, lices, Velodynes, Sonic Frontiers,
Fanfare FMs, Metronomes, Nordosts (SPM, $750/m),
Moons, Celestes, Gallos, Meridians, Jadises, Cabasses,
Dynaudios, Celestions, Sonus Edicts, over 100 brands.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 tube preamp, mint condition, box, manual, ($1500) $700. (914) 336-7026.
BEL 1001 Mk.II amplifier, $1250; Straight Wire
Virtuoso speaker cables, 8', $395; Wadia X64.4 DAC,
$1300. (718)739-9172.
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 amp, ($4495) $3000;
Transcendent T8 an amp. ($3600) $1995; Conrad.
Johnson PV12L prearnp, ($1895) $895; Musical
Fidelity A2 integrated amp, ($700) $450, All mint with
boxes and manuals. (301) 907-6629.
JEFF ROWLAND MC-6/8Ti amp, silver, perfect, latest, ($16,000) $8900 OBO. (978) 838-9976 x117
CLASSÉ CP60 preamp, phono stage, silver face, excellent condition, remote. Steal this great preamp for
$2150 OBO. (508) 877-7015 after 8pon EST
SPECTRAL SDR 2000 DAC, ($8895) $5850. Less
than 12 months old, OBM, original owner, mint condition. John, (814) 234-174Z e-mail stersys@aolcom

ACCUPHASE DC-91 DIA. $6000; NBS Pro Dig
AES/EBU, latest, S800; CODA System 100 amp,
$2600; Wadia 64.4, $1200; Well Tempered Reference
turntable, latest and tuned out!, $2700. All mint!
Negotiable. David, (281) 358-3228 (17C).
LEGACY FOCUS with Steradian Environmental
processor, rosewood, 2years old, latest, connector and
vibrational upgrades, local within 4hours of S. Florida.
Frank, (305) 935-6247 btfon. 10pm EST or
f:gronsults@msncom.
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE speakers, mint, ($8000)
$5300. Sean, (602) 539-9953.
PARAGON JUBILEE JEM, ($5900) $2950; Thiel
CS2 2, ($3000) $1500; Vandersteen 2Cc with stands,
($1500) $800; Aragon 8008ST, ($2000) $1300; ConradJohnson MV55, ($2000) $1300; MIT M1330 Proline,
XLR, 25', ($950) $500; MIT M1330 Tube II, 20',
($650) $400. Reasonable offers. phomy, (225)767-2842,
Bato:: Rotejboty@ix.netroincom .
ARAGON AU RUM PREAMP, pristine condition,
11/2 years old, balanced outputs, separate power supply, Penny & Giles volume control, OBM, ($1800)
$900 080, includes shipping. Mike, (973) 236-9090.
APOGEE ACOUSTICS STAGES, stands, mint,
$2000. (770) 578-6375.
KEF REFERENCE 4 speakers, mint, black, boxes,
($5200) $2600; KEF 107 speakers, mint. Kube, black,
($6000) $2400. Dam; (203) 855-6009 work.
MOVING SALE! Don't miss this one! We're moving
to new facilities. All items in stock (see our display ad!)
sold at reduced pricing: tube gear, turntables, headphones, accessories, and imported LPs/CDs! Call for
complete listing! Audio Advancements, (973)633-1151. Email: andadv@earthlinknet .

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stamphile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only:) DEADLINE: Ads
are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to nu: in the February 1999 Stenvphih; you must submit it with
payment by December I. 1998. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available
issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
7 Enclosed is payment in the amount of E

for

words.

CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 11A, original
owner, absolutely perfect, $2.200. (360) 293-5048,
jon_pearson@jp.robecom.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAII) for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
07i,ole, PO. Box 138, Bearsville, NY 12409, td. (914) 6793396, 1,x (914)679-9832.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock,
alternative.
audiophiles
(SR/ LSC/ EM I-AS I)).
150.000 titles in stock. Free brochure! Prin«lon Record
Evdmitge, 20 Tulane Sc, Princeton, NJ 08542, USA. (609)
921-0881, wimp=

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI ANI) SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice, JBL, Jensen,
McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher,
Heath, Eico, RCA, Tammy, Leak, Marantz, Western
Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson,
Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City,
OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fix (405)737-3355.
AUDIO RESEARCH and MARANTZ tube equipment, Sequerra tuners. Top prices paid. (818)241-3344,
fax (818) 242-4433.
MOBILE FIDELITY AUDIOPHILE, Japanese LPs,
boxed sets and UHQRs, mint condition or scaled. (416)
488-0153 evenittgs,Jax (416) 485-5337
OLD.
NEW
MCINTOSH, JBL,
Marantz,
ElectroVoice, Jensen, Linn, Levinson, Krell, Cello,
Wadia, Classe, Alón, EMT, Ortofon, SME, ESL tollcanos, Alter, Dynaco, ARC tubes, etc. Maury Cvb,
(713) 728-4343,Jax (713) 723-1301.
CASH PAID FOR USEI )AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Hannan/Kardon, Marantz, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Steno
Trading Out/ti (Since 1984), 320 Old W,rle Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fix (215)
886-2171. Website ramie nivuttstocom . E-mail:
tsto@tstoxoon .
ORACLE RECORD BRUSH with ground wire,
French. Fred, (513) 583-8591 orJiwround@aolcom .
CDs BY MARK BONILLA: Double E lick:':. American
Matador. (310) 454-3363.
QUAD ESL-63 USA speakers, (973)628-8141.

7 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Steelebile.
J Iprefer to pay by à Visa à MasterCard
Exp. date

My card #is
Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

Ul General

7 CDs/LPs/Tapes

à Wanted

J Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Employment
SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products.
Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY area. Fax résumé to
(973) 334-6115 or call (800) 888-5343, x300.

Business Opportunities

Name

Company

Street
State

208

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

IF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the
excitement of the audio/video industry appeal to you
—Tice Audio would like to speak with you! As aTice
Audio ['arum you will be in astrategic position to
build your future with ours as we diversify into new
markets and continue our advancements in technological innovation. We have created alimited number of
oppommities for -hands-on" partners to share in our
future expansion. If you have marketing or audio/video
knowledge and the necessary financial backing ($I million minimum), call us at (561) 575-7577, or visit our
website, www.tiowiddio.com, for more information.
Serious inquiries 0111)%
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Advertiser
Advertising published in Stereophik is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services
as offered are accurately described,
and are available to customers at
the advertised price. Advertising
that does not confomi to these
standards, or that is deceptive or
misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophik reader
encounters noncompliance with
these standards, please write Nelson &Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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Manufacturers'
continued from page 199
wall. Again, reflector position becomes a
picky subject and depends on listener taste
and how the speaker plays the room. They
are often set toed-in toward the listener.
The important thing here is that playing
with the room acoustic is an amazing yet
very real experience. The ability of people
to hear and discriminate sounds in their
space is anever-ending wonder. Thanks for
having us in your home.
Au Noxon
Acoustic Sciences Gvporation
Wadia responds to dCS
Editor:
Far be it from our intention to enter acontest of urinary proficiency, but...
We did not make up the "nearly 19 bits"
figure with which Mr. Kelly of dCS takes
issue in his letter in the August issue of
Stereophile ("Manufacturers' Comments,"
p.182). This specification was garnered
Stereophile, December 1998

from Stereophile's July 1997 issue, p.87,
which reads:
"dCS is careful not to claim that it has 24bit performance —this implies an unweighted RMS noise floor of -144d13FS —
only that the Elgar will accept 24-bit data.
However, they do specify an unweighted
noise floor lower than -110d13 in the audio
band, which implies atrue resolution close
to 19 bits."
Nonetheless, we realize that digital-toanalog resolution is adifficult specification
to measure, and compare from brand to
brand because there is no accepted, standardized measurement technique. Further,
we recognize that the confusion we are seeing here will get worse rather than better in
the near future, as every company under
the sun begins to claim that their products
provide "true" 24-bit resolution.
As always, we ask interested music lovers
to listen, and trust what they hear.
SttritenJerAfint Kinut; Peter Bohacek,

Comments

James Shannon, Man Bastien
Mdia
Gnporation
Acoustic Analysis at HI-Fl '98
Editor:
Iwas pleased to see that Wes Phillips and
Larry Greenhill liked the Martin-Logan
Statement room so much at HI-FI '98 see
the Show report in the September Stereophilt).
I
just wanted to point out that Christopher
Hansen contacted me early on in the planning so that Icould analyze the room and
prepare some acoustic treatments. Ispecified
the assembly and placement of the custom
bass trapping and ASC Traps and then
tuned the system utilizing aMeyer SIM
System II analyzer. The SIM was also
instmmental in fine tuning the phase alignment of the subwoofers with the main system. It seems that it does pay off to put the
extra effort into tuning aroom.
Bob Hadas
Acoustic Analysis; bobhodas@eanhlinknet
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Archibald

mericans frequently think of the
United Kingdom as kind of
quaint: Merry Olde England, driving on the "wrong" side of the road,
thatched roofs — that kind of thing. If the
companies Ivisited in September are any
indication, nothing could be further from
the truth.
My first stop was B&W's factory in
Worthing, just down the coast from
Brighton. Ithen went on to their research
facility in the little inland town of
Stcyning. Impressive! The factory is surprisingly small for acompany whose exfactory turnover is about $65 million, and
it's extremely well organized, with alot of
hard-working people, high-tech manufacturing techniques, and no wasted space.
The real trick stuff takes place at
Steyning. I'd seen laser interferometry (LI)
about 10 years before at KEF, but never
have Iseen such detailed pictures of what
loudspeaker drivers are doing instant by
instant. You might sec your midrange driver "bounce" alittle bit when hit by astrong
midbass transient, but only with LI do you
see the complexity of that motion —and
the distortion it creates. Best of all, my host,
Peter Fryer, had "tapes" of many iterations
of the same driver, showing how carefully
balancing different modes of misbehavior
led to markedly more linear drivers.
All this technology is incorporated—to'
varying degrees depending on the model —
into the new B&W Nautilus series. Ididn't
get to do any befores-and-afters, so Ican't
claim to have heard the differences; but it
sure was easy to see the differences in physical and measured behavior.
There was more. A whole department
at Steyning works on finite element analysis (FEA), which appeared to do the same
thing as LI, but in apredictive fashion
using computers. With FEA, an engineer
can analyze an entire database of driver
behavior and design, make guesses as to
how new drivers will behave, measure
those drivers, refine their computer models, and so on. By now the folks at B&W
are pretty good at refining drivers without
building them.
Overall, Icould only marvel —and think
what aboon these tools would be to some
of my high-end speaker-designer friends.
Expensive, yes. Valuable? Absolutely!
Then Iwent off to visit TAG McLaren.
TAG stands for "Technique d'Avant
Garde" — the advance guard of technology,
most famous for their Formula 1racing
team (at the time of writing, it was in the
210
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lead for both the 1998 driver and manufacturer titles).
A thorough description of the ins and
outs of aFormula 1workshop would require aseparate article or book. As ex-carmechanic Archibald, Iwas fascinated by
the cleanliness, ingenuity, thoroughness,
electronics sophistication, research capabilities — and, more than anything, levels
of expenditure. McLaren's annual F1budget is $100 million!

Ithink TMA's seven-year
goal of $56 million in
turnover is wildly ambitious,
but who am Ito say?
With that kind of money to hand— it's
only asmall part of TAG's overall operations —why is TAG's CEO, Dr. Udo
Zucker, interested in audio? The answer is
twofold, it seems. One, he thinks he can
combine remarkably good sound with the
kind of elegance and consumer appeal that
characterizes other TAG consumer products (beautiful watches, $1 million sports
cars). Two, Dr. Zucker is adevoted audiophile — he worships great sound, and pursues it with same fanaticism that we all do.
Step one of TAG McLaren's entry into
high-end audio was to acquire along-time
UK audiophile company with excellent
credentials — Audiolab. Step two was to
hire 17 additional engineers for this company, with room for an additional 18
(thereby poaching some prime talent from
nearby audio companies, and driving up
the salaries of those who remained). Step
three was to redesign the basic Audiolab
line to ahigher, more "straight through"
standard, and change the name to TAG
McLaren Audio (TMA).
Step fout, the most easily perceptible
one, was to hire some world-class industrial design talent to upgrade the new TMA
line of electronics to fit the requirements
for elegance and consumer appeal typical
of other TAG products. Step five was to
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present all this, combined with an actual
Formula 1 car and driver, in the most
extravagant manner possible at Hi-Fi Show
98, put on by Hi-Fi News &Record Review.
Will it fly? Ifound the redesigned line
very attractive, though not revolutionarily
better than the Audiolab originals. As for
the product lines to come, auspiciously
titled F2 (fall 1999) and F1(fall 2000), the
acceptance slopes will probably be steep.
These products will compete against the
world's best in ambition and price, and the
high-end community will hold them to
that standard.
The TMA launch generated more
comment than anything else Iran into in
England. Ithink their seven-year goal of
£35 million ($56 million) in turnover is
wildly ambitious, but who am Ito say?
These guys have achieved great things in
F1, and I'm delighted to see them beating
their heads out against the high-end audio
and home-theater worlds.
John Gouday: Welcome
Stereophile has anew publisher. Since Petersen Publishing's purchase of Stereophile,
Inc.'s assets on June 1of this year, I've
retained my masthead title of publisher
(with this issue it changes to "publisher
emeritus"), but in reality I've been more
like "magazine spokesman and general
factotum." All the nitty-gritty work of
publishing — financial analysis and responsibility, approval of advertising contracts,
setting of ad rates, resolution of problems,
and the like — has been handled by my
new boss, Jackie Augustine.
Jackie's an astoundingly busy woman,
working as publisher at Petersen Phottgraphic,
executive publisher at Stereophile, head of
the Petersen high-tech publishing division,
and member of the Petersen Executive
Committee. As of October 12, the nittygritty described in the previous paragraph
is being handled by John Gourlay, who
comes to us from Utne Reader by way of
Audubon, and afascinating stint representing such magazines as National Review, lite
New Republic, Foreign Affairs, and Columbia
Journalism Review. John earned abachelor's
degree from Grinnell College in Iowa.
Best of John's an audiophile —MartinLegan, Theta, Rega, and Adcom; CD and
vinyl, attended HI-FI '96 at the Waldorf—
in short, one of us. And perhaps the most surprising bit of biographical trivia: He's ahigh
school classmate of Listeno's Art Dudley,
who wrote November's "As We See It."
A hearty Welcome Aboard, John.
in
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Quite frankly, we'll be the first to admit that aMcIntosh audio system is not for everyone. Some
people are so accustomed to compromise they'll actually choose mediocrity. But then there are
those who appreciate the difference in violins, the way agold-nib fountain pen glides on paper,
or the distinct sound of atwelve cylinder engine. For those willing to sacrifice nothing, no level
of excellence is too lofty. For nearly 50 years, we have made McIntosh Audio equipment for them.
Call I-888-979-7009 or visit our website at www.mcintoshlabs.com

Alvin Queen -Bennie Wallace
"The Old Songs" sessions, January'93
(AQ 1017)

AudioQuest connects you to the music.
When Alvin Queen pours his heart into the music, you want to hear and feel
every bit of his performance.Whether used in the studio or in the home,
AudioQuest and AudioTruth cables are designed to allow the beauty and
passion of the music to emerge unscathed.
If you would like to know why AudioQuest cables and recordings sound so
good, please call for our "Cable Design" booklet.This illustrated piece discusses
basic truths of audio/video system interaction and the specific challenges of
good cable design.
Visit your AudioQuest or AudioTruth dealer and experience the music.
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P.O. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674 USA
Tel: 949-498-2770 Fax: 949-498-5112
aq@audioquest.com
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